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PREFACE.

The selections that make up this Handbook, while fairly rep-

resentative, so far as they go, of the authors from whose works

they are taken, are not to be regarded as introductions to the

authors as such, still less as studies in the history and development

of English prose literature. They are simply, as the title indi--

cates, extracts to be analyzed, in style and structure, for the pur-

pose of forming, from actual examples, some intelligent conception

of what the making of good literature involves : taken from the

best writers, because it is safer to study models of excellence than

examples of error ;
taken from several writers, because it is not

wise to make an exclusive model of any one author’s work, how-

ever excellent
;
and taken for the most part from recent writers,

not because these are better than writers of earlier time, but

because they are more likely to illustrate the usages practically

needed in this century.

I think, as far as my observation has gone,” says Mr. John

Morley, “ that men will do better for reaching precision by study-

ing carefully and with an open mind and a vigilant eye the great

models of writing, than by excessive practice of writing on their

own account.” In a general way such testimony as this to the

value of the study of literary models is universal. Biographies of

authors are frill of it
;
reports, gleaned from every available source,

of books which havo influenced me,” and accounts of the great

literary works which have been at eminent writers’ elbows, con-

stant companions and inspirers, are eagerly read and treasured for

their helpfulness to workers who aspire to like eminence. But

while the question of the what is so copiously answered, the ques-

tion of the how remains for the most part unapproached. Its
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answer has hardly got farther than the general idea that all one
has- to do is to choose, with proper respect for one’s tastes and
aptitudes, some great masterpiece or some great author’s works
and then read, read, read, until the general indefinite influence of

the style has soaked into and thoroughly saturated the reader’s

mind. To this, as one way of study, no objection is here offered

provided the works be wisely, and perhaps it ought to be said

variously, chosen. For one kind of discipline it undoubtedly has

its value. Such reading as this may, however, be so pursued as tc

be anything but " studying carefully and with an open mind and a

vigilsjnt eye,” and so it may miss its vaunted value
; indeed it

*

begins to benefit the student only when he begins to interpret the

vague impressions that he has received, by referring them to defi-
'

nite principles, only wjien there begins to be evolved in his mind J
some scientific explanation, however crude, of the literary phe- •

nomena he hsa observed. This is the main secret of the benefit

derived from literary study by those great authors who write with

Virgil and Milton and Burke at their elbows. Their own constairt 'J
efforts in the same kind of work have sharpened their vision to rec- ,1
ognize in their favorite models concrete solutions of their daily

literary problems. Thus they have come to answer, each for him-

self, the question how to study models
; and in each case tte 'i

answer means that the student has evolved from his research some^'^

kind of a ff/ rhe6fric,— one-sided, it may be, and inad$ijlj

quatc, but still such a science as he can utilize in his own
V«luable ipdeed such a result is, and it is interesting to all rea

’

to know what great masterpiece of literature infused its influ

into each eminent author’s style. Unfortunately, however,

result aaswffim the question of the how for only one person
; it <

aotiKWrtriliateto progress all along the line. Each new student mtj

bt^in <i»isu^1e«»lyand as much at sea as if nothing of the kind 1

ewer been done } he has to m!ake the way he finds. And the

)

why so saaiqr rtudents who enter hopefully on a course of study!^ kjnd find it a delusion and a disappointment— for such Is/”
'iwt— is, that they have not pursued it intelligently enough or4
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tematically enough to have reached definite practical deductions

for. their own guidance in matters literary.

Nor is the problem fully solved by making the deductions and

presenting them, in scientific form and order, to the student. The

study of the text-book of rhetoric is indeed, like the study of literary

models, one important element in the circuit of rhetorical training;

nor should either element be thrown away for the sake of the other.

‘‘ This ought ye to have done, and not to leave the other undone.’’

But to complete the circuit, connection must be made. It is not

because theory is bad, but because theory alone, without its appli-

cation in practice or in the concrete, is inadequate, that the text-

book is so often found a failure. One cannot become a writer, it

is justly urged, by learning rules and conning ready-made philoso-

phizings on style and invention. It is not so often urged, because

the thing has not so often been tried, but it is equally true, that

one cannot become a writer by studying models of writing, with-

out evolving therefrom the very rules and philosophizings that in

their abstracted form people are so ready to reject. Becoming a

writer, that is, actual practice in subduing the detailed requisites

of expression until they become pliant and ready servants of the

writer’s will, occupies a position distinct from either of these,

being the third element in the rhetorical circuit. Theory, exam-

ple, practice,— these are the three.

The present Handbook is an attempt to supply the second of

these, in a series of selections from the best prose writers
;
and so

to connect these \5rith the theory, as found in the text-book, that

the student may be enabled to make, or to discover, his own

rhetoric. Thus the book aims to supply, in some degree and

from the constructive point of view, what has hitherto seemed

most lacking, namely, a practical answer to the question how to

study literary models. How far the attempt has succeeded, can

be ascertained, of course, only by the test of actual study, being

an attempt hitherto for the most part untried. What lies on the

surface, as the most obvious feature of the book, is the ordered

and progressive character of the selections and of the annolrationS
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thereto^ which begin with the simpler investigations and go on,

step by step, to what is more comprehensive and complex. It

may be noted further that each succeeding study investigates not

only the distinctive principles for which it is introduced, but what-

ever have been noted in selections preceding ;
while also frequent

return is made to the re-examination of earlier selections, when-

ever the student has advanced far enough in the rhetoric to have

new principles to* apply. And what needs especially to be ob-

served, as a preventive of mistake, is, that he who takes up these

studies with the idea of finding in the notes a body of information

about the text will be disappointed : the notes are intended rather

to elicit and direct study, and from beginning to end (to use the

phrase so often employed in the book) ** pre-suppose a knowledge

of the rhetoric.” They are just what they purport to be, studies

;

and study is the only way to master them.

This kind of annotation has been deliberately adopted, in spite

hf spme rc2tl disadvantages that inhere in it. It would have been

htt^ch easier to trace out in detail the various felicities of expres-

sion to bring them out by means of questions; it is often

so to shape a question as not to suggest the answer in the

yep att^pt to secure the study necessary thereto
;
nor can the

Itjideht he trusted to find out so much for himself as could easily

hOefi found out for him and presented ready-made. But

the, Q3^r Way, ^t^^ ah, have been so useful? This book

cpntmitted to the conviction that it is much better to
' ' ' ‘

be tpjdit, even though one does not

it aims so to promote the attitude of

vhen the student has found what these

the impulse and the ability to

^ ;^d— to rouse thought and

Ly,,b^7rf!^e of annotation by ques-

is ’ Worth while to compel

things can be worked

stop long enough;
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nay, if he will tarry a little and go to work rightly, he may make

his study of English as valuable a mental discipline as the study

of Latin and Greek,— hard as this is to realize in the absence

of grammar and lexicon work, and in the universal breakneck

pace of reading that now obtains. A corresponding expendi-

ture of time, and a corresponding minuteness of attention, wisely

directed, would, I am sure, place English fully side by side, as a

disciplinary study, with the classic languages. But the first requi-

site is to call in the student’s thought from the vague excursions

that the easy mother-tongue leaves it so free to make, and give it

something to do, something toward which the very time spent is

time gained. What Wordsworth found in the contemplation of

nature is equally needed, in these hurrying days, in the study of

literature,— “ the harvest of a quiet eye.”

Accordingly, the student of this book may sometimes be asked

questions whose answers are so obvious as to seem hardly worth

the delay ; but some time he will find, I am confident, that the

veiy attention necessary to consider them has in some degre^

increased his insight and sharpened his literary sense. Besides,

no one can tell what questions here so easily resolved may not, on

occasions of his own future work, be perplexing problems, requir-

ing for their solution all the keenness he can command.

Some of the questions herein asked may be too hard for the

student, in his present stage, to answer ; some indeed, appealing

perhaps to individual taste, may not be susceptible of an indubi-

table decision, one way or the other ; but the mere exercise of

thought thereon has its value, greater than we are apt to realize.

One large element in the study of literature is the development of

what may be called tact: the student comes to feel the rightness,

or the strength, or the felicity of an expression, and thus to justify

it. Such feeling often lies too deep to find a reason in words, and

yet it has all the certitude of a demonstration. It is of great

importance that this tact, this feeling, be well grounded
; not rest-

ing on whim, nor on merely individual standards, but on deep

and universal principle. This is one of the objects to which this
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book aspires to contribute ; its desire being, not to finish off the
student in rhetoric, but to open the gate and set him on the way
to those delights of literary study which are to be had in “private-

ncss and retiring."

With the same object in view the book may sometimes direct

the student to subtle points of criticism not treated of in the

rhetoric. These may be caviare to the general, and yet be adapted
to find and bring out the elect. In all study of literature the best

and finest discoveries arc only for those who have ears to hear •

niiiy it not be worth while to make occasional appeal to such ?

Yet with whatever is here attempted, it is not for a moment
claimed that this rhetorical analysis lays bare, or adequately inter-

prets, the secret life of literature. There is something about the

best rhetori<'. which baffles the analysis of the critic, as life evades

the scalpel of the anatomist.” Let this be confessed at the out-

set. To many, j)crhaps to the majority, the secret must remain

incommunicable; they have no ear for such music. But even
these will do better to learn something definite, albeit elemen-

tary, al)out literary laws, than to strain their immature critical

powers toward something that must of necessity be to them only

vague and luminotisly cloudy; while the elect few who by an

inborn yet educated tact come to feel the throbbing life of litera-

ture, will feci it all the more keenly and truly for knowing also

the prosaic constructive principles at the foundation, the prin-

ciples to which it is the lowly aim of thivS book to guide them.

Acknowledgments are due, and are hereby gratefully made, to

Messrs. Houghton, Mifflin & Co., for permission to copy selections

from iiOwcI! and Hawthorne ; and to Mr. George William Curtis,

both for kindly placing at my disposal his oration on “ The Public

Duty of Educated Men,” and for the warm interest he has taken

in the general project of the book. Nor should I leave unmen-

tioneii Mr. J. S. Cushing, the printer, whose taste speaks for itself,

and whose uniform kindness has made the mechanical preparation

of dtis volume a delight.

AMUKaitr, Jiinutiry 7. 1889.
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I

JOHN BUNYAN.

Christian’s fight with apollyon.

“ The style of Bunyan is delightful to every reader, and invaluable as a

study to every person who wishes to obtain a wide command over the English

language. The vocabulary is the vocabulary of the common people. There

is not an expression, if we except a few technical terms of theology, which

would puzzle the rudest peasant. We have observed several pages which

do not contain a single word of more than two syllables. Yet no writer has

said more exactly what he meant to say. For magnificence, for pathos, for

vehement exhortation, for subtle disquisition, for every purpose of the poet, the

orator, and the divine, this homely dialect, the dialect of plain working men,

was perfectly sufficient. There is no book in our literature on which we would

so readily stake the fame of the old unpolluted English language, no book

which shows so well how rich that language is in its own proper wealth, and

how little it has been improved by all that it has borrowed.’*

—

Macaulay.

But now, in this Valley of Humiliation, poor Christian

was hard,put to it
;
for he had gone but a little way before

This Selection and the one following are studied for the manner in

Which they illustrate Choice of Words; and presuppose a knowledge

of the Rhetoric as far as page 48.

To aid in estimating how the style of this extract accords with its

purpose, bear the following &cts in mind: i. It is a simple narrative,

written by an unlearned man, for plsdn, common people. 2. The dic-

tion takes its coloring from the book in which Bunyan was most deeply

read, the Bible, 3. The Pilgrim’s Progress, from which this sfelection

is taken, is an allegory (see Rhetoric, p. 94); from which feet we nat-

urally look to see many words and turns of ejcpression determined or

influenced by the double sense that allegory contains.

lalne 2. Hard put to it,-^an idiom; see Rhet. p. 46, rule 14.

Why so called?'-^A little way,— what is the more formal and less
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he espied a foul fiend coming over the field t«) meet him

:

his name is AiJollynn. Then ditl Christ i.ui begin to be

f afraid, and to cast in his mind whether to go hack or to

sta.nd his ground. But he considered again that he had

no armor for his back, and therefore thought that to turn

the back to him might give him the greater advantage with

ease to pierce him with his darts. Therefore he i vMilvcd

m to venture and stand his gronml ; for, tiunight he, had I

no more in mine eye than the saving of my life, 'twimhi Iw

the best way to stand.

So he went on, and Apollyon met him. Now the mon-

ster was hideous to behohl: he was clothed with scales

(( like a fish (and they arc his pride) ; he had wings like a

dragon, feet Ukc a bear, and out of his belly came fire and

araokc ; and his mouth was as the mouth of a lion. When
he was come up to Christian, he Irehcld him with a diadaim

fiil countenance, and thus began to question with him.

» Apol. Whence come you ? nntl whither arc you bound ?

Chr. I am come from the City of Destruction, which

is the place of oil evil, and am going to the City of Zion.

kHomstk expnNwIonf Tty tha affect of rewrldng the wb(4a aentence

la mod lasroad tenrai is Uw style Improved thcr«by?~t. Ssptod,

what equivalent Litlo derlvadve b more used now?—Vottl,«»liow h
ihadwIoeofthbwofdprobaUyinfiueaccd tqrMarklx.35f— B, WluU
Idllon ia thb laef How b the sune idea repeated la the next Biwf
See Rhet. p. 30, mb au--* Modemue the tdloms la U. U* U.

IT. Am. Note how the tern of oomperlnoa h verted from frtw la

piravioaB Haae. Which of dm two terras b more need with a verb, aad
wUebwIdi a aouaf—U. Waaoome. Cf.U.3i,j6. What eqoi*’

hint ftxm of At mb b axtre need aowf— Find a Lada eqidviduM

far '**<**^***^1^1

so. The dblogae farm b very frequent with Benytai k b a aisrk

of die vivid hnai^aBdoB whldi M him to Ideadfy hlmeelf whh llw

facUiqp aad dw^ta of hb datactera. Note bom aatonl H b far
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ApoL By this I perceive thou art one of my subjects;
for all that country is mine, and I am the prince and god
of it. How is it then that thou hast run away from thy 95

king ? Were it not that I hope thou mayest do me more
service, I would strike thee now at one blow to the

ground.

Chr, I was born indeed in your dominions, but your
service was hard, and your wages such as a man could not 30

live on
;
for the \v'ages pf sin is death. Therefore when I

was come to years, I did as other considerate persons do,

look out, if perhaps I might mend myself.

[In the dialogue that ensues, Apollyon tries by-promises
and threats to reclaim Christian to his service

; but Chris-

tian steadily maintains his allegiance to the Prince whom
he now follows.]

ApoL Then Apollyon broke out into a grievous rage,

saying, I am an enemy to this Prince
; I hate his person, 3^

his laws, and people
; I am come out on purpose to with-

stand thee.

Ckr. Apollyon, beware what you do, for I am in the

him to slip into direct discourse in 1 . 10
, and how the vivacity is in-

creased thereby; cf. Rhet. p. 127 . In some of his dialogue passages
he includes more than the actual words spoken; see II. 34 , 41 .

23. Does the omission of the conjunction before thou occasion any
disadvantage here?— 24. Why is not god spelled with a capital?

33. Iiook out,—what auxiliary should be understood with this, to

give the proper construction?—Mend myself,—^find a more modern
expression.

34. Broke out, grievous,— substitute Latinized terms for these,

and note the loss of energy,— 36. Withstand,— derivation, see Skeat,

Etymological Diet, s, v> What is the equivalent JLatin derivative?

38. Beware means what here? Is it exactly modern usage?
43.-45. What words of Saxon derivation are especially energetic in,

this paragraph? Try to find more learned terms* and note the differ-

ence in effect
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King's highway, the way of holiness ;
therefore lake heel

40 to yourself.

Apol, Then AjMtllyon strailtllcd quite over the wlmle

breadth of the way, and said, ! am vuitl uf fear in lids

matter. I'rcparc thyself to die j for I swear by my infernal

den that thou shalt go no further; here will I spill thy soul.

And with that he threw a flaming dart at hi* breast

;

but Christian had a shield in hi.s hand, with which he

caught it, and an preventer! the danger of that.

Then did Christian draw, for he saw 'twaa time to be*

stir him; and A]»dlyon as fa.Ht made at him, throwing

darts as thick ns hail ; by the which, notwithstanding all

that Christian could do to avoid it, A|iolIyan wounded

him in his head, his hand, and foot. Thin made Chris-

tian give a little back ;
Apollyon therefore followed his

work amain, and Christian again tisik courage, and re-

u slated as manfully as he could. I'his sore comluit lasted

for above half a day, even till Christian was almost quite

4S. Jutd wttli tlist,— note that this i» llw prevslIinK mnneelbe
through this more nsmttive (Niriion; cf. tl. 61, 6j, 69, 73. What con-

nectives would be more used now I*

48-Sft Note the vtgormu Saxon words in U. M, S9, Bf, snd see

If you con find other words so good.— I'ui In other terms the idlooM

In 59, S6, snd note the effect -- 4W. Dtser, •— s technical wm—
meMdng whstf tlocs U tmosgreM Rhet p. ^o^nde 10?— 'Twaa,->

notice that Bunyan waa freer In the im of conuactiom than writers

aowadsys, see also H. ti, fiy. — fiO. Vh* whkdt,— tee also I. 98.

The ardeto is no longer used thus with the rdalive, except perhnpe

by Csriyto, who is so exception to idl ndee. -> 84. AnMila,— de^
vstioni eee Skest, *. w.— Xealssed,— fiompnre this word with wMi-
tituul, t. 36, sod note the similarity ol the roots froes wMch dwy
an derived. Synonyms, see Rhet. p. 90, a. «>Ws oppose by active

/am. We rerist Inherentpmar. We trithaland fay ItAenHSt^firar

Nsrr."— C. J. SsuTH. Can yen uace aaytblng of this dlsdnciion

hanf—80. JOnoet qnlte,— is tUs expression re^Mdaotl Coaw
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spent
; for you must know that Christian, by reason of his

wounds, must needs grow weaker and weaker.

Then Apollyon, espying his opportunity, be^an to gather

up close to Christian, and wrestling with him, gave him 6o

a dreadful fall
;
and with that Christian’s sword flew out

of his hand. Then said Apollyon, I am sure of thee

‘now
; and with that he had almost pressed him to death,

so that Christian began to despair of life. But as God
would have it, while Apollyon was fetching of his last 6$

blow, thereby to make a full end of this good man, Chris-

tian nimbly reached outTiTs hand for his sword, and
caught it, saying, Rejoice not against me, O mine enemy!
when I fall I shall arise

;
and with that gave him a deadly

thrust, which made him give back, as one that had re- 70

ceived his mortal wound. Christian perceiving that, made
at him again, saying. Nay, in all these things, we are more
than conquerors, through him that loved us. And with

that Apollyon spread forth his dragon’s wings, and sped

him away, that Christian for a season saw him no more. 7S

In this combat no man can imagine, unless he had seen

and heard as I did, what yelling and hideous roaring

Apollyon made all the time of the fight ;
— he spake like

a dragon
;
and on the other side, what sighs and groans

burst from Christian’s heart. I never saw him all the 80

pare 11. 41 , 105 for the proper use of gfuHe. How do we Americans

;sometimes use the word improperly?

59. G-ather up close,— what would be the modern equivalent of

this idiom?— 65. Note the idiom in this line.—Fetching of,— why
is the “of” wrong here and right in line 1

1

?— 68
. Quoted from Micah

vii, 8 . What enemy is meant in the original?— 71. Note the idiom.

<— Quotation from Romans viii. 37 .— 74. Dragon’s wings,— would we
use the possessive in such case now?— Sped him away,^ find an

equivalent expression.
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while give so much as one pleasant look, till he perceived

he had wounded Apollyon with his two-edged sword
;
then

indeed he did smile and look upward. But 'twas the dread-

fullest sight that ever I saw.

85 So when the battle was over, Christian said, I will here

give thanks to Him that hath delivered me out of the

mouth of the lion, to Him that did help me against Apol-'

lyon. And so he did, saying,

Great Beelzebub, the Captain of this fiend,

po Design’d my min
;
therefore to this end

He sent him harness’d out
;
and he with rage

That hellish was, did fiercely me engage

:

But blessed Michael helped me, and I

By dint of sword did quickly make him fiy.

05 Therefore to Him let me give lasting praise,

And thank and bless His holy name always.

Then there came to him a hand with some of the leaves

of the Tree of Life, the which Christian took and applied

to the wounds that he had received in the battle, and was

100 healed immediately. He also sat down in that place to eat

bread, and to drink of the bottle that was given him a little

before: so being refreshed, he addressed himself to his

journey, with his sword drawn in his hand
;
for he said, I

know not but some other enemy may be at hand. But he

m met with no other affront from Apollyon quite through

this valley.

From Pilgrim’s Progress.

83 . Compare the sense of this indeed with the one in 1 . 29 ;
for

which latter see Rhet- p. 138, 38. What two uses of the word thus

revealed?— 91 . Harness’d, — an old technical term, for which there

is no more occasion.— 94. Dint of,— analyze the idiom, and find an
equivalent.
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Of the narrative just studied, Richard Grant White says, “ No per-

son who has read * The Pilgrim\s Progress ’ can have forgotten the figlit

of Christian with Apollyou, which, for vividness of description and

dramatic interest, puts to shame all the combats between knights and

giants, and men and dragons, that can be found elsewhere in romance

or poetry
;
but there are probably many who do not remember, and not

a few perhaps who, in the very enjoyment of it, did not notice, the

dearness, the spirit, the strength, and the simjde beauty of the style in

which that passage is written.” Here are ascribed to the extract all the

fundamental qualities of style mentioned in Rhet. pi). 19-25. Let us

test some of them.

How does Bunyan show adaptation of style to thought (Rhet. p.

17. I)? How to the reader (17, 2)? Does the nature of the thought

re<iuire fine shades of meaning, .such as we associate with precision

(20)? Test some of the sentences for perspicuity (20) ;
e.g. 11 . 13-17 ?

48-52 ; 64-71 ; 76-80 ;
100-X04 (the longest sentences in the extract).

Are there any complexities in their structure?

As to choice of words, test the sentences for force (21, i). Put e.g.

11 , 61-78 into other words, choosing Latinized terms for the Saxon

where possible, and see if it is as vigorous.

** Simple beauty ” (23) ,— what evidence of that? Are the sentences

smooth? Do you naike the felicity of the expression,— or indeed think

of it as style at all? What does this fact indicate?



II.

THOMAS DE QUINCEY.

ON THE KNOCKING AT THE GATE IN MACBETH.

^ Exactness, rather than perspicuity, is Ins peculiar merit. On this li«

openly prides himself. . . . He certainly had reason to glory. None of out
writers in general literature have shown themselves so scrupulously precise-

His works are still the crowning delicacy for lovers of formal, punctilious

exactness.^*— W. Minto.
“ Whence is that knocking?

How is’t with me, when every noise appals me ?

What hands are here? ha I they pluck out mine eyes.

Will all great Neptune’s ocean wash this blood

Clean from my hand? No, this my hand will rather

The multitudinous seas incarnadine,

Making the green one red.”

Macbeth, Act IL Seme H

From my boyish days I had always felt a great perplexity

on one point in Macbeth. It was this : the knocking a.t

This selection is studied as illustrating the Choice of Words, espe-
dally as regards fine and exact usage. To aid in the study, bear in

the following facts : l. Published in the London Magazine, in October,

this paper was evidently intended for educated readers, and did
not need to simplify on their account. 2. The subject, being expository

(see Rhet. p. 383) > requires accurate, discriminating language; and
from Rhet* p* 44, 2 we naturally expect that words of Classical ori^n
will be fireely employed* The conditions are thus quite different from,

those which governed the previous selection.

Xdae 1 * Boyish,— why is this word better than ‘‘boyhood’s”?

X had always felt,— pluperfect, because the author wishes to place it

before the foci mentioned 1 - 13.— Perplexity,— compare with syno-

nyms, tmbarrassm^ntj bewilderment^ confusion. Why is per^lexrity
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the gate, which succeeds to the murder of Duncan, pro-

duced to my feelings an effect for which I never could

account. The effect was, that it reflected back upon the s

murder a peculiar awfulness and a depth of solemnity

;

yet, however obstinately I endeavored with my understand-

ing to comprehend this, for many years I never could see

why it should produce such an effect

In fact, my understanding said positively that it could w

not produce any effect. But I knew better
;

I felt that it

did
;
and I waited and clung to the problem until further

knowledge should enable me to solve it. At length, in

1812, Mr. Williams made his dibut on the stage of Rat-

cliffe Highway, and executed those unparalleled murders is

which have procured for him such a brilliant and undying

better here?— 3. Succeeds to,— a more formal word than follows*

b it exacter?— 4. For which, etc.,— cf. that I never could account

for. Which sounds more colloquial, and which better fitted for such a

paper as this ?— 6 . Peculiar awfulness, etc. Would awe be accurate

here? What is the good of two nearly synonymous expressions? See.

Rhet. p. 52.— 7. With my understanding. This phrase is made

prominent by its order (cf. Rhet. p. 18 1, 4) ;
to what is it antithetic

(1.4)?

9. The periods indicate that something is omitted. It is a para-

graph of digression, beginning, “ Here I pause for one moment to

exhort the reader never to pay ai;>y attention to his understanding, when

H stands in opposition to any other faculty of his mind.” The begin-

ning of the next paragraph will indicate how easily it can be left out;

cf. Rhet. p. 207, note,

10 . Positively. This is set over against something negatively ex-

pressed or implied; find what it is.— 12. Problem. Compare ques-

tion. Why is this better? What verb is used with this (cf. also 1. 36),

and what would be the fitting verb with question f— 14. D§but Why
italicized? Is it admissible under Rhet. rule ii, p. 41? This word,

with several words in the twelve lines succeeding, are chosen to accord

with the ironical view that De Quincey chooses here to take of murder;
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reputation. On which murders, by the way, I must observe,

that in one respect they have had an ill effect, by making
the connoisseur in murder very fastidious in his taste, and

»o dissatisfied by anything that has since been done in that

line. All other murders look pale by the deep crimson of

his; and, as an amateur once said to me in a querulous

tone, “ There has been absolutely nothing doing since his

time, or nothing that’s worth speaking of.” But this is

*5 wrong
;
for it is unreasonable to expect all men to be great

artists, and born with the genius of Mr. Williams. Now
it will be remembered, that in the first of these murders,

(that of the Marrs,) the same incident (of a knocking at the

door, soon after the work of extermination was complete)

s»did actually occur, which the genius of Shakspeare has

invented; and all good judges, and the most eminent

dilettanti, acknowledged the felicity of Shakspeare’s sug-

gestion, as soon as it was actually realized. Here, then,

was a fresh proof that I was right in relying on my own
»s feeling, in opposition to my understanding; and I again

set myself to study the problem
;
at length I solved it to

my own satisfaction ; and my solution is this. Murder, in

ordinary cases, where the sympathy is wholly directed to

•M note on this figure, p. 65 below.

—

19 . Connoisseur,— derivation

and use?—19. Fastidious in his taste; 22. Amateur; 25. Ghreat

artlatesf ^ Oenius,— from what department of thought are these

woida chosen? How do they change the suggestion of the thought

hers?—28. Xnoldent. Cf. synonyms gvent, occurrence,—why is this

better?

—

29. Bactenulnatlon,— is this merely a synon]^! for murder,

or doe# it intentionally express more? See De Quincey’s Works, Vol.

XI. pp. 614-620. — 30. Did actually,— to what is this in antiAesis ?—
. 88. Derivation of dilettanti,— as a for6i|;n,w<M:d, why not italicized?

—Acknowledged,— how different firom recognised f— Pelioity,—

»

literally what? Why better than happiness

f

— 33. Actually real,

iawd,— to wbat is this in antithesis?*— 38, Sympathy. Study this
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the case of the murdered person, is an incident of coarse

and vulgar horror
;
and for this reason, that it flings the 4°

interest exclusively upon the natural but ignoble' instinct

by which we cleave to iite ; an instinct, which, as being

indispensable to the primal law of self-preservation, is the

same in kind, (though different in degree,) amongst all

living creatures
;

this instinct, therefore, because it anni- 45

hilates all distinctions, and degrades the greatest of men
to the level of ‘^the poor beetle that we tread on,” exhibits

human nature in its most abject and humiliating attitude.

Such an attitude would little suit the purposes of the poet.

What then must he do ? He must throw the interest on so

the murderer. Our sympathy must be with him ; (of course

word in connection with its later use, IL 5 ^ sq.— 39. Coarse and

vulgar,— try if the sense can be adequately expressed by one of these

words alone
;

cf. Rhet. p. 31 .— 41. Exclusively,— how is this more

specific th^xiwholfyl— ignoble,— what previous adjective softens the

use of this ? •— 42. Cleave to life,— compare the verb clung used with

problem, 1 . 12 , and note fineness of use.— 43. Primal,— discriminate

between synonyms primary, primal, primitiue,— 45, 46, 47, Annihi-

lates, degrades, exhibits,— trace the derivation of each of these

words, and shov»» in each case how congruous is the object to the verb.

48, Abject and humiliating,— what is the good of using both

terms?— 50. Throw,— compare flings, 1 . 4^, and see Rhet. p. 31-—
51. Sympathy,— what is the derivation, and what in the derivation

makes “ sympathy

”

a barbarism (see De Quincey’s note below)?

On the use of the word sympathy here, De Quincey has the following

note :
** It seems almost ludicrous to. guard and explain my use of a

word, in a situation where it would naturally explain itself. But it has

become necessary to do so, in consequence of the unscholarlike use of

the word sympathy, at present so general, by which, instead of taking

it in its proper sense, as the act of reproducing in our minds the feelings

of another, whether for hatred, indignation, love, pity, or approbation,

it is made a mere synonym of the word pUy

;

and hence, instead of say-

ing ‘sympathy nfith another,^ many writers adopt the monstrous bar-
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I mean a sympathy of comprehension, a sympathy by which

we enter into his feelings, and are made to understand

them,— not a sympathy of pity or approbation). In the

rs murdered person, all strife of thought, all flux and reflux

of passion and of purpose, are crushed by one overwhelm-

ing panic; the fear of instant death smites him “with its

petrific mace/' But in the murderer, such a murderer as a

poet will condescend to, there must be raging some great

6o storm of passion,—jealousy, ambition, vengeance, hatred,—
which will create a hell within him ;

and into this hell we
are to look.

In Macbeth, for the sake of gratifying his own enormous

and teeming faculty of creation, Shakspeare has introduced

fis two murderers
;
and, as usual in his hands, they are re-

markably discriminated : but, though in Macbeth the strife

of mind is greater than in his wife, the tiger spirit not so

awake, and his feelings caught chiefly by contagion from
her,— yet, as both were finally involved in the guilt of

barism of ‘ sympathy for another.’ ”— 52. Comprehension,— point

out how this word is defined in the repetition that follows.— 55. What
idea is here developed by two nearly s)monymous expressions?— TIvlx,

and reflux; technical terms,— are they too difficult for the class to

whom the paper is addressed?

—

58. Petrific,— derive this word, and
show its adaptedness to the idea.— 59. Condescend to,— what more
is suggested than if De Quincey had said describe or depict? Cf. 11-

33*— Storm of passion,— what makes this term more fitting

here than the weaker term “flux and reflux of passion,” 1. 55 , and why
is the other more fitting there?

83. Pnormous,—derivation?

—

64. Define teeming, and showhow
it advances on the idea expressed in enormous.— 66. Discriminated^
— compare distinguished, and show how the derivation makes this word
better here.

—

67. What strong epithet in this line?— 68. Contagion.,
— a technical term— from what source ?

—

69. Involved,— show how
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murder, the murflcrous miini of necessity is finally to be ?«

presumed in Iwiih. This was to he exprcssetl
;
and on Us.

own account, as well as to make it a nujrc proptjrtiunablc

antagonist to the uiiofTeiulin^; nature of their victim, “the
gracious Duncan," ami aiU'({uatcly to expound "the deep
damnation of his taking off," this was to he cxi»ressed with n
peculiar energy. We were to he made to feel that the

hnmnn nature, that is, the tlivine nature of h>ve and mercy,

.spread through tiie hearts of all crealiires, uml sehlom

utterly withdrawn from ntnn, - -w.is gone, vanished, extinct;

and that the fiendish nature had taken its place. And, as a«

this effect is marvellou.sly accomplished in the ditihgua

and soliloquies themselves, so it is hnally consummated by

the cx|xKiicnt under consideration ; and it is to this that

the word, by iu derivation, ia fitted to the context.— 90. Of neoM-
•ity,— why not ntttstarify f Try and ace.— 71. How does presnmed
fit its derivation here ? — BxprwMwd,— why would not said or told be

fining here?— 7a. more proporttonabl* antagonlat,— can thia

be put in ainipler terma without circumlocution?— 74. How doea adw<
quatwtjr fit iu derivation here?— Sxpound,— why not explain or

itdtrprelf— 77. HHvtnw,— what antithetic word answers to this below?

99. Ooae, viutlabed, esttlaot,— trace degrees of meaning and ciimax

(see Rhet. p. 105). Docs the use of three worda answer to the idea's

prominence?— ai, 83. Stalogaea sad aoUloqnlm, — what is the

di^rence In these two words? t>eriva them. — AooonpUahed,
comminiaatwd,— discriminate degrees of meaning in these two.—
83. Xxiwdiwiit aadwr oonaldwratloii.— a repetition of what, and

why the varladon in repetition?— 04-loa, Read these sentences taure*

fiiRy aloud, and note how elaborate is the diedon, owing to the presence

of elegSDt words. Try the eflfect of substituting simpler terms, and see

if the passage renalaa aa suggestlye. Ia there a suspicion of fine writ*

tag (Rhet. p. 4Si role 13) bi " a vast metropolle " (why not greal

''great national Idd" (why woXHomartd eUixtHf), “carried In ftinerel

pomp to his grave'* (why not efanpiy hiudtdt)} See if the eimpler

worde would adequately portriy the ecene De Quinoey hem adebee W
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I now solicit the reader’s attention. If the reader has ever

fis witnessed a wife, daughter, or sister, in a fainting fit, he
may chance to have observed that the most affecting mo-
ment in such a spectacle, is that in which a sigh and a

stirring announce the recommencement of suspended life.

Or, if the reader has ever been present in a vast metropo-

90 lis, on the day when some great national idol was carried

in funeral pomp to his grave, and chancing to walk near

the course through which it passed, has felt powerfully, in

the silence and desertion of the streets, and in the stagna-

tion of ordinary business, the deep interest which at that-

9S moment was possessing the heart of man,— if all at once

he should hear the death-like stillness broken up by the

sound of wheels rattling away from the scene, and making

known that the transitory vision was dissolved, he will be

aware that at no moment was his sense of the complete

*00 suspension and pause in ordinary human concerns so full

and affecting, as at that moment when the suspension

ceases, and the goings-on of human life are suddenly

resumed. All action in any direction is best expounded,

measured, and made apprehensible, by reaction. Now
»os apply this to the case in Macbeth. Here, as I have said.

impress.— 93. Note the number of words used to portray the one idea

^siXenoe^desertioxi, stagnation, 96, stillness, and 100, suspension,

pause ; and trace the particular aspect of the scene with which each

word is xised. — 96, 97. What words in these two lines are picturesque

or descriptive words (cf/Rhet. pp. 62, 168)? See if you can discern

the descriptive quality in the sound.— 98. Be aware,— would it be
accurate to say here, a$ is often said nowadays, hi conscious f— 101. Sua-

pension oeases, *— note that one elaborate word naturally consorts

with another, as belonging to the same stratum of diction (see Rhet.

p. 83); thus, ccctses here is better i!hsi.nstoj>s.— 103. Trace the stages

of the idea presented by the three verbs. Does the importance of
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the retiring of the human heart, and the entrance of the

fiemlish heart, was to be expressed and made sensible

Antither world has slept in
;
an<l the imir<k‘rers are taken

out of the region of Imnum things, human [uirposcs, human
desires. They are transfigured: Laily Maclreth is “un-n<

sexed*': Maebeth Ijus forgot that he was Ikh ii of woman
;

both are conformed to the image of devils ; and the w<trld

of devils is suddenly revealed. Hut how .shall thi.s be

conveyed and ma<le p.i}pahle? In order that a new worUl

may step in, this world must fi»r a time tli.sappear. The os

murderers, nntl the murder, must he insulated — cut off by

an immeasurable gulph from the onlinary tide ami succes-

sum of human affairs— locked up and .seque.stcred in some
deep recess ; we must be made scttsilde that the world of

ordinary life is suddenly arrestetl — laid asleep— tranced

— racked into a dread armistice ; time must l>c annihilated

;

relation to things without abolished ; and all must pass

self-withdrawn into a deep syncope c\ml sus[>cnsion of earthly

thought juDtlfy so minute cxpresition?— 107. Saprauad,— re|)eatcd

from i. 7t, with a word added. WIint is the use of the words mad#
aanaSbla?— Fiaadiati In set over against faumaa here; comimre what

U added to the idea, II. 76-80.—110. Tranafisturad,— an unusual use

of the word; In what resircct?—U*. Oonvayad and mada palpa-

bla.— compare these woi^ with the verbs in il. 103, 104, and trace the

dUTerence.— no. Znaalatad,— note how this technical temi is Imme-

diately defined for the present purpose in the parenthesis. — US-
UM. Note the diflerent ways of saying eisentUIly the name thing, tn

these lines.— 181. Armiatloa,— derivatlon ?— AnnihUatad, abol-

iabad,— discriminate these, and note their fitness to their auhjecta.—

188. ttynoopa,— a technical term; from what source? Doea the

succeeding phraae explain it sufficiently to justify It? Note the syno-

nym for thia ennployed In 1 . 131. (It will to noted, hy the way, how
tto unuBual words here,— Inaulated, sequestered, armistice, syncope—
n all made intalligibla by equivalent expressions In the context.)—
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passion. Hence it is, that when the deed is done, when
«5 the work of darkless is perfect, then the world of darkness

passes away like a pageantry in the clouds
;
the knocking

at the gate is heard
;
and it makes known audibly that the

reaction has commenced : the human has made its reflux

. upon the fiendish
; the pulses of life are beginning to beat

130 again
; and the re-establishment of the goings-on of the

world in which we live, first makes us profoundly sensible

of the awful parenthesis that had suspended them.
O, mighty poet ! Thy works are not as those of other

men, simply and merely great works of art
; but are also

*3s like the phenomena of nature, like the sun and the sea, the
stars and the flowers,— like frost and snow, rain and dew,
hail-storm and thunder, which are to be studied with entire
submission of our own faculties, and in the perfect faith
that in them there can be no too much or too little, nothing

If useless or inert,—but that, the further we press in our
discoveries, the more we shall see proofs of design and self-

sufporting arrangement where the careless eye had seen
nothing but accident.

Fr^ Essays in Literary Criticism, Works Vol. IV.

the adjectives are used without their sub-
it be as iinpressive if any substantive, as in II. 77, 80,

^{doyed?
and merely, point out, from the root-meanings of

,utility of employing both. What distinction do you
derive, and note

succeeding (cf. Rbet. p, 290).—
,,
r "7^ of what has been very prominent

m-paks. Is it obtrusive enough to be called
S^den^^what terms constitute the antitho

’
i'U' ,

^
'



STUDY INTRODUCTORY TO FOLLOWING SELECTIONS.

The three Selections that follow will be studied in a somewhat
broader way, as illustrating some of the characteristics that diction

takes, according to the prevailing mood or emotion in which the
work is written

; and presuppose a knowledge of the Rhetoric as far

as page 84.

Before proceeding to these Selections, however, let us see what char-

acteristics of this kind are revealed in the two Selections that have

already been given.

Bunyan: pages 1-6.— Bunyan has a simple and intelligible story

to tell
;
as it were, a recital of plain fact. His appeal, therefore, is merely

to the intellect
;
and the diction, in the regularity and restraint of its

structure, is of the Intellectual Type
;
see Rhet. p. 69. Can you discern,

in 11. 35-44, any evidences of increased emotion? Note the short,

trenchant clauses, all direct assertions, and the strong word.s and figures

;

e.g., ** I hate his person,” etc.
; Prepare thyself to die

;

” “ Here will

I spill thy soul.” The exclamation in 1 . 68, also, is natural to the

heightened feeling of this part of the story.

De Quincey:pages 8-16.— The selection from De Quincey, being
concerned with expounding ideas, is also prevailingly of the Intellectual

Type, but in a manner very different from that of Bunyan. You have
already observed how exact he is, in the choice of words and in the dis-

crimination of shades in the idea
; this is called for largely by the nature

of his task. But also, as an individual trait, his diction is very elabo-
rate. We see here illustrated what critics have noted, that “his lan-

guage naturally and unavoidably shaped itself into stately phrases”;
and sometimes we can feel, with the critics, “ their occasionally some-
what inappropriate pomp and elegance.” Observe if this is in any
degree the case in 11. 80-102

; 1 13-132.

The last paragraph shows the effect of emotion, and is distinctly an
approach to the Impassioned Type. What is there that indicates a
heightened style i Read it aloud, and observe the flow of it, its euphony
and rhythm (cf, Rhet. p. 169), the omission of the article in h 136 (see
Rhet. p. 51), the imaginative delight in the impressive phenomena of
nature, which gives the passage a poetic touch.
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EDMUND BURKE.

THE AGE OF CHIVALRY IS GONE!

In all its varieties Burke’s style is noble, earnest, deep-flowing, becauto
ins sentiment V7as lofty and fervid, and went with sincerity aijd ardent disci^
plined travail of judgment. . . . Burke had the style of his subjects, the
am^tude, the ^feightiness, the laboriousness, the sense, the high flight, the
grandeur, proper to a man dealing with imperial themes, the freedom of
nations,^ justice of rulers, the fortunes of great societies, the sacredness oflaw”—

J

ohn Morley.

It is now sixteen or seventeen years since I saw the
Qiieen of France, then the Dauphiness, at Versailles

; and

Revolution in France,” from which this
IS tsAen, .was first published in October, 1700. The mood in^ present passage was written is well indicated in the following.^^fromafctter of Burke’s to Sir P. Francis, under date of Feb*

i recollection of the manner in

1 ^774, and th^rtraLt
.

*”®^<7.-s{^endor, and beauty, with the prostrate homaga
to Jer-and abominable scene of 1789, whichi3

f^ These’^team

‘I
the^^scripaon

,

. V/s„ i
« * «»«wa at tne aescripUon s

iwt^b^sVB. this feet, aor that these are my^^;that &e whole .isafected, Wj.as you express It, down-

reveid them-
enjotioii’

‘Iff::

3U*?’

. Wfe ^h tj^ chiu^ftcterlstlcfi of
• 33^ hottotn. WtMirt do 3^011
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surely never lighted on this orb, which she hardly seemed

to touch, a more delightful vision. I saw her just above

the horizon, decorating and cheering the elevated sphere s

she just began to move in
;
glittering like the morning

star, full of life, and splendor, and joy. Oh, what a revolu-

tion ! and what a heart must I have, to contemplate without

discern of poetic structure in 1. 3?—What word from the poetic vocab-

ulary?— Explain the figure that lines 1-7 embody; is it suitable to

ordinary plain prose, such prose, for instance, as Bunyan’s?— Do you

discern in these lines words chosen in part for their euphony or pictur-

esqueness?— Read the clauses aloud; do you observe a tendency to

regularity of rhythm?— Consider how all these things help the imagi-

nation to realize the passage. It will be observed that, although the

diction is brilliant and noble, there are few if any words that belong

exclusively to the poetic vocabulary

;

and this agrees with what Hazlitt

says : “It has always appeared to me that the most perfect prose style,

the most powerful, the most dazzling, the most daring, that which went

nearest to the verge of poetry, and yet never fell over, was Burke^s.”

Lines 7-31 are not so much description as comment
;
and they are

obviously more impassioned than preceding or following. Point out

the irregularities of expression due to emotion
;
see Rhet. p. 71. Notice

first the exclamatory sentences
;

cf. Rhet. p. 97. Try the effect of put-

ting 11. 7-9 in a mere assertion. What repetition makes 11. 24-26 exclam-

atory (cf. 1. 18)*? Notice next how the repetitions aid the emphasis

;

(cf. Rhet. p. 161, 74) ;
see e.g. 11. 9, 13, 14, 15, 20, 26. Notice finally

how much is expressed by circumlocutions that give the real significance

of the thought. What circumlocution for “became queen” in 1. 10?
for “ poison ” (some say “ a dagger ”) in 1. 12?— For what is the bold

figure (taken perhaps from Milton, Par. Lost, L 664) in 11. 16, 17, a cir-

cumlocution? Lines 18-31 are quoted, Rhet. p. 292, as example of am-
plification by repetition. Point out in these lines the different equivalents

for chivalry^ 7— From such details as these, we observe * that the impas-

sioned character of the passage is expressed mostly by repetition : first

of the note, “ Little did I dream” (11. 9-15), then of the note, “Never,
never more” (11. 20-24), finally of the note, “ It is gone” (11. 18, 26).

Notice how these expressions, or their equivalents, are reiterated as the

dominating elements of their sentences, somewhat like a musical refrain.
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emotion that elevation and that fall ! Little did I dream,

lo when she added titles of veneration to those of enthusias-

tic, distant, respectful love, that she should ever be obliged

to carry the sharp antidote against disgrace concealed in

that bosom ;
little did I dream that I should have lived to

see such disasters fallen upon her in a nation of gallant

15 men, in a nation of men of honour, and of cavaliers. I

thought ten thousand swords must have leaped from their

scabbards to avenge even a look that threatened her with

insult. But the age of chivalry is gone. That of sophivS-

ters, economists, and calculators, has succeeded
;
and the

^ glory of Europe is extinguished for ever. Never, never

Do you find the rest of the Selection so impassioned as what has

been examined? Do you note any of the irregular, or abrupt, or poetic

expressions due to impassioned style? Let us see why. Do the

thoughts with which it deals come so much home to personal feelings

and concerns, or is it more abstract? Give the main underlying thought

of paragraph, 11. 32-51. Of 11. 52-64. Of 11. 65-76. Of 11. 77-09.

Are these thoughts, as here treated, well adapted to fervid passion?

2. Notes on choice of W^ords. — In the Selection from Bunyan

we have seen words employed for plain and simple information ; in the

Selection from De Quincey, for exactness and fineness. In this Selec-

tion we shall find many of the unusual words employed partly for

strength, partly for rhythm.

The strength is due for the most part to the suggestive, thought-

producing quality of the expressions chosen. See Rhet. p. 21 . 11. i.—
12. The sharp antidote against disgrace,— how much more does

this suggest than the word poison f— 16. Ten thousand swords,— try

some indefinite number, like multitudes of swards, and note the change

of effect. — 16, Leaped from their scabbards,— how docs the word
leaped aid the vigor of the expression?— 20-23. Point out the epithets

that rouse thought by means of paradox or antithesis. — Point out sim-

ilar ones in 1. 53.—^What strong Saxon verb in 1. 58?— Suggestive
epithets in 1. 62 ?— In 1. 78 ?— Note how all is summed up and strength-

ened (1. 98) by a short, striking sentence.
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more, shall we behold that generous loyalty to rank and sex,

that proud submission, that dignified obedience, that sub-

ordination of the heart, which kept alive, even in servitude

itself, the spirit of an exalted freedom. The unbought

grace of life, the cheap defence of nations, the nurse of as

manly sentiment and heroic enterprise, is gone ! It is gone,

that sensibility of principle, that chastity of honour, which

felt a stain like a wound, which inspired courage whilst it

mitigated ferocity, which ennobled whatever it touched,

and under which vice itself lost half its evil, by losing all 30

its grossness.

This mixed system of opinion and sentiment had its ori-

gin in the ancient chivalry
; and the iDrinciplc, though varied

in its appearance by the varying state of human affairs,

subsisted and influenced through a long succession of 3s

generations, even to the time we live in. If it should ever

be totally extinguished, the loss I fear will be great. It is

this which has given its character to modern Europe. It

is this which has distinguished it under all its forms of

government, and distinguished it to its advantage, from 40

the states of Asia, and possibly from those states which
flourished in the most brilliant periods of the antique world.

Of course the words that promote the rhythm and euphony are also

suggestive and exact
;
they would not be chosen, by so earnest a writer

as Burke, for their sound alone. But test some of the lines by reading
aloud, or by trying to substitute equivalent words. Note the rhythm
of lines 3 and 4.— Of 6 and 7. Substitute a monosyllable for sjffimdor^

and note the effect.— How would rise for elevation, in 1 . 9 , affect the
sound of it?— Read carefully 11. 20-31, and mark how accented and
unaccented syllables follow one another (cf. Rhet. p. 170 ). How does
this regularity of accent correspond with the sentiment of the passage?

The passage 11. 47-64 is quoted, Rhet, p. 187 , to illustrate how
short sentences may be interspersed with long, to aid in ease of inter-

pretation.
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It was this, which, without confounding ranks, had produced

a noble equality, and handed it down through all the gra*

45 dations of social life. It was this opinion which mitigated

kings into companions, and raised private men to be fellows

with kings. Without force, or opposition, it subdued the

fierceness of pride and power
;

it obliged sovereigns to

submit to the soft collar of social esteem, compelled stern

50 authority to submit to elegance, and gave a dominating

vanquisher of laws to be subdued by manners.

But now all is to be changed. All the pleasing illusions,

which made power gentle, and obedience liberal, which
harmonized the different shades of life, and which, by a

ss bland assimilation, incorporated into politics the sentiments

which beautify and soften private society, are to be dis-

solved by this new conquering empire of light and reason*

All the decent drapery of life is to be rudely torn off. All
the superadded ideas, furnished from the wardrobe of a

60 moral imagination, which the heart owns, and the under-

^

standing ratifies, as necessary to cover the defects of our
naked, shivering nature, and to raise it to dignity in our
own estimation, are to be exploded as a ridiculous, absurd,
and antiquated fashion.

6s On this scheme of things, a king is but a man
;
a queen

is but a woman
; a woman is but an animal, and an animal

not of the highest order. All homage paid to the sex in

50. On this passage Mr. Joseph Payne (“ Studies in English Prose,^
P'S^S) has the following note: There is probably some misprint here,
which must have escaped the author’s notice. The phraseology as we
find it, is impossible, though the meaning is easily seen. It may be
thus paraphrased— ‘ made him, who had proudly overthrown all laws,
submit in his turn to the dominion of manners*’ Perhaps *gave^—
which is the real difficulty— ought to be * made,’ though, in that case^
^He construction would still be awkward.”
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general as such, and without distinct views, is to be re-

ganlcd as romance and folly. RcgicuUr, and parricide, and

sacrilege, are but fictions of supenstition, corrupting juris- jw

prudence by de.str(*ying its .simplicity. The munler of a

king, or a tpieeti, or a bishop, or a father, is only common
homicide: and if the people are by any chance, or in any

way, gainer.s by it, a sort of homicide much the most par-

donable, and into which wc might not to make too severe »
a scrutiny.

On the scheme of this harharnus philo.sophy, which is

the offspring of cold hearts and muddy under.standings,

anil which is as voiti of solid vvi.sdom, as it is destitute of all

taste and elegance, laws are to Ikj sup{H)rted only by their *>

own terrors, and by the concern which each individual may
find in them from his own private speculations, or can spare

to them from his own private interests. In the groves of

/Mr academy, at the end of every vista, you see nothing

but the gallows. Nothing is left which engages the affec- is

tions on the {Ktrt of the commonwealth. On the principles

of this mechanic philosophy, our institutions can never be

embodied, if 1 may use the expression, in persons ; so as

to create in u.s love, veneration, admiration, or attachment.

But that sort of reason which banishes the affections isw

incapable of filling their place. These public affections,

combined with manners, are required sometimes as sup-

plements, sometimes as correctives, always as aids to law.

The precept given by a wise man, as well as a great critic,

for the construction of poems, is equally true as to states : n
Non satis tst pukkm ssst posmata, dulcia sunto. There
ought to be a system of mariners in every nation, which a

well-formed mind would be disposed to relish. To make
tts love our country, our country ought to be lovely.

Bwa IksanMCttom on tub RavoLunoK in Tsmsol



IV.

WILLIAM MAKEPEACE THACKERAY.

ON LETTS'S DIARY.

“The chann comes from the writer, and his mode of treatment. l"he wit
and the hufapr, so ‘bitter-sweet*; the fine fancy and delicate observation

;

the eye for ludicronCs situations; the richness, raciness, and occasional wildness
of the comic vein; the subtlety of the unexpected strokes of pathos; the
perfect obedience of the style to the mind it expresses; and the continual
presence of the writer himself, making himself the companion of the reader,—
gossiping, hinting^ sneering, laughing, crying, as the narrative proceeds,—
combine to produce an effect which nobody, to say the least, ever found dull,
The grace, flexibility, and easy elegance of the style are especially notable.
It is utterly without pretension, and partakes of the absolute sincerity of the
writer; it is talk in print, seemingly as simple as the most familiar private
chat, and as delicate in its felicities as the most elaborate composition.”—
E. P. Whipple,

Mine is one of your No. 12 diaries, three shillings cloth
boards; silk Emp, gilt edges, three-and-six

; French mo-

^

The selection from Burke, just studied, being largely oratorical and
impa^ioned, combined, as we have seen, some of the abrupt and irreir-
ular characteristics of spoken discourse, with some of the elegances of
^67. The present selection, though also spoken discourse, is very
difeent from the style of Burke

;
pitched, as it were, in a different key.

It is what Whipple calls Thackeray’s style above, * talk In print.” We
eapect accordingly to find in it the chattiness, the freedom, the rad-

conversation, both in the words chosen, which are free to be

be fermal or irregular. See Rhet. pp. 76-78.

idiom; hm »ou!d U bd .x-
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rocco, tuck ditto, four-and-six. It has two pages, ruled

with faint lines for memoranda, for every week, and a ruled •

account at the end, for the twelve months from January to 5

December, where you may set down your incomings and
your expenses. I hope yours, my respected reader, are

large ;
that there are many fine round sums of figures on

each side of the page : liberal on the expenditure side,

greater still on the receipt, I hope, sir, you will be a ip

better man,’^ as they say, in *62 than in this moribund *61,

whose career of life is just coming to its terminus. A
better man in purse ? in body ? in soul's health } Amen,
good sir, in all. Who is there so good in mind, body or

estate, but bettering won't still be good for him ? O is

unknown Fate, presiding over next year, if you will give

me better health, a better appetite, a better digestion, a

of prices, like an inventory, dictated? Is it given merely to impart

useful information?— 3. Is the word ditto a strictly literary word,

—

would it sound fitting, for example, in such a passage as we have Just

studied from Burke?— 6. Incomings,— what is the equivalent of this

in business language?— 7. Yours, my respected reader,— this

strikes the personal, colloquial note which is the tone of the piece, a

mutual intercourse with the reader. In Burke there is the first person,

but no second
;

in De Quincey there is only a distant relation to his

reader
;
see, for instance, De Quincey, 1, 84. Here the writer and reader

are at close quarters, and the whole style is correspondingly more famil-

iar.— 8, Pine round sums,— how does this expression illustrate

Rhet. p. 34, rule 4, remark? — 11. Moribund, — derivation? —
12. Terminus,— what is the meaning of this Latin word, and how
does it correspond with the root-meaning of career?— for which latter,

.see Skeat’s Etym. Diet. Does this suggestiveness justify the use of the

unusual word, and remove it from fine writing ” ? (Cf. Rhet p. 45.)—
What characteristics of spoken diction and structure do you discern in

11. 12-41? (Cf. Rhet. p. 77.) — 13. What is the primary meaning of

amen, and how does it fit this passage?— 15-20. A half whimsical

prayer, differing from a real invocation in not being in the solemn or
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better income, a better temper in ’62 than you have be-

stowed in ’61, I think your servant will be the better for

«the changes. For instance, I should be the better for a

new coat. This one, I acknowledge, is very oid. The

family says so. My good friend, who amongst us would

not be the better if he would give up some old habits?

Yes, yes. You agree with me. You take the allegory?

as Alas ! at our time of life we don’t like to give up those old

habits, do we ? It is ill to change. There is the good old

loose, easy, slovenly bedgown, laziness, for example. What

man of sense likes to fling it off and put on a tight guindi

prim dress-coat that pinches him ? There is the cozy wrap-

30 rascal, self-indulgence—how easy it is! How warm! How
it always seems to fit ! You can walk out in it

;
you can

go down to dinner in it. You can' say of such what Tully

says of his books : Pemoctat nohiscutfiy ^ereginatur^ rustic

catur. It is a little slatternly— it is a good deal stained—
3s it isn’t becoming— it smells of cigar-smoke ;

but, allons

done! let the world call me idle and sloven. I love my
ease better than my neighbor’s opinion. I live to please

myself
;
not you, Mr. Dandy, with your supercilious airs.

I am a philosopher. Perhaps* I live in my tub, and don’t

totstyle. — 20. jfi. new coat,— it becomes evident, in 1. 23, why

eamdly this instance is chosen.— 23. What double meaning in the

woid kablts, to suggest the* allegory, as it is called in the next line?—
2& €rumd0y— does this technicalism make the passage obscure, and

does it add‘ enough to pay for its use, though not understood? —
29^-^' E^ess this sentence in a more formal style.— Would wrap-

be fitting in a severely literary style? See Webster’s Diet.—

dcm&f—

^

French idiom or colloquialism, equivalent to

^ n^msmsel Throughout his works Thackeray evinces a

of the French language.— 40. The sentence

c^#»n^tiy4 much in the manner of Charles Lamh Observe
^ the effect of what k thus broken off
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fnake any other use of it— . We won’t pursue further 4c

this unsavory metaphor, ....
A diary. Dies. Hodie. How queer to read are some

of the entries in the journal ! Here are the records of

dinners eaten, and gone the way of flesh. The lights burn

blue somehow, and we sit before the ghosts of victuals. 45

Hark at the dead jokes resurging ! Memory greets them

with the ghost of a smile. Here are the lists of the indi-

viduals who have dined at your own humble table. The
agonies endured before and during those entertainments

are renewed, and smart again. What a failure that special so

grand dinner was ! How those dreadful occasional waiters

did break the old china ! What a dismal hash poor Mary,

the cook, made of the French dish which she would try

out of Francatelli! How angry Mrs. Pope was at not

going down to dinner before Mrs. Bishop ! How Trimal- ss

chio sneered at your absurd attempt to give a feast
;
and

Harpagon cried out at your extravagance and ostentation

!

— 41. What is there “ unsavory ” in the metaphor?— Here, for lack of

space, a list of bad habits, with comments, all in the same half-whim-

sical spirit, is omitted.

42. The Latin words from which the word diary is derived,— how
is the significance of the passage increased by the use of them?—
43. What right has journal, from its derivation, to be used here as

equivalent for diary f— 44. Q-one the way of flesh,— from what uni-

versal event is this expression adopted here?— For the significance of

the lights burn blue, compare Shakespeare, Richard III. Act V.

sc. 3,-46. Resurging,— Thackeray coins this word, from the sug-

gestion of the Latin word resurgamy I shall rise again., used in religious

literature of the resurrection from the dead. Does the figure in which

he is speaking, together with the freedom of conversational style, justify

the coinage? (See Rhet. p. 36, 6.)— 47. What humorous word-play in

this line?—What does Individual primarily signify, and for what word

is it often incorrectly used? Is the use accurate here?— 54-62, The
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How Lady Almack bullied the other ladies in the drawing-

room (when no gentlemen were present) : never asked you
6o back to dinner again : left her card by her footman : and
took not the slightest notice of your wife and daughters at

Lady Hustleby's assembly ! On the other hand, how easy,

cozy, merry, comfortable, those little dinners were
;
got up

at one or two days’ notice
;
when everybody was contented

;

6s the soup as clear as amber : the wine as good as Trimab
chio’s own

;
and the people kept their carriages waiting,

and would not go away till midnight

!

Along with the catalogue of bygone pleasures, balls,

banquets, and the like, which the pages record, comes a
70 list of much more important occurrences, and remem-
brances of graver import. On two days of Dives’ tliary

are printed notices that ‘‘Dividends are due at the Hank.”
Let us hope, dear sir, that this announcement considerably
interests you ; in which case, probably, you have tio need

75 of the almanack-maker’s printed reminder. If you look
over poor Jack Reckless’s note-book, amongst his memo-
randa of racing odds given and taken, perhaps you may
read: Nabbam’s bill, due 29th September, 142 /. 15
6 d' Let us trust, as the day has passed, that the little

proper names used in these lines are chamcteristic of Thackeray, who
always made even his most casual instances concrete by well-chosen
names which play a very felicitous part in aiding the suggestiveness of
the passage. What suggestiveness is there in ** Mrs. Pope and ** Mrs.
Bishop Trimalchio was a celebrated cook in the reign of Nero ; see
Brewer’s ** Reader’s Handbook.” Harpagon, a character of Moliere’s,

t^e of utter miserliness r see ibid. Almacfc’s, the former name of
London, famous for aristocratic and exclusive

The significance of Hustleby, as antithetical to Almack, is ob-viOi^ See other well-invented names, 11. 71, 76, 78, 100.
Important . . . lmport,-is it felidtotis to' employ thesetw® siwfax words so near .together?- 79. Little trwwaotion, -what
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transaction here noted has been satisfactorily terminated, sc

If you are paterfamilias, and a worthy kind gentleman, no

doubt you have marked down on your register, 17th De-

cember (say), ^'Boys come home.'* Ah, how carefully that

blessed day is marked in their little calendars ! In my time

it used to be, Wednesday, 13th November, 5 weeksfrom ss

the holidays Wednesday, 20th November, ‘'4 weeksfrom

the holidays''; until sluggish time sped on, and we came

to Wednesday, i8th December. O rapture! Do you

remember pea-shooters ? I think we only had them on

going home for holidays from private schools,— at public 90

schools, men are too dignified. And then came that glo-

rious announcement, Wednesday, 27th, ‘‘Papa took us to

the Pantomime ;

” or if not papa, perhaps you condescended

to go to the pit, under charge of the footman.

That was near the end of the year— and mamma gave 9s

you a new pocket-book, perhaps, with a little coin, God

bless her, in the pocket. And that pocket-book was for

next year, you know
;
and, in that pocket-book you had to

write down that sad day, Wednesday, January 24th, eighteen

hundred and never mind what,— when Dr. Birch’s young loc

friends were expected to reassemble.

expression of dunning creditors is here imitated?— 81. Paterfamilias,

derivation? Is it suited to all kinds of style?— 89. Pea-shooters,

— the use of pea-shooters will be found explained in School Days at

Rugby/’ Chap. IV. :
— “

* What do they do with pen-shooters ? ’ inquires

Tom. ‘ Do wi’ ’em ! why, peppers every one’s faces as we comes near,

’cept the young gals, and breaks windows wi’ them too, some on ’em

shoots so hard.’ ”— Do you find, in the adjectives, 11. 84, 92, and in the

exclamation, 1. 88, an illustration of Rhet. p. 77 , 4 ?

What is there in the paragraph, 11. 95-101, to indicate that Thack-

eray entered thoroughly into the feelings of childhood, with regard to

school and home life? One leading characteristic of Thackeray was

that he was always young in spirit-
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Ah me ! Every person who turns this page over has his

own little diary, in paper or ruled in his memory tablets,

and in which are set down the transactions of the now
K5 dying year. Boys and men, we have our calendar, mothers

and maidens. For example, in your calendar pocket-book,

my good Eliza, what a sad, sad day that is— how fondly

and bitterly remembered— when your boy went off to his

regiment, to India, to danger, to battle perhaps. What a
no day was that last day at home, when the tall brother sat

yet amongst the family, the little ones round about him
wondering at saddle-boxes, uniforms, sword-cases, gun-
cases, and other wondrous apparatus of war and travel

which poured in and filled the hall
;
the new dressing-case

«s for the beard not yet grown
;
the great sword-case at which

little brother Tom looks so admiringly 1 What a dinner
that was, that last dinner, when little and grown children

assembled together, and all tried to be cheerful 1 What a
night was that last night, when the young ones were at

«» roost for the last time together under the same roof, and
the mother lay alone in her chamber counting the fatal
hours as they tolled one after another, amidst her tears»
her watching, her fond prayers. What a night that was,

102. Ab me !— This inteijection indicates what change in the mood
of the piece? In what figvirative sense is the word dia>y, or caltndar^
^^snceforth understood?— 105. Mothers and maiden*,— why is this
a more graceful expression than mothers and daughters would be?
113. Wondrous apparatus,— this expression indicates that Thack-
fifty ' is ioot^ through whose eyes? and in what mood?— WhaA

tdqches do you discern in this descaripdon?—What toudw*
{^ l^os?-^}^. At roost,— this word adds Strangely both to thft

of the account.— 121. The fftsd honr*,—what
yfeiWg <fo^,thkW#-^osea epithet help us to realise?— 133. Obsanm
i.hfijr, .f^'^ldness of the scene makes the pasnse ms <«****

Sb'awiai,
jr—* ^
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and yet how quickly the melancholy dawn came ! Only

too soon the sun rose over the houses. And now in a

moment more the city seemed to wake. • The house began

to stir. The family gathers together for the last meal.

For the last time in the midst of them the widow kneels

amongst her kneeling children, and falters a prayer in

which she commits her dearest, her eldest bom, to the care 13a

of the Father of all. O night, what tears you hide— what

prayers you hear I And so the nights pass and the days

succeed, until that one comes when tears and parting shall

be no more.

In your diary, as in mine, there are days marked with jss

sadness, not for this year only, but for all. On a certain

day— and the sun, perhaps, shining ever so brightly— the

house-mother comes down to her family with a sad face,

which scares the children round about in the midst of

their laughter and prattle. They may have forgotten— »4«

but she has not— a day which came, twenty years ago it

may be, and which she remembers only too well : the long

night-watch ;
the dreadful dawning and the rain beating at

the pane ; the infant speechless, but moaning in its little

crib ;
and then the awful calm, the awful smile on the sweet >«

cherub face, when the cries have ceased, and the little suf-

fering breast heaves no more. Then the children, as they see

their mother’s face, remember this was the day on which their

The paragraph, 11. 135-1S8 is genuinely and deeply pathetic, but

mai-W by few peculiarities of expression to bring out the pathos, it

iwing so deeply ingrained in the thought. Note what there is— what

in 1. 137, and 139,— the common word scares, 1. 139, so

much more vivid than fright$ns,—^^ epithet in 143,— the repeated

epithet in 145,— the epithets in 146, 147. Notice also how frequently

the adjective little recurs (11 . 144, 146, 149 , 151 ), and what vivid reali-

wriftw of the scene gave rise to its employment in each case.—
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little brother died. It was before they were bt^rn ;
btit she

ISO remembers it. And as they pray together, it seems almost

as if the spirit of the little lost one was hovering ruiintl the

group. So they pass away: friends, kindred, the dearest-

loved, grown people, aged, infants. As we go on the

down-hill journey, the mile-stones are grave-stones, and on
155 each more and more names are written

;
unless haply you

live beyond man's common age, when friends have ciriipped

off, and, tottering, and feeble, and unpitied, you reach the

terminus alone.

In this past year's diary is there any precious day noted
160 on which you have made a new friend > This is a piece o£

good fortune bestowed but grudgingly on the old, After
a certain age a new friend is a wonder, like Sarah’s child
Aged persons are seldom capable of bearing frienclshipii*

Do you remember how warmly you loved Jack and Tom
when you were at school

;
what a passionate regard you

had for Ned when you were at college, and the immense!
letters you wrote to each other ? How often do you write*
now that postage costs nothing ? There is the nge of
blossoms and sweet budding green : the age of generous

*70 summer; the autumn when the leaves drop; and then
winter, shivering and bare. Quick, children, and sit at my
feet

; fgr they are cold, very cold : and it seems as if neither
wine nor worsted will warm 'em.

In this past year’s diary is there any dismal day noted is •

155. Haply,— somewhat archaic, but not unfitting in thla descriptive
awd somewhat, emotional pas^e.

How is this passage helped by using particular nnmft of
Immense.— what makes thU a well-ch«Men word?—

171., to #]iat assumed character is thU sentence spoken ?— ITOl Does
toe’alIit^ioBaid.the effect of the passage? What d* you
Fompted the contraction at the end of the sentence?

-W-*
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which you have lost a friend ? In mine there is. I do not 17s

mean by death. Those who are gone, you have. Those
who departed loving you, love you still

;
and you love them

always. They are not really gone, those dear hearts and

true; they are only gone into the next room: and you will

presently get up and follow them, and yonder door will iSo

close upon yoti^ and you will he no more seen. As I am in

this cheerful mood,T will tell you a fine and touching story

of a doctor which I heard lately. About two years since

there was, in our or some other city, a famous doctor, into

whose consulting-room crowds came daily, so that they 185

might be healed. Now this doctor had a suspicion that

there was something vitally wrong with himself, and he

went to consult another famous physician at Dublin, or it

may be at Edinburgh, And he of Edinburgh punched his

conirade's sides
;
and listened at his heart and lungs ;

and 190

felt his pulse, I suppose
;
and looked at his tongue

;
and

175-181. The idea of these lines Thackeray has enlarged upon in

“ The Newcome.s,” Vol. 11, Chap. VII. ; “ If love lives through all life

;

and survives through all .sorrow
;
and remains steadfast with us through

all changes
;
and in all darkness of spirit burns brightly; and, if we die,

deplores u.s for ever, and loves still equally
;
and exists with the very

last gasp and throb of the faithful bosom— whence it passes with the

pure soul, beyond death ; .surely it shall be immortal! Though we who

remain arc separated from it, is it not ours in Heaven ? If we love still

those we lose, can we altogether lose those we love ? ”— 182-212. Much

of the charm of this beautiful story lies in the studied simplicity of its

sentence-structure. ' Notice that nearly every sentence begins with

“and,” and that all consist of simple declarative propositions, one after

the other
;
in this respect knitating the simple narratives of children,

or perhaps the unstudied narrative style of the Bible. It is a good exam-

ple of an incident well told
;
compare Rhet. p. 358.— 189. Punched

his comrade’s sides,— this detail is given not so much for humot as

in imitation of the unscientific description of a common, unlearned
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when he had done, Doctor London said to Doctor Edin-

burgh, Doctor, how long have I to live?” And Doctor

Edinburgh said to Doctor London, Doctor, you may last

*9S a yean”

Then Doctor London came home, knowing that what

Doctor Edinburgh said was true. And he made up his

accounts, with man and heaven, I trust. And he visited

his patients as usual. And he went about healing, and

cheering, and soothing and doctoring
;
and thousands of

sick people were benefited by him. And he said not a

word to his family at home; but lived amongst them cheer-

ful, and tender, and calm, and loving
;
though he knew the

night was at hand when he should see them and work no

more.

And it wa^ winter time, and they came and told him that

some man at a distance—very sick, but very rich— wanted

him
;
and, though Doctor London knew that he was him-

self at death's door, he went to the sick man ;
for he knew

«o the large fee would be good for his children after him.

And he died
;
and his family never knew until he was gone,

that he had been long aware of the inevitable doom.

This is a cheerful carol for Christmas, is it not ? You
,see,;in regard^ these Roundabout discourses, I never know

ws whether theyslre to be merry or dismal My hobby has

;
though a trace of humor there is indeed in it*-— 200. Boo*

-would the use of doctor as a verb be admissible, for instance,
y^the p-evious Selection? What justifies it here? See Webster’s

^
Ohseave how, with the transition to the general chatty

of the racy, free, conversational style, full of exda-
^>inf|w^tQri€s, humorous figures, anecdotes, and the like,

k^nesnsned. fpmt out some of the words that contain a spirit of
t

passages where they occur*

—
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the bit in his mouth
;
goes his ow’- way

;
and sometimes

trots through a park, and sometimes paces by a cemetery.

Two days since came the printer’s little emissary, with a

note saying, We are waiting for the Roundabout paper!”

A Roundabout paper about what or whom ? How stale it

has become, that printed jollity about Christmas 1 Carols,

and wassail-bowls, and holly, and mistletoe, and yule logs

de commande— what heaps of these have we not had for

years past ! Well, year after year the season comes. Come
frost, come thaw, come snow, come rain, year after year

n)y neighbor the parson has to make his sermon. They
are getting together the bonbons, iced cakes, Christmas

trees at Fortnum and Mason’s now. The genii of the

theatres are composing the Christmas pantomime, which

our young folks will see and note anon in their little *30

diaries. . . .

From Roundabout Papers.

218. Iiittle emissary,—what is the derivation of this word, and from

what part of the vocabulary taken? An example of what has been

noticed in the style of Hawthorne, Rhet. p. 46,
of humor expressed by

using a word somewhat larger than its occasion.— 226. The parson,

—rwhat word would more naturally be used in formal style?

231. The piece is broken off here a little before the end
;
but the

present is a hardly less appropriate stopping-place than the other. The
conversational freedom of the “Roundabout Papers” is as evident in

their general structure as in their diction. They are just the opposite

of formal, severe composition.
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JOHN RUSKIN.

DESCRIPTION OF SAINT MARK's, VENICE.

** He appears to me the greatest of English prose poets. And if his writing

be criticised as prose for its being too much like poetry, and as poetry for

evading its definite forms in being clad in the apparel of prose, this merely

means, as has ever been the case, that our criteria of what is admissible or

praiseworthy are too narrow or not sufficiently numerous, that new tests will

have to be applied to new things, and that those whose tastes have been

formed Exclusively on old standards will have to enlarge their sympathies and

to adapt themselves to the new objects they would appreciate or judge.”— Dr.

Charles Waldstein.

And now I wish that the reader, before I bring him
into St. Mark’s Place, wouJd imagine himself for a little

time in a quiet English cathedral town, and walk with me

The selection^ from Burke and Thackeray, just studied, were ad-

duced as examples, in different kinds, of spoken style. Very different

they are in most respects, the one being impassioned, the other collo*

qui^
;
but they agree in presenting the idea in short, simple, direct

utterances, easily apprehensive by a hearer. In this respect the pres-

ent selection is quite in contrast to them. Its long and involved sen*
fences, with their multitudes of minor clauses and phrases, Tnaking
wide excursions from the principal subject and predicate, are very little

adapted to a he^er; ,they contemplate only a reader who can Unger
m&i th^ intricate details. See .R.{iet. p. 8o

; and test the diction

% revmring the ffrst paragraph,' 11. 1-47, in spoken style, shortening
iie sehtences apd retaining merely what is striking and effective for

public disccMTse.

Ko^ ^so how dWm*ent is the task undertaken in this selection from
hudeirtaken in Burke and Thackeray. This is descriptive ; it seeks
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to the west front of its cathedral. Let us go together up
the more retired street, at the end of which we can see s

the pinnacles of one of the towers, and then through the

low grey gateway, with its hattlemented top and small

latticed window in the centre, into the inner private-looking

road or close, where nothing goes in but the carts of the

tradesmenwho supply the bishop and the chapter, and where lo

there are little shaven grassplots, fenced in by neat rails,

before old-fashioned groups of somewhat diminutive and

excessively trim houses, with little oriel and bay windows
jutting out here and there, and deep wooden cornices and

eaves painted cream color and white, and small porches to is

their doors in the shape of cockle-shells, or little, crooked,

thick, indescribable wooden gables warped a little on one

side
;
and so forward till we come to larger houses, also

old-fashioned, but of red brick, and with gardens behind

them, and fruit walls, which show here and. there, among *©

the nectarines, the vestiges of an old cloister arch or shaft,

and looking in front on the cathedral square itself, laid out

in rigid divisions of smooth grass and gravel walk, yet not

uncheerful, especially on the sunny side where the canon’s

children are walking with their nurserymaids. And so, 25

to arouse the reg.der’s imagination so as to make him realize the scene

before him like a picture. We look therefore for the picti^ring power

of word and phrase, for imaginative dictiqn
;
and are not surprised to

see it taking on something of the richness of poetry. See Rhet

PP- 73"75-

The most prominent feature of Ruskin’s style is his copious use of

adjectives
;
note this in the first paragraph. In the first two sentences,

11. 1-24, are these adjectives picturesque, or merely defining? Note in

the sentence, 11. 25-47, where the adjectives begin to become more de-

scriptive, to take more the nature of epithet
;
see Rhet. pp. 56-^58 . Do

you find any epithets that are less suited to prose than to poetry? What
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taking care not to tread on the grass, we will go along the

straight walk to the west front, anti there stantl ft>r u time,

looking up at its deep-pointed porches and the tinrk places

between their pillars where there were statwes tuice, and
30 where the fragments, here and there, of a stately figitru arc

still left, which has in it the likeness of a king, perhaps
indeed a king on earth, perhaps a saintly king long ago in

heaven
; and so higher and higher up to the great mmilder-

ing wall of rugged sculpture and confused arcades, shat-

35tered, and grey, and grisly with heads of dragons and
•mocking fiends, worn by the rain and swirling winds into

yet unseemlier shape, and colored on their atony scales by
the deep russet-orange lichen, melancholy gold ; and so.

higher still, to the bleak towers, so far above that the eye
40 loses itself among the bosses of their traceries, though
they are rude and strong, and only sees like a drift of
eddying black points, now closing, now scattering, and
now settling suddenly into intnsible places among the
bosses and flowers, th6 crowd of restless birds that fill the

45 whole square with that strange clangor of theirs, so harsh
and yet so soothing, like the cries of birds on a solitary
coast between the cliffs and sea.

Think for a little while of that scene, and the meaning

^
all its small formalisms, mixed with its serene sublimity.

« Estimate its secluded, continuous, drowtyfellcitles, and
its evidence of the sense and steady performance of such
kind of duties as can be regulated by the catbedial clock

;

WhttcwtaispoeacphiiM
I. a®? poetic detail in B. 14*41^ OiealdWr sow why this

> SagtiCalte part stwuld employ such
^

. WoM you. oaH the adjectives la L SO wHtiftiTM f imlthnt. t
is. io they poist out so^ SSTSHtTSi
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and weigh the influence of those dark towers on all who
have passed through the lonely square at their feet for

centuries, and on all who have seen them rising far away ss

over the wooded plain, or catching on their square masses

the last rays of the sunset, when the city at their feet was

indicated only by the mist at the bend of the river. And
then let us quickly recollect that we are in Venice, and

land at the e.xtremity of the Calle Lunga San Mois^;, which 6o

may be considered as there answering to the secluded street

that led us to our I'lnglish cathedral gateway.

We fiml ourselves in a paved alley, some seven feet wide

where it is widest, full of people, and resonant with cries

of itinerant salesmen,— a shriek in their beginning, and 65

dying away into a kind of brazen ringing, all the worse for

its confinement between the high houses of the passage

along which we have to make our way. Over-head an in-

extricable confusion of rugged shutters, and iron balconies

and chimney flues pushed out on brackets to save room, 7°

and arched windows with projecting sills of Istrian stone,

and gleams of green leaves here and there where a fig-tree

branch escapes over a lower wall from some inner cortile,

leading the eye up to the narrow stream of blue sky high

over all. On each side, a row of shops, as densely set as 7s

may be, occupying, in fact, intervals between the square

stone shafts, about eight feet high, which carry the first

floors ; Intervals of which one is narrow and serves as a

ool^ sometUng secondary and descriptive? Distinguish between the

oediiuury adjectives and epithets that occur in 11. 52-58.

The paragraph, U. 63-111, which describes the approach to St.

Maik'i. la to be compared with 11. 1-35, which describe the approach to

the Ei^lbh cathedral. Both passages are of course preparatory and

to what follows them. The difference of idiom between
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door; the other is, in the more rcsijcctablc shops, wain.

89 scoted to the height of the counter and glazctl ahove, hut

in those of the poorer tradesmen left open to the giound,

and the wares laid on benches and tables in the npen .dr,

the light in all cases entering at the front only, and faiiiiig

away in a few feet from the thmsliold into a gloom wliii h

is the eye from without cannot penetrate, hut which is gen.

erally broken by a ray or two from a feeble lamp .it the

back of the shop, suspended before a print of tlie \'iigin.

The less pious shopkeeper sometimes leaves his I.unp un-

lighted, and is contented with a penny print; the moie
9“ religious one has his print colored and set in a little slniiie

with a gilded or figured fringe, with perhaps a failed llovver

or two on each side, and his lamp burning brilliantly.

Here ^t the fruiterer’s, where the dark-green water-melons
are heaped upon the counter like cannon Imlls, the Ma-

ss donna has a tabernacle of fresh laurel leaves; hut the

pewterer next door has let his lamp out, and there is noth-

ing to be seen in his shop but the dull gleam of the studded
patterns on the copper pans, hanging from his roof in the
darkness. Next comes a "Vendita Frittolc c Idquori,"

•nowhere the Virgin, enthroned in a very humble man net
beside a tallow candle on a back shelf, presides over curtain
ambrosial morsels of a nature too ambiguous to be dcflne<l

or enumerated. But a few steps farther on, at the regular
wine-shop of the calle, where we are offered ** Vino Nos-

w* trani a Soldi 28.32,” the Madonna is in great gloiy, cn-

n, 1-85 aad 11 ss-47 to already been noted as due to the dlfibrcnce In the
wameter of the adjectives and to the decidedly more poetic expreMion,

way, of the tatter passage. Note now cawfbny the adjectives in

S ^ are any that lire not essenttally deftning
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throned above ten or a dozen large red casks of three-year-

old vintage, and flanked by goodly ranks of bottles of

Maraschino, and two crimson lamps
; and for the evening,

when the gondoliers will come to drink out, under her

auspices, the money they have gained during the day, she no

will have a whole chandelier.

A yard or two farther, we pass the hostelry of the Black

Eagle, and, glancing as we pass through the square door of

marble, deeply moulded, in the outer wall, we see the

shadows of its pergola of vines resting on an ancient well, xis

with a pointed shield carved on its side
;
and so presently

emerge on the bridge and Campo San Moisfe, whence to

the entrance into St. Mark*s Place, called the Bocca di

Piazza (mouth of the square), the Venetian character is

nearly destroyed, first by the frightful facade of San 120

Moisfe, which we will pause at another time to examine,

and then by the modernizing of the shops as they near the

piazza, and the mingling with the lower Venetian populace

of lounging groups of English and Austrians. We ^ill

push fast through them into the shadow of the pillars at las

the end of the ‘‘ Bocca di Piazza,’* and then we forget them

all ; for between those pillars there opens a great light,

and, in the midst of it, as we advance slowly, the vast

tower of St. Mark seems to lift itself visibly forth from the

level field of chequered stones
;

and, on each side, the *30

countless arches prolong themselves into ranged symmetry,

as if the rugged and irregular houses that pressed together

The paragraph, 11. 112-137 begins in the same tone of detailed de-

scription, prosaic though rich. Point out where the tone changes to

prose-poetry, and point out the words and phrases in the latter part

which are especially heightened and poetic. Compare Rhet. p. 65 ,

explain what it is in the object described that elevates the style.
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above us in the dark alley had been struck back into sud-

den obedience and lovely ortler, ami all their rmlc ease-

iKinents and broken walls had been transformed intoaiehes

charged with goodly sculpture, and fluted shafts of dclitatc

stone.

And well may they fall back, for beyond those irmsps of

ordered arches there rises a vision out <if the earth, and all

MO the great square seems to have opened from it in a kind o(

awe, that we may see it far away

a

multitude of pillars

and white domes, clustered into a long low |<)rainid of etd-

ored light ; a treasure-heap, it seems, partly of goltl, and

partly of opal and mother-of-pearl, hollowed beneath into

MS five great vaulted porches, ceiled with fair mosaic, and

beset with sculpture of alabaster, clear as amber and deli-

cate as ivory,— sculpture fantastic and Involved, of jialin

leaves and lilies, and grapes and {mmegranates, and birds

clinging and fluttering among the branches, all twined

tts together into an endless network of buds vtd plumes ; anti,

in 'the midst of it, the solemn -forms of uigels, sceptred,

and robed to the feet, arid leaning to each other across the

gates, their figures indistinct among the gleaming of the

golden ground through the leaves beside them, interrupted

'The gorgeously descriptive jmragr^pfa, IL laS-aiO^ may be more
dosely analyzed. Mente tbe most vi^y dssei^ve Note
tteepidtets formed fiomnouim,&l^aiN^3Ui«,aJl,]JI,imt( dace

•dds nfoie of formadon belong mom dkdosdvdy pnee or poetiy F

Ifote fiather tie ojmpounds, k. MS, 344, 3M,wk,JSO,Vn t tome ol

pe eqaaOy well adapted to po^my mid pi«ai| sobm behmg only to

,^msei!o«ttybrim«tty.---discrimiai4e ebat details

to ghm »*?«"«-
ifofc .-diat ts. what detaOa are esoetdagv

,

W—

H

y,
"Itiad 'lira 'paragta^^ (krefoSy aloud,’ ea4,it^itl<|||SpmM dt«byt^
,
's4. i%tjbir’ to- to 'be mtora, to for y -Pifoil iAa»
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and dim, like the morning light as it faded back among the .sj

branches of Kden, when first its gates were angel-guarded
long ago. And round the walls of the porches there are set
pillars of variegated stones, jasper and porphyry, and deep-
green serpentine spotted with flakes of snow, and marbles,
that half refuse and half yield to the sunshine, Cleopatra- 160

like, “ their bluest veins to kiss ”— the shadow, as it steals
l>ack from them, revealing line after line of azure undula-
tion, as a receding tide leaves the waved sand

; their capi-

tals rich with interwoven tracery, rooted knots of herbage,
and drifting leaves of acanthus and vine, and mystical 165

signs, all beginning and ending in the Cross
; and above

them, in the broad archivolts, a continuous chain of lan-

guage and of life— angels, and the signs of heaven, and
the labors of men, each in its appointed season upon the

earth
; and above these, another range of glittering pinna- 170

cles, mixed with white arches edged with scarlet flowers,

a confusion of delight, amidst which the breasts of the

Greek horses are seen blazing in their breadth of golden

strength, and the St. Mark’s Lion, lifted on a blue field

covered with stars, until at last, as if in ecstasy, the crests 17s

of the arches break into a marble foam, and toss them-

selves far into the blue sky in flashes and wreaths of sculp-

tured spray, as if the breakers on the Lido shore had been

frost-bound before they fell, and the sea-nymphs had inlaid

them with coral and amethyst.

Between that grim cathedral of England and this, what

an interval ! There is a type of it in the very birds that

haunt them; for, instead of the restless crowd, hoarse-

ever else you find that is distinctively poetic, as word-painting, allitera?

tion, bold figure, inversion, and so forth; in short, endeavor to 'get a
of the beauty of the style, and to trace it to its causes.
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voiced and sable-winged, drifting on the bleak upper air,

185 the St. Mark’s porches are full of doves, that nestle among

the marble foliage, and mingle the soft iridescence of their

living plumes, changing at every motion, with the tints,

hardly less lovely, that have stood unchanged for seven

hundred years.

190 And what effect has this splendor on those who pass

beneath it? You may walk from sunrise to sunset, to and

fro, before the gateway of St. Mark’s, and you will not .see

an eye lifted to it, nor a countenance brightened by it.

Priest and layman, soldier and civilian, rich and poor, pas.s

195 by it alike regardlessly. Up to the very recesses of the

porches, the meanest tradesmen of the city push their

counters
;
nay, the foundations of its pillars are themselves

the seats— not “of them that sell doves” for .sacrifice,

but of the venders of toys and caricatures. Round the

>00 whole square in front of the church there is almost a con-

tinuous line of caf^s, where the idle Venetians of the mi«l-

dle classes lounge, and read empty journals
;
in its centre

the Austrian bands play during the time of vespers, their

martial music jarring with the organ notes,— the march
»05 drowning the miserere, and the sullen crowd thickening

round them,— a crowd, which, if it had its will, would
stiletto every soldier that pipes to it. And in the recesses

of the porches, all day long, knots of men of the lowest

classes, unemployed and listless, lie basking in the sun

, (BQ like lizards
; and unregarded children,—'every heavy glance

. iof their young eyes full of desperation and stony depravity,

and their throats hoarse with cursing,— gamble, and fight.

Point oiut the epithets and compounds of the paragraph, II. 3JB1-189.
Ccanpare this p^igraph with the next, 11. 190-216

; do you find bold
poetic devices in,tfaf>Jatter? Note the character of the descriptton,
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and snarl, and sleep, hour after hour, clashing their bruised

centesinn uptm the marble ledges of the church porch.

Ami the images of Christ and His angels look down upon a>5

it cimtimially.

[Befitre ileseribing the interior, “that we may not enter

the I Inna b niii u[ the niiilst of the horror of this,” Ruskin

devotes two pages, here omitted, to describing the Baptis-

tery, witli the tomb therein, of the Doge Andrea Dandolo.]

Tinoiigh the heavy door whose bronze network closes

the place of his rest, let us enter the church itself. It is

lost in still tleeper twilight, to which the eye must be ac-

custutned fur some moments before the fomi of the build- 2,0

ing can he traced
;
and then there opens before us a vast

cave, hewn out into the form of a Cross, and divided into

shailowy aisles by many pillars. Round the domes of its

roof the light enters only through narrow apertures like

large stars ; and here and there a ray or two from some far 22$

away casement wanders into the darkness, . and casts a

narrow plu)sphoric stream upon the waves of marble that

heave anti fall in a thousand colors along the floor. What

el»e there is t»f light is from torches, or silver lamps, burn-

ing ceaselessly in the recesses of the chapels ;
the roof 230

sheeted with gold, and the polished walls covered with

alabaster, give back at every curve and angle some feeble

gleaming to the flames ; and the glories round the heads of

the sculptured saints flash out upon us as we pass them,

and sink again into the gloom. Under foot and over head, 335

a. aos-ai*, which deals with a different kind of object from the pre-

ceding; do you find words whose sound corresponds with the sense?

Cf. Rhet. pp. 61 , 168 .

I IS th® BaiTte way as pointed out before, note where and how the Ian-

gmge becomes more heightened in paragraph, 11. 217-259, and estimate
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a continual succession of crowded imagery, one picture

passing into another, as in a dream
;
forms heautifid and

terrible mixed together ; dragons and serpents, and raven,

ing beasts of prey, and graceful birds that in the midst of

>40 them drink from running fountains and feed from vases «)f

crystal ;
the passions and the pleasures of human life sym-

bolized together, and the mystery of its retlemption ; foi

the mazes of interwoven lines and changeful pictures lead

always at last to the Cross, lifted and carved in every place

945 and upon every stone ;
sometimes with the serpent of eter-

nity wrapt round it, sometimes with doves beneath its

arms, and sweet herbage growing forth from its feet ; but

conspicuous most of all on the great rood that cr«>sses the

church before the altar, raised in bright blazonry against

«5o the shadow of the apse. And although in the recesses of

the aisle and chapels, when the mist of the incense hangs

heavily, we may see continually a figure traced in faint

lines upon their marble, a woman standing with her eyes

raised to heaven, and the inscription above her, “ Mother

«ss of God,” she is not here the presiding deity, It is the

Cross that is first seen, and always, burning in the centre

of the temple
;
and every dome and hollow of its roof has

the figure of Christ in the utmost height of it, raised in

power, or returning in judgrhent

jeo Nor is this interior without eflfect on the minds of the

people. At every hour of the day there are groups col-

lected before the various shrines, and solitary worshippers

scattered through the darker places of the church, evi-

dently prayer both deep and reverent, and, for the most

or its beauty, ca&i Ibr It. Rewrite, in

aod retaining only eoch details as airs

te descriE>tiim of theimiHlnr,

bow the riebness

merely

needed for d
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pMt, profoundly sorrowful. The devotees at the greater sS]

number of the renowned shrines of Romanism may be

seen murmuring their appointed prayers with wandering

eyes and unengaged gestures , but the step of the stranger

does not disturb those who kneel on the pavement of St.

Mmrk’s ; and hardly a moment passes, from early morning n?®

to sunset, in which we may not see some half-veiled figure

enter beneath the Arabian iwrch, cast itself into long

abasement on the fi«w)r of the temple, and then rising

dowly with more confirmed step, and with a passionate

kiss and clasp of the arms given to the feet of the crucifix, =73

by which the lamps burn always in the northern aisle,

leave the church, as if comforted.

From Stones of Venice, Vol. II.

On the foregoing pamge, 11. 138-180, Mr. Joseph Payne (Studies

hi Prone, p. 419) remarks ;
•• It would be difficult— nay, more

dwa difficult— Impossible- to match the above passage by any other

ofa similar Uod In the English langus^e. To call it ‘ poetical prose’

li to degrade It to the level of much that is simply intolerable to read,

MMi of which It U easy— too easy— to find specimens everywhere.

When this wonderful passage has been read over half a dozen times.

It trill be more admired than at first. As a description of the actud

briUOng— open to the observation of all, on the Piazza at Venice— it

hdiflhailt to call it true; but it Is more difficult to call it false. It is

the kfoallxed St. Mark’s, as seen through the mist of time in the dear

%ht of its ftrat creation— and, Indeed, further back still, in the artist’s

SMthat conceived It— that the writer has placed before us; but we

fMMS yield ouraelves up to the magic of his inspiration, before we can

Mt he shows ua. The sacrifice, however, if It be one, is w«j11

wnrth sBsUiig.'*
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JAMKS RUSSKIJ. LOWKIJ.

THE rOKTKV OK ST. KKTKU’s, HOME.

LoweirB [prose] is dear enough to those fanulmr with the choicest liter,

ature. In critical exploits that bring out his resources, he is nut a writer for

dullards, and to read him enjoyably is a point in cviticncc of a liiicral cduca-

tion. His manner, in fact, is Protean, adjusted to hit topic, and him n flexibility

that well expresses his racy wit and freshness.”— E, C. SrKi>MAN.

• It is very common for people to say that they are tlisap*

pointed in the first sight of St. Peter’s ;
and tme hears

much the same about Niagara. I cannot help thinking

that the fault is in themselves, and that if the church and

$ the cataract were in the habit of giving away their thoughts

This Selection and the one following are studied »• illuitrating

Figures of Speech, and the auggestiveness of flgumtive style ; and

presuppose a knowledge of the Khetorio as fkr as page xoy. See also

what is said about AUusion, Hbetoric, pages sgS, egg, and Analogy,

page 395*

The most striking characfcerisdc of Lowell’s style is Its suggestiveness,

due to its abundance of allusion, figurative expression, and the ceaseless

play of fency round every important thought Let us endeavor here to

hote, in some of the moat asking cases, how one thing is made more

significant or tellit)g by being compared, cUmctly or Indirectly, with

another, or by being expressed in terms of another.

Idnes opening statement about St Pet«p^s Is lUostratcd by

a compadfion with vhmt are the exact tMngs oompsied f Is this

a siirdlc? See p. gp, i.— 5. Oivtng tikoiig|]it«,-->
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with that rash generosity which characterizes tourists, they
might {H-'rhaps say of their visitors, “Well, if you are those

men of whom we have heard so much, we are a little

dUappointetl, to tell the truth!” The refined tourist

ejpccts stuucwhat too much when he takes it for granted m
that St. IVter’s will at once <lecorate him with the order of

Imagination, just as Victoria knights an alderman when he
presents an address. Or perhaps he has been getting up
a little architecture on the rna<I from I'lorence, and is

discomfited l»ecausc he docs not know whether he to is

be pleased or n«it, whicli is very mucli as if he should wait

to be told whether it was fresh water or salt which makes

the exhaustless grace of Niagara’s enuTald curve, before

he benignly cimsentcd to approve. It would be wiser,

perhaps, for him to consider whether, if Michael Angelo »

had ha«l the buihling of ///;«, his own personal style would

not have lieen more impressive.

It is not to he ciouhted that minds arc of as many dif-

ferent orders as cathedrals, and that the Gothic imagination

to vexed and disconumnled in tlio vain ciuicavor to flatten as

dw act of tsiklng In here rxpresM'd In I.-inguagc suitable to what? What
does this involve P See Khct. pp. 90-94.. — I tow do*these figures

UinWrtB what Is said In II. 3,

9

?-~lJl. Deocrate him with the order,

•"•alimion to what custom? Express It literally.— 12. Just aa, eto.

b tWa a figurative or an unfiguritlive n)ni|i.irison? — 13 . GKstting up,—
bMlidioin applic.ihlc to all styles? Wliy in here?

—

16. Which
tovary unoh u if, eto. How d«ics this rnmp.-irison differ from simple

tonOef See Rhct. p. 395.— Wit, it «mU ftir the decorative epithet of 1 . 18,

and what hidden antitlw^is (see Kliet. p. 103, 3) does the de.scription

tmrpfiit —• 10. Banisnly aoneented, — this elaborate expression

Itotoat what umracter of the tourist?— 21 . Pereonal atyle,— this

iHWasr expression regards the person for the moment as what?

A Mk DiffereBt orders.— a tcchniciil term belonging to what art

atol taeoWng what metaphor?— 85. Dlsooaamode^— what is the
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its pinnacles* and fit itself into the round Roman arches.

But if it be impossible fora man to like cvcryihin^i it i»

quite possible for him to avoid being driven ni;ul by what

does not please him; nay, it is the imjieralive duty of a

30 wise man to find out what that secret is which m.-ikcs a

thing pleasing to another. In approaching St. I'ctcr's. one

must take his Protestant shoes off his feet and leave them
behind him in the Piazza Rusticucci. Otherwise the great

Basilica, with those outstretching colonnades of Hr-aniante,

35 will seem to be a bloated spider lying in wait for him, the

poor Reformed fly. As he lifts the heavy leathern flapfier

over the door, and is discharged into the interior by iU
impetuous recoil, let him disburden his mind altogether of

stone and tportar, and think only that he is standing before
v- the throne of a dynasty which, even In its decay, Is the
most powerful the world ever saw. Maaon*work is all very
well in itself, but it has nothing to do with the affair at

present in hand-

more usual word? See WeboWds Diet. ftettm tta ^—
I what essential character oS Goddc trddMictart fbmiMhoi roggeistivw

ness to this passage?-.It b w be noted iKMrftneiy ftgure b lien
wpeiinduceS upon figure wifiiout ccmflidoa. TommUt of the Colbk
im^nation as an ordw of ancMtectwe lie flgnn? To d
dus order further as vexed and dlMomnodad ta oadMvorlng tnvotvw
what further figure?— 32, ^roheetanti ehooe oif Ida fMt,--. for the
a^idon here, see Exodus Itt. g. Bspme di&i lien Htmlly. WbM
t®efid i«phcation dow the 8lh»ioB et^yf—ti-ai, What peoillarby

, ^ the ground plan of Sjt Petw’s, wi& He aiWNlidMa. fomieliM tlie
s^esdon % the sbnile d theM.|bae| .. 4»»tH and
inetaphorarewnrf^edfothbeeniS CtStwa*.

,Mnd of aedon H «am and wHm

^ tMe pit ^ fip
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Suppose that a man in pouring down a glass of claret

could drink the South of France; that he could so disinte-4s

grate the wine by the force of imagination as to taste in it

all the clustered beauty and bloom of the grape, all the

dance and song and sunburnt jollity of the vintage. Or
supiM>sc that in eating bread he could transubstantiate it

with the ten<ler blatle of spring, the gleam-flitted corn-s«

ocean of summer, the royal autumn with its golden beard,

and the merry funerals of harvest. This is what the great

poets do for us, we cannot tell how, with their fatally-chosen

words, crowding the happy veins of language again with all

the life anti meaning and music that had been dribbling 55

away from them since Adam. And this is what the Roman
Church does for religion, feeding the soul not with the

Read the whole paragraph, 11. 44-99, and determine exactly what is

the main literal thoxigltt that the writer intends to express and illustrate.

Having determined this, look now at the main figures by which it is set

off. Two figures, 11. 45
-48 , and 11. 48-53 ,

prepare the way. Would you

call these simile or analogy ? You notice what an imaginative heightening

there is in the language, 11. 46-53 , and It. 54-56 ;
what call is there to set

(rffthis part of the idea with such beauty ?— 45. Disintegrate,—a tech-

nical term drawn from wiwt science?— 47-48. The use of the general

terms for particular Involves what figure?— What poetic element do

yon discern in 1. 48?— 49. Transnbstantlate,— from what depart-

nMnt or sphere of thought is this term borrowed? Cf. Rhet. p.'4o,

bottom. -—Tender blade is used for what, and what figure is involved?

—SO; 81. Point out the poetic words and manners of expression in

«*** lines.— In what figure is the royal autumn represented?—

S8. Give the meaning that lies In the words fataUy-ohoaen.

—

84b OrowdUng the happy veins,— language is viewed for the

BKMaeat as what?— What force in the epithet happy?— 55. Drib-

bbag;— why this word instead of mnning or escaping ? 56-67. Hav-

prepared for his main thought by two figures and a parallel case,

^ writer in these lines gives his mdn thought in three figurative

Mitenienta 5 state what figures they are, and analyze them. Under
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essential religious sentiment, not with a drop or two of the

tincture of worship, but making us feel one by one all

to those original elements of which worship is composeil
; not

bringing the end to us, but making us pass over and feel

beneath our feet all the golden rounds of the ladder by

which the climbing generations have reached that end

;

not handing us dryly a dead and extinguished Q. D.,

6s but letting it rather declare itself by the glory with which

it interfuses the incense-clouds of wonder and aspiration

and beauty in which it is veiled. The secret of her power

is typified in the mystery of the Real Presence. She is

the only church that has been loyal to the heart and soul

TO of man, that has clung to her faith in the imagination, and

that would not give over her symbols and images and sacred

vessels to the perilous keeping of the iconoclast Under-

standing. She has never lost sight of the truth that the

product human nature is composed of the sum' of flesh and
7S spirit, and has accordingly regarded both this world and
the next as the constituents of that other world which wo
possess by faith. She knows that poor Panaa, the body,

has his kitchen-longings and visions, as well as Quixote,

the soul, his ethereal, and has wit enough to supply him
to with the visible, tangible raw material of imagination. She

what guise is the Rotnan church represented in eadi? Sa. What is

the significance of essential, and how is it distinguished from tiaoture f

—64. For what do the letters Q. 'B. D. stand?— Point out the antith-
esis involved in each of the figures, 11. 58-67.-69^ 70. With what are
heart and soul and imagination set in contrast? —72. Derivation o*
loonoolaat? Under what figure does it represent onderstanding? *—
Under what mathematical figure does the,writer speak, EL 74, 7#?— In
the allusion, 11. 77, 78, on what characters and relations of Pana and
Quixote does the suggestiveness of the figure depend?— 80. Maw
material,— a term drawn from what part of the voatiMuy?—^nt
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Is the only poet among the churches, and, while Protes-

tantism is unrolling a pocket surveyor’ s-plan, takes her

votary to the pinnacle of her temple, and shows him

meadow, upland, and tillage, cloudy heaps of forest clasped

with the river’s jewelled arm, hillsides white with the per- 85

petual snow of flocks, and, beyond all, the interminable

heave of the unknown ocean. Her empire may be traced

upon the map by the boundaries of races; the under-

standing is her great foe; and it is the people whose

vocabulary was incomplete till they had invented the arch- 90

word Humbug that defies her. With that leaden bullet

John Bull can bring down Sentiment when she flies her

highest. And the more the pity for John Bull. One

of these days some one whose eyes are sharp enough will

read in the Times a standing advertisement,— Lost, 9s

strayed, or stolen from the farm-yard of the subscriber the

valuable horse Pegasus. Probably has on him part of a

new plough harness, as that is also missing. A suitable

reward, etc. J- Bull.”

Protestantism reverses the poetical process I have spoken 100

of above, and gives not even the bread of life, but instead

of it the alcohol, or distilled intellectual result. This was

very well so long as Protestantism continued to protest

;

for enthusiasm sublimates the understanding into imagina-

Out the antithesis between Protestantism and Romanism in 11. 81-87,

explain why in the latter member of it the .writer should use such

peptic expression. Point out what is especially poetic.— 91. How does

tetroduction of the word Humbug .set out the thought?— Under

1Hfl>s^%ure is Humbug then treated?— Express the thought 11. 91-99

language. “ Who is John Bull, and with what character is he

r^l^Sf^nted in 11. 95-89 ? r— Explain what is meant by Pegasus.

ALoohol,— what characteristic makes this antithetic to bread?

flgtire is Protestantisna represented?— Explain the tech-
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105 tion. But now that she also has hcconu' an eslahlish-

ment, she begins to perceive that she matie a blumU r in

trusting herself to the intellect alone. She is lu'^;iiining

to feel her way back again, as one notices in I’useyisin and

other such hints. One is put upon reflection when he secs

no burly Englishmen, who dine on beef and porter every day.

marching proudly through St. I’eter's on I’nhn .Sunday,

with those frightfully artificial palm branches in their

hands. Romanism wisely provides for the childish in

men.

115 Therefore I say again that one must lay asitlc his l'rote.s-

tantism in order to have a true feeling of St. IVter's, Here

in Rome is the laboratory of that mysterious enclianlress,

who has known so well how to adapt herself to ;ill the

wants, or, if you will, the weaknesses, of human nature,

«o making the retirement of the convent-cell a merit to the

solitary, the scourge or the fast a piety to the .'tscelic, the

enjoyment of pomp and music and incense a religious .act

in the sensual, and furnishing for the very soul itself a

confidante in that ear of the dumb confessional, where it

1*5 may securely disburden itself of its sins and sorrows. Ami

nicalism, 1. 104.— What figure involved in 11. lOS, 109 ?— lOS. PmI
ier way,— this expression views Protestantism under what gube?
iTo what ancient legend is it an allusion? Puaeyism, a movement
toward Romanism, which took place about the middle of this century

in the Church of England. — 110. How does it help the expression

to mention the &ct that these Englishmen dine on beef and porter?
—What antithesis is here involved, and to what reflection does it give

rise?

Of what figurative expresalon in 1. 3a is 1. Ui sq. a repeddm?
—119. Under what figure is the Roman church re^aeaented here?
Bow does this figure utilize what has been add?— IM. OaaJUdmni^,—,what justifies the use of this foreign term htee? What does the
e^Hthet dumb add jto Hut expression?— 135. lMisb«H!a«B ItMlft—
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the dome of St. Peter’s is the magic circle within which
she works her most potent incantations. I confess that I

could not enter it alone without a kind of awe.

From Fireside Travels.

under what figure is the soul here recognized ?— 126. What is a magic
circle, and what architectural feature of St. Peter’s is taken advantage
of here to point the figure?

Are the figures of the foregoing predominantly ornamental, or does
the subtilty of the idea that they aid in conveying make them useful?

Is the idea with which the Selection deals an idea of the fancy or of the

reason; that is, is it predominantly poetic or prosaic? How do the
figurative expressions correspond with this chai-acter?
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THOMAS CARLYLE.

COLERIDGE AS A TALK EH.

“Carlyle’s greatest distinction has yet to be rcfcttci! to fiU riiilnwrfnetiti

namely, as a wriffer. He was a good and in many ways a man $ btti hit

goodness was not without spots, and his wisdom was nut alwayn tuIfU irnl lo

save him from serious error. But his literary faculty, if n«»l |*rrfci.t ' * very

few are perfect— was extraordinary and magnilicent in the estrrmc, }ti» au*

preme gift is his penetrating imagination, of seeing sf it were inlii the heart

of things in a moment, and reproducing them in woxda which it ia itiijHjaiMlils

to forget.”— J. Cotter Morison.

Coleridge sat on the brow of Highgatc liiS!, in those

years, looking down on London and its smokc-lumult, like

The study of this Selection will furnish good occaaloii to note how
the management of figures, especially simile and mctaphiir, may be

made the means of imparting a certain spMt to the panaoge, hamormii

or other, as pointed out in Rhet. pp. 90, 91. In thb rcHiKCt we shali

find Carlyle more inclined to humorous and Intense hgurea« while

Lowell’s figures incline more to the ima^natlve and poetic* Though
also Lowell is by no means devoid of humorous suggeiticin ; note, for

instance, the spirit of the figure, Lowell, 11 . 35, 36, of the word •die*

charged,” 1. 37, and of the antithesis, L 83,

Besides the figures of the Selection, some of Carlyle^a pectillaritke

in the use of words need also to be noted.

Line 1 . Note the peculiar figurative effect given to this ftmt fwntence
by the verb sat, instead of the more literal verb What figure

does this involve ? See Rhet. p. 88.— 2. Bmoke-tmnult, an ex«

ample of Carlyle’s peculiar freedom in compounding words (cf. Eh«t
p. 36, rule 6) due perhaps to the infiuence of German t^k. •
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a sage escaped from the inanity of life’s battle
;
attracting

towards him the thoughts of innumerable brave souls still

engaged there. . . , Here for hours would Coleridge talk, s

concerning all conceivable or inconceivable things; and

liked nothing better than to have an intelligent, or failing

that, even a silent and patient human listener. He dis-

tinguished himself to all that ever heard him as at least

the most surprising talker extant in this world,— and to w

some small minority, by no means to all, as the most

excellent.

The good man, he was now getting old, towards sixty

perhaps ;
and gave you the idea of a life that had been

full of sufferings ;
a life heavy-laden, half-vanquished, still is

swimming painfully in seas of manifold physical and other

bewilderment. Brow and head were round, and of massive

weight, but the face was flabby and irresolute. The deep

eyes, of a light hazel, were as full of sorrow as of inspira-

tion ;
confused pain looked mildly from them, as in a kind 20

of mild astonishment. The whole figure and air, good and

why is not this a simile?— 3. Inanity,— Carlyle has certain

fevorite words of frequent recurrence, of which this is one. It it an ex-

ample also of a kind of word of which he is fond, namely, the abstract

life’s battle,— a possessive more natural to poetry
;

is it the

poetic feeling, or some other motive, tliat leads to its use here?—What

significance does this figure gather from the suggestiveness oi Highgate

HM and smokedumtdUf In what parts of the idea, then, is a simile

involved? and what part is metaphor?— 5. A page, here omitted,

describes his thought, manner of life, and residence.— 6. AU con-

oelvablo or inconceivable things,— what figure? Rhet. p. 99.

What useful office has this figure in describing his conversation?— 10.

SWant,— another of Carlyle’s favorite wordl. What is its derivation?

mat Carlylisms in 1. 15?— 16. Under what figure is Coleridge’s life

^resented? In the kind of action with which his life is associated, is

Ibnre any disparaging spirit in the figure?— Is there a persomfication
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amiable otherwise, might be called flabby and irresohitc;

expressive of weakness under possibility of .strength. He
hung loosely on his limbs, with knees bent, ami .stuopinK

»s attitude; in walking, he rather shuflicd th.m *iceisi\ely

stept; and a lady once remarked, he never c«>ulii fix whiih

side of the garden walk would suit him best, but roiitinu.tlly

shifted, in corkscrew fashion, and kept trying b(»lh, A
heavy-laden, high-aspiring and surely inueh-sutfrring man.

so His voice, naturally soft and good, h:ul conlr.-nicd iisfU

into a plaintive snuffle and singsong; he spoke as if

preaching, — you would have said, preaching e.irne.stly

and also hopelessly the Weightiest thing.s. I still rccolK-ii

his “object” and “subject," terms of continual rectirrcncc

3S in the Kantean province
; and how he sang and snufTled

them into “om-m-mject ” and “sum-ra-mject," with a kind
of solemn shake or quaver, as he rolled along. No talk,

in his century or in any other, could be more surprising.

Sterling, who assiduously attended him, with profound
40 reverence, and was often with him by himself, for a goml
many months, gives a record of their first colloquy. Their
colloquies were numerous, and he had taken note of many ;

but they are all gone to the fire, except this first, which
Mr. Hare has printed,-— unluckily without date. It con-

« tains a number of ingenious, true and half-true observa-
tions, and is of course a faithful epitome of the things

in 1. 20?—28. What simile, and what (he s%n ofWfmim f— cf. Rhet
p. 89, top— 29. Point out ®t. between
sound and sense in this ]j)ie?—35. Kantewn that h. the
Pfovmce of Kant’s philosophy,, its peoaliar temw.—
37. As he rolled along,— what chaasetedsdo ei .|,t,

vivify?

1- CoUoq.ny;—why is this wtM iocae flttiiy klT* ilnur flimuji jj.
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said
;
but it gives small idea of Coleridge’s way of talking

,— this one feature is perhaps the most recognizable, '"Our

interview lasted for three hours, during which he talked

two hours and three quarters.” Nothing could be more sc

copious than his talk; and furthermore it was always,

virtually or literally, of the nature of a monologue
; suffer-

ing no interruption, however reverent; hastily putting

aside all foreign additions, annotations, or most ingenuous

desires for elucidation, as well-meant superfluities which ss

would never do. Besides, it was talk not flowing any-

whither like a river, but spreading every-whither in inex-

tricable currents and regurgitations like a lake or sea;

terribly deficient in definite goal or aim, nay often in logi-

cal intelligibility
;

zv/iat you were to believe or do, on any 6o

earthly or heavenly thing, obstinately refusing to appear

from it So that, most times, you felt logically lost;

swamped near to drowning in this tide of ingenious voca-

bles, spreading out boundless as if to submerge the world.

— 52 . Virtually or literally,— trace, by the derivations, how
these words get their antithesis to each other. — 52 . Suffering no in-

terruption,— of what is this predicated, and what figure is involved?

Poes the figure aid the directness of expression?— 55 . Superfluities,

-^-the pluralizing of the abstract noun is a Carlylism which has been

much imitated.— 56. What idiom in this line, and how translated into

more formal speech?— 56
,
57 . What Carlylese compounds in these

— Trace the simile, 11. 57-64 , and mention what parts of the ob-

jW compared are significant.— Is any advantage gained, in exactness,

amount of meaning, or sonority, by the use of the Latin derivatives,

ijaiMdoable, regurgitations, intelligibility, vocables, 11. 57
,
58

,

— 59. Terribly,— what call for so strong a word?— 61 . Ob-

refusing,— by what figure is the vividness of this clause

— 62-64 . What expressions here lower the dignity of the

and what opinion concerning Coleridge’s conversation is thus

Cf. Rhet. p. 90 , 3 .
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6s To sit as a passive bucket and be pumped into, whether-

you consent or not, can in the long-run be exhilarating to

no creature
;
how eloquent soever the flood of utterance

that is descending. But if it be withal a confused unin-

telligible flood of utterance; threatening to submerge all

70 known landmarks of thought, and drown the world and
you!— I have heard Coleridge talk, with eager musical

energy, two stricken hours, his face radiant and fnoist,

and communicate no meaning whatsoever to any individual

of his hearers,— certain of whom, I for one, still kept
75 eagerly listening in hope

;
the most had long before given

up, and formed (if the room were large enough) secondary

humming groups of their own. He began anywhere
:
you

put some question to him, made some suggestive observa-

tion: instead of answering this, or decidedly setting out
80 towards answer of it, he would accumulate formidable

apparatus, logical swim-bladders,
.
transcendental life-pre-

servers and other precautionary and vehiculatory gear, for
setting out

;
perhaps did at last get under way,— but was

65. By what means is this simile made humorous? Are this sentence
the next inconsistent with the figure already used, 11. 57-64? What

idea do they add to the preceding?— 67. How eloquent soever,—
the separation of words compounded with soever is a not infrequent
Carlylism. — 71-73. The adjectives in these lines are good exam-
ples of what is said, Rhet. p, 34 , rule 4, on the vital associations of
words. Consider what sigmficance they gather from their collocation.— 72. Stricken,— has this epithet an effect, merely from the fact that
it is present, and apart from its meaning?— 73, Individual,—why
better than person f— 79. Setting out,— under what figure Is he
represented as answering?— 80-83. Study the humor of this figure.
How does it depend on the dignity, or lack of dignity, of the object
associated?— In 11. 81, 82 are examples of Carlyle's fondness for long
and unusual words. 84, What modification of the figure begins here?How is its humor maintained?
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swiftly solicited, turned aside by the glance of some radi-

ant new game on this hand or that, into new courses ; and 83

ever into new; and before long into all the universe,

where it was uncertain what game you would catch, or

whether any.

His talk, alas, was distinguished, like himself, by irreso-

lution : it disliked to be troubled with conditions, absti- 99

nenccs, definite fulfilments
;
—loved to wander at its own

sweet will, and make its auditor and his claims and humble

wishes a mere passive bucket for itself ! He had knowl-

edge about many things and topics, much curious reading;

but generally all topics led him, after a pass or two, into 95

the high seas of theosophic philosophy, the hazy infinitude

of Kantean transcendentalism, with its “sum-m-mjects”

and “ om-m-mjects.” Sad enough
;
for with such indolent

impatience of the claims and ignorances of others, he had

not the least talent for explaining this or anything un- 100

known to them ;
and you swam and fluttered in the mist-

iest wide unintelligible deluge of things, for most part

in a rather profitless uncomfortable manner.

Glorious islets, too, I have seen rise out of the haze

;

but they were few, and soon swallowed in the general loj

90. Disliked,— the same figure here used of his talk as in 1. 52,

wWch compare. —91. Wander at its own sweet wiU,— a quota-

tion, in part, from Wordsworth, Sonnet on Westminster Bridge.—
95. A pass or two,— figure taken from what?— 96. Are the figures

suggested by high eeas and hazy infinitude intended to make con-

or jast the opposite? Sometimes indeed figurative language may

be, as it were, inverted. Note the same of the figure in 1. loi.—

Swam fluttered,— does this convey, or indeed intend or need

to convey, a self-consistent image of the hearer’s progress?

104. CHoriouB islets,— what picture does this present of Cole-

riefee’s conversation? Observe that this figure suggests a picture of
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element again. Balmy sunny islets, islets of the blest and

the intelligible :— on which occasions tho.se secuiulury hum-

ming groups would all cease humming, and hung breath-

less upon the eloquent words
;

till once your islet got

HO wrapt in the mist again, and they could rccoinmeace

humming. Eloquent artistically expre.ssivc words you

always had; piercing radiances of a most subtle insight

came at intervals
;
tones of noble pious synijiathy, recog-

nizable as pious though strangely colored, were never

1,5 wanting long : but in general you could not call this aim-

less, cloud-capt, cloud-based, lawlessly meandering human
discourse of reason by the name of “excellent talk," but
only of “ surprising ’’

;
and were reminded bitterly of I laz-

litt’s account of it : “ Excellent talker, very,— if you let

laohim start from no premises and come to no conclusion,"

Coleridge was not without what talkers call wit, and there
were touches of prickly sarcasm in him, contemptuous
enough of the world and its idols and popular dignitarie.H

;

he had traits even of poetic humor : but in general he
las seemed deficient in laughter

; or indeed in sympathy for
concrete human things either on the sunny or on the
stormy side. One right peal of concrete laughter at some

great beauty, while generally some grotesque or disparaging element
has been intermixed. What call is there for this figure to be so beau-
tiful?— 106. The bleat and the lateUigible,— note the felicity of
taaKng thrae synonymous

; in what does it consist?— What Carlylism,^ady ^inted out, in 1 . 112 ?— Can you corrstruct a self-eonsistent
fiOTe from 1. 116? What mixtures of previoiis figures are there, and
^y the mi^e?-U9. Analyze -the figure of the. quotation fromI^tt according to Rhet. p. 104 . Under whieh of at
fte bottom of the page does it come?— 122. Wlfet figmtlve smares-m the epithet?-127. Right, -howm this wtd

..heft answer to its, primary meaning?
--- ahtitihesls
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convicted flevsh-and-blood absurdity, one burst of noble

indignation at some injustice or depravity, rubbing elbows

with us on this solid Earth, how strange would it have 13c

been in that Kantean haze-world, and how infinitely cheer-

ing amid its vacant air-castles and dim-melting ghosts and

shadows ! None such ever came. His life had been an

abstract thinking and dreaming, idealistic, passed amid

the ghosts of defunct bodies and of unborn ones. The 135

moaning singsong of that thcosophico-metaphysical monot-

ony left on you, at last, a very dreary feeling.

From The Life of Sterling.

does this imply and derive suggestivencss from? How is the antithesis

benefited by the compound epithet, 1. 128?— Trace the antithesis fur-

ther in 11. 129-132, Point out the Carlylisms. What is the use of the

idiom rubbing elbows?— 130. Solid,—what good does the epithet

do?

Recall now the picturing power of the figures, and consider how
they go to exemplify what is said of Carlyle’s style in the note pre-

fixed to this Selection.



STUDY OF FIGURES IN PREVIOUS SELECTIONS.

Let us now go back and notice, in the Selections that luve prececlnil

these last two, some of the figures that are most striking ami ihai

accomplish the most for the writer’s purpose.

Bunyan: Pages 1-6 .— The Selection from Hunyan is aii figure;

that is, it is a section from his allegory, “ The I’ilgrinfs Progress," whk'li

under the story of a journey portrays the Christian life; see Khet. pp

94-96. As a story, it has interest in itself; but upon this !s also su]>er-

induced a second interest, the interest of the al>stract idea, the inner

experience, which it illustrates. At all the main points of the story we

are reminded that it has a double meaning. In the scleetion before us

the connexion between figure and literal is revealed mainly by two

means: by the proper names selected, and l)y allusion.s to or quotatlr>nH

from Scripture. Let us trace the allegory in some of its principal |Hiints.

' The name of the hero, Christian, and the name of the place, The

Valley of Humiliation, indicate tliat the part of the story now Iwfore

us refers to a stage of his experience where the Christian is cast tiown

by trials and doubts, and subject to spiritual conflicts. With tins Idea

in mind, analysis of the allegory is easy.— 4. ApoUyon. For the

origin of this name see Rev. ix. 1 1 . What is its derivation ?— What
expression in this line from Job xli. 15, and to what is it applied in the

original?— 21, 22. How do these names of places connect the allegory

with what it illustrates?— 31 . How does the quotation from Romans
vi. 23 preserve the allegory?

—

39 . How does Bunyan use Isa, xxxv. 8

to explain the meaning of the road in which Christian is travelling?—
46 . What does Bunyan get here from Eph. vL i6, and how docs it

help us interpret the allegory?— 51 . In a sidenote Bunyan thus ex**

plains his allegoiy here : “ Christian wounded in hl» understanding,

feith, and conversation.”

—

63 . How is the expression here influenced

by 2 Cor. i. 8, and to what does the ori^^nal refer?— 7S, For this

rather awkward parenthesis, see Rev. xiii. ii. Introduced In order to

identify Christian’s enemy more closely with the adversary theie meti*’
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tioned.— 82. Two-edged,— this epithet, taken from Heb. iv. 12,

identifies Christian’s sword, allegorically, with what?— 87. The lion.

Bunyan goes out of his way to use this word : he wants to incorporate

the suggestiveness of i Sam. xvii. 37 into his allegory. To what does

the original refer?— 98. Tree of Life,— see Rev. xxii. 2. What
characteristic of the Tree of Life is used here?— Endeavor now to

relate, in literal language, the story of Christian’s fight with Apollyon.

Pe Quincey : Pages 8-16.— In 11.13-26 is suggested a manner of

regarding murder, as a performance to be criticised rather than as a

horror to be shunned, which was sixteen years afterward worked out at

length in his essay on “ Murder Considered as One of the Fine Arts.”

What figure of speech does this whole conception involve? See Rhet.

p. 100, and compare especially example at top of p. loi. Trace now, in

11.15, 16, 19, 21, 22, the words that accord, in figurative suggestiveness,

with this conception.— 55-58. The germs of what metaphors can you

trace here? Are they unjustifiably mixed?— 105-123. In these lines

De Quincey labors to express a highly abstract and metaphysical idea

;

trace and explain the metaphors and similes in which he makes it

palpable.— 133-143. In what figure is this paragraph written? See

Rhet. p. 98. What emotion gives rise to it, and what has he revealed

in the previous exposition to justify such emotion?— Point out the

similes in this paragraph, and trace how they illustrate the idea.

Burke ; Pages 18-23.— Under what figure, 11. 1-7, does Burke

describe the Queen of France?— 7-9. In what emotional figure is this

sentence written? See Rhet. p. 97. Put it in unemotional language.—
16. What bold personification here, and how does it affect the intensity

of the idea? Express it literally.— 49, Of the metaphor here Abbott

(“ How to Write Clearly,” p. 37) says, “ This metaphor is not recom-

mended for imitation,”— 58-64. Trace the figure suggested and

detailed in these lines. — 65-67. Explain by Rhet. p. 105.

Thackeray : Pages 24-35.— Compare the interrogations in 11. 12

and 14, What answer does the first imply? What the second? Test

the two by Rhet, p. 97, and determine which is a figure of speech.—
15 sq. What figure here?— 23. What double meaning in the word

habits ? Trace the allegory that Thackeray here uses.— 25. Compare

this exclamation with the one in Burke, 1. 7, and note the difference of

emotion that gave rise to it.— Cf9. To what well-known ancient philos-

opher is allusion here made, and what added clause increases its humor?
*— 50-67. These lines are almost wholly in exclamation

;
what emotion
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gives rise to and justifies the figure?— 120. What humorous figure

suggested in a single word, in this line ?— 131. I'he emotion passes

spontaneously here into what figure?— 215-217. In what figure <loes

Thackeray describe the working of his mind, and what gives it a

humorous turn?

Ruskin ; Pages 36-47.— Why is not the comparison in L 46 a

simile? See Rhet, p. 89, i.— Compare the similes, 11. 94 and 210 with

the simile, I 155 sq. Between them is all the dificrence between prose

and poetry. Consider what there is in the objects illustrated to make

the difference.— 128-141. Trace how much of the poetic suggestive-

ness here is due to an implied personification.—167. Trace the metonr

ymy in this line, and explain what makes it metonymy (Rhet. p. 88)*

-175-180. Into what figure does the writer break in these lines?—
181. Does the beauty of the preceding justify the exclamation here? -

190. Is this interrogation a figure of speech?



VIII.

THOMAS HENRY HUXLEY.

A LIBERAL EDUCATION.

" It may be fairly said that the able English biologist has no equal as an

expounder, both to scientific and popular audiences, of matters difficult to

comprehend. Nor perhaps is it too much to say that no one before ever wrote

with such marvellous clearness, united with equal literary finish. Clearness of

writing, though of course always esteemed, has never been valued so highly as

by our generation. Formerly an embellishment, it has now become a prime

requisite, since so much of our reading has for its purpose to acquaint our-

selves with the progress in special fields of knowledge, which we can enter

only with a guide and interpreter.”— C. S. Minot.

Let us ask ourselves, what is education ? Above all

things, what is our ideal of a thoroughly liberal education }

The two Selections that follow will he studied mainly for the illus-

trations they furnish of Fundamental Processes; and presuppose a

knowledge of the Rhetoric as far as page 171.

The present Selection is taken from “ an address to the South Lon-

don Working Men’s College, delivered on the 4th of January, 1868.”

Explain what type of diction the object and occasion lead you to expect,

and what are its desirable characteristics
;
see Rhet. p. 79. Note the

familiarity of tone, as seen in conversational expletives and contrac-

tions; e.g. 11 . 6, 11, 44, 97. A more pervasive and significant fea-

ture is the simplicity of word and phrase, the careful adaptation of

expression to ordinary and unlearned minds, which the occasion evi-

dently led the author to seek.

Lines 1-3. The question asked in 1 . i is immediately repeated with

variations, ^how bow the repetition illustrates Rhet. p. i63> 7^ ? bow
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— of that education which, if we could begin life again, we

would give ourselves— of that education which, if wo could

5 mould the fates to our own will, we would give our children.

Well, I know not what may be your conceptions upon this

matter, but I will tell you mine, and I hope I shall find

that our views are not very discrepant.

Suppose it were perfectly certain that the life and for*

10 tune of every one of us would, one day or other, depend

upon his winning or losing a game at chess. ])on^t you

think that we should all consider it to be a primary duty

to learn at least the names and the moves of the pieces

;

to have a notion of a gambit, and a keen eye for all the

IS means of giving and getting out of check ? Do you not

think that we should look with a disapprobation amount-

ing to scorn, upon the father who allowed his son, or the

the opening of the second sentence illustrates p. 139, 40 ;
and how the

whole repetition illustrates p. 151, 60.

—

3
,
4. Explain position of if-

clauses by p. 147, 52, and try the effect of putting them after the verb.

As it is, what part of the sentence has the stress?

—

4
,
5 , Would give.

Explain would with first person, by p. 114, 8. In the same way explain

I will, 1 . 7
, and discriminate from I shall, 1 . 7 ,— The first clause of

sentence, 11, 6-8, is of what nature, as explained by Rhet. p. 151, 59?

Whywould, in 1 . 10, and should, 11 . 12, 16 ? Does either auxiliary

indicate more than simple futurity?

—

10 . On© day or other,— ob-

serve the position of this time-phrase, buried in the sentence, so as to

do its work but have as little stress as possible. To feel the difference

of emphasis, try putting it at the beginning or at the end.— 11* Don't,

— note how this is slightly varied in the repetition, 1. 15, and compare

Rhet. p. i^, 76.

—

14 . G-amhit, — observe that when the writer in-

troduces a technicalism he has already said enough, in general terms,

so that a reader can understand its bearings, whether the word Itself it,

understood or not.— 16 . Why such full way of expressing this, instead

of simply saying “look with scorn”? See Rhet. p, 151.— 17 ,
IS.

Father who . . . state which,— are these relatives coordinating or

restrictive? See Rhet p* 127. Try how tked would sound, and see If
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state which allowed its members, to grow up without

knowing a pawn from a knight?

Yet it is a very plain and elementary truth, that the 20

life, the fortune, and the happiness of every one of us,

and, more or less, of those who are connected with us, do

depend upon our knowing something of the rules of a

game infinitely more difficult and complicated than chess.

It is a game which has been played for untold. ages, every 25

njan and woman of us being one of the two players in a

game of his or her own. The chess-board is the world, the

pieces are the phenomena of the universe, the rules of the

game are what we call the laws of Nature. The player on

the dther side is hidden from us. We know that his play 30

is always fair, just, and patient. But also we know, to our

cost, that he never overlooks a mistake, or makes the

smallest allowance for ignorance. To the man who plays

well, the highest stakes are paid, with that sort of over-

there is anything in the previous part of the sentence against using it.

See Rhet. p. 129, examples, i.

20. Yet. This word sets ofFi.ts sentence in adversative relation (see

Rhet. p. 142) to something preceding; to what is it thus adversative?

— Study the amplitude (see Rhet, p. 151) of the statements in this

paragraph
;
e.g. why not say ** of all,” in 11. 21, 22, and what is gained by

fuller statement? how condense, grammatically, “It is a game which

has been, played,’M. 25 ? It is evidently the writer’s intention, by in-

troducing many modifying and intensifying elements, to make the sen^

tence 11. 20-24 move slowly
;
try to state its substance in more rapid

style; see Rhet. p. 157.-22. Do depend,— why is the emphatic

form of the verb used? See Rhet. p. 163, 78.

—

25 . Which. What

other relative would more closely discriminate the relation of the rela-

tive clause to the antecedent? See Rhet. p. 127. I3 there any reason

against the use of it here?— 27 . His or her own, note here Hux-

ley’s usage, where some crude writers would say /ter. 31 . But also.

To what is the hut adversative, and how is its adversative relation
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35 flowing generosity with which the strong shows delight in

strength. And one who plays ill is checkmated— with*

out haste, but without remorse.

My metaphor will remind some of you of the famous

picture in which Retzsch has depicted Satan playing at

40 chess with man for his soul. Substitute for the mocking

fiend in that picture, a calm, strong angel who is playing

for love, as we say, and would rather lose than win — and
I should accept it as an image of human life.

Well, what I mean by Education is learning the rules

4s of this mighty game. In other words, eductitit^n is tlu‘

instruction of the intellect in the laws of Nature^ under
which name I include not merely things and their forces,

but men and their ways
;
and the fashioning of the affec-

tions and of the will into an earnest and loving desire to

50 move in harmony with those laws. For me, education
means neither more nor less than this. Anything which
professes to call itself education must be tried by this

standard, and if it fails to stand the test, I will not call it

modified? See Rhet. p. 142, 45.— Trace also the rea,son of using but
in 1 . 37 . — How is the sentence 11. 33-36 siisj^ended? See Khet.
P- 148, 53 *

Of what is the imperative construction 1 . 40 a condensation? See
Rhet. p. 156, 68, example 4* Why would you call the adjectives in
1.41 epithets?— 43. 1 should accept,— what tense, as relative to
this, is implied in the condensed conditional clause preceding? See
Rhet. p. 1 12, 5.

44. What means of suspense in this sentence, and whait i» effected
by it? See Rhet. p. 149, 55.-47. How is the antecedent defined
in this line, and what would be the implication without the defining
word? See Rhet. p. 126, 23— What illustration in this line and the
neirt, of Rhet. p, 164, 80?- 51. Why would the relative ihat be pref-
erable to which here?— 53,- Standard, atand. See Rhet* p. 168, 86*
and try, by reading aloud, whether the different stress of the words
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education, whatever may be the force of authority, or of

numbers, upon the other side. ss

It is important to remember that, in strictness, there is

no such thing as an uneducated man. Take an extreme

case. Suppose that an adult man, in the full vigor of his

faculties, could be suddenly placed in the world, as Adam
is said to have been, and then left to do as he best might. 6o

How long would he be left uneducated Not five minutes.

Nature would begin to teach him, through the eye, the

ear, the touch, the properties of objects. Pain and pleasure

would be at his elbow telling him to do this and avoid that

;

and by slow degrees the man would receive an education, 6s

which, if narrow, would be thorough, real, and adequate to

his circumstances, though there would be no extras and

very few accomplishments.

And if to this solitary man entered a second Adam, or,

better still, an Eve, a new and greater world, that of social 70

and moral phenomena, would be revealed. Joys and woes,

compared with which all others might seem but faint

shadows, would spring from the new relations. Happiness

and sorrow would take the place of the coarser monitors,

tends to obviate the jingle.— 53. I will. What implication in using

will instead of Ntall 'i— Observe how copiously this sentence is punc-

tuated, and how the movement is retarded thereby. What call for

retarded movement here?

62, 63. What ambiguity in this sentence, and how obviated? —
63. By what figurative means is the concreteness of the sentence in-

creased?— 66 . If narrow,— is the word if the most accurate that

could be used for expressing this condition? See Rhet. p. 140 , 42 .

Compare also the condition, 1. 68 , for difference in implication.—

67. The language used here fits what figurative suggestion?

69-71. How is this sentence suspended, and what element is thereby

put into a prominent place? Do the two succeeding sentences need

any inversion of structure, in order to be adjusted to this? Compare
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75 pleasure and pain
;
but conduct would still be shaped by

the observation of the natural consequences of actions;

or, in other words, by the laws of the nature of man.

To every one of us the world was once as fresh and new
as to Adam. And then, long before we were susceptible

8o of any other mode of instruction, Nature took us in hand,
and every minute of waking life brought its educational

influence, shaping our actions into rough accordance with
Nature’s laws, so that we might not be ended untimely by
too gross disobedience. Nor should I speak of this process

8s of education as past, for any one, be he as old as he may.
For every man, the world is as fresh as it was at the first

day, and as full of untold novelties for him who has the
eyes to see them. And Nature is still continuing her
patient education of us in that great university, the uni-

90 verse, of which we are all members— Nature having no
Test-Acts.

Those who take honors in Nature’s university, who learn
the laws which govern men and things and obey them, are

Rhet, p. 166,— 75. By the observation of. If we should say “ By
observing” we could obviate one of the ofs in this sentence; but a
stronger reason leads us to put a noun here instead of a participle

;
see

if you can discover it from 1, 77, and Rhet. p. 164, 79.
Study the si^pense of sentences, 11. 78-84, and state what desirable

emphasis is gained thereby.— 83. TTntixnely
,
— what advantage given

to the adverb by this position? See Rhet. p. 119, 16.— 84. Explain
the use of nor by Rhet. p. 144, 49, —86. Explain the inverted order of
this sentence by Rhet. p. 166, and point out the ideas brought together
thereby.— 88. And beginning a sentence ought not to be very usual;
but Huxley uses it occasionally with grace, as a means of cumulative
statement

; see also 1. 117.— 89. What metaphor here suggested?
92-98. The extension of the metaphor through this paragraph

makes it approach what figure? See Rhet. p. 94, and compare Thack-
eray, U. 24-36. Point out the words that are polarized by the figure;
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the really great and successful men in this world. The
great mass of mankind are the *^Poll,” who pick up just 9s

enough to get through without much discredit. Those
who won’t learn at all are plucked; and then you can’t

come up again. Nature’s pluck means extermination.

Thus the question of compulsory education is settled so

far as Nature is concerned. Her bill on that question was loo

framed and passed long ago. But, like all compulsory

legislation, that of Nature is harsh and wasteful in its

operation. Ignorance is visited as sharply as wilful dis-

obedience— incapacity meets with the same punishment

as crime. Nature’s discipline is not even a word and a 105

blow, and the blow first ;
but the blow without the word.

It is left you to find out why your ears are boxed.

The object of what we commonly call education— that

education in which man intervenes and which I shall dis-

tinguish as artificial education— is to make good these xxa

defects in Nature’s methods
;

to prepare the child to

receive Nature’s education, neither incapably nor igno-

rantly, nor with wilful disobedience; and to understand

the preliminary symptoms of her displeasure, without

waiting for the box on the ear. In short, all artificial 115

point out also university provincialisms
;
see Rhet. p. 39, 9. Does the

figurative sense justify the use here? Does the audience?—What
idiom in 1. 96?

100. A new metaphor is entered upon here
;
what in preceding sen-

tence suggests it?— 106, What ellipsis condenses this sentence?

108-110. Note how meagre is the punctuation in the parenthesis,

and contrast 11. 53
-
55 * Is there a reason for making this rapid?—

109. And which ought not to be used except as the second of two

relative clauses beginning with which. Is it correctly used here ?— I

nhall,— what implication oi shall, by Rhet. p. 114, 8 ?— 112 . Explain

and justify the position of the adverbs. — Neither , , , nor , , • nor,
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education ought to be an anticipation of natural cducatioa

And a liberal education is an artificial oilucation, which

has not only prepared a man to escape the great evils oi

disobedience, to natural laws, but has trained him to ap-

190 predate and to seize upon the rewartis, which Nature

scatters with as free a hand as her penalties.

That man, I think, has had a liberal education, who h.ia

been so trained in youth that his body i.s the ready servant

of his will, and does with ease and pleasure all the work

<as that, as a mechanism, it is capable of ; whose intellect is a

clear, cold, logic engine, with all its parts of equal strength,

and in smooth working order; ready, like a steam engine,

to be turned to any kind of work, and spin the go.ssainer8

as well as forge the anchors of the mind ; whose mintl is

•30 stored with a knowledge of the great and fundamental

truths of Nature and of the laws of her operations ; one

who, no stunted ascetic, is full of life and fire, but whose
passions are trained to come to heel by a vigorous will, the

servant of a tender conscience
; who has learned to love

«3s all beauty, whether of Nature or of art, to hate all vileness,

.and to respect others as himself.

Such an one, and no other, I conceive, has had a liberal

education
; for he is, as completely as a man can be, in

— are the three correlatives correct? See Rhet. p. 137, 36,—US. What
antithesis in this sentence ?—118, 119. Ifot only . . . bat,— are theae
correlated correctly, by Rhet. p. 137, 37?

125. Eiat is undoubtedly the correct reliUlve! bat what considens*
tion nught justify using wiicA here? See Rhet. p. 1*9, examples, 3.— 128. Note the felidly of the epithets, and explain how they illustrate
Rhet. p. 34, rule 4.-127-129. Under what figure b the mind reptfr
aented, and howb the figure carried out?— 182. Wo atoated aaoetlo,
-^^lain the strength of this negative by Rhet 144. 48.— 133. What
torious tdiom here, and what figure does it Involve?
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harmony with Nature. He will make the best of her, and

she of him. They will get on together rarely
;
she as his

ever beneficent mother
;
he as her mouth-piece, her con-

scious self, her minister and interpreter.

From Lay Sermons, Addresses, and Reviews.

14k0. What colloquial usage here in the adverb?

14c



IX.

JOHN HENRY, CARDINAL NEWMAN

I. ACCUI^ACY OF MIND.

“ There is no living writer who has attained to such supreme mastery over

the English tongue. It is to him an instrument of which he knows all the

mysterious capabilities, all the hidden sweetness, all the latent power; and it

responds with marvellous precision to his every touch, the boldest or the

slightest.”— W. S.

It has often been observed that, when the eyes of the

infant first open upon the world, the reflected rays of light

which strike them from the myriad of surrounding objects

These two Selections are taken, as was the preceding, from lectures

;

but whereas the other was delivered to workingmen, these were delive-

ered to students of a university. We naturally look, therefore, for

greater freedom in the use of learned language, as suited to the more
educated audience

;
and we see indications of it in the Latin quotations,

11. 100, I2I-I27, and in occasional learned words, as for instance, “ ecu-

menical,” 1. 152, “ the two-fold Logos,” 1. iio, “ otiose,” 1, 130, to say

nothing of the comparatively abstruse nature of the thought.

The first Selection is from the beginning, the second from the end,

of a public discourse. It will be observed that the second, in accord-

ance with the momentum derived from the previous thought that It

sums up and culminates, is considerably heightened in diction, which
fact is observable mainly in its more rolling and stately rhythm. Read*
for instance, the paragraphs, 11. 128-145, and 11. 155-173, aloud.

Idne 1. What office does the prospective it fulfil? See Rhet. p. 133,
—How otherwise is the main assertion of the sentence delayed? Sec
Rhet, p. 147, 52.-3. Whioh,— what relative would better expresa

the nature of the clause? Cf. Rhet. p. 128. Is there any reason against
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present to him no image, but a medley of colors and

shadows. They do not form into a whole
; they do not rise s

into foregrounds and melt into distances; they do not

divide into groups
;
they do not coalesce into unities

;
they

do not combine into persons
;
but each particular hue and

tint stands by itself, wedged in amid a thousand others

upon the vast and flat mosaic, having no intelligence, and w

conveying no story, any more than the wrong side of some

rich tapestry. The little babe stretches out his arms and

fingers, as if to grasp or to fathom the many-colored vision

;

and thus he gradually learns the connexion of part with

part, separates what moves from what is stationary, watches *s

the coming and going of figures, masters the idea of shape

and of perspective, calls in the information conveyed

through the other senses to assist him in his mental pro-

. cess, and thus gradually converts a kaleidoscope into a

picture. The first view was the more splendid, the second

the more real ;
the former more poetical, the latter more

its use here?— Derivation of myriad? For this particular audience

would this word increase the concreteness of the passage?

—

4-12. Study

the two kinds of negatives in these lines and compare their strength,

according to Rhet. p. 144, 48.— In the same lines, show what clauses

and words are antithetic to each other.— Three figures are used to

convey and illustrate the idea; show how it grows in suggestiveness,

through the metaphor, 1 . 10 ,
the simile, 1 . li, and the metaphor, 1 . 19 .

How is the last figure prepared for in the intervening lines?— 10, 11.

Point out the repetition of manner of expression, according to Rhet. p.

79*
^ connective accurately used, according

to Rhet p. 143 , 47?— 16. Of shape and of perspective,— observe

how scrupulous a careful writer like Newman is to repeat connectives,

where a slovenly writer would omit them
;
compare also 11. 23-25, 38.

On the other hand, when rapidity is needed (Cf. Rhet. p. 157) the con-

ueedve is omitted; see, e.g., 11 . loi, in. — 20-22 . Point out the

of retrospective reference in this sentence, and explain by Rhet.
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philosophical. Alas! what are we doing all through life,

both as a necessity and as a duty, but unlearning the

world’s poetry, and attaining to its prose ! This is our

as education, as boys and as men, in the action of life, and in

the closet or library
;
in our affections, in our aims, in our

hopes, and in our memories. And in like manner it is the
education of our intellect ; I say, that one main portion of

intellectual education, of the labors of both school and
50 university, is to remove the original dimness of the mind’s
eye; to strengthen and perfect its vision; to enable it to
look out into the world right forward, steadily and truly

;

to give the mind clearness, accuracy, precision
; to enable

it to use words aright, to understand what it says, to con-
ssceive justly what it thinks about, to abstract, compare,
analpe, divide, define, and reason, correctly. There is a
particular science which takes these matters in hand, and
it is called logic ; but it is not by logic, certainly not by
logic alone, that the faculty I speak of is acquired. The
infant does not learn to spell and read the hues upon his

p. *24, 21. ,1s the reference clear enough?— 22-24 . What figure^mnutes exclamation or interrogation? See the punctuation—
24-27. Point out balance in sentence. Cf. Rhet. p. 164.— 27. And-compare what h said. Huxley, 1. 88. It will be observed that this’

SL so^

a sentence is similar to that, in that the sen-^e ^introduced merely continues and cumulates the idea of the

with
^ ^ the vanous repetitions be^in

r^S9.7l.
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retina by any scientific rule
;
nor does the student learn

accuracy of thought by any manual or treatise. The in-

struction given him, of whatever kind, if it be really instruc-

tion, is mainly, or at least pre-eminently, this,— a discipline

in accuracy of mind. 4s

Boys are always more or less inaccurate, and too many,

or rather the majority, remain boys all their lives. When,

for instance, I hear speakers at public meetings declaiming

about large and enlightened views, or about freedom

of conscience,” or about ‘*the Gospel,” or any other pop- sq

ular subject of the day, I am far from denying that some

among them know what they are talking about
;
but it

would be satisfactory, in a particular case, to be sure of the

fact ;
for it seems to me that those household words may

stand in a man’s mind for a something or other, very glo- ss

rious indeed, but very misty, pretty much like the idea of

“ civilization ” which floats before the mental vision of a

Turk,— that is, if, when he interrupts his smoking to utter

the word, he condescends to reflect whether it has any

meaning at all. Again, a critic in a periodical dashes off,

perhaps, his praises of a new work, as “ talented, original,

replete with intense interest, irresistible in argument, and,

in the best sense of the word, a very readable book ”
;
—

the sentence, 11 . 42-45
,
to its lowest terms, and explain how it illus-

trates Rhet. p. 151, 60.

47, Or rather the majority, — this self-correction exemplifies a

frequent means of amplitude
;
see reference, previous note.— Remain

boys,— a softer way of saying what ? See Rhet. p. 1 54, 64.

—

47 . When,

—see Rhet. 147, 52.— 51 . I am far from denying,— this phrase in

the beginning of the sentence leads us to expect what kind of clause

following? See Rhet. p. 138, 38.— 53. The fact,—why not itf See

Rhet. p. 132, 28.— 57. Which,— see note, 1.3.— 59 . Condescends

to reflect,— is this circumlocution justifiable? See Rhet p. 153, and
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can we really believe that he cares to attach any definite

6s sense to the words of which he is so lavish ? nay, that, if

he had a habit of attaching sense to them, he could over

bring himself to so prodigal and wholesale an expenditure

of them ?

To a short-sighted person, colors run together and inter*

70 mix, outlines disappear, blues and reds and yellows become
russets or browns, the lamps or candles of an illumination

spread into an unmeaning glare, or dissolve into a milky

way. He takes up an eye-glass, and the mist clears up ;

every image stands out distinct, and the rays of light fall

75 back upon their centres. It is this haziness of intellectual

vision which is the malady of all classes of men by nature,

of those who read and write and compose, quite as well as
of those who cannot,— of all who have not ha<l a really

good education. Those who cannot either read or write
80 may, nevertheless, be in the number of those who have
remedied and got rid of it

;
those who can, are too often

still under its power. It is an acquisition ciuite separate
from miscellaneous information, or knowledge of books.

n. IDEAL AUTHORSHIP DESCRIBED.

I shall then merely sum up what I have said, and come
8s to a conclusion. Reverting, then, to my original questiori,

p. 151,— 65 . Nay,— what office does this connective fill? See Khet.
p. 139, 40.

69 . Explain beginningof sentence by Rhet. p. T48, 53. 75. Explain
it is, etc. by Rhet. p. 133.— 79

, 80. THosa who,— what objection to
those thatf Rhet. p. 130, examples, 4.- 32 . Explain the difierence
between it here and it in 1 . 75. See Rhet. p. 134, 31.

84. ShaU,— implication, as distinguished from wiHf Rhet. p.
1 14.— 85 . Reverting,— what is the subject of this participle? Cf.
Rhet. p. 1 15, ro. What does the participial construction effect here,
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what is the meaning of Letters, as contained, Gentlemen,

in the designation of your Faculty, I have answered, that

by Letters or Literature is meant the expression of thought

in language, where by thought ” I mean the ideas, feel-

ings, views, reasonings, and other operations of the human 90

mind. And the Art of Letters is the method by which a

speaker or writer brings out in words, worthy of his sub-

ject, and sufficient for his audience or readers, the thoughts

which impress him. Literature, then, is of a personal

character
; it consists in the enunciations and teachings of 95

those who have a right to speak as representatives of their

kind, and in whose words their brethren find an interpreta-

tion of their own sentiments, a record of their own experi-

ence, and a suggestion for their own judgments. A great

author. Gentlemen, is not one who merely has a copia ver~ 100

borum, whether in prose or verse, and can, as it were, turn

on at his will any number of splendid phrases and swelling

sentences
; but he is one who has something to say and

knows how to say it. I do not claim for him, as such, any

great depth of thought, or breadth of view, or philosophy, 105

or sagacity, or knowledge of human nature, or experience

of human life, though these additional gifts he may have,

as to emphasis? Cf. Rhet. p, 148, 54 .— 92,93. Brings out . . -

thoughts, — observe how subordinate elements of the sentence are

skilfully packed in between the verb and its object. Try the effect of

putting these elements in loose order after the object.— 94. Which,

—

try and observe its more rapid effect. Would it not be preferable

here?— Show how II. 92. 93, 97-99, illustrate Rhet p. 164, 79 .

—

ICX)* Oopia^ verboimm^— what circiimstance justifies the use of ffiese

and other Latin terms in this production?— 101. As it were,— how
illustrative of Rhet. p* 151 , 59 ? Observe that this phrase prepares the

reader for an unusual, figurative use of the verb following ;
what figura-

tive idea is involved in the latter?— 104. How is the negative of this
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and the more he has of them the greater he is ; but I

ascribe to him, as his characteristic gift, in a large sense

no the faculty of Expression. He is master of the two-fold

Logos, the thought and the word, distinct, but inseparable

from each other. He may, if so be, elaborate his composi*

tions, or he may pour out his improvisatioii.s, but in cither

case he has but one aim, which he keeps steadily before

IIS bim, and is conscientious and single-minded in fulfilling.

That aim is to give forth what he has within him ;
and

from his very earnestness it comes to pas-s that, whatever

be the splendor of his diction or the harmony of his periods,

he has with him the charm of an incommunicable simpli*

MO city. Whatever be his subject, high or low, he treats it

suitably and for its own sake. If he is a poet, “ nil niolitur

ineptly If he is an orator, then too he speaks, not only

distinct^ ” and “ splendid^,” but also ‘‘aptt," His page

is the lucid mirror of his mind and life—
115 “ Quo fit, ut omnis

Votivi pateat veluti descripta tabtllA

Vita senis.”

He writes passionately, because he feels keenly ; for*

cibly, because he conceives vividly
;
he sees too clearly to

sentence softened? Cf. Rhet. p. 144, 49.— What antecedent does
such recognize, and how? See Rhet. p. X33, 30. -— 3.07. Give the

rationale of this inverted clause ;* Rhet. p. 166, 83.— 100, 310. jAu»«

oribe . . . faculty,— compare what is said in note to 11 » 93, 93.—
XX6. That aim,— how does this illustrate Rhet p. 136, 33?

—

117-
123. Point out the sentence structures balanced against each other, sui

defined, Rhet. p. 164, 80.— 124. Lucid,— instead of thb word, New-
man originally wrote clear

^

and changed to this in a subsequent editioxi.

Would Rhet. p, 168, 86 explain the revision?

128, 129. Explain order of adverbs, according to Rhet. p* 1 19* 16.

— 128-135. Point out the balancing and grouping ofdaui^ accord*
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be vague ;
he is too serious to be otiose

;
he can analyze 130

his subject, and therefore he is rich
;
he embraces it as a

whole and in its parts, and therefore he is consistent
;
he

has a firm hold of it, and therefore he is luminous. When
his imagination wells up, it overflows in ornament

;
when

his heart is touched, it thrills along his verse. He always 135

has the right word for the right idea, and never a word too

much. If he is brief, it is because few words suffice
;
when

he is lavish of them, still each word has its mark, and aids,

not embarrasses, the vigorous march of his elocution. He
expresses what all feel, but all cannot say

;
and his sayings 140

pass into proverbs among his people, and his phrases be-

come household words and idioms of their daily speech,

which is tesselated with the rich fragments of his language,

as we see in foreign lands the marbles of Roman grandeur

worked into the walls and pavements of modern palaces. 14s

Such preeminently is Shakespeare among ourselves
;

such preeminently Virgil among the Latins
;
such in their

degree are all those writers who in every nation go by the

ing to Rhet. p. 164, 79 .— 130. Otiose,— derive, and name a synony-

mous expression. —134, 135. Wells up, overflows, thrills along,

—

what is the figurative suggestion in each of these verbs? Observe how

the style is vivified by them; compare also the verb, 1. loi. Such fig-

urative suggestions, expressed by single words, are called tropes .

—

139* How is the negative here condensed? Compare the negatives in

11. 5
-8 . Is there anything in the elevated diction of the passage to

cause the condensation? Compare Rhet. pp. 50 , 71 .— 140. All can-

not say, —what alternative form of the negative would tend less to

ambiguity? What reason, however, greater than the slight ambiguity,

for choosing this order? See Rhet. p. 164 , 79 .— 143. What trope in

this line, and how explained afterward ?— 144. The marbles of Roman
grandeur,— what figure is this ?

146, 147. Such, such.— How does the sentence structure here

illustrate Rhet p. i66
,
82 ?— Point out the balancing in order of ad-
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name of Classics. To particular nations they are neces-

ISO sarily attached from the circumstan'ce of the variety of

tongues, and the peculiarities of each
;
but so far they have

a catholic and ecumenical character, that what they express

is common to the whole race of man, and they alone are

able to express it.

155 If then the power of speech is a gift as great as any that

can be named,— if the origin of language is by many phiU

osophers even considered to be nothing short of divine,

—

if by means of words the secrets of the heart are brought

to light, pain of soul is relieved, hidden grief is carrie<l ofi,

160 sympathy conveyed, counsel imparted, experience recorded,

and wisdom perpetuated,— if by great authors the many

are drawn up into unity, national character is fixed, a people

speaks, the past and the future, the East and the West arc

brought into communication with each other,— if such men

165 are, in a word, the spokesmen and prophets of the human

family, — it will not answer to make light of Literature or

to neglect its study
;
rather we may be sure that, in pro

portion as we master it in whatever language, and imbibe

its spirit, we shall ourselves become in our own measure

verbs. — 147. What illustration here of Rhet. p. 159 * 71 ?— 149, Ex-

plain the inverted construction of this sentence.— 151. Bo far fulfils,

in the sentence structure, a somewhat unusual office
;
what is it ?—

152. Catholic, ecumenical,— derive, and express in other words.

X55 sq. Explain the structure by Rhet p. 147 , 52 . — 157. Point

out amplitude here, and show what word gains in emphasis by it. —

*

X61—164. Observe how in the accumulation of details here, which gives

a motive for rapidity, the connectives are omitted; see Rhet. p. *59. 7

1

-

— 164. What office does the if-clause in this line fulfil in the sentence?

See Rhet p. 160
, 73 . How is this indicated here? --166. How does

the prospective it aid the grouping of clauses afterward?— Will not
answer,— See Rhet p. 46, 14 . For a parallel idioni with nearly ihe
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the ministers of like benefits to others, be they many or 170

few, be they in the obscurer or the more distinguished

walks of life,— who are united to us by social ties, and are

within the sphere of our personal influence.

From Lectures on University Subjects.

same meaning, see Selection from Carlyle, 1. 56 . — 167. Note the sus-

pense, and how it aids the grouping of the succeeding part of the

sentence.— 170,171. Be they,— condensed for what? Is this con-

densed conditional clause suitable to all kinds of prose? Cf. Rhet.

p. 71 . It is interesting to note that in the original edition of this

lecture these conditions were expressed in the full form, and that the

author’s sense of style led him to condense them afterward.



STUDY OP FUNDAMENTAL PROCESSES IN PREVIOUS
SELECTIONS.

A FEW ofthe more noteworthy of Fumhimental Proceneei

In the previouH Helectitinn will here lie |Jolniril mit

Bttnyaux : PEgM 1-4 , Miamk 6<4. Point otti the nmLigtiity in

the retroHjn^ctive reference of thin «riitcncr, aiioriiinji lu Hlirl, |i, tij

«q.f and rcconHtrucI the sentence. -10 Huw doei tUuiie iliui^

irate Hhcl. p. 34? Hunyan almoiit alwayii rc|ioru a ii|«rakcFii wordu,

and ftometlmcH, aa here, thoughts, In the fi)ieakcr'» {iirrMJtn —a ctmiam

due, perhapa^ to hU vivid imaglnationi which put iiim» aa it were. In

each apeaker*a place. The dialogue form, illuatrate i ferihrr on In ihiH

Selection, Is due to the name caime. 10. 1 low la ihj conditional clauae

condensed?

—

13. Use of now; ace Rhet. p* 159.— Him) an uaci the

rather Indefinite connective »o (cf. Rhet p. 143, 47) a gmxl ifealj ace

examples also In It. 85, laa, — 30. What lllustiailon In this line, ol

Rhet p. 138, 38?— 44, What Invemlon here for adjuaimcttl, and
what U the relation of the Ideas so adjusted? Set Rhet. p. t6^ 83.—
411 Observe that Bunyan uses thin at the beginning very often (see

also U« 4, 34, 41, 59, 63, 97) \ and with such aireaa as aomrilmea to

cause Inversion of the structure.— W* Thai,— la this ronnecllve atone

iuMdent for an Illative (or ecbailc) now ? Cf. Rhet. p. 143. — 100, Isa*

maaiataly,—compare order of sdverb here with 1. 67, and ex-

plain the difference In stress by Rhet p. }t9, id.

Ba Qulaoa/ * Pafia awt«.— Idot 3. this,— also In I. 37. Ex-
plain by Rhet p, 135, 33.— «. The affaot,— to beglo the aenience
with A would produce no real ambiguity ; but try It and s«?e If euphony
would be violated I see Rhet p. 168, 86, — 4ft, Jlh loitisiot erhtoh,
—how does this ffluitrale Rhet. p, tad, 33?— 01« — what law
peemtsambigdty ofreference here? SeeRhetp, What
twe ofhla here? See Rhet. p. 135, 33, exampiet.— 10^ Of oeoeaalty,
•^why not Rhet p. 167, 83*—n. What la the ante*
eettent of thia? Cl Rhet p. 13a, aS, exampha, — i#40ft, CNxMrre
how, In the iiWiBniion (tf Uda aentei^ the frai U^danai |N^piria«m
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for the final denouements but for the second if-clause.— 124. Hence
it is,— explain the kind of conjunctional relation (Rhet. p 143), and

how it is emphasized (Rhet. p. 133).— 142. Had seen, — what curious

relation of tenses to each other in this sentence? Cf. Rhet. p. 112, 5.

Burke : Pages 18-23. — Line 3. What condensed structure here,

and due to what? Cf. Rhet. p. 71. — 6. Just began,— is the relation

of tense to the preceding exact? What ought it to be? See Rhet.

p. 112, 5o— 9-15. Explain the repetitions in this sentence by Rhet.

p. 1 61, 74. Also in 11. 20, 26, 38-47.

Thackeray : Pages 24-35.— Line 15. But bettering, etc. An
inexactness somewhat like a double negative (cf, Rhet. p. 145). How
correct it from Rhet. p. 13 1, ii. 5? — 58-64. What condensed con-

structions in this sentence? See Rhet. p. 159, 71. — 75-79. What
different means of suspense in this sentence?— 89. Only,— is the

position right? See Rhet. p. 119, 17. — 90. What grouping of ideas

by inversion?— 93. Or if not papa, — what sHght inaccuracy in this

sentence, analogous to misrelated participle? Cf. Rhet. p. 115, 10.

—

104. And in which, — how is this inaccurate? See note on Huxley,

1. 109. How does this use differ from 1. 142 below? How can this

sentence be corrected?— 118,124. What difference in stress in the

repetition of the phrase what a night, etc. ? See Rhet, p. 163, 78. —
127 sq. What illustration of Rhet. p. 113, 7, and what adverb, 1. 125,

begins to prepare for it?— 128. Note grouping of similar ideas by

attraction. — 136. What illustration of Rhet. p. 137, 37? Note how
the usual way of expressing the correlation is varied.— 141. A day
which came, — that would be the exacter relative here

;
why is which

better nevertheless ? Cf. Rhet. p. 164, 79.— 173. Will warm 'em,

— what inexactness in tense-relation here?— 189-212. Observe the

studied monotony in conjunctional relation, and see note there. —
224 sq. Explain construction by Rhet. p. 159, 71.

Huskin : Pages 36-47.— Line 147, Point out illustration of Rhet.

p. 117, 14, and give its rationale.— 172. What illustration of Rhet,

p. X58, examples, 5?— 195. Note the order of the adverb (Rhet. p. 119,

16), and see if there is anything in the preceding to give it such stress.

— 216. Note again the fine effect produced by the order of the adverb.—
221. What advantage of grouping effected by the prospective there?—
227. Example of a rapid relative. Try the effect of the other relative

here.— 237. See note, 1. 147.— 260. What illustration of Rhet.

ptl44i49?
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Lowell ; Pages 48-55.—Line 4. The church and the cataract,

—how does the use of these words illustrate Rhet. p. 162, 76?— 21*

22. What, in the first member of the sentence, determines putting

these tenses so far in the past? See Rhet, p. 112, 5.— 23 . Uoubted
that. Many writers would say ** doubted ifut that,’’ and some would

use the vulgarism “but Both are incorrect; this is tlic exact

usage.— 27. If it be impossible,— is this a real condition of what
follows? See Rhet. p. 140, 42, andT express the condition exactly.

—

29 . Nay,— office of this connective? See Newman, 1 . 65, note.

—

33. The great BasUioa, with those outstretching columua of

Bramante,— of what are these terms a repetition, and what good docs

such a repetition do? See Rhet. p. 31 ; 163, 78.— 41. Mason-work
illustrates what aspect of repetition? Compare 1 . 39, and see Rhet.

p. 162, 76, examples, i. — 63. What illustration of Rhet. p. 158, exam-
ples, 2 ? Express the full implication.— 79. Bthereal,— point otU how
this illustrates Rhet. p, 159, 71, examples, 3.— 91. That leaden bullet,

— compare 1. 33, note.

—

97, Subject omitted in imitation of advertise*

ment style.

Carlyle : Pages 56-63,— Line 11. Illustration of Rhet. p, 1 44, 48.

—15. See Ruskin, 1. 147, note.— 65-67. How is the negative deluyetl

in this sentence?— 68-71. What is there incomplete in this sentence?

Cf. Rhet. p. 147, 52. Does the exclamation-point do anything toward
filling the ellipsis?— 73. How is the negative intensified?— 102 . Note
the unusual accumulation of adjectives. Also 11 . i n , n 6.— 104. What
means of emphasis is employed here? See Rhjst* p. 166, Sa*



X.

NATHANIEL HAWTHORNE.

THE CUSTOM-HOUSE INSPECTOR.

** Hawthorne not only writes English, but the sweetest, simplest, and clearest

English that ever has been made the vehicle of equal depth, variety, and subtilty

of thought and emotion. His mind is reflected in his style as a face is reflected

in a mirror; and the latter does not give back its image with less appearance

of effort than the former. His excellence consists xiat so much in using com-

mon words, as in making common words express uncommon things.”—
E. P. ‘WmPi’LE,

The father of the Custom-House— the patriarch, not

only of this little squad of officials, but, I am bold to say,

of the respectable body of tide-waiters all over the United

States— was a certain permanent Inspector. He might

This Selection and the one foUowing will be studied with special

reference to Sentence Structure ;
and presuppose a knowledge of the

Rhetoric as far as page 192.

The subject-matter of the present Selection, being mainly descriptive,

leads to a comparatively simple type of sentence for the most part;

.shown especially in the relation of sentence-members to each other,

which is never complex, but generally a relation of simple sequence.

See Rhet. p. 177, 2.

Xdnes 1-4 . Observe that the subject of remark, the rhetorical sub-

ject, is placed last, and what precedes is^ really its predicate. Explain

how this affects the stress of the sentence, by Rhet. p. 180, 2; and

what type of sentence it gives rise to, by Rhet. p. 188. By what means

is the delay of the Subject increased?— 4 . Where do you find the sub-

ject of the second sentence; and what grouping does this position effect,
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5 truly be termed a legitimate son of the revenue system,

dyed in the wool, or, rather, bom in the purple ;
since his

sire, a Revolutionary colonel, and formerly collector of the

port, had created an office for him, and appointed him to

fill it, at a period of the early ages which few living men
locan now remember. This Inspector, when I first knew

him, was a man of fourscore years, or thereabouts, and

certainly one of the most wonderful specimens of winter-

green that you would be likely to discover in a lifetime’s

search. With his florid cheek, his compact figure, smartly

IS arrayed in a bright-buttoned blue coat, his brisk and

vigorous step, and his hale and hearty aspect, altogether

he seemed— not young, indeed— but a kind of new con-

trivance of Mother Nature in the shape of man, whom age

and infirmity had no business to touch. His voice and

*> laugh, which perpetually reechoed through the Custom-

House, had nothing of the tremulous quaver and cackle

of an old man’s utterance
; they came strutting out of his

as rekited to preceding sentence? Compare Rhet. p. 183, 3.—What
type does this second sentence exemplify? See Rhet.p. 188, and 190, i.

— 6, l>yed in 1±te wool, etc. This, which is a common proverbial

expression, is introduced as the basis for the next suggestion, then im-

mediately (XHTected for an expression more to the author’s purpose.

What is the aUusion in bom in the purple?— 7. Sire,— a rather

prt^tkHis word for father (cf. Rhet p. 45, 13) ;
what makes it in

taste hese?— 10. Inspector,— what reason in previous sentence

for lesmnii^ this subject with such emphasis?— Why is not the when-
ctoise placed first?— 12. Winter-greeii, — as used here, this may be
caSed a pt^aiixed word- How is it modified firom "its ordinary mean-
ing?

—

14^^- What Is the type of this sentence? Rhet. p. i88. How
does putdi^ these descriptive details first help the latter part gf the
sesit]^Kse?-^17. How does the parenthesis aid in anticipating the im-
portaM asseriion of tl3« sentence?—19 . How does the type of this

seMace §ssm that the preceding?— 22. How is the clause set
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lungs, like the crow of a cock, or the blast of a clarion.

Looking at him merely as an animal,— and there was very

little else to look at, — he was a most satisfactory object, as

from the thorough healthfulness and wholesomeness of his

system, and his capacity, at that extreme age, to enjoy all,

or nearly all, the delights which he had ever aimed at, or

conceived of. The careless security of his life in the

Custom-House, on a regular income, and with but slight 3«

and infrequent apprehensions of removal, had no doubt

contributed to make time pass lightly over him. The
original and more potent causes, however, lay in the rare

perfection of his animal nature, the moderate proportion

of intellect, and the very trifling admixture of moral and as

spiritual ingredients
;
these latter qualities, indeed, being

in barely enough measure to keep the old gentleman from

walking on all-fours. He possessed no power of thought,

no depth of feeling, no troublesome sensibilities
;
nothing,

in short, but a few commonplace instincts, which, aided by 40

the cheerful temper that grew inevitably out of his physical

off by semicolon related to the previous, and is there anything in the

latter to prepare for it? See Rhet. p. 177, 2. — Point out the trope in

this line. For definition of trope^ see Newman, 11 . 134, 135, note. Note

how this trope illustrates Rhet. p. 169, 87.— 24-29 . Point out how

much of this sentence is periodic, and how much loose
;
see Rhet.

p, 190, 2.— The participle at the beginning is used a little vaguely, no

subject being expressed
;

cf. Rhet. p. 115, 10. Such use of the partici-

ple is said to be one of the few ways in which De Quincey was careless.

32. Analyze the adversative relation between this sentence and pre-

ceding
;
see Rhet. p. 143, 46, and point out what ideas are in contrast.

— 33-36 . What illustration here of Rhet p. 106, i? 36 . What rela-

tion of this clause to preceding permits it to remain in the sentence?—
Indeed,— what influence has this word on its clause? See Rhet.

139, 40* Note the different office of indeed^ in 1 . 17, for which latter,

, Rhet p. 138, 38.— How is the clause 1 . 39 made cumulative?

—
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well-being, did duty very respectably, and to general ae-

ceptunce, in lieu of a heart. He had l)cen the husbaiul ul

three wives, all long since dead
;
the father of twenty t'hih

sdren, most of whom, at every age of childhood or maltnity,

had likewise returned to dust. Here, one wtHild sttpiniNe,

might have been sorrow enough to imbue the sunnicNl

disposition, through and through, with a sable tinge. Not

so with our old Inspector ! One brief sigh sulRceti to eai ry

saof? the entire burdcii of these dismal reminisocnce.s, I'he

next moment, he was as ready for si)ort as any unbreeelietl

infant
;
far readier than the Collector’s junior clerk, wlio,

at nineteen years, was much the elder and graver man
the two.

95 I used to watch and study this patriarchal personage

with, I think, livelier curiosity, than any other form t»f

humanity there presented to my notice. He was, in truth,

a rare phenomenon
;
so perfect, in one point of view ;

so

42 . Did duty,— note the adverbial modifiers of this predicate* ami
their grouping, before and after; which have the greater atresH? See

Rhet. p. U9, i6, and p. i8r, 4.— 44. What condensation here, acuirti*

ing to Rhet p. 159, examples, 2?— Explain how this sentence in locisc.

— 46, Retthrned to dust,— how illustrative of Rhet. p. 163, 76?—
Here,— what is the antecedent, and what kind of reference? See

Rhet p. 133, 30.-48. Sable tinge,— is this rather fine expresshm
in taste, according to the implications of the preceding? -— 48-50 . 'Fwo
short sentences

;
is there anything in the subject-matter to make them

better short? See Rhet. p. 186, x,— 50. Tbe next moment,— what
is there in the preceding to attract this time-phrase to the beginning?

86. The subject of remark is not kept at the beginning of the een-

tence here
;
but observe that its prominence is stlU maintained by the

new designation chosen for it. — 67, But observe also that the pronoun
representing it is brought to the forefront of the next sentence ; after

which it is presumably prominent enough before the reader’s mind, so
that in the succeeding sentences of the paragraph it need not be to
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shallow, so delusive, so impalpable, such an absolute non-
entity, in every other. My conclusion was that he had 6a

no soul, no heart, no mind
; nothing, as I have already

said, but instincts
;
and yet, withal, so cunningly had the

few materials of his character been put together, that there

was no painful perception of deficiency, but, on my part,

an entire contentment with what I found in him. It might 65

be difficult— and it was so— to conceive how he should

exist hereafter, so earthly and sensuous did he seem
; but

surely his existence here, admitting that it was to terminate

with his la.st breath, had been not unkindly given
; with no

higher moral responsibilities than the beasts of the field, 70

but with a larger scope of enjoyment than theirs, and with

all their blessed immunity from the dreariness and duski-

ness of age.

One point, in which he had vastly the advantage over

his four-footed brethren, was his ability to recollect the 75

good dinners which it had made no small portion of the

phasiztid.— 59. What figure here? See Rhet. p. 105.— 60-65. Show
the relation to each other of the members set off by semicolons.

•»»62. How is the adversative emphasized? Cf. Rhet. p. 143, 46.

—

62, 67. Note the different relative stress of so cunningly, etc., and

BO earthly, etc.: the one suspended, the other loose. Try the effect

of putting these clauses in the same relative positions in their sentences,

and test it by reading aloud.— 67, 68. Exist hereafter . . . exist-

eaoe here. Is there anything in the respective orders that these anti-

thetic expressions take in their clauses, to help the reader in grouping

them together?— 69. Not unkindly,— how illustrative of Rhet. p.

145, 50?— The added clause here is loose; does its thought belong to

the same unity as the preceding, and is it important enough to pay for

adding? Cf. Rhet. p. 150, $8.

74-77, On what idea of the sentence is the emphasis, and how is

stress gained for it?— 76. No small,— explain by Rhet. p. 145 »
51*—

For "what does it, prospective, stand, and what stress is gained by it?
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happiness of his life to eat. His gourmandism was a

highly agreeable trait ;
and to hoar him talk of roast-moat

was as appetizing as a pickle or an oyster. As he pos-

8o sessed no higher attribute, and neither sacrificwl nor vitiated

any spiritual endowment by devoting all his energies and
ingenuities to subserve the delight and prcifit of his maw,
it always pleased and satisfied me to hear him c.Kpatiate on

fish, poultry, and butcher’s meat, and the most eiigtide

«5 methods of preparing them for the table. His reminis-

cences of good 'cheer, however ancient the date of the

actual banquet, seemed to bring the savor of pig or turkey

under one’s very nostrils. There were flavors on his palate,

that had lingered there not less than sixty or seventy years,

90 and were still apparently as fresh as that of the mutton-
chop which he had just devoured for his breakfast. I have
heard him smack his Ups over dinners, every guest at

which, except himself, had long been ftxKl for worms. It

was marvellous to observe how the ghosts of bygone meals
#s were continually rising up before him

;
not in anger or retri-

bution, but as if grateful for his former appreciation, and

— 77. Note what similar ideas are grouped, at the end of this sentence
and the beginning of the next. —83, Pleased end setlefled mm. —
that the writer should let such a thing please and satisfy him requires
justification; accordingly, what office has the auspensive part of this

sentence? Cf. Rhet p. 188.- 88. Maw,— syrhat Juatification U there
tot using this rather CMuae word for stomach 87. Aaotent;
banquet; savor,— there Isa touch (rf fineneu in these words <cf,

Rhet. p. 45, 13) ; does the importance that feasting occupiea in the old
man's mind justify the om of them? Notice what is aaid about Haw-
thorne, Rhet p. 46.

—

81 , Bevonred,— compare !. 83, note.

—

98, Bvmy guMt—bow is stress given to these words?— 93. Pood
f«f wonna,— tox the sake of what tndtheds Is this expression used f

—

93. Zt, prospective^ gnins stress tox marvsSota ( bM note fiirther bow It
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seeking to resuscitate an endless series of enjoyment, at

once shadowy and sensual. A tender-loin of beef, a hind-

quarter of veal, a spare-rib of pork, a particular chicken,

or a remarkably praiseworthy turkey, which had perhaps id

adorned his board in the days of the elder Adams, would

be remembered ;
while all the subsequent experience of

our race, and all the events that brightened or darkened

his individual career, had gone over him with as little per-

manent effect as the passing breeze. The chief tragic 105

event of the old man’s life, so far as I could judge, was

his mishap with a certain goose which lived and died

some twenty or forty years ago
;
a goose of most promis-

ing figure, but which, at table, proved so inveterately tough

that the carving-knife would make no impression on its no

carcass, and it could only be divided with an axe and

handsaw.

But it is time to quit this sketch
;
on which, however,

I should be glad to dwell at considerably more length,

because, of all men whom I have ever known, this indi- ns

groups ideas with reference to next sentence. Try effect of putting

marvellous to observe last. —97. Resuscitate,— for this word a

vulgarism, much in use but not an established word, is resurrect,-—

oxLoe,— this expression implies what relation between the words that

Mow it?— 98-105. Note how subjects are accumulated at the be-

gbning
;
are the ideas at the end of previous sentence left in readiness

fer this series of details?— How are the members of this sentence

balanced ?— 104. To have said would heforgotten in the second clause,

fbough a balanced expression to would be remembered, would neverthe-

be insignificant; how is this lack of distinction obviated? Cf.

Rhet, p. 151 .— 106. The predicate of this sentence is placed first;

Witat, in preceding, attracts it to that position?— 108. A goose,

hm illustrative of Rhet. p. 126, 23?— 111. Is only in the right

fnaltton? See Rhet. p. 119, 17-

Jindividual,— this word is often used incorrectly for person;
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vidual was fittest to be a Custom-House officer. Most
persons, owing to causes wliich T may not have spact^ to

hint at, suffer moral detriment from this peculiar mode
of life. The old Inspector was incapi^ble of it, and, were

lao he to continue in office to the end of time, would be just

as good as he was then, and sit down to dinner with just

as good an appetite.

From Thk CitsTOM-HousK.

Introducfory to Tin-; Sf'Aumcr Lkttkk.

is it comctly used hero? See its derivation. -—116. Was iBltteat,

—

how is stress gained for thi.s predicate? — 116. Moat persona, — wh.it

antithetic idea in previous sentence makes it natural for tliis to staml
first in this sentence?

—

119, How does the beginning of this sontenre
balance with the beginning of the preceding?—War© h©, — conclcnsed
for what?— The suspense, by means of the condition, enables t!i©

writer to end his sketch with a prominent idea.
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MATTHEW ARNOLD.

THE LITERARY SPIRIT OF THE ENGLISH AND OF THE
FRENCH COMPARED.

« Thi% ppreat world was brought to perceive [by the publication of ‘ Essays
iti Criticism *], or to take for granted, in default of percipient power, that here

ww a critic, not only of rare technical ability, but one possessed of original

and fcrtili/ing conceptions on the subject of the critic’s art, and the master,

above all, of a style which, whatever fault might he found with it on other

grounds, had bec<3me in his hands an instrument of marvellous delicacy and
power.’’ — H. D, Tkaill.

** One of the two or three best English prose writers of his day.”— Henry
James.

France,” says M. Sainte-Beuve, ^^the first consider-

ation for us is not whether we are amused and pleased by

a work of art or mind, nor is it whether we are touched by

it. What we seek above all to learn is, whether we were

The present Selection will be studied as illustrating not only the con-

struction of sentences, individually, but also the way in which sentences

are adapted to one another, and the offices that they severally fulfil, as

looking to the building up of paragraphs. In preparation for this study,

therefore, learn what is said of Explicit Reference, Rhet. pp. 202-206.

Xdnas 1-3 ,— The first sentence consists merely of two negative

statements, introduced to make preparation for the principal assertion,

and Illustrating, in a broad way, Rhet. p. 151, 59. The principal

assertion, because it is important, is relegated to a sentence by itself;

It might have been joined to the first sentence, without disturbing unity

(Cf. Rhet, p. 177, 2), but it is better as it is.

—

4. What we seek

lil>otre all to leam,— a repetition of what? Note that the repetition
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s right in being amused with It, ami in applauding it, ami in

being movt'd by it." Those arc very reiairkahle words,

and they are, I believe, in the main (piite true. A !’'rem h.

man has, to a considerable degree, wh;it one m.iy eall a

conscience in intellectual matters
;
he has an active heliei

10 that there is a right and a wrong In them, that he is hound

to honor and obey the right, that he is disgraced hy eleaV'

ing to the wrong. All the world has, or profe.ssi-s to have,

this conscience in moral matters. The word ivn.u n‘niY has

become almost confined, in popular use, to the nmral sphere,

defines the subject more closely for the writer's purpone, itticl th-it biiili

original and repetition are only preliminary and pre[>amiory to tlie real

subject of remark. What then « the subject of remark here, fi>r which

such distinction has been accumulated? How is it further made t\U-

tinctive? •— 6, A short transitional sentence, leading us to exjiet t what

character of remarts in next sentence?— 7. Quitt tru*, — how In this

assertion guarded In the sentence? — Quit#,— from what Americanism

is this, in meaning, to be distinguished? Sec Hunyan, I. 56, mite.

—

7-JL2. On what word Is the chief stress in this sentence, and how is U
prepared for and guarded, according to Hhet. p. 151, 59?— The sen-

tence consists of two members, separated by a semicolon ; what is the

relation of the second member to the first?— X2, 13, Compare the

order of this sentence with the first member of the previous sentence,

What ideas are in balance and antithesis? Note that by such balance

this sentence goes out on this conscience in moral matters," which
thus has the stress, ready to be taken up and defined in next sentence.

See Rhet. p. 182, i. Note also that, if the order were reversed, and
written, ** This conscience in moral matters a)! the world has, or pro-

fesses to have," the sentence would be well adapted In itreas to the

preceding, but it would not be so ready for the followlog; we should
ra1;ber expect something more to be said about all the world," rather

than about conscience in moral matters." Try It and see. — IS-
ax. This sehtence, as you read It, seems lacking In unlQri the member
S. %7^o does not seem closely enough related to come under Rhet

I77i But remember, the whole sentence b but subordlnale, deal*
ft^ with the convem of the real aubjtoj and to pud Ri in mere
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because this lively susceptibility of feeling is, in the moral is

sphere, so far more common than in the intellectual sphere

;

the livelier, in the moral sphere, this susceptibility is, the

greater becomes a man’s readiness to admit a high standard

of action, an ideal authoritatively correcting his everyday

moral habits
;
here, such willing admission of authority is 20

due to sensitiveness of conscience. And a like deference

to a standard higher than one’s own habitual standard in

intellectual matters, a like respectful recognition of a

superior ideal, is caused, in the intellectual sphere, by

sensitiveness of intelligence. Those whose intelligence is

quickest, openest, most sensitive, are readiest with this

deference
;

those whose intelligence is less delicate and

sensitive are less disposed to it. Well, now we are on the

road to see why the French have their Academy and we

have nothing of the kind. 3°

than one sentence would make it too prominent
;
see Rhet. p. 176, 2.

The goal of the sentence is “ sensitiveness of conscience,” which the

writer wishes to reach in order to have it ready for sensitiveness of

intelligence,” the balancing goal of the next sentence. In order to do

this some defining material has to be crowded in, which cannot be dis-

pensed with
;
see, for instance, how necessary are 11. 17-20 to the proper

understanding of 11. 22-24*
—

"f'hc triple recurrence of the words the

moral aphere, in 11. 14
,
15

,
17

,
is an instance of Matthew Arnold’s

perfect fearlessness in repetition
;
but note how the phrase has a different

rsiative position in its clause, at each repetition
;
and compare Rhet.

p. 163, 78. — 21-25 . This sentence, with its goal “ sensitiveness of

intelligence,” is balanced with, not the whole of the preceding sentence,

but its last member ;
which latter had to be prepared for by all that

preceded 25-28 . This sentence really summarizes for the writer’s

purpose all that has gone before in the paragraph. For structure, what

is its type? See Rhet. p. 191,-28-30. This sentence refers to the

main subject of the e.ssay, “ The Literary Influence of Academies,” a

subject with which in this Study we have only subordinately to do.

The foregoing paragraph has been analyzed in full, in order to show
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What are the essential characteristics of the spirit of our

nation? Not, certainly, an open and clear mind, not a

quick and flexible intelligence. Our greatest admirers

would not claim for us that we have these in a pre-eminent

degree ;
they might say that wo had more of them than

our detractors gave us credit for ;
but they would not assert

them to be our essential characteristics. They would rather

allege, as our chief spiritual characteristics, energy and

honesty
;
and, if wc are judged favorably and positively,

40 not invidiously and negatively, our chief characteristics are,

no doubt, these :— energy and honesty, not an open and

clear mind, not a quick and flexible intelligence. Openness

how delicately, by a skilful writer, sentences are adjusted to one another.

The student can carry on such study for himself, and with practical

profit too
;

for it Is just such problems of adjustment that he must con-

tinually solve in his own writing, if ho becomes skilled in expression.

32 , Not, certainly. Explain structure of this sentence by Khct.

p. 174.— Note position of certainly. Has it more stress, or less, than

if it were sit the beginning? See Rhet. p. 181, 4. — An open and
clear mind, etc* Where has the writer already collected materia! for

these expressions? By what added words do they grow in this repeti-

tion? — 33-37 . Study in this sentence the skilful management of they,

these, and them, with different antecedents. The pronoun who.se

antecedent is our greatest admirers is always in what case, and in

what position in its clause? The pronouns with the Other antecedent

are how placed and in what case? Which are kept unifonniy subordi-

nate, and how? Cf. Rhet. p. 125, 22.— Report the relation of the

three sentence-members to each other; and compare Rhet, p, 178,

examples, 3.

—

37-42 , Point out, in this sentence, the parts th.at are

repetitionaiy of what precedes ;
report what rejxstitions vary from pre-

ceding, In expression or stress (cf. Rhet, p. 163, 78), and what iterate

die same words, according to Rhet. p, 162, 75. Note how the author

hat gndually been crystallizing his thought to certain exactly defined

which henceforth he uses without variation, — 41. Note

negative phrases here, though a repetition, make a fine con-
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o£ mind and flexibility of intelligence were very signal

characteristics of the Athenian people in ancient times;

everybody will feel that. Openness of mind and flexibility «

of intelligence are remarkable characteristics of the French

people in modern times ;
at any rate, they strikingly char-

acterize them as compared with us
;
I think everybody, or

almost everybody, will feel that. I will not now ask what

more the Athenian or the French spirit has than this, nor 50

what shortcomings either of them may have as a set-ofi

against this ;
all I want now to point out is that they have

this, and that we have it in a much lesser degree.

Let me remark, however, that not only in the moral

sphere, but also in the intellectual and spiritual sphere, ss

^j^ergy and honesty are most important and fruitful quali-

ties ;
that, for instance, of what we call genius energy is

the most essential part. So, by assigning to a nation

energy and honesty as its chief spiritual characteristics,

by refusing to it, as at all eminent characteristics, openness «»

of mind and flexibility of intelligence,—we do not by any

txasted sugge.stion for opening of next sentence.

49. Study *ese two sentences together; report wherein they are ahte

to construction, and wherein tlieir assertions are varied in degree.-4»-

aa. By what means does the author define his limits of assertion more

dosely^ere, and to exactly what narrow topic does he steer the para-

ftHiph at the end? How is this related to theassertion of *e

^ 94. However-, -what inference from the preceding do^s tte

adversative arrest and correct? How does this

j^o
order of the present sentence, -tliat what element

Se^ftlyir’-'-rwy
Licolon^al-^

to o£r with the preceding? ^ompar^^^.^p. x_9X-

Clause is th^ in
U. preceding, and show

Ww the idea is subordmated in repetition.— 61.
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means, as some people might at first suppose, relegate its

importance and its power of manifesting itself with effect

from the intellectual to the moral sphere. We only indi-

es cate its probable special line of successful activity in the

intellectual sphere, and, it is true, certain imperfections

and failings to which, in this sphere, it will always be sub-

ject. Genius is mainly an affair of energy, and poetry is

mainly an affair of genius ;
therefore, a nation whose spirit

70 is characterized by energy may well be eminent in poetry

;

— and we have Shakspeare. Again, the highest reach of

science is, one may say, an inventive power, a faculty of

divination, akin to the highest power exercised in poetry ;

therefore, a nation whose spirit is characterized by energy

75 may well be eminent in science ;— and we have Newton,

Shakspeare and Newton : in the intellectual sphere there

can be no higher names. And what that energy, which is

the life of genius, above everything demands and insists

upon, is freedom; entire independence of all authority,

80 prescription, and routine,— the fullest room to expand as

means,— see Rhet. p. 144, 48. What call to intensify the negative?

See next clause, and note 1. 54.— Note that this negative and its corre-

sponding positive assertion are so important that they occupy different

sentences, though grammatically they might have been put in one.

This, then, is an exception to Rhet. p. 176, 2.-66. It is true,—

a

concessive, without corresponding correlative
;

cf. Rhet p. X38, 38. —
67. txL tlxia sphere,— how do the position and stress of ^is idea differ

fifom those of its former appearance, 1. 65?— 68. Compare line 57,

idea is here resumed and amplified. —68-77. Study these three

seatenoes : how the first two are balanced with each other, and

how in clauses are related (cf. Rhet, p. X77, a) ;
and how the

third summ^iises the ideas of the others. In the last-named sentence,

what inverted order, and what stress in consequence?— 77, What,—
this word stands prospectively for what word? and by what amplitude

is that word furiher prepared for?— 79# What office has the part of the
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it will. Thi'ifforc, :t luition who.sc chief spiritual charac-

teristic is energy, will not he very apt to set up, in intel-

Iccliial inatlcrs, a fi.\c«l standard, an authority, like an

academy, Hy this it cv-rtainly escapes certain real incon-

veniences and ilanners, and it can, at the same time, as we ss

have seen, reach undeiiiahly splendid heights in poetry and

science. On the other hand, .some of the requisites of

intclleetnal work are sjieeially the affair of quickness of

mind and flexibility »>f intelligence. The form, the method

of evolution, the precision, the jfroportions, the relations s®

of the jsirts to the whole, in an intellectual work, depend

mainly u|«tn them. And these arc the elements of an intel-

lectual work which are really most communicable from it,

which can mo.st he learned and adopted from it, which have,

thcre{«»rc, the grc.T,tcst effect upon the intellectual per-»s

lenience after Ihe semicolon?— 81. Therefore, etc. See Rhet.

p. 143. The ilbtivcs c«»rrcsjiomling to this, 11. 69, 74, have occupied

datiaei in ihclr scnience.s { this has a .sentence to itself. Find the rea-

son of the greater prominence licre in the title of the essay from which

this Selection is uken.— 84. By thin,— that is, by not setting up a

fixed ntamUrd. The reference of thin is a little vague,— too vague?

See Rhet. p. 13a. a8. and 133, 30.— Certainly, — what kind of

caiTclate do we naturally cxjwct to this? See Rhet. p. 138, 38.

—

irr. Oa the other hand,- a strong adversative, which not only sets

thin sentence over against the preceding, but the coming part of the

pnmgraph ov«r against what has been s^d. Having spoken of energy

tad lU renulu, the author in here to speak of quickness and flexibiUty

and their reauiui.— From thin adversative to 1. 106, study the explicit

ftfawnce, bearing in mind that the point to which the author is steering

IntlM thought of academies and their establishment.— 87. Some of

tiMnqaiaitM, — this Implication that there art requisites, without a

•padicatlon of them, leads us to expect what in the next sentence?

Aeoordiagiy, does the next sentence need to be introduced ^

aecdvet See Rhet. p. aofi, 4. (»)•— Doe* sentence beginning 1. 9*

the direction of the thought? Why then the co-ordinating con-
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formance of others. Even in poetry, these requisites are

very important
; and the poetry of a nation, not eminent

for the gifts on which they depend, will, more or less, suffer

by this shortcoming. In poetry, however, they are, after

xoo all, secondary, and energy is the first thing
;
but in prose

they are of first-rate importance. In its prose literature,

therefore, and in the routine of intellectual work generally,

a nation with no particular gifts for these will not be so

successful. These are what, as I have said, can to a certain

los degree be learned and appropriated, while the free activity

of genius cannot. Academies consecrate and maintain them,

and, therefore, a nation with an eminent turn for them
naturally establishes academies. So far as routine and

junction? See Rhet. p. 203, i. Are we not naturally expecting a

therefore, this delays?— 96. Even,— how does this affect the

direction and intensity of the thought? See Rhet. p. 139, 40.— 97. And
introduces a second thought governed by even, and in the same cumu-
lation.— 99. In poetry, however,— two means of explicit reference.

How however the direction of the thought? See Rhet. p.

142. Explain position of in poetry by Rhet. p. 205, 3.— 100. Notice
here a second adversative in the same sentence

;
to what is the but-

clause adversative? Why is the conjuction changed? See Rhet. p.

143, 46. Would this clause be so well in a sentence by itself ? See
Rhet, p. 176, 2.— 101 . In its prose literature, therefore,— note that

the thought, whose direction in the preceding sentence was changed by
a however, changed back again by a but, is now continued into a conse-
quence by therefore. To what is the therefore illative? What is the
means of explicit reference here? —104. Explain the explicit reference
here by Rhet. p. 204, 2.

—

106. What means of explicit reference here?
In the preceding sentence the pronoun of reference is prominent

;
does it

need to be so emphasized here? See Rhet. p. 182, 2. Accordingly, how
does it compare in stress with preceding?— In this sentenefe, U. 106-108,
note that the word academies, which in the author’s mind is very impor-
tant, is made prominent by being expressed both at beginning and end,^ a rare example.— The therefore clause, illative, corresponds, by
Wtithesis, to the illative 1. 81

—

108. So far as, etc. This sentence,
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authority tend to embarrass energy and inventive genius,

academies may be said to be obstructive to energy and no

inventive genius, and, to this extent, to the human spirit’s

general advance. But then this evil is so much compen-

sated by the propagation, on a large scale, of the mental

aptitudes and demands which an open mind and a flexible

intelligence naturally engender, genius itself, in the long ns

run, so greatly finds its account in this propagation, and

bodies like the French Academy have such power for pro-

moting it, that the general advance of the human spirit is

perhaps, on the whole, rather furthered than impeded by

their existence. 1=°

How much greater is our nation in poetry than prose

!

how much better, in general, do the productions of its spirit

show in the qualities of genius than in the qualities of

intelligence ! One may constantly remark this in the work

of individuals ;
how much more striking, in general, does 125

opening a new stage of the subject, is not connected with preceding by

any explicit reference
;
nor is what follows put into a paragraph by itself,

being in its importance but a corollary of tlae preceding, and not requir-

ing so much prominence.— 108-120 . In these sentences study the

repetitions, of connectives and otlier elements, by which the progrep

of the thought is made clear. How is so far as, etc., repeated later in

the sentence? What repetitions in identical terms in this sentence?—
In the next sentence (11. 112-120) the latter part, introduced by that,

h 118,
is prepared for by three clauses ;

point out the equivalent parti-

cles by which these clauses are introduced.— 116 . This propagation,

-—how illustrative of Rhet p. 126, 23?— Note the slight variation in

repetition, between 1. 118 and 1. 111.

The rest of the Selection, instead of being studied out so fuHy, w^

be merely accompanied with an occasional question and reference to the

Rhetoric, which latter the student will look out as a basis for a study of

his own.— 121 . Rhet. p. 97. What produces the emotion?--122.

X23. How much better - . . than,— Rhet. p. 136. What elhpsis

after — 124. This, Rhet. p. 132, 28 .
— 126 . Rhet p. I44» 4 •
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any Englishman,— of some vigor of mind, but by no means

a poet,— seem in his verse than in his prose! Ilis verso

partly sufifers from his not being really a poet, partly, no

doubt, from the very same defects which impair his prose,

^30 and he cannot express himself with thorough success in it.

But how much more powerful a personage does ho appear

in it, by dint of feeling, and of originality and movement of

ideas, than when he is writing prose 1 With a Frenchman

of like stamp, it is just the-reverse: set him to write poetry,

*35 he is limited, artificial, and impotent ;
set him to write

prose, he is free, natural, and effective. The power of

French literature is in its prose writers, the power of Eng-

lish literature is in its poets. Nay, many of the celebrated

French poets depend wholly for their fame upon the quali-

*40 ties of intelligence which they exhibit,— qualities which

are the distinctive support of prose
;
many of the celebrated

English prose-writers depend wholly for their fame upon

the qualities of genius and imagination which they exhibit,

— qualities which are the distinctive support of poetry.

*45 But, as I have said, the qualities of genius are less trans-

ferable than the qualities of intelligence; less can be

immediately learned and appropriated from their product

;

they are less direct and stringent intellectual agencies,

though they may be more beautiful and divine. Shaks-

*50 peare and our great Elizabethan group were certainly more

gifted writers than Corneille and his group
;
but what was

Z27. Why verse here, instead of poetry^ as in 1 . 131?-— 12S. No
doubt,—^Rhet. p. 138, 38.—132 . See Bunyan, L 94 and note.

—

133 . Rhet. p. 166, 83 and 205, 3.^ 134
,
135 . Rhet p. 157, exam-

ples, 4.— Also Rhet. p, 102.

—

136 . Rhet-p. 191.

—

138 . Nay, eto.,

Rheb p. 139, 40. Trace balance of this sentence
;
also antithetic ideas.

^145 sq. Analyze unity of sentence by Rhet X77. 2.- 148 . Hbongb,
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the sequel to this great literature, this literature of genius,

as we may call it, stretching from Marlow to Milton ?

What did it lead up to in English literature ? To our pro-

vincial and second-rate literature of the eighteenth century, iss

What, on the other hand, was the sequel to the literature

of the French “ great century,” to this literature of intelli-

gence, as, by comparison with our Elizabethan literature,

we may call it; what did it lead up to? To the French

literature of the eighteenth century, one of the most power- i6o

fill and pervasive intellectual agencies that have ever ex-

isted,— the greatest European force of the eighteenth

century. In science, again, we had Newton, a genius of

the very highest order, a type of genius in science, if ever

there was one. On the continent, as a sort of counterpart 165

to Newton, there was Leibnitz; a man, it seems to me

(though on these matters I speak under correction), of

much less creative energy of genius, much less power of

divination than Newton, but rather a man of admirable

intelligence, a type of intelligence in science, if ever there 170

was one. Well, and what did they each directly lead up

to in science ? What was the intellectual generation that

sprang from each of them ? I only repeat what the men

of science have themselves pointed out. The man of

genius was continued by the English analysts of the eigh- 17s

teenth century, comparatively, powerless and obscure fol-

lowers of the renowned master. The man of intelligence

was continued by successors like Bernouilli, Euler, La-

eto., Rhet. p. 141. 43-— p. 174-— 163-171. What balan-

cing elements in these two sentences?—Note that in speaking of men

of science, in contrast to men of literature, the writer asks his question

all in one H. I7xl» hy way of condensation, instead of devoting a ques-

tion to each side, as in U. 154.
177. Rhet. p. 158, exam-
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grange, and Laplace, the greatest names in modern mathe-

180 matics.

What I want the reader to see is, that the question as

to the utility of academies to the intellectual life of a

nation is not settled when we say, for instance, Oh, we

have never had an academy, and yet we have, confessedly,

185 a very great literature ” It still remains to be asked :

‘^What sort of a great literature? a literature great in the

special qualities of genius, or great in the special qualities

of intelligence? If in the former, it is by no means sure

that either our literature, or the general intellectual life of

190 our nation, has got already, without academies, all that

academies can give. Both the one and the other may very

well be somewhat wanting in those qualities of intelligence

out of a lively sense for which a body like the French

Academy, as I have said, springs, and which such a body

X9S does a great deal to spread and confirm. Our literature,

in spite of the genius manifested in it, may fall short in

form, method, precision, proportions, arrangement,— all

of them, I have said, things where intelligence proper

comes in. It may be comparatively weak in prose, that

200 branch of literature where intelligence proper is, so to

speak, all in all. In this branch it may show many grave

faults to which the want of a quick, flexible intelligence,

and of the strict standard which such an intelligence

tends to impose, makes it liable; it may be full of hap-

ples, 3.— 181. What I want, etc.,— Rhet. p. 133, and 180, 3.

—

What is the subject of this sentence ?— 186 . Rhet. p. 117, 14. Why
the order?— 188. Rhet. 124, 21.

—

193 . Out of a lively sense for
wMch,— an unusually intricate phrase. What is the antecedent of

which f and what does the phrase modify grammatically?— 194 . And
which,— compare, supplementary note on p. 87, to Thackeray, 1 . 104,
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hazard, crudeness, provincialism, eccentricity, violence, nog

blundering. It may be a less stringent and effective in-

tellectual agency, both upon our own nation and upon the

world at large, than other literatures which show less

genius, perhaps, but more intelligence.

The right conclusion certainly is that we should try, so 210

far as we can, to make up our shortcomings
;
and that to

this end, instead of always fixing our thoughts upon the

points in which our literature, and our intellectual life

generally, are strong, we should, from time to time, fix

them upon those in which they are weak, and so learn to *15

perceive clearly what we have to amend. What is our

second great spiritual characteristic, our honesty,

good for, if it is not good for this ? But it will, I am

it will, more and more, as time goes on, be found

good for this.

From Essays in Criticism : Essay on The Literary

Influence of Academies.

197 and 204-206. Rhet. p. 156, 68 .— 211. To this end,— trace

elements of suspension in this sentence. What part has the stress?

216, 220. Trace the nucleus of this sentence, and point out the

sinplitude that gives its parts distinction.



STUDY OF SENTENCES IN PREVIOUS SELECTIONS.

Let us look at a few sentences in previous Selections, choosing es-

pecially such as reveal an author’s prevailing type of structure, or such

as illustrate usages not found in the last two Selections.

Buuyan: Pages 1-6.— Bunyan’s sentences are very plain and

simple. When they consist of more than one clause, the prevailing

type of structure is illustrated in sentences 11. 1-4; 9-12; 23-25; 38-

40 ; 43, 44 ; 55-58 ;
100-104. Each of these is loose (see Rhet. p. 188),

consisting of a principal assertion, followed by its explanation connected

byfor. See Rhet. p. 177, 2.— 4. His name is Apollyon,— this, by

Rhet. p. 177, 2, is rather loosely connected with the main sentence;

but would it do as a separate sentence? See Rhet. p. 176, 2. — How
does the sentence 11. 13-17 illustrate Rhet. p. 178, 3?— How does sen-

tence 11 . 34-37 preserve the unity required in Rhet. p. 177, 2? Is there

anything in Rhet. p. 206, 4, that justifies the absence of connectives?—
Test the unity of sentences 11 . 4S-55 by Rhet. p. 178, 3. — 78. He
spake like a dragon,— this addition in the middle of the sentence
quite disturbs its unity

;
see supplementary note, p. 64 preceding.

De Quincey : Pages 8-16. — De Quincey uses parentheses freely;

see 11 . 28, 29 ; 44 ; 51-54; not for brevity (cf. Rhet. p. 159, examples, 6),

but for explanation
;
and it will be noted that the parentheses are so

cinstructed as to carry on the same grammatical structure.— 33-37.
Analyze sequence of clauses by Rhet. p. 178, 3 .— 63-71. Analyze
sequence of clauses by Rhet. p. 177, 2.— De Quincey underlines (itali-

cizes) fireely; see 11. 9; u; 51; 81, 82; 87. This is for emphasis
(the italic ^ord 1. 14 has a very different explanation; what?); but
does it transgress Rhet. p. 179, i ? that is, does the italicizing re-enforce

or apologize for the position of the words ?— Study how types of sen-

tence-structure succeed one another 11 . 84-113. The two long sentences,

11, 84-88, and 89-103, are of what type? How is the type varied in suc-

ceeding sentences? See Rhet. p. 190, i. Show how the long sentences

exemplify Rhet. p. i86, 2, and the short sentences Rhet. p. X, in
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their subject-matter. — Observe that the sentence 11. 110-113 is really

several short sentences
;
explain by Rhet. p. 178, 3. — Explain sentence

IL 124-132 by Rhet. p. 190, 2.

Burke: Pages 16-19.— Explain inversions of sentence-elements

in 11, 3, 4, and show what stress is gained. See Rhet. p. 180, 2.

—

9. Explain position of adverb, and its effect, by Rhet. p. 18 1, 4.

—

20. Explain :us in foregoing note.— 26. Point out pleonasm, and ex-

plain its use by Rhet. p. 174. On this expression Mr. Joseph Payne

Studies in English Prose,’’ p. 324) remarks, “ The effect of employ-

ing this anticipatory clause, instead of commencing with the subject, is

particularly fine. Put * is gone ’ to the end, and you spoil the whole

sentence.” Why would the sentence thus be spoiled?— Explain how

the sentences 11. 47-64 illustrate Rhet. p. 187, 3. Explain also how the

short and the long sentences respectively exemplify the subject-matter

natural to each kind, according to Rhet. p. 186, 1,2.

Thackeray : Pages 24-35.— The series of short sentences, 11. 20-

26 is not to be explained by Rhet. p. 186, i
;
but explain how they

answer to Rhet. p. 77, i. So the prevailing type of sentence-structure

is the colloquial. — 58-67. Point out how the narrative and descriptive

elements influence the sentence-structure; see Rhet. p. 178, 3.—

105. How does this sentence show a mixture of types? See Rhet.

p. 190. 2, also cf. Rhet. p. 149. S6- The stress of “we have our

calendar" would be a little too great for this light subject-matter, if

all the suspense came before.— Study the stress of adverbial phrases,

11. 128. 135, by Rhet. p. 181,4— 175- Explain ellipsis by Rhet. p. 174.

178. What explanation of this sentence-structure, Rhet. p. 174.

In this story, H. 183-212, examine the type of sentence by Rhet. p. 1^88.

Are there any periodic sentences? and what type of sentence, by Rhet.

o. 180, I and 2, is more natural to the subject-matter?

. Pages 32-38. — Of the general style of Ruskin, as exem-

pUfied in his “Modern Painters," Peter Bayne wrote: “It recalled

what had passed entirely out of English composition, the stately march

and long-drawn cadence of Hooker and Taylor.” These

are esMcially conspicuous in the structure of the sentences, whic

w L which from the central nucleus of thought spread out mto

irand sometimes quite remote details. Study the two long sen-

tences 11. 4-25, and 11. 25-47 ;
report the framework of subject and pre

imte ,
and the relation of phrases, adverbial and other. Dot

being descriptive, answer in subject-matter to wbat is natural in a long
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sentence? See Rhet. p. 186, 2. Kxplain their unity !)y Rhct. p. 178* 3
76 . Kxpiain llic* elliptical struetua* by Khcl* p, 175, examples, 3.

— Trace the construction of HcntenccH, lb 138 100, r<‘porting on their

framework, and on the seiiuence of clauses ami phrases.

Xiowell: Pages 48-65 . —Compare the stress of the wheii-elatxsc,

L 10, with that of the iMause, b 20, ami exi>lain by Khet. p. 181, 3. —
Note that Lowell sets oiF with commas sometimi's what other writers,

perhaps with better justbicathm, set olf with a semicohm ; why, ft>r iiv

stance, should there be semicohms 11 . 16, 75 ,
81 ? Kxpiain by Khet*

p. 177, 2. — On the other hand, the sentence 11 , 87 -81 contains a plu-

rality of ideas not quite consistent’with unity; is it justified by Khet.

p. 176, 2?

Cfttlylc : Pages 56-63 . — 1. In thoie year*. ’The impulse woultl

be natural in this openinj? .sentence to put this timcqjhrase first. Car-

lyle, however, generally adopts the loose structure ; liesides, here un-

doubtedly he wishes to give the stress of the first place to the name
Coleridge. —Carlyle often sets off by semicolons what others would

set off by commas; see Ib 6, 14, 22, 35, 52, 53, 62, 67. 85, 125, and

often. In a clause set off by a .semicolon, we generally expect a com-

plete grammatical structure, subject and preilicate ; these have not .
—

13. What is accomplished by the pleonasm? Khet. p. 174 . —"71 • An
unusual ellipsis, the whole main sentence being understood 1, or left ui

emotion. A still bolder emotional ellipsis occurs at the end of Carlyle’s

fifth lecture on Heroe.Hj ** Richter says, in the Island of Sumatra there

is a kind of ‘Light-chafers,’ !ar^ Fire-fibs, which )>eaple slick ti|Hm

spits, and illuminate the ways with at night. Kersonn of condition can

thus travel with a pleasant radiance, which they much admire* tireai

honor to the Fire-flies 1 But— I
— ” This is adduced more as a curi-

osity than as a model for imitation*— The use of the colon in senteitcc^

members, as distinguished from the semicolon, h Illustrated in several

ways in this Selection. In lb 77, 79, 90 It is used where we cK|>ert

the succeeding to be a specification of what Is given in geneml terms

before; this is a common usage. In lb 115, 124, it Is used merely as

a larger pause, the parts preceding and following being divided liy

semicolons* In 1 . 1 19, it introduces a quotation* llteiie examplea ahow
the three main uses of the colon.— 104 . How is stress gained far the

first part? See Rhet. p* 180, 2.— 106 , Explain construction by Rhct.

P* 175, examples, 4*— What irregular constnictloiQi la Involved in sen

tence, IL 127-133?
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Huxley : Pages 67-75. — Huxley employs sentences of moderate
length and of simple construction, doubtless largely out of regard to
his audience of workingmen. Lines 27-37 furnish a good example of
this simplicity

; note the type of sentence, there being only one approach
to periodic structure (which sentence?) and the shortness of the sen-
tences (the first sentence, 11. 27-29, being really three sentences).—
48. A semicolon where we more naturally expect a comma

;
evidently to

give the latter part of the sentence moie distinction, and because the
first part is already cut up into subordinate portions by commas.
50. What stress here, according to Rhet. p. 181, 4?— 63-68. Report
on grouping of subordinate clauses, and explain the stress of the last

clause by Rhet. p. 18 1, 3.— 69-77. Explain the combination of sen-

tence-types here, by Rhet. p. 190, i.— In sentences 1. 85-88, by what
position of clause is the first sentence prepared, in dynamic stress, for

the second? See Rhet. p. 182, x.

Howman: Pages 76-85.— The sentence 11. 5-12 is a good exam-
ple of a structure common with Newman,— what may be called cumu-
iatiue sentence-structure, consisting of a number of simple clauses with

common bearing, building up by simple accretion a detailed idea.

Explain its unity by Rhet. p. 178, examples, 4 (which also is from

Newman).— 20-22. Of what type is this sentence, and how does its

subject-matter make this type natural? See Rhet. p. 191 .— 27-36. Ex-

plain the structure of this sentence by note on 11. 5-12 preceding.—
36-39. Explain by Rhet. p. 182, i the dynamic stress of the two clauses

as related to each other.— 58. Explain stress of the if-clause by Rhet.

p. x8l, 3. Observe that a when-clause is imbedded in the if-dause and

has a different relative stress,— by what means obtained?— 65. What
ellipsis? Do you find warrant for it, Rhet p. 175?— 128-145. Ex-

plain how the variation of grouping and balance produce variety in

dynamic stress, according to Rhet. p. 183, 3. Go through the sentence

and mark where in each the stress is thrown.
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THOMAS BAKINGTON, I.ORI) MACAULAY.

THE WORK OF THE IMAtimATION m WKITINti HISTnUy.

“The care which Macaulay took to write hefv»rc all jifiiMtl An<l cleat

English, may be followed by writers who make no aitein})! ti» hnitate hi't Myk%

and who may be led by nature to some ijuitc dincrcnt myle i>f ihcir own. Many

styles which are quite unlike one another, may all In; et|urtlly but m
style can be good which does not use pure ami straight forward Kngliah,

No style can be good where the reader has to read a sentence twice over to

find out its meaning. In these ways the writings of Macaulay may Iw a direct

model to writers and speakers whose natural taste, whose subjrcti or whose audi*

ence, may lead them to a style quite unlike his»**-— K A. Fkkkman.

I. While our historians arc practising all the arts of

controversy, they miserably neglect the art of narration,

the art of interesting the affections and presenting pict-

This Selection will be devoted predominantly to tb« study of Ptra>

graph structure, and to the larger grouping* of thought therein in*

volved; and preeuppoees a knowledge of the Rhetoric ae far as

page 0x4.

It will be observed that Macaulay's sentences ere comparatively poor

in connectives, and that his paragraphs accordingly do not seem very

closely woven together* On the other hand, hie aentencee, having a

common beating as contributing to the proof of a strongly marked
theme, have less need of connectives (see Khet. p, ao6); and the theme
is generally the basis of a well articulated plan In the paragraph structure.

Paragraph 1.— This paragraph will he detailed In fitlf, aeiugges*
don of how succeeding paragraphs may be studied, The drst sentence
is a transition (see Rhet. p, aSa) from the prmdoue line of tbov^ht.
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ures to the imagination. That a writer may produce these

effects without violating truth is sufficiently proved by s

many excellent biographical works. The immense popu-

larity which well-written books of this kind have acquired

deserves the serious consideration of historians. Voltaire's

Charles the Twelfth, Marmontel’s Memoirs, Boswell’s Life

of Johnson, Southey's account of Nelson, are perused with

delight by the most frivolous and indolent. Whenever

any tolerable book of the same description makes its ap-

pearance, the circulating libraries are mobbed
;
the book

societies are in commotion
;
the new novel lies uncut

;
the

magazines and newspapers fill their columns with extracts. *5

In the meantime histories of great empires, written by

men of eminent ability, lie unread on the shelves of osten-

tatious libraries.

2. The writers of history seem to entertain an aristo-

cratical contempt for the writers of memoirs. They think ao

it beneath the dignity of men who describe the revolutions

The author has been speaking of the present state of historical compo-

sition, which he says is devoted to discussing historical questions rather

than to writing history proper. This sentence now enables him to in-

troduce the subject of historical narration^ which fortns the subject not

of this paragraph, strictly, but of the whole Selection.— The art of

narration,—how is this subject defined in the same sentence?— The

subject of the present paragraph follows in the second sentence : namely,

that a writer may produce these effects without violating truth.'” Trace

how this proposition is proved, in the series of sentences without con-

nectives. The one connective of the paragraph then follows, “ in the

m^time’* (1. i6), a mild adversative (Rhet. p. 142), introducing the

obverse. (For definition of this last term, see Rhet. p. 293, 3). From

the foregoing indications write out the plan of this paragraph. See

Rhet. pp. 198-262.

2.— Subject of this paragraph, and place of it? See Rhet.

p. 196/ Test the parallel construction, according to Rhet. p. 208; Of
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of nations to dwell on the details which constitute the

charm of biography. They have imposed on themselves a

code of conventional decencies as ab.siinl as that which has

q been the bane of the French tlrama. The most character,

istic and interesting circumstances are omitted or S(»ftened

down, because, as we arc told, they are too trivia! for the

majesty of history. The majesty of hi.story seems to re-

semble the majesty of the poor king of Spain, who died a

30 martyr to ceremony, because the proper dignitaries were

not at hand to render him assistance.

3. That history would be more amusing if this etiquette

were relaxed will, we suppose, be acknowledged. But

would it be less dignified or less useful? What do we
3s mean when we say that one past event is imjmrtant and
another insignificant? No past event has any intrinsic

importance. The knowledge of it is valuable only as it

leads us to form just calculations with respect to the future.

A history which does not serve this purpose, though it may
o be filled with battles, treaties, and commotions, is as use*

the first three sentences, what is the subject, and how b iu prominence
maintained? What change of construction in 11.85-88? What further

in 11. 28-31? Reconstruct the paragraph on the subject “ the majesty

of history,” and keep that subject consistently prominent. Does the

repetition of the phrase » the majesty of history,” 1, 38, really aid the
condnuity of thought between this sentence and the preceding? How
does the allusion at the end Illustrate Rhet. p. 399 ?

Par. 3.—Thb paragraph and the next should be studied together,u
deaUng with the same subject. In how many sentences h the subject
fetroduoed? How repeated at the end of par. 4? Cf. Rhet. p. 198,

examples, 3- The sentences U. 34-48 iUiatrate a peculiar abraptnese of i

Macaulay's, which consbts in beginning with a thought oompamtively
remote, and bringing it by degreee toamrd hb subject. The thought
here dealt with b not closely connected with the paragraph ; its con-
nections have to be sought in the ImpUcatioot of the aacoeeding.
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less as the series i»! turniiikc tickets collected by Sir

Matthew Mite.

4, Let usMipiinselh.it Lord ('lareinlon, instead of filliiiK

hundreds of folio j»aj;»-s witli copies, of state papers, in

which the s.ime asseiliuns aiul t out r.idict ions are repeated

till the reader is ovei powered with weariness, had conde-

scendeti to he tlie Hnswel! of the lani^; I'aiiiaiiient. Let

US suppose th.it he h.iil exhibited to us the wise and lofty

self-govermneiit of Hampden, leading; wliile he .seemed to

follow, and piopouintiii)^ Hirinswer.tlile arKiiments in the w
stronj'est forms with the modest .lir of .-rn inipiiriT anximi.s

for information ; the delusions which misled the noble

spirit of Vane; the co.iis»' f.m.iticism which eoueealed the

yet loftier ^;enins of l!rnmwel!, destined to control a muti-

nous army and a f.u tioiiH jn-ople. to ab.i.se the fla;; of llol- 55

land, to arrr'st the vietoriou.s arms of .Swedim, ami to hold

the balance firm In-lween the rival monarchies of h'rance

and S|intn. l.et ns suppose that he had made his Cavaliers

and Roundheads talk in their own .style; that he had re-

ported some of the? ribaldry of Rupert's [lai^es, and somet**

of the cant of Harrison and h'leetwoud. Wonld not his

work in that case Irave been more interesting: ? Would it

not have been more acenrate i*

5. A history in which every particular incident may be

true may on the whole be false. The circiimstance.s which t,,

Par. As (he nubjrrt of lhl» istMirnipli is airr.'uiy proimseil In the

iar^ing, what kind of |Mr<iRr.i|ih U <hU? Sci! Kliri. p. an. Show
how thl« nature of ihe iwragriiiih U shown In the sirui Hire and sulijcct-

natter of the Mntrnce*. Cf. Khel. p. iHfi, a. — In the fast two sen-

tmoM. II, Sl-413, which repeat the auli}cci, what emphasia la given In

tiM repetition? See Rhet. p. 97.

I*ar. 8.— This |Mntgniph shcniid he Nliidied together with 6 and 7.

the dtna being merely auigea in the treatment of the luitne subject
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have most influence on the happiiu'ss of nuinkintl, the

changes of manners and morals, the transition <tf coinimi-

nities from poverty to wealth, from knowledge to ignorance,

from ferocity to humanity— these are, fur the umst part,

fo noiseless revolutions. Their progres.s i.s rarely indicated by

what historians are pleased to call important events. They
are not achieved by armies, or enacted by senates. They
are sanctioned by no treatie.s, and recortkal in no archives.

They are carried on in every school, in i-very clinrch,

75 behind ten thoiusand counters, at ten ihou.Haiid firesides.

The upper current of society presents no certain criterion

by which we can Judge of the direction in which the under

current flows. We read of defeats and victories. Hut we
know that nations may be miserable amidst victoi ie.s and

to prosperous amidst defeats. We read of the fall of wise

ministers and of the rise of profligate favorites. Hut wc
must remember how small a proportion the good (»r evil

effected by a single statesman can bear to tiie good or evil

of a great social system.

8s 6. Bishop Watson compare.^ a geologist to a gnat mounted
on an elephant, and laying down theorie.s as to the whole
internal structure of the vast animal, from the phenomena
of the hide. The comparison is unjust to the gcobigists

;

From a careful reading of the three, and especially from the surrcsiIohh
In 11. 64, 6s and II. io8-no, deduce the exact subject therein treated.

With what general consideration, related to the subject, has Par. 8.

after the first sentence, to do? What then may be regarded as the
subject of this paragraph? Explain the use of the short sentences,
11. 70-84i, by Rhet. p. t86, i . — How are the last four sentences, 11 . 76-
84

, balanced with one another? See Rhet. p. 164, 80. Explain the
relation of die adversative sentences to their fhregoers by Rhet 138. 38,

. iF**’
1* tl*® office of the paragraph, and what stage In the

^IppOt does It set forth? How related to fongolpg

?
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but it is very applicable to those historians who write as

if the body politic were homogeneous, who look only on 9°

the surface of affairs, and never think of the mighty and

various organization which lies deep below.

7, In the works of such writers as these, England, at the

close of the Seven Years* War, is in the highest state of

prosperity : at the close of the American War she is in a 95

miserable and degraded condition ; as if the people were

not on the whole as rich, as well governed, and as well

educated at the latter period as at the former. We have

read books called Histories of England, under the reign of

George the Second, in which the rise of Methodism is not loc

even mentioned. A hundred years hence this breed of

authors will, we hope, be extinct. If it should still exist,

the late ministerial interregnum will be described in terms

which will seem to imply that all government was at an

end ;
that the social contract was annulled

;
and that the 105

hand of every man was against his neighbor, until the wis-

dom and virtue of the new cabinet educed order out of the

chaos of anarchy. We are quite certain that misconcep-

tions as gross prevail at this moment respecting many

important parts of our annals. ik

8. The effect of historical reading is analogous, in many

respects, to that produced by foreign travel. The student,

like the tourist, is transported into a new state of society.

Par. 7.— What kind of paragraph is this? See Rhet. p. 21 1.

Observe that it accumulates material for the assertion of the last sen-

tence, and that this last stands, to the assertion 1. 64, in the relation

of concrete to general. Turning now to 1 . 64 again, what figurative

mode of expression gives it interest and stimulus? See Rhet. p. 102.

Par. 8.— Trace the analogy (see Rhet. p. 395) on its two sides,

and write out the plan, according to following indications, (i) Anal-

ogy: (tf) the tourist; ifi) the student (2) “But”: {a) the tourist;
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He sees new fashions. He hears new mixles of expression.

H5 His mind is enlarged by contemplating the wide diversities

of laws, of morals, and of manners. Hut men may travel

far, and return with minds as contracted as if they hatl

never stirred from their own market-town. In the same
manner, men may know the dates of many battles and the

«»o genealogies of many royal houses, and yet be no wiser.

Most people look at pa.st times as princes look at foreign

countries. More than one illustrious stranger has landed

on our island amidst the shouts of a mob, has tlineci with

the king, has hunted with the master o£ the stag-hountks,

XUS has seen the Guards reviewed, and a knight of the garter

installed, has cantered along Regent Street, has visited

St. Paul’s, and noted down its dimensioms
; and has then

departed, thinking that he has seen England. He has, in

fact, seen a few public buildings, public men, and public

I3P ceremonies. But of the vast and complex .sy.stcm of society,

of the fine shades of national character, of the practical

operation of government and laws, he knows nothing. 1 le

who would understand these things rightly must not con-
fine his observations to palaces and solemn days. He

ijsmust see ordinary men as they appear in their ordinary
business and in their ordinary pleasures. He must mingle
in the crowds of the exchange and the cofifee-house. He
must obtain admittance to the convivial table and the
domestic hearth. He must bear with vulgar cxprcsaionH.

t*o He must not shrink from exploring even the retreats of

(?) the student. (3) “As": («) the student; (?) the tourist.

(4) “Must"! (a) the tourist; (?) the student, (s) Conclusion. Are
the comparisons of this paragraph similes? See Rhct. p. 89, >.

The remainder of the Selection is to be studied together, being a
portrayal of “ the perfect historkn," according to Macaulay's idea.
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misery. He who wishes to understand the condition of

mankind in former ages must proceed on the same princi-

ple. If he attends only to public transactions, to wars,

congresses, and debates, his studies will be as unprofitable

as the travels of those imperial, royal, and serene sovereigns i4s

who form their judgment of our island from having gone

in state to a few fine sights, and from having held formal

conferences with a few great officers.

9. The perfect historian is he in whose work the char-

acter and spirit of an age is exhibited in miniature. He 150

relates no fact, he attributes no expression to his characters,

which is not authenticated by sufficient testimony. But

by judicious selection, rejection, and arrangement, he gives

to truth those attractions which have been usurped by fic-

tion. In his narrative a due subordination is observed : iss

some transactions are prominent
; others retire. But the

scale on which he represents them is increased or dimin-

ished, not according to the dignity of the persons concerned

in them, but according to the degree in which they eluci-

date the condition of society and the nature of man. He 160

shows us the court, the camp, and the senate. But he

shows us also the nation. He considers no anecdote, no

peculiarity of manner, no familiar saying, as too insignifi-

cant for his notice which is not too insignificant to illustrate

- the operation of laws, of religion, and of education, and to 165

mark the progress of the human mind. Men will not

merely be described, but will be made intimately known to

us. The changes of manners will be indicated, not merely

Par. 9.^— This paragraph, after the subject-sentence, falls naturally

into three stages and a conclusion. Trace these in a plan, and see how
all of the three stages are balanced together according to Rhet. p 138,

38.
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by a few general phrases or a few extracts frnin statistical

170 documents, but by appropriate images presenteil in every

line.

10. If a man, such as wc are supiKwing, should write the

history of England, he would lussuretlly not omit the battles,

the sieges, the negotiations, the seditions, the ministerial

17s changes. But with these he would interspeise the details

which are the charm of historical romances. At Lineoln

Cathedral there is a beautiful paintctl wimlow, whieh was

made by an apprentice out of the pieces of glass whicli luul

been rejected by his master. It is so far superior to every

iso other in the church, that, according to the tra»litit>n, the

vanquished artist killed himself from mortification. .Sir

Walter Scott, in the same manner, has used tho.se frag-

ments of truth which historians have scornfully thn»wn

behind them in a manner which may well excite their

xssenvy. He has constructed out of their gleanings works

which, even considered as histories, arc .scarcely les.s valu-

able than theirs. But a truly great historian wmd<l reclaim

those materials which the novelist has appropriated. The
history of the government, and the history of the people,

*90 would be exhibited in that mode in which alone they can

be exhibited justly, in inseparable conjunction and inter-

mixture. We should not then have to look for the wars

and votes of the Puritans in Clarendon, and for their

phraseology in Old Mortality ; for one half of King James
>9* in Hume, and for the other half in the Fortunes of Nigel.

11. The early part of our imaginary history would be

rich with coloring from romance, ballad, and chronicle.

Par. 10. —Write the plan of this paragnph, according to the fob

, lowing: I. n. 172-176; 3. 176-187; 3 . 187-128. Give nafflM Uwl

shall indicate the offia of each division.
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We should find ourselves in the company of knights such

as those of Froissart, and of pilgrims such as those who
rode with Chaucer from the Tabard. Society would be ssoo

shown from the highest to the lowest,— from the royal

cloth of state to the den of the outlaw
;
from the throne

of the legate, to the chimney-corner where the begging

friar regaled himself. Palmers, minstrels, crusaders,— the

stately monastery, with the good cheer in its refectory and 205

the high-mass in its chapel,— the manor-house, with its

hunting and hawking,— the tournament, with the heralds

and ladies, the trumpets and the cloth of gold,— would

give truth and life to the representation. We should per-

ceive, in a thousand slight touches, the importance of the 210

privileged burgher, and the fierce and haughty spirit which

swelled under the collar of the degraded villain. The re-

vival of letters would not merely be described in a few

magnificent periods. We should discern, in innumerable

particulars, the fermentation of mind, the eager appetite 2x3

for knowledge, which distinguished the sixteenth from

the fifteenth century. In the Reformation we should

see, not merely a schism which changed the ecclesiastical

constitution of England and the mutual relations of the

European powers, but a moral war which raged in every aao

family, which set the father against the son, and the son

against the father, the mother against the daughter, and

the daughter against the mother. Henry would be painted

with the skill of Tacitus. We should have the change of

his character from his profuse and joyous youth to his 223

savage and imperious old age. We should perceive the

gradual progress of selfish and tyrannical passions in a

Par. 11.— How is the nature of this paragraph, as to subject and

sequence, explained by Rhet. p. 195 (also ib. examples, 2) ? Trace
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mind not naturally insensible or ungenerous ;
and to the

last we should detect some remains of that open and noble

*30 temper which endeared him to a people whom he oppressed,

struggling with the hardness of despotism and the irrita-

bility of disease. We should see Elizabeth in all her weak-

ness and in all her strength, surrounded by the handsome

favorites whom she never trusted, and the wise old states-

*35 men whom she never, dismissed, uniting in herself the

most contradictory qualities of both her parents, — the

coquetry, the caprice, the petty malice of Anne,— the

haughty and resolute spirit of Henry. We have no hesi-

tation in saying that a great artist might produce a por-

2HO trait of this remarkable woman at least as striking as that

in the novel of Kenilworth, without employing a single

trait not authenticated by ample testimony. In the mean-

time, we should see arts cultivated, wealth accumulated,

the conveniences of life improved. We should see the

*45 keeps, where nobles, insecure themselves, spread insecu-

rity around them, gradually giving place to the halls of

peaceful opulence, to the oriels of Longleat, and the stately

pinnacles of Burleigh. We should see towns extended,

deserts cultivated, the hamlets of fishermen turned into

*50 wealthy havens, the meal of the peasant improved, and his

hut more commodiously furnished. We should see those

opinions and feelings vfhich produced the great struggle

against the house of Stuart slowly growing up in the

bosom of private families, before they manifested thetn-

*55 selves in Parliamentary debates. Then would come the

Civil War. Those skirmishes bn which Clarendon dwells

so minutely would be told, as Thucydides would have told

the stages of English history over which it courses. What kind of

pmgraph is it? 197. What tor^chof poetic feeling? See Rhet. p. 51 ,
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them, with perspicuous conciseness. They are merely
connecting links. But the great characteristics of the
age, the loyal enthusiasm of the brave English gentry, the 260

fierce licentiousness of the swearing, dicing, drunken repro-

bates, whose excesses disgraced the royal cause,— the aus-

terity of the Presbyterian Sabbaths in the city, the ex-

travagance of the independent preachers in the camp, the
precise garb, the severe countenance, the petty scruples, 265

the affected accent, the absurd names and phrases which
marked the Puritans,— the valor, the policy, the public

spirit, which lurked beneath these ungraceful disguises,—
the dreams of the raving Fifth-monarchy-man, the dreams,

scarcely less wild, of the philosophic republican,— all these 270

would enter into the representation, and render it at once
more exact and more striking.

12. The instruction derived from history thus written

would be of a vivid and practical character. It would be
received by the imagination as well as by the reason. It 27s

would be not merely traced on the mind, but branded into it.

Many truths, 'too, would be learned, which can be learned

in no other manner. As the history of states is generally

written, the greatest and most momentous revolutions

seem to come upon them like supernatural inflictions, with- 280

out warning or cause. But the fact is, that such revolu-

tions are almost always the consequences of moral changes,

which have gradually passed on the mass of the community,

and which ordinarily proceed far before their progress is

indicated by any public measure. An intimate knowledge 28s

examples, 2. — How does the last sentence illustrate Rhet. p. 209?--
270. All these,— explain by Rhet. p. 160, 73.

Far. 12.— In this paragraph trace (i) The definitive part, indi-

cated in its short sentences; cf, Rhet, p. i86, i, (2) General truth
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of the domestic history of nathtns Ls thtTi’foru iihsululcly

necessary to the prognosis of political fveiils. A narra-

tive, defective in thi.s respect, is as iisek'ss as a inedical

treatise which should pass by all the .syinptuins atli-ntlanl

«9oon the early stage of a rlisease and nu-nlion only what

occurs when the patient is beyoml the reach of rciiiedifs.

13 . A historian, such as wc have been atleinpling to

describe, would indeed be an intellectual prurligy. In his

mind, powers scarcely compatible with each other inusl be

995 tempered into an exquisite harmony. We .shall sooner see

another Shakspearc or another Homer. The highe.st e-x-

cellence tc which any single faculty can be bnnigbl wouKi

be less surprising than such a happy anti tlelicate combi-

nation of qualities. Yet the contemplation of imaginary

joo models is not an unpleasant or useless employment t»f the

mind. It cannot indeed prtKlucc perfection ; but it prt)-

of the paragraph, in obverse (see Rlun. p. 393, 3 ), iwsiiivc aswr-

tion, and illative conclusion (cf. Khct. p. 143 ). (3 ) illu.<itr.iiioit iiy

comparison.

Pax. 13. -.'What is illustrated from this paragraph, Hitt-i. p. aoy?

As the same paragraph is cited again, Khct. p. a8 i, it nm] not be

studied farther here.

Two or three remarks on Macaulay’s style, apart from paragraph

structure, may here be made.

I. As to diction, II. 106, 321-333 will illustrate, what Is a striking

firature throughout Macaulay’s writings, the spontaneousness wiili which

he moulds expression according to Biblical diction. Macaulay was a

great student of the Bible. In one of his letters he wrote, " A person

who professes to be a critic in the delicacies of the Englbh language,

ought to have the Bible at his fingers’ ends.”

3 . The short, abrupt character of many of Macaulay's sentences Is

due kigely to punctuation. He generally expresses in two sentences
what most writers would express in one with a eemlcolon between the

dadses; see how this is exemplified in 11.38-36; 93-80; OO-M; ICMl-

133; 158-160; 160-163.
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duces improvement, and nourishes that generous and liberal

fastidiousness which is not inconsistent with the strongest

sensibility to merit, and which, while it exalts our concep-

tions of the art, does not render us unjust to the artist.

From Essay on History.

3 . A very noticeable feature of Macaulay’s style is the abundance of

illustration, especially by comparison and silnile, introduced formally

with the object of clearness. See ends of paragraphs 2
, 3, and 12

,
and

n. 85-92, 176-187,

30s



STUDY OF PARAGRAPHS IN PREVIOUS SELECTIONS.

The sense for rounded* and symmetrical paragraph structure is com*

paratively modern iiji the history of English prose
;
and even now there

are few eminent prose writers whose style in this particular can profit-

ably be studied as a model. Macaulay, as we have seen, was especially

good at constructing paragraphs on a definite plan, with all its parts

conspicuously marked and arranged
;
but in otlier respects he was poor

:

his paragraphs are somewhat hard, mechanical, inflexible, and the pau-

city of connectives and sentence-adjustments leaves the style very mea-
gre in delicate shadings and fine relations between ideas. We need

therefore to compare with others
;
and doubtless we shall find in them

points of excellence, though in the important matter of plan they may
be poor.

We will select paragraphs from a few of the selections for examina-

tion.

Quinoey: Pages 8-16 .— In the matter of explicit reference

Pe Quincey is the opposite of Macaulay, being indeed very, some-
times almost excessively, minute, in words, phrases, and sentence-

adjustments, for reference.— To find how this, and his paragraph-

structure in general, may be illustrated, take lines 10-62 . How is it

^wnected with the preceding paragraph? With what thought does it

begin, and to what thought is it conducted? Trace now how each
sentence is connected with its foregoer, explaining by Rhet. pp, 202-

^0^^ 17-26 . How does this passage illustrate Rhet. p. 207? By
connective is it introduced? How is return made to the main

.jluileet, 1 . 26? See Rhet. p. 139, list.

—

37. Where do you find the

j|^#ae(^ve here, and of what nature is it?

—

49 . How does the means
mcplidtireference here used illustrate Rhet. p, 133, 30?— 54 , What

Ifeluence operates to invert the order of this sentence? Trace the

'll^uence both belbre and after.— Observe that part of this paragraph
& l^afive, fornishing the preparation, and part expository, furnishing

clumon. Poiht^ where its character divides.
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Burke \ Pages 18-23.— In the second paragraph (11. 32-51), note

what is* the subject, and what place it occupies. Is the subject given

in identical words as in preceding paragraph, or in a definition?— Point

out how the subject of remark is kept prominent throughout, accord-

ing to Rhet. p. 2o8. By what grammatical device is it emphasized?

See Rhet. p. 133. Why may it be less distinguished in last sentence?

What favorite structure of Burke’s, as pointed out Rhet. p. 209, do

you note in the fifth paragraph (11. 77-99) ? How much of the para-

graph does the last sentence summarize? How is the early part of the

paragraph related to the latter?

Ruskin : Pages 36-47.— Read the third paragraph (11. 63-111),

and report what is its subject, and where found. How is ,this kind of

paragraph described, Rhet. p. 195? Point out the connectives in the

paragraph; of what kind are they, and founded on what relation? Cf.

Rhet. p. 273, I.

Point out the subject in paragraph seven (11. 190-216), and report in

bow many ways it is expressed. What right have the succeeding sen-

tences in the paragraph, according to Rhet. p. 199,— that is, what is

their relation to the subject?— The short sentence at the end, though

not summarizing (Rhet p. 209), makes a beautiful ending by its poetic

suggestiveness, so contrasted with what precedes.

Huatley : Pages 67-75.— In place of notes on any of the para-

graphs of this Selection, the remark may here be made that all of these

paragraphs, with their perfectly clear and definite structure, are well

adapted for use as an exercise in analysis, especially by those who

would make a beginning in the independent study of paragraph structure.

jSTewman: Pages 76-85.— The first paragraph (11. 1-45) consists

broadly of two parts
;
point out where the first part ends and the second

begins. Which is the principal part, and which ancillary?—What is

the general subject of remark in the first part? How changed in the

second? In what sentence does the paragraph put its most important

matter? To what goal is the thought conducted? Compare the last

sentence with the first,— how are they related?

Matthew Arnold : Pages 97-109.— Study the plan of the fourth

paragraph ( 11 . 121-1.80), according to the following indications of struct-

ure; 1. 11. 121-124. 2. 11, 124-0.33. 3. 11. 133-136. 4. 11. 136-

144. 5 . 11. 145-149. 6 . 11. 149-163. 7 . 11. 163-180. Taking these

fa(Kcatlons, draw up a tabular plan, which shall show how the thought

I^«3gresse5, what is principal, what summarizing, what illu.strative.
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HOW THESE STUDIES ARE CONNECTED WITH THE
RHETORIC.

On Ordering of Material: Rhetoric, to rage 300.— Morley, p. 133;

Addison, p. 141 ;
Helps, p. 147.

On Description: Rhetoric, to page 353.— Blackmore, p. 156; Stanley,

p. 161; Gxeen, p. 169; Notes on Description in Previous Selections,

p. 185.

On Narration: Rhetoric, to page 382.— Hughes, p. 187; Shorthouse,

p. 198; Scott, p. 206.

Oi^ Emosition: Rhetoric, to page 406.— Mill, p. 225; Ruskin, p. 233;
Notes on Exposition in Previous Selections, p. 253.

On Argumentation: Rhetoric, to page 446.—Tyndall, p. 255; Macau-
lay, p. 266.

On Persuasion (Oratory) : Rhetoric, to page 474.— Curtis, p. 275.



XIIL

JOHN MORLEY.

PROGRESSIVE TENDENCIES OF THE AGE OF BURKE.

I. History has strictly only to do with individual men
as the originals, the furtherers, the opponents, or the rep-

resentatives of some of those thousand diverse forces which,

uniting in one vast sweep, bear along the successive gener-

ations of men as upon the broad wings of sea-winds to new s

and more fertile shores. No modem epoch has witnessed

the beginnings of so many of these important movements

as that which is covered by Burke’s parliamentary life. In

every order of activity a fresh and gigantic impulse was

given, the tide of national life widened and swelled under lo

This Selection, and the two that follow, are studied as exemplifying

the general processes in the ordering of material, namely the theme,

the plan, and amplification; and presuppose a knowledge of the

Rhetoric as far as page 300.

This Selection from Morley, although taken from the middle of a

chapter, deals with a distinct subject of its own, and presents all the

essential characteristics of a complete essay in miniature.

Let us first inquire into the expression of the theme; see Rhet.

p, 24S sqq. The heading put over this Selection was not taken from

Morley, but deduced from study of the selection itself. Point out in

the essay the grounds for choosing the word tendencies in the theme.

Why would not characteristics be fitting? Why add the adjective pro-

gressive to the term tendencies? Would it be exact to say ^‘the pro-

gresdve tendencies,” — and why? Is the expression “ the age of
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the influence of new and flushed tributaries, the springs and

sources were unsealed of modern ideas, modern systems,

and of ideas and systems that are still to be developed.

2. In the Spiritual order, for instance, when Burke was

15 achieving his first successes in the House of Commons
(1766), Wesley and Whitefield were strenuQusly traversing

Burke” exactly commensurate with the time contemplated by the essw?
If not, why is it used in the heading? Try the effect of making the

heading the exact theme; would it make a good title? See Rhet.

p. 258. Is the theme anywhere expressed in so many words, and does

it need to be? See Rhet, p. 254. How does the statement of the

theme, as above evolved, fulfil the requisites, Rhet. pp. 254-256?

As this Selection is part of a chapter, the introduction is a transition.

The writer has been speaking of Burke as an individual, and here he is

to speak of the characteristics of Burke’s age. How does the opening

sentence, 11. 1~6, fulfil the characteristics of a transition, as given, Rhet.

p. 282,— that is, what aspect of the preceding idea does it retain, bow
does it connect with the idea which is the subject of this essay, and
what is the connecting link? Point out now, in this first paragraph,

how the theme is (i) introduced generally; (2) particularized to one
and (3) defined and described in that period. Test this intro-

^tion by Rhet. p. 267, i. How are the first and third steps amplified?

T.^e^Rhet. P** 295 . 2.

to its main ideas, this little essay falls into three divisions. De-

^ the first main division from paragraphs 1-5
;

the second from
%t^phs Sand 7

;
the third from paragraph 8; and set them down

^mlar form. How express in the skeleton (Rhet, p. 264) the sub-
MoJis of the first main dividon, paragraphs .

2-5 ? In the same way
tdowo the two subdivisions represented in paragraphs 6, 7; and the
^ represented in paragraph 8. What consideration, drawn from

6^ forms the conclusion? How does the conclusion answer

^ hpw, the amifiification helps along the current of the

.^ significance in mentioning this particular fact

related to the subject of the paragraph?
^^||p^nativ^ type ofs^ P18-24, as set-
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the length and breadth of the land, quickening the deep-

hidden sensibilities, and filling with lofty and divine visions

the once blind souls of men and women who had labored

blankly, as brute beasts labor, down in coal mines, in fac- 2c

tories, over furnaces and forges, in dank fields, on barren,

remote moors, and who till then had known no glimpses of

a wider and more joyful life than the life of a starved and

ever-benumbed sense.

3. In the Industrial order a development of no less 25

momentous importance dates from the same time. In the

year in which Burke published his “ Thoughts on the Pres-

ent Discontents*’ (1770), Hargreaves took out his patent

for the spinning-jenny, the year before that is the date of

Arkwright’s patent, and nine years later Samuel Crompton yx

invented that wonderful machine, the mule, which endures

as a marvel of ingenuity even in our own ingenious times.

The improvement of means of transport proceeded at an

equal pace with improvements in means of production.

For while Burke was pondering his maiden speech (1766), 35

Brindley was beginning the Grand Trunk Canal from the

Trent to the Mersey, and Watt was busy on the third

model of the steam-engine.

4, In the Speculative and Scientific order, while Burke

'

and the Rockingham party were marking their abhorrence 4c

ting forth this particular kind of thought? See Rhet. p. 289, 3. What
kind of epithet is brute, 1. 20? See Rhet. p. 56. Would it be adapted

to all kinds of prose ? What means of amplification predominates in

this second paragraph? See Rhet. p. 295, i.

Par. 3.— Trace the connection, whether antithetic or illustrative,

between the fact mentioned, 11. 27, 28, and the thought of the paragraph*

What means of amplification is employed here? See Rhet. p. 290, i.

Par. 4*— Note that the fact here connected with the thought of the

paragraph has to do with theories of the policy of government, just as

ikt paj%raph has to do with theories of wealth and philosophy. Point
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and despair at the American policy of Lortl North and the

Court by a partial secession from Parliament (1776), the

“Wealth of Nations” was given to the world, and the foun-

dations laid of economic science. Nor should we overlook

M the important fact that the tremendously iKJwerful solvents

supplied by Hume forty years before, were at this time as

potent for destruction in one set of opinions as Adam
Smith’s book was for construction in another set. Thus

Burke’s contemporaries saw the Wesleyan revival of Chris-

jotian belief. They saw the rise of a philosophy which

directly and indirectly has done more to weaken and nar-

row that belief than Wesley or Butler, or anybody else tiid,

to restore it. They saw those triumphs of mechanical

invention and engineering science which were destined

» to revolutionize modem life. And, above all, they saw

.established those theoretic principles of commerce which,

overthrowing the old notions of the mercantile system,

were to add a thousandfold to the material comfort of man-

kind, and to prove an indispensable, though rough and

temporary means, of propagating the idea of the brother-

hood of nations

5. Fourthly, and finally, In the Political order. The year

•which saw the “Wealth of Nations” (1776), saw also the

Deckration of American Independence. The year before

/lit Burke wrote the Letter to the Sheriffs of Bristol, Franklin

otk aatidtedc fiicts, regarding oonatructiva and deatructive tnflitwnoet,

and how «adh gsneral fiut b baaed on pardcttiar eventa. In the latter

' lilt tf<itop«ragt»qBh,luay are yeoedlngl^^ toUluatmte

if." of fhUpengraj^ are first idtwttbampll^ fiMmM sanHOBised In a bdef atatonent. Pdint o«d bow this b, utd
'

“bmiiMiHtwata*' the pddtod beta wre redaced. The fiarta

toeadb 0 to
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h
Jefferson by the story of John Thompson

^ for the changes made by their colleagues in

H
^ <3i“aft of the Declaration, and shortly afterwards

upon that ever memorable announcement,
** m% therefore, the representatives of the United States 70

u
general .congress assembled, appealing to

the upreme Judge of the world for the rectitude of our
intentions, do in the name and by the authority of the good
people these colonies, solemnly publish and declare that
these united, colonies are, and of right ought to be, Free 75

and Independent States.” Thirteen years later, the even-
ing sun of J uly shone over the blood-stained ruin of the
Bastille. The foundation of the new republic and the up-
rooting of the old monarchy were the two great events in

the poIttic3.1 order. Each is an achievement that in its 80

relation to orarselves and some generations of our descend-
ants, can hauve no rival in importance save the other.

6 . 1 hough for the purposes of analysis and clear classifi-

cation it is essential that we should speak of each of these
impulses a.s single and distinct, it is highly important that 85

we should recognize their common direction. Each of

coucrete* Burke’s letter to the Sheriffs of Bristol explained and justi-

fitd hb attitude of condliation toward America
;
while Franklin's story

to Jdferaoia an incident in the American debate which resulted in

liide|}eiidenc^. For the story, see Sparks’s “ Life of Franklin,” p. 407,

The four paragraphs together, 2-^, which are here treated as sub-

tUtfbioaft, may be regarded as amplification of the first main thought

;

whilmeaxw of amplification do they exemplify? See Rhet. p. 290, i.

Note tties relation between paragraphs 6 and 7 . The former gives

in brief tHe tJbought which the latter amplifies. Of what kind, then, is

Ibe stventtn paragraph? See Rhet. p. 211.

0 s, How does the amplification of the latter part of the para-

g/suflh iUuatrate Rhet. p. 291, 3? Can you point out also a case of

iiC4dUfea%lou by obverse? See Rhet. p. 293, 3.
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them is one element in the history of the country, but all

the elements receive a common suffusion, which we are

content vaguely to call the spirit of the times. Every age

go has its strong setting current of ideas. Those movements
only retain a permanent interest, which are in harmony
with this current. Isolated fragments of antipathetic

effort, spasmodic outbreaks of counter endeavor, pass away
and are lost. It is the composition and fusion of main

95 forces which arrest the eye of the historian.

'7 . It is not necessary for me to show in detail how the

spirit of the Wesleyan reformation fitted in with the char-

acteristic movements of the time. It is enough to com-
memorate the aid given to industrial development by

’ 190 the increase of thrift, sobriety, diligence, and those other

moral virtues, a disposition to which was borne into the

heart along with the newly-awakened spirit of religious

fervor. The development of democratic principles was
just as powerfully, though less palpably and visibly, helped

^ fotward by the Christian revival in the eighteenth century,

^ it has been by every system which calls the individual
^ to think, and makes him responsible, at the peril of his soul,

\fo,t the results of his thinking. In England, moreover,

i

from the Established Church has always been more
i^'^Fless democratic, because the Church is the emblem and

authority. The way in which the discoveries of
Smith fitted in with the great mechanical inventions

made at the same time is too obvious to need

B
^rTT Notice how the amplification in this paragraph takes, the

preceding, and works it out towstrd the thoughts
' the subject of the npad paragraph. Thus, what two infiu-
i the Weslejan refonnatma (U. 9a-au) ? What

industrial movement (H, Kote^ i^l^ees these details
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dwelling upon. To perceive clearly, first, that manufac-

tures enrich, not impoverish a country, and second, that nj

manufactures thrive better where there are the fewest

restrictions on the free interchange of commodities— first,

to assert the power of manufactures in increasing the

national wealth, and second, to establish the conditions

under which this power can rise to the greatest height lao

of efficiency— this was the natural accompaniment in

theory to the inventions of Arkwright and Crompton and

Watt in practice. Still less need I devote any words

to establish the underlying connection which subsists be-

tween a vigorous industrial movement and the impulse 123

towards the abolition of privilege. Any ordinary House

of Commons politician knows that the artisans are, as a

class, the resolute enemies of Privilege, though perhaps

barely resolute enough. The vigorous growth of manu-

factures is indirectly as fatal to favored orders, as the 130

foundation of the American Republic and the French

Revolution were directly.

8 . These, then, were the two prime characteristics which

sum up the tendencies of Burke’s age : an enormous de-

velopment of industry, and the first germs of a substitu- 13s

tion of the government of a whole people by itself for the

exploded and tottering system of government by privi-

leged orders. The seeds thus sown have come up with

Unequal rapidity, yet their maturity will not improbably be

contemporaneous. The organization of Labor and the

Par. 8.— The thought of this paragraph is not amplified, being the

summary of previous thoughts. How does this illustrate Rhet. p. 287 ?

The difference between amplified and unamplified thought is well illus-

trated by comparing the preceding paragraph with this, and noting how

what seems there mixed together without order assumes definite fomci

and articulation here.
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overthrow of Privilege are tasks which we may expect to

see perfected at the same time, because most of the con-

ditions that lie about the root of the one arc also at the

foundation of the other. When wc can grapple with the

*« moral confusion that reigns in one field, the obstacles in

the other will no longer discourage or baffic us.

From Enuvnn Uukkb: a Histokicai. .Stoov.

What addHional thought— that la, what thought not auggeate'l in

the body of the essay— does this conclusioa contain?



XIV.

JOSEPH ADDISON.

LUCIDUS ORDO.

Among my daily papers which I bestow on the public,

there are some which are written with regularity and

method, and others that run out into the wildness of thojse

“ It was said of Socrates, that he brought philosophy down from

heaven, to inhabit among men; and I shall be ambitious to have it

said of me, that 1 have brought philosophy out of closets and libraries,

schools and colleges, to dwell in clubs and assemblies, at tea-tables and

in coffee-houses.” Such, in his own words, was Addison’s general aim

in writing the papers of the Spectator, from which the present Selection

is taken. Being intended for ordinary readers, therefore, we expect

this paper to be not strenuous or severe in its thought, or minute and

exhaustive in its range, but plain, interesting, popular; perhaps indeed

its plan and amplification will be a little over easy, because, represent-

ing some of the earliest attempts at popularizing instruction, it may

overrate its task and talk dtmn to its readers. If, however, it betrays

tendencies to this fault, we may remember that the fault is in the right

direction.

The only clew that Addison fiirnishes to the theme of his paper is

the motto from Horace, “ Light-giving method,” or, “ Method is light-

giving,” here used as a title. Read the whole paper and see if you can

formulate the theme more closely, with some indication, in the way it

is stated, of manner of treatiffent. Do you find any single sentence, or

passage,^ that includes the theme as exactly as, for instance, 11. 8-13, of

the foregoing selection, suggest theme?

If the motto justly suggests the subject, how does the first paragraph

make approach to it? This first paragraph really treats of two contrasted

ideas
;
do both belong strictly to the theme, or is one merely an ob-
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compositions which go by the names of essays* As for the

5 first, I have the whole scheme of the discourse in my mind

before I set pen to paper, Tn the other kind of writing,

it is sufficient that I have several thoughts on a stihject,

without troubling myself to range them in such order that

they may seem to grow out of one another, tind be dis

*0 posed under the proper heads. Seneca and Montaigne

are patterns for writing in this last kind, as Tally and Aris-

totle excel in the other. When I read an author of genius

who writes without method, I fancy myself in a wood that

abounds with a great many noble objects, rising among

IS one another in the greatest confusion and disorder. When
I read a methodical discourse, I am in a regular plantation,

and can place myself in its several centres, so as to take a

view of all the lines and walks that are struck from them.

You may ramble in the one a whole day together, and

»o every moment discover something or other that is new to

you
;
but when you have done, you will have but a con-

fused, imperfect notion of the place. In the other, your

eye commands the whole prospect, and gives you such an

idea of it as is not easily worn out of the memory,

verse amplification of the other?— 4. WMoli go by the namee oi

eaeaye, in Addison's time the term essay was not so extended as it

is now
;
see Rhet. pp. 403, 404. The first sentence, 11, X-4, lays down

the subject of the paragraph, which the rest of It amplifies. How do

IL 10^12 illustrate Rhet. p. 291, 2 (top of page)? What means of am-
plification is employed in the rest of the paragraph? Rhet, p. 395, a.

Do you think of these figures as predt^inantly ornameniiil? Which
Of the thr^e ttses of amplification, menidoaed Rhet, pp, a88, 389, seems

' to be’ subserved in thus opening the Idea of this paragraph?—
Xa, An of genius,— the quaMcadon needs to be noted, in

view of What Is said 11. 26, 27, An auth<^ widi neither genius nor

mefibod' to ,w&oily excluded from the treatment,— X4# A great many,
brSr Rhet. p. 46>
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Irregularity and want of method are only supportable in as

men of great learning or genius, who are often too full to

be exact, and therefore choose to throw down their pearls

in heaps before the reader, rather than be at the pains of

stringing them.

Method is of advantage to a work, both in respect to the 30

writer and the reader. In regard to the first, it is a great

help to his invention. When a man has planned his dis-

course, he finds a great many thoughts rising out of every

head, that do not offer themselves upon the general survey

of a subject. His thoughts are at the same time more 35

intelligible, and better discover their drift and meaning,

when they are placed in their proper lights and follow one

another in a regular series, than when they are thrown

together without order and connexion. There is always
‘

an obscurity in confusion, and the same sentence that 4°

The paragraph, 11. 25-29; gives only one side of the thought,— namely,

defines where alone want of method is “supportable”; — this leaves

what implication open as to where method is necessary? Which side

of the thought really belongs to the present theme,— the expressed or

the implied? Express in a proposition the implied idea, and note how
it aids the development of the thought. 25. Is only rightly placed?

See Rhet. p. 119 , 17 . — 27. Choose to throw down their pearls,

etc. See if you can state this so briefly and effectually in literal

language.

30 sq. Comparing the beginning of this paragraph with the begin-

ning of the next, what two main divisions of the subject are suggested?

Put them down as headings. Does the order of these opening sen-

tences, as they now stand, give these main divisions proper distinction?

Change the sentences by Rhet p. 18

1

, 4 , so as to adjust them better, to

Iheir office and to each other.—What subdivisions does the sentence,

S.31,32, suggest? Point out what part of the paragraph each sub-

occupies. Why is the second so much shorter than the first?

Il^^does the amplification, 11. 32-46, illustrate Rhet. p, 290, i ? How
,

distinct particulars do you discover in it? Discriminate, and set
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would have enlightened the reader in one part of a dis-

course perplexes him in another. For the same reason

likewise every thought in a methodical discourse shows

itself in its greatest beauty, as the several figures in a

« piece of painting receive new grace from their disposi-

tion in the picture. The advantages of a reader from a

methodical discourse are correspondent with those of the

writer. He comprehends everything easily, takes it in

with pleasure, and retains it long.

tp Method is not less requisite in ordinary conversation

than in writing, provided a man would talk to make him-

self understood. I, who hear a thousand coffee-house de-

bates every day, am very sensible of this want of method

in the thoughts of my honest countrymen. There is not

S5 one dispute in ten which is managed in those schools of

politics, where, after the three first sentences, the question

is not entirely lost. Our disputants put me in mind of the

cuttle-fish, that when he is unable to extricate himself,

blackens all the water about him till he becomes invisible.

«o The man who does not know how to methodize his thoughts

has always, to borrow a phrase from the dispensary, “a
barren superfluity” of words; the fruit is lost amidst the

exuberance of leaves.

Tom Puzzle is one of the most eminent immethodical

down as briefly as possible. Do the particulars, 11. 48, 49, correspond

with die parti(^rs in the previous part of the paragraph?

Is the next paragraph as susceptible of beingarranged in subdivisions

SIS the one just studied?— S3. Xbis want of method,— Is Uie refer-

ence of the pronoun exact? Does the ampliflcation in this paragraph

deal with ihe (wbject or its obverse? Point out by what means and

skocesscodss (see Rhet. p. 297) the thought is developed. How is the

signifiance of the phrase quoted firom the dispensary Inrought out by
%ure?
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disputants of any that has fallen under my observation. 6s

Tom has read enough to make him very impertinent
;
his

knowledge is sufficient to raise doubts, but not to clear

them. It is a pity that he has so much learning, or that

he has not a great deal more. With these qualifications

Tom sets up for a free-thinker, finds a great many things 70

to blame in the constitution of his country, and gives

shrewd intimations that he does not believe another

world. In short, Puzzle is an atheist as much as his parts

will give him leave. He has got about half a dozen com-

monplace topics, into which he never fails to turn the con- 7s

versartion, whatever was the occasion of it. Though the

matter in debate be about Douay or Denain, it is ten to one

but half his discourse runs upon the unreasonableness of

bigotry and priestcraft. This makes Mr. Puzzle the ad-

miration of all those who have less sense than himself, and 80

the contempt of those who have more. There is none in

town whom Tom dreads so much as my friend Will Dry.

Will, who is acquainted with Tom’s logic, when he finds

him running off the question, cuts him short with a " What

then I We allow all this to be true, but what is it to our ss

present purpose ? ” I have known Tom eloquent half an

lines 64-94 are an amplifying paragraph
;
what means of amplifi-

cation are here represented? See Rhet. pp. 291, 2 ; 296, 3. The most

of the paragraph is devoted to amplifying what side of the thought?

With which of two characters does the writer leave the advantage, and

how? Is there a formal conclusion to the essay as a whole? Does the

manner of treatment require it? Is the figure at the end luminous

enough to stand in lieu of a summarizing conclusion?— 65. Any

t^t has fsUlen,— point out the inexactness here.— 68. It is a

etc. One is reminded of what Lord Bacon says, in his essay on

Atheism * It is true that a little philosophy inclineth man’s mind to

atheism ;
but depth in philosophy bringeth men’s minds about to reli-

gion,’’— 81, There is none,— a slight inexactness, by present stand-
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hour together, and triumphing, as he thnught, in the su-

periority of the argument, when iie ha# been nonplussed

on a sudden by Mr. Dry’s desiring him to tell the comjwny

90 what it was that he endeavored to prove. In short, Dry

is a man of a clear, methodical head, but few words, and

gains the same advantage over Puzzle that a small body of

regular troops would gain over a numberless undisciplined

militia. _ „ ,« ,,
From The Si-rctator [No, 476].

ards,— non* used with a singular verb. -88. WonploM*d.- what

is the derivation of this word?

From the indications brought to light in the notea, draw out the

whole plan of the essay In tabular form.
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SIR ARTHUR HELPS.

ON THE ART OF LIVING WITH OTHERS.

The Iliad for war; the Odyssey for wandering: but

where is the great domestic epic? Yet it is but common-

place to say, that passions may rage round a tea-table,

which would not have misbecome men dashing at one

The present Selection exemplifies, in a modern and more familiar

manner, the kind of essay of which Lord Bacon is the greatest repre-

sentative : a series of semi-detached observations on a large and weighty

subject, not obviously exhaustive of its theme, nor conspicuously main-

taining a progressive and consecutive order, yet none the less truly

organized, according to that instinctive sequence which a logical mind

naturally obeys, and presenting, by the same instinct of completeness,

the really important points relating to the subject, though in outline

rather than in amplified fulness. Let us study principally the indica-

tions of that logically moving mind.

The divisions here marked by Roman numerals are represented in

the original by larger spaces between the paragraphs. This method of

Roman numeration is much used nowadays to mark main divisions that

are real but not obtrusive,— divisions interpreted by the general body

of the thought, rather than by sharply defining propositions.

What beginning does the first paragraph make toward suggesting the

i^eme? What importance and what lack, regarding it, are brought to

%ht? How is the domestic theme set off against themes dealing (i)

with greater relations, (2) with narrower relations? Notice some of the

tfelngs conveyed by suggestion (cf. Rhet. p. 3®^)' question 1. 1,

Where, etc., implies what answer? Rhet. p. 97. How is this taken

bi the connective of the next sentence?

—

3. May rage,
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j another in war chariots; and evolutions of patience and

temper are performed at the fireside, worthy to he com-

pared with the Retreat of the Ten Thousaml, Men have

worshipped some fantastic heinj; for livinj; alone in a

wilderness; but social martyrdoms place no saints upon

m the calendar.

We may blind ourselves to it if we like, hut the hatreds

and disgusts that there arc hchitul friendship, relationship,

service, and, indeed, proximity of all kinds, is one of the

darkest spots upon earth. The various relations of life,

t$ which bring people together, cannot, as we know, be per-

fectly fulfilled except in a state where there will. jK’rhaps,

be no occasion for any of them. It is no harm, however,

to endeavor to see whether there are any mcthtsls which

may make these relations in the least degree more harmo
•« nious now.

I.

In the first place, if people arc to live happily together

they must not fancy, because they arc thrown together

now, that all their lives have been exactly similar up to the

present time, that they started exactly alike, and that they

a. SvolQtlosM . . , u« psxfonnsd, — what figuradve Mi){geiiilnn in

dune expresaioas and what their fltneas here?—a rantastlo being,
—how does this epithet betray tin anthor’s estimate of the aubjcct

oaeDtloned? How doea the flgiuatlve suggeition of the aecond member
of the autithesii (1. 9) agree with that of the first?

The second paragraph auggests what limitations of the subject, u
eatpressed in the title? To what point, then, b the subject steered in

the last seateaoe (11. 17-aO},— that la, how nmdi and how little doea
lip anihor undertake to treat? In thus bringint to Hght theie tiiree

importa&M of subject, lack, nnd Omitntiou, how doea the In-

trodtu^ answer to die rationale, Rbet p. 067?
21. 2b tie fine iiibaoo,— point out how ^ first oonaideradoD b

mpivmi (I) aegstittely, (3) pcritively. What letfMo b apparent in
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are to be for the future of the same mind. A thorough as

conviction of the difference of men is the great thing to be
assured of in social knowledge : it is to life what Newton's

law is to astronomy. Sometimes men have a knowledge

of it with regard to the world in general : they do not

expect the outer world to agree with them in all points, 30

but are vexed at not being able to drive their own tastes

and opinions into those they live with. Diversities distress

them. They will not see that there are many forms of

virtue and wisdom. Yet we might as well say, '‘Why all

these stars
;
why this difference

;
why not all one star 3S‘

Many of the rules for people living together in peace,

follow from the above. For instance, not to interfere un-

reasonably with others, not to ridicule their tastes, not to

question and requestion their resolves, not to indulge in

perpetual comment on their proceedings, and to delight in 40

their having other pursuits than ours, are all based upon

a thorough perception of the simple fact, that they are

not we.

H. 25*-28 for choosing just this as the opening consideration? How do

B, 28-*>35 show that it is a consideration of especial importance in the

case of the present subject?— Point out how 11. 22-25 illustrate Rhet.

p. 162, 76. Expound the analogy suggested 11 . 33-35.

The sentence, 11. 36, 37, indicates that the subdivisions of this main
• thought are to be of what kind, and how related to it? On which of the

^ree Laws of Association, Rhet. pp. 273-275 , is this sequence based?

Why are so many of the Rules lumped together, in the rest of the para-

graph? See Rhet. p. 286 . The words for instance, 1 . 37, indicate

/Wbat as regards the exhaustiveness of these rules?

;
Study now the successive paragraphs in this main division i. (as far

i 103), and set down the mies therein contained. Is the paragraph,

fll 7^*-33, of equal rank with its preceding, that is, does it contain a

and correlate thought, or is it subordinate?

IWdug now the distinct subdivisions (rules) as thus brought to light,
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Another rule for living happily with others, is to avoid

4s having stock subjects of disputation. It mostly happens,

when people live much together, that they come to have

certain set topics, around which, from frequent dispute,

there is such a growth of angry words, mortified vanity and

the like, that the original subject of difference becomes a

so standing subject for quarrel ; and there is a tendency in ail

minor disputes to drift down to it.

Again, if people wish to live well together, they must

not hold too much to logic, and suppose that everything

is to be settled by sufficient reason. Dr. Johnson saw

« this clearly with regard to married people, when he said,

,
“ wretched would be the pair above all names of wretched-

ness, who should be doomed to adjust by reason every

morning, all the minute detail of a domestic day." But

the application should be much more general than he made

/ '<•11 There is no time for such reasonings, and nothing that

is worth them. And when we recollect how two lawyers,

iet us endeavor to see how they fulfil the reqidsites of construction men*

tinned, Rhet pp. 363, 363,— especially sequence and climax. The firat

tide <1. 44) relates to what is very palpable and pronounced— disputa-

doo. The eecond (II. 8a-.S4) is not so pronounced, but correspoBd-

|i^(iy more inward— demands fisr lo^^cal reasons of action. On this

skme line trace the connection of the next ride (L 67) with this. How
Is dm next Q. 84) a more Inward thing? Finidly, how doea the Isat

4!(de (]. 1^) come home to genuhte heart^ondact, as compared with the

Vfeare prepared now to ‘see tirnt there Is a regular gradation

pr M^uenoe in tl^ rules, and that they li»m a teal eUmax. What la the

;
;i..
The #n|ilikatk>n is mostly in the way of ^viag in extended form

key-sentence, gives in lwfo£ Show bow this ia the

olqaotadtm at soosaaoiy, &. 66-66, oorre^pond to

S97 ? What is dome to die by way of

pi|9i|,it; iMitd? SMiBbel p. i6S8, 1. Why doea b
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or two politicians, can go on contending, and that there is

no end of one-sided reasoning on any subject, we shall not

be sure that such contention is the best mode for arriving

at truth. But certainly it is not the way to arrive at good
temper.

If you would be loved as a companion, avoid unnecessary

criticism upon those with whom you live. The number of

people who have taken out judges* patents for themselves

is very large in any society. Now it would be hard for a 70

man to live with another 'vvho was always criticising his

actions, even if it were kindly and just criticism. It would

be like living between the glasses of a microscope. But

. these self-elected judges, like their prototypes, are very

apt to have the persons they judge brought before them 75

in the guise of culprits.

One of the most provoking forms of the criticism above

alluded to, is that which may be called, criticism over the

shoulder. “ Had I been consulted,** “ had you listened to

me,’* “but you always will,** and such short scraps of sen- so

,fences may remind many of us of dissertations which we
have suffered and inflicted, and of which we cannot call to

mind any soothing effect.

Another rule is, not to let familiarity swallow up all

to be so adapted? — 64. Such contention is apparently difFer-

^
^^mced from the disputation of the preceding paragraph, in being gov-

;^ed merely by logic instead of by rancor (cf. 11 . 49-51 ) ;
so it is in

line that this mle advances on the previous one.

%j^line 71 wilUndicate how the next paragraph advances still in the

: direction.— 69. Taken out judges’ patents,— from what is

^ 11^ figure taken, and what does it mean?— How is kindly and just

ISiWsm ” made to apply to the subject in hand (11 . 77 , 78) ?

‘

'Criticism over the shoulder,— explain the suggestiveness of

^^liSpression.— If the other paragraphs represent rules, this may be

U corollary,— why?
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*8s courtesy* Many of us have a habit of saying to those with

. whom we live such things as we say about strangers behind

their backs. There is no place, however, where real polite-

ness is of more value than where we mostly think it would

‘ be superfluous. You may say more truth, or rather speak

out more plainly, to your associates, but not less courte-

ously, than you do to strangers.

Again, we must not expect more from the society of our

friends and companions than it can give ;
and especially

,
must not expect contrary things. It is somewhat arrogant

to talk of travelling over other minds (mind being, for what

know, infinite) : but still we become familiar with the

^per views, tastes and tempers of our associates. And it is

^ferdly in man to estimate justly what is familiar to him. In

^i^yeUing along at night, as Hazlitt says, we catch a glimpse

cheerful looking rooms with light blazing in them, and

1;^ conclude, involuntarily, how happy the inmates must

Yet there is Heaven and Hell in those rooms, the

' r^me Heaven and Hell that we have known in others.

There* are Wd great classes of promoters of social happi-

HS^'hheerftd'people, and 'people who have some reticence*

U. ^91, related to the lesson of the preceding

does it retain? How do you recon-

;

” with not 1<^ courteously ’’ ?

92-103, has not to do wijh outer conduct
^ wifh what we axe ^

k used, 11. 96-103, to iUus-

does it apply to the general

^ Is much the bngest, has

to the subject!
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The latter are more secure benefits to society even than

the former. They are non-conductors of all the heats and

animosities around them. To have peace in a house, or a

family, or any social circle, the members of it must beware

of passing on hasty and uncharitable speeches
;
which, the «<=

whole of the context seldom being told, is often not con-

veying, but creating, mischief. They must be very good

people to avoid doing this
;
for let human nature say what

it will, it likes sometimes to look on at a quarrel : and that,

not altogether from ill-nature, but from a love of excite- “s

ment— for the same reason that Charles the Second liked

to attend the debates in the Lords, because they were as

good as a play.”

III.

We come now to the consideration of temper, which

might have been expected to be treated first. But to cut off iw

the means and causes of bad temper, is, perhaps, of as much

importance as any direct dealing with the temper itself.

Besides, it is probable that in small social circles there is

the succeeding ones are in some degree incidental and supplementary,

though still distinct and co-ordinate divisions.

Some indication of their relation to the first division and to each

other is furnished in ni. 11. 119-122 . They show, for one thing (1. 120),

that the author had distinctly in mind what he should put first and what

afterward, with the reasons for his chosen order. How does this illus-

trate what Dr. Johnson says, Rhet. p. 262? He has chosen to put

means and causes (1. 12

1

) before the treatment of temper. How does

(^vision I. “ cut off the means ’’ of bad temper? How does division ii.

*^eut off the causes "? If this is the order in the author’s mind, what

^ the prevailing law of association, thus far, between the main divisions?

aee Rhet. pp. 273-275.

Pf the two classes of “ promoters of social happiness” mentioned,

IL ^4^18, the first class is merely mentioned, the second amplified,

this difference of treatment? What felicitous figure is used to
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more suffering from unkindness than ill-temper. Anger
19$ is a thing that those who live under us suffer more from

than those who live with us. But all the forms of ill-

humor and sour-sensitiveness, which especially belong to

equal intimacy (though indeed they are common to all) are

best to be met by impassiveness. When two sensitive

130 persons are shut up together, they go on vexing each other

with a reproductive irritability. But sensitive and hard

people get on well together. The supply of temper is not

altogether out of the usual laws of supply and demand.

IV.

Intimate friends and relations should be careful when

13s they go out into the world together, or admit others to

their own circle, that they do not make a bad use of the

knowledge which they have gained of each other by their

intimacy. Nothing is more common than this, and did it

' not mostly proceed from mere carelessness, it would be

superlatively ungenerous. You seldom need wait for the

characterize the second class?— What is the antecedent of which,

h’llO?— How does the illustration, 11. 113-118, apply to the subject?

One reason has already been given for assigning a subordinate posi-

tion to “ the consideration of temper”
;
but there is also another reason

Q, 123),— what is It? How fer does the second reason extend, and

#here does the real consideration of temper begin? JNfotice how the

at^bor fixes at once upon the one a.si)ect of temper which is of cardinal

^portance to consider, and lets secondary aspects go. How does the

sentence (1. 132) illustrate what precedes ? Explain its office in the

^

^g^^raph by Hhet p. 209, and its amplifying ofiice by Rhet. p. 291, 3.

/ Th^ succeeding divisions seem to be more purely supplementary or

than il., in.; but may the words mere careless-

139, Ihe rdatioa of iv. to the preceding, which treats of
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written life of a man to hear about his weaknesses, or what
are supposed to be such, if you know his intimate friends

or meet him in company with them.

V.

Lastly, in conciliating those we live with, it is most
surely done, not by consulting their interests, nor by giving 14s

way to their opinions, so much as by not offending their

tastes. The most refined part of us lies in this region of

taste which is perhaps a result of our whole being rather

than a part of our nature, and at any rate is the region of

our most subtle sympathies and antipathies. 150

It may be said that if the great principles of Christianity

were attended to, all such rules, suggestions and observa-

tions as the above would be needless. True enough

!

Great principles are at the bottom of all things
;
but to

apply them to daily life, many little rules, precautions, and «5S

insights are needed. Such things hold a m'iddle place

between real life and principles, as form does between
matter and spirit : moulding the one and expressing the

Friends IN Council.

X44. Lastly,— this word is another indication of sequence from a
'l^ginniag to a culmination in the author’s mind

;
though as we have

- fgftced it we find it somewhat subtle. Perhaps it could not easily be
^^v^erwise in such a purely abstract subject The relation of this division

very close
;
but may not its gener^ relation to the whole, subject,

its importance as culminating the treatment be indicated in L 146?
|J^§^it not deserve its position, also, as indicating the finest touches in

f ^ of living with others ” ?

consideration forms the conclusion, and how is it applied to

bject in hand? Trace how “ the great principles of Christianity’’

irent in the various main thoughts and rules that make up the
I the essay.
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RICHARD DODDRIDGE BLACKMORE.

DESCRIPTION OF GLEN DOONE.

I. From the Cliff above the Side.

And so at last we gained the top, and looked forth the

edge of the forest, where the ground was very stony and
like the crest of a quarry

;
and no more trees between us

and the brink of the cliff below, three hundred yards below

This Selection and the two following exemplify different phases of

Description
; and presuppose a knowledge of the Rhetoric as far as

353* Involving the same general principles, the selections are

chosen largely with the view of illustrating kinds of description not

fully exemplified in the Rhetoric,

The known care that Mr. Blackmore bestows on his descriptions of

natural scenery is ample warrant for studying the present selection as a

;^ful work of literary art. A critical journal says : “ Mr. Blackmore’s
,^scriptive passages in his novels are justly esteemed one of their great

j^^pacdons. He does not trust to his imagination for these delightful

but spends months at a time in the places where he lays

^nes of his stories
; and his studies of moor, forest, and garden

pursued with the keen eye of a painter and a naturalist, and the

^^1^ of a lover.”

desscribed was the stronghold of the Doones, a band of

|)faanders and .murderers who in the seventeenth century were the ter-

^ the dOW^sIdOr iu Somersetshire and Devonshire. It is here

different points of view; first, as visited by way
|||..^nnOis^^^^ fevj^hn Ridd and his uncle Reuben Huckaback;
|^^;;secp£tdl^, $$ vl^ed by John’s-mother, soon after the Doones had
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S it might be, all strong slope and gliddery. And now for

the first time I was amazed at the appearance of the

Doones’ stronghold, and understood its nature. For when
I had been even in the valley, and climbed the cliffs to

escape from it, about seven years agone, I was no more

10 than a stripling boy, noting little, as boys do, except for

their present purpose, and even that soon done with. But
now, what with the fame of the Doones, and my own recol-

lections, and Uncle Ben's insistence, all my attention was

called forth, and the end was simple astonishment.

^3 The chine of highland, whereon we stood, curved to the

right and left ofus, keeping about the same elevation, and

crowned with trees and brushwood. At ^out half a mile

in front of us, but looking as if we could throw a stone to

strike any man upon it, another crest just like our own

’murdered her husband. In both cases John Ridd is the assumed

describer.

The two descriptions afford a good opportunity to study how the

{>oiiit of view influences the details of a description
;
see Rhet. p. 329.

What do you learn as to the position and distance of the point of view

In the first description? see 11. 1-5, 17, What in the second? see

34-36, 46. In which do you find the details more particularized,

tod why? In the first description only general shapes and masses of

;Q^lor are given
;
but trace, in the second, the degrees of minuteness

^according to the distance from the point of view. Lines 50-58.

f:, Report in each case the comprehensive outline; see Rhet. p. 330.

^kow does the first description answer to Rhet. p. 331, bottom? What

l&tore of outline common to both? What ideas are given as to the

of the valley?

" Tiace in each case the sequence pf details from point to point; see

332* How does the sequence differ in the two? Of what

Sfe^Oftage is the “ little river” in the second description for determin-

sequence of details?

out the words that answer to Rhet. p. 341, i. What words

a metaphorical suggestiveness or personification? see < Rhet
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•0 bowed around to meet it ;
but failed by reason of two nar-

row clefts, of which we could only see the brink. One of

these clefts was the Doone-gate, with a portcullis of rock

above it, and the other was the chasm by which I had once

made entrance. Betwixt them, where the hills fell back,

s as in a perfect oval, traversed by the winding water, lay

a bright green valley, rimmed with sheer black rock, and

seeming to have sunken bodily from the bleak rough

heights above. It looked as if no frost could enter, neither

winds go ruffling,: only spring and hope and comfort

I* breathe to one another. Even now the rays of sunshine

dwelt and fell back on one another, whenever the clouds

lifted
; and the pale blue glimpse of the growing day seemed

to find young encouragement.

11. Fkom the Doonx-Gats.

In the early afternoon she came to the hollow and bar-

« ren entrance, where in truth there was no gate, only dark-

ness to go through. If I get on with this story, I shall have

339) 3- What touches in the description answer to Rhet. p. 345, 1 F

eiihct has this upon the description? How is simile, at least

tatj^Ued simile, employed in outUning, II. 18, 27? What simile describes

positions of the htmses, 1. 80? What type of prose diction do you

mown in U. i»-83. 80-85, 68-89? Does it correspond ^ttlngly with

lls,occasion? see Rhet. p. 338, bottom.
•' 'liow is contrast oc antithesis (see Rhet. p. 340, 3) employed to vivify

^ description, in 11. 88-88 ? How intfaimted in !I. 3^-30? What

|0^|rast is used to set off the beaufy of the valley In 11. 24-;^?

jhft what stsite o£ miad is the scene pipcwmliod as viewed, in bodi

What c»ntrast in aoenery probably leads in eadi

that SIMM ol mind (U. 1-8,841^86,40^ How la this mood
« lo bd^tan ibe ei^ (c£ Rhet p. 343),—by ia&^big itself into

the contrast? Ebedoacne seems to be

as it were, with the eamtiosi of spectatoci
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to tell of it by-and-by, as I saw it afterwards
; and will

mot dwell there now. Enough that no gun was fired at
her, only her eyes were covered over, and somebody led
her by the hand, without any wish to hurt her.

A very rough and headstrong road was all that she re-

membered, for she could not think as she wished to do,

with the cold iron pushed against her. At the end of this

road they delivered her eyes, and she could scarce believe

them.
For she stood at the head of a deep green valley, carved

from out the mountains in a perfect oval, with a fence of

sheer rock standing round it, eighty feet or a hundred high

;

from whose brink black wooded hills swept up to the sky-

,

line. By her side a little river glided out from under so

ground with a soft dark babble, unawares of daylight
; then

growing brighter, lapsed away, and fell into the valley.

Xhere, as it ran down the meadow, alders stood on either

,^arge, and grass was blading out upon it, and yellow tufts

of rushes gathered, looking at the hurry. But farther ss

^©wn, on either bank, were covered houses, built of stone,
—

^

1^, m describing the Wizard’s Slough, in Chapter XXXI. of this same
ance, he chooses as the spectator John Fry, a rather cowardly fel-

with a superstitious belief in uncanny stories, and represents him
|''^paldng with fear and amazernent. The reader is thus prepared with

f interest to read : “For there was the Wizard’s Slough itself, as

as death, and bubbling, with a few scant yellow reeds in a ring
,

1 it Outside these bright water-grass of the liveliest green was'

g, tempting any unwary foot to step and plunge and founder-

the marge were blue campanula, sundew, and forget-me-^^*|

L no child could resist. On either side the hill fell back, and

i was broken with tufts of rush and dag and mares-tail, and a i

|.|^der-trees overclogged with water. And not a bird was ?

^»#»^ther rail nor water-hen, wagtail nor reed-w^rbier^”^-rr^|

description,” as defined, Rhet p. 343,
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square and roughly cornered, set as if the brook were
meant to be the street between them. Only one room high

they were, and not placed opposite each other, but in and
to out, as skittles are

;
only that the first of all, which proved

to be the captain’s, was a sort of double house, or rather,

two houses joined together by a plank-bridge over the river.

Fourteen cots my mother counted, all very mv:ch of a

pattern, and nothing to choose between them, unless it

«s were the captain’s. Deep in the quiet valley there, away
from noise, and violence, and brawl, save that of the rivu-

let, any man would have deemed them homes of simple

mind and innocence. Yet not a single house stood there

but was the home of murder.
From Lorna Doone.

A word may be said finally regarding the language of the above de-

scriptions, which seems almost affectedly quaint. Note for instance

“ looked forth the edge,” 1. 1 ;
“ strong slope and gliddery," I. 5 ; “seven

years agone,”l. 9; “rough and headstrong road," 1. 41 ;
“soft dark

babble,” 1. 51. This is due partly to Mr. Blackmore’s natural manner,

whiyh is strongly individual, and partly to his endeavor to imitate what

was supposably the language of the time and place of which he was

Widtiog.
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ARTHUR PENRHYN' STANLEY.

TRIUMPHAL ENTRY OF CHRIST TO JERUSALEM.

Let us briefly go through the points which occur in the

Sacred History, of the last days of Christ, during which

alone He appears for any continuous period in Jerusalem

and its neighborhood. From Bethany we must begin. A
wild mountain-hamlet, screened by an intervening ridge s

from the view of the top of Olivet, perched on its broken

The writer’s object in recounting this scene,— which maybe gath-

from his characterization of it as the scene ** which, with the one

exception of the conversation at the well of Jacob, stands alone in the

Gospel history for the vividness and precision of its localization,”—
will suggest quite naturally the kind of description we are here to

expect He evidently wishes, on the one hand, to put together the

successive features of the event as accurately as possible, and on the

Other, to increase their realism by connecting them at their various

stages witli the natural features of the country, as observed by a trav-

^er of to-day.

We look therefore partly for a description of an event, and partly for

S^SCcessive descriptions of natural scenery from the “traveller’s point

of view.” How does this illustrate Rhet. p. 345, 2, and why is it not

l?S?nation? How does it illustrate Rhet. p. 346, 3; and how are the

#tlC!ce$Bive points of view determined from 11. 4-18
;
49-54

;
65-67

;

;How does the description of Bethany, 11. 4-11, illustrate Rhet.

bottom?— What part does epithet play (cf. Rhet. p. 341, i)

0 accessory, in these lines?— Is intervening, 1. 5, an epithet?—
the words perched. 1. 6. and clustering, 1. 18, illustrate Rhet.

r
' ^ ^ ‘
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plateau of rock, the last collection of human habitations

before the desert-hills which reach to Jericho— this is the

modern village of El-Lazarieh, which derives its name from

lo its clustering round the traditional site of the one house

and grave which give it an undying interest. High in the

distance are the Peraean mountains
;
the foreground is the

deep descent to the Jordan valley. On the further side of

that dark abyss Martha and Mary knew that Christ was

>5 abiding when they sent their messenger
;
up that long

ascent they had often watched His approach— up that

long ascent He came when, outside the village, Martha

and Mary met Him, and the Jews stood round weeping.

Up that same ascent He came, also, at the beginning of

•0 the week of His Passion. One night He halted in the

village, as of old
;

the village and the desert were then

all alive,— as they still are once every year at the Greek

Easter,—with the crowd of Paschal pilgrims moving to and

fro between Bethany and Jerusalem. In the morning, He
w set forth on His journey. Three pathways lead, and prob-

ably always led, from Bethany to Jerusalem ;
one, a steep

footpath over the summit of Mount Olivet
;
another, by a

long circuit over its northern shoulder, down the valley

which parts it from Scopus ;
the third, the natural contin-

»6 ttation of the road by which mounted travellers always

p, 345, 1?—9 . El.JC)asuieb, this Arabic name, derived from the name

Xasarw, connects the village in what manner with John jd. 1-44?—
What descriptive touches in 11. ll-as, and by what means obtained?

It the realistic effect heightened by the repetition of the localising

/|Ainses, 11 . 11 , 13, IS, 16, 19, always at the beginning of the clause

;otseatenoe, and sometimes in identical tei^ns? Cf. Rhet. p. 161, 74.

HAw ^ejrseon motiataina are beyond the Jordan, eastward from

Wltat Uhistratkm to J. 2a of Rhet. p. 337? How does this also
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approach the city from Jericho, over the southern shoulder,

between the summit which contains the Tombs of the

Prophets and that called the Mount of Offence.” There
can be no doubt that this last is the road of the Entry of

Christ, not only because, as just stated, it is and must 35

always have been the usual approach for horsemen and
for large caravans, such as then were concerned, but also

because this is the only one of the three approaches which
meets the requirements of the narrative which follows.

Two vast streams of people met on that day. The one ^

poured out from the city, and as they came through the

gardens whose clusters of palm rose on the south-eastern

corner of Olivet, they cut down the long branches, as was

their wont at the P'east of Tabernacles, and moved up-

wards towards Bethany, with loud shouts of welcome. 4s

From Bethany streamed forth the crowds who had assem-

bled there on the previous night, and who came testifying

to the great event at the sepulchre of Lazarus.

Hlustrate Rhet. p. 156, 67?— 39 . Wliich,— there are three reasons

why that would be the preferable relative here; can you give them?

See Rhet. pp. 127-131.— In 11. 37-39 we see an indication of the

writer’s object in making the succeeding description: he wishes to

tmee the road that.“ meets the requirements of the narrative,” as found

in Matthew xxi. i-ii
;
Mark xi. i-ii

;
Luke xix. 29-44; John xii. 12-

19* This is one of the few events that are given, with greater or less

fajness, by all four of the Gospel writers.

,
' AB tile details of the procession here given are carefully made out

the several narratives, often from minute study of various read-

the implications of the Greek tenses, and the like, the object

to reproduce with the greatest exactness the actual scene.

|?ffeat heightened or descriptive words .can you point out in the para-

Uf 40-48 ?— Reconstruct the sentence, 11. 46-48
,
so that it will

better with the two sentences preceding. The beginning of

1. 40
,
leads us to expect what beginning here?
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The road soon loses sight of Bethany. It is now a rough,

50 but still broad and well-defined mountain track, winding

over rock and loose stones ; a steep declivity below on the

left
; the sloping shoulder of Olivet above it on the right

;

fig-trees below and above, here and there growing out of

the rocky soil. Along the road the multitudes threw down
55 the branches which they had cut as they went along, or

spread out a rude matting formed of the palm-branches

they had already cut as they came out. The larger por-

tion —those, perhaps, who escorted Him from Bethany—
unwrapped their loose cloaks from their shoulders, and

60 stretched them along the rough path, to form a momen-
tary carpet as He approached.

The two streams met midway. Half of the vast mass,

turning round, preceded, the other half followed. Grad-

ually the long procession swept up and over the ridge,

H where first begins “ the descent of the Mount of Olives
”

towards Jerusalem. At this point the first view is caught

Point out how complete is the outline description, 11 . 49-54?, as to

the various features of the road; the surroundings; the vegetation;

the character of the soil, Much is condensed in very little space.

Point out what is given by implication, according to Rhet. p. 158, 2.

This outline description of the road furnishes the background, so to

^y, on which the writer portrays the general scene of the multitudes

fetfore and behind making up the jubilant procession. Why do we call

this scene description rather than narration?

64 ,’ By what trope (see Newman (p. 83), 11 . 134, 135, note) is the

, description of the procession vivified?-— By what position of the ad-

,1iefjeb?— 65 . The carefulness with which this exact point of view is

is indicated in the following note, appended to the account

:

3dx. 37,
‘ as He drew near, even now

,
'at the descent of

like Mount of Olives (irpas roG &povs toIv ^Xoufiiv)’, at
'0m point whem the road over the Mount begins to descend. This

|Sjgiactly applies to such a shoulder of the hill as I have described, and
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of the south-eastern corner of the city. The Temple and

the more northern portions are hid by the slope of Olivet

on the right ;
what is seen is only Mount Zion, now for

tho most part a rough field, crowned with the Mosque of 70

David and the angle of the western walls, but then covered

with houses to its base, surmounted by the Castle of Herod,

on the supposed site of the palace of David, from which that

portion of Jerusalem, emphatically the “City of David,”

derived its name. It was at this precise point, “as He7;

drew near, at the descent of the Mount of Olives,”— (may

it hot have been from the sight thus opening upon them ?)

— that the shout of triumph burst forth i^om the multitude,

“Hosanna to the Son of David ! Blessed is He that com-

eth in the name of the Lord. Blessed is the kingdom that s

cometh of our father David, Hosanna , . . peace . . .

glory in the highest” There was a pause as the shout

rang through the long defile
;
and, as the Pharisees who

stood by in the crowd complained. He pointed to the

stones which, strewn beneath their feet, would immedi- a

ately ''cry out” if “these were to hold their peace.”

Again the procession advanced. The road descends a

h entirely inapplicable to the first view, the first * nearing’ of the city,

^ crossing the direct summit. The expression would then have been

^at the top of the mount’ ”— The glimpse of part of the city, here

^l^bed, 11. 67-75, serves as the background on which to portray the

stage of the scene, the Hosanna-shout of the multitude. Is

any attempt at picturesqueness in this description of the south-

corner of the city?— What serves as the suggestion, 11. 73-75,

l^^sOoniiect the view with the multitude’s triumphal shout, 11. 79-82?

hot so much the picturesqueness as the historical associations of

that connects it with the shout
;
hence perhaps the absence

^S^tened detail.— What realistic touch in I 83 to aid in the con-

^ the scene at this moment? ‘ ^
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slight declivity, and the glimpse of the city is again with-

drawn behind the intervening ridge of Olivet. A few

so moments, and the path mounts again, it climbs a rugged

ascent, it reaches a ledge of smooth rock, and in an in

stant the whole city bursts into view. As now the dome

of the Mosque El-Aksa rises like a ghost from the earth

before the traveller stands on the ledge, so then must have

9s risen the Temple tower ;
as now the vast enclosure of the

Mussulman sanctuary, so then must have spread the Tem-
‘ pie courts

;
as now the gray town on its broken hills, so

then the magnificent city, with its background—long since

( vanished away—;.of gardens and suburbs on the western

plateau behind. Immediately belqw was the Valley of the

' Kedron, here seen in its greatest depth as it joins the

.Valley of Hinnom, and thus giving full effect to the great

;^culiarity of Jerusalem seen only on its eastern side

•;Sts situation as of a city rising out of a deep abyss. It is

; ^^ hai^dly possible to doubt that this rise and turn of the road,

, „ The impressiveness of the next view, 11 . 91-104, is evidently due

Jp^ely to the suddenness with which it is obtained. How is this £xct

A^^«d for in 11. 89-91? See Rhet. p. 364 ,
i .— 91. What illustration

^ l^het. p. 4?-^ Si. What illustration of Rhet. p. 345» ^ ?— What

accessories h^hten the description in 1 . 93?— 96. Muasulman

of what, previously mentioned, is this term a repetition ?

at hav© spir6ad,-^note that this verb belongs equally to the

} 'clause, biitis expressed only here. Does this cause any lack

p^s?— 97, 100. Trace the climax, as produced by different

wplitnde.— 104. A city lislng out of a doep
. . . „ V

^ Qm* conception of the view already

_viw of the city, which emphasizes its peci>

into view, is the background on which we

I Christ’s weeping over Jerusalem- Tins scene

/Imt 4he Scripture account, luke xix- 4i“'44»

caPed forth by sudden thought of
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—this rocky ledge,— was the exact point where the multi-

tude paused again, and “ He, when He beheld the city,

wept over it.”

Nowhere else on the Mount of Olives is there a view
like this. By the two other approaches, above mentioned, m
over the summit, and over the northern shoulder, of the

hill, the city reveals itself gradually
; there, is no partial

glimpse like that which has just been described as agree-

ing so well with the first outbreak of popular acclamation,

still less is there any point where, as here, the city and ns

Temple would suddenly burst into view, producing the

sudden and affecting impression described in the Gospel

narrative. And this precise coincidence is the more re-

markable because the traditional route of the Triumphal

Entry is over the summit of Olivet; and the traditional »»

spot
.
of the lamentation is at a place half-way down the

mountain, to which the description is wholly inapplicable,

whilst no tradition attaches to this, the only road by which
,

a large procession could have come ; and this,^ almost the

only spot of the Mount of Olives which the Gospel narra-.^'

live fixes with exact certainty, is almost the only unmarked

'flie contrast between this, “ the most impressive view which the nei^.

hpriiood of Xcrusalem furnishes," and the desolation so soon to ocone

hpoa the feted dty; “And when He was come near. He beheld

and wept over it, saying, ‘ If thou hadst known, even thou, at leas#

this thy day, the things which belong unto thy peacel
—

boft B#^|

>;4ey are hid from thine eyes. For the days shall cojne upon tfaee,^^
r^ine enemies shall cast a trench about friee, and compass thee rora^C

h^eep thee in on every side, and shall fey thee even with the

^S‘iji>!chndren within thee ;
and they shall not leave in tiiee

another ;
because thou knewest pot the time of thy vBttatio^^'

words seem to show indicati^cms of the same

^^&|dly fills the traveller of, the |ffies^t day, at,
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spot,— undefiled or unhallowed by mosque or church, chapel

or tower— left to speak for itself, that here the Lord’s feet

stood, and here His eyes beheld what is still the most

130 impressive view which the neighborhood of Jerusalem fur-

nishes,— and the tears rushed forth at the sight.

Fro7n Sinai and Palestine.

How does the harmony between the scene and the actions, as traced

in th^ foregoing notes, furnish illustration of Rhet. p. 342 ?— Evidently

this very “indication of effects” was one great object of the writer
j

for it serves, better than any other feature of the description, a kind of

argumentative purpose, by increasing the probability that this road was
the actual scene of the Triumphal Entry, — n fact which he desires to

establish in the face of the hitherto accepted tradition*



XVIII.

JOHN RICHARD GREEN.

THE CHARACTER OF QUEEN ELIZABETH.

England’s one hope lay in the character of her queen.

Elizabeth was now in her twenty-fifth year. Personally

she had more than her mother’s beauty
;
her figure was

commanding, her face long but queenly and intelligent,

her eyes quick and fine. She had grown up amidst the 5

The present Selection, which Mr. Green himself regarded as the best

passage in his Short History, may be studied as a notable example of

what may be called analytical description : description, that is, in which

the writer must make his plan rather than discover it. Explain this

character of the material by Rhet, p. 262, 2, and p. 348, 2 ;
and show

how, in the broad sense, the laws of association on which it is founded,

according to Rhet. pp. 273-275, make it differ from ordinary local or

temporal description.

Observe that this is not the same passage that is quoted from and

analyzed, Rhet. pp. 331, 333 ;
that being from Green’s longer history

of the English people.

In a description of character like this, obviously the jnain problem is,

how to group a large number of complex details and traits so as to pro-

duce unity of effect
;
nor can the quality of picturesqueness be sought,

SO much as strikingness and unity. In the attainment of these results,

two means here used seem to predominate over others
:
grouping by

antithesis, and illustration by the concrete. What may antithesis effect

toward unity? See Rhet. p. 340. How may the concrete work to

rjltrength and definiteness? See Rhet. p. 155, 66.

*;
> The description, occurring as it does at a determinate point in the

’flfetory of a people (the time when Elizabeth succeeded to the throne),

with what lies nearest, her personal appearance and accomplish-
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liberal culture of Henry’s court a bold horsewoman, a good

shot, a graceful dancer, a skilled nuisiciun, ami an accom-

plished scholar. She studied every morning the Greek

Testament, and followed this by the tragetlics of Sophocles

» or oration^ of Demo.sthencs, and coukl " rub up her rusty

Greek" at need to bandy pedantry with a Vice-Chancellor.

But she was far from being a mere pedant. The new lit-

erature which was springing up around her found constant

welcome in her court. She spoke Italian and I'rench as

IS fluently as - her mother-tongue. She was familiar with

Ariosto and Tasso. Even amidst the affectation and love

of anagrams and puerilities which sullied her later years,

she listened with delight to the “ Faery Queen," and found

a smile for “ Master Spenser ” when he appeared in her

•» presence. Her moral temper recalled in its strange con-

trasts the mixed blood within her veins. She was at once

mSnts at that time. Is there something here that may be regarded as

dw point of view, according to Rhet. p. jap? Observe, the moment of

BUzabeth's accession can be taken as the point of view only in the sense

of a starting-point, or defining-point, for the character here portrayed

h«s tr^ts revealed or developed throughout her reign.

XdBos 1-8 .— Report on the traits here recounted as determined by

(i) the time when the description begins, (a) the ease of observing

tibwt, (3) their relation to Elizabeth’s position.— What trait is selected,

9^-80^ for amplification, and what means of amplifioitioa b employed?

See Rhet. p. 390 .— How does 1. 12 suggest an anUthedC grouping in^ detdls describing her scholarllness? Show how the points of the

SndtiiwdB are brought together in adjacent sentences.— What signU-

^MUiQe in the word bandy, L 11, as suggiested by its derivation ?—What

e
imagnna (1 17) ?— Id the word auUled, 1. 17, happily choeen?—
Id there any close ccnenection between the section of the descrifiticm

b^aniagand the preceding? What reasons for and what reasens

putdng iMd sectkrn in a ptng^ph by ittsif ? Cmnpare Rhet.

^grouping, as revedsd in h. 80-88, k tha
** 4st^^ trsbs derived
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the daughter of Henry and of Anne Boleyn. ' From her
father she inherited her frank and hearty address, her love

of popularity and of free intercourse with the people, her
dauntless courage and her amazing self-confidence. Her »s

harsh, manlike voice, her impetuous will, her pride, her furi-

ous outbursts of anger, came to her with her Tudor blood.

She rated great nobles as if they were schoolboys
; she met

the insolence of Essexwith a box on the ear
; she would break

now and then into the gravest deliberations to swear at her 30

ministers like a fishwife. But strangely in contrast with

the violent outlines of her Tudor temper stood the sensu-

ous, self-indulgent nature she derived from Anne Boleyn.

Splendor and pleasure were with Elizabeth the very air she

breathed. Her delight was to move in perpetual progresses 35

from castle to castle through a series of gorgeous pageants,

fanciful and extravagant as a caliph’s dream. She loved

gaiety and laughter and wit. A happy retort or a finished

compliment never failed to win her favor. She hoarded

jewels. Her dresses were innumerable. Her vanity re- 40

mained, even to old age, the vanity of a coquette in her

teens. No adulation was too fulsome - for her, no flattery

of her beauty too gross. “To see her was heaven," Hatton

told her, “ the lack of her was hell.” She would play with

her rings that her courtiers might note the delicacy of her «
hands; or dance a coranto that the French ambassador,

from her father (11. 22-31), report what are described in general terms,

^d what in the concrete.— Note how the expression is varied between

sentences 11. 22-25 and 25-27 in giving lists of traits.— In the detail-

sentence, 11. 28-31, typical incidents are used to portray general traits.

Note how the elements of comparison and contrast are made to heighten

the effect.— 31-43. Many details are here grouped together to iUus-

- one side of her character
;
what law of association (Rhet. pp.

,

S?ves them the right to be together? The strikingness of
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hidden dexterously behind a curtain, might report her

sprightliness to his master. Her levity, her frivolous

laughter, her unwomanly jests, gave color to a thousand

so scandals. Her character, in fact, like her portraits, was

utterly without shade. Of womanly reserve or self-restraint

she knew nothing. No instinct of delicacy veiled the

voluptuous temper which had broken out in the romps of '

her girlhood and showed itself almost ostentatiously through-

S5 out her later life. Personal beauty in a man was a sure

passport to her liking. She patted handsome young squires

on the neck when they knelt to kiss her hand, and fondled

her “sweet Robin,” Lord Leicester, in the face of the court.

It was no wonder that the statesmen whom she outwitted

.«» held Elizabeth almost to the last to be little more than a

frivolous woman, or that Philip of Spain wondered how “ a

wanton” could hold in check the policy of the Escurial.

But the Elizabeth whom they saw was far from being all

of Elizabeth. The wilfulness of Henry, the triviality of

6s Anne Boleyn, played over the surface of a nature hard as

steel, a temper purely intellectual, the very type of reason

dtese details coaesponds with the picturesqueness of natural dcscrip-

tlwaS
;
they are, so to speak, mentally picturesque,— How do the actions

0 Elizabeth, recorded 11. 44-80, illustrate Rhet. p. 348 , 3 ?— Lines 80-
iil|’may be regarded as a summary of her personal traits in one, the most

(isdttiprchensive and most apparent. How does this summary prepare for

subject of the next paragraph, as expressed 11. 63-67?— What adjust

.iMmt ofsentences to each other, 1. 81, and what stress is thereby effected?

. 89-62. As related to their paragraph, what ofBoo have these lines,

tew do they serve to heighma the subject?— 64. What words in

Site sssve to summarize v«y briefly what has been said in previous

tef 1line ,64, by Intimating what kind of elements of Elizsc

1®^% jSteiiaetor have been already given, Implies transition to what
'Ms paragraph?— Read now this paragraph oueiully,

r^ted to preceding. — Point out how, in
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untouched by imagination or passion. Luxurious and
pleasure-loving as she seemed, Elizabeth lived simply and
frugally, and she worked hard. Her vanity and caprice

had no weight whatever with her in state affairs. The 70

coquette of the presence-chamber became the coolest and

hardest of politicians at the council-board. Fresh from

the flattery of her courtiers, she would tolerate no flattery

in the closet; she was herself plain and downright of speech

with her counsellors, and she looked for a corresponding 75

plainness of speech in return. If any trace of her sex

lingered in her actual statesmanship, it was seen in the

simplicity and tenacity of purpose that often underlies a

woman’s fluctuations of feeling. It was this in part which

gave her her marked superiority over the statesmen of her 80

time. No nobler group of ministers ever gathered round

a council-board than those who gathered round the council-

board of Elizabeth. But she was the instrument of none.

She listened, she weighed, she used or put by the counsels

of each in turn, but her policy as a whole was her own. It 85

was a policy, not of genius, but of good sense. Her aims

were simple and obvious : to preserve her throne, to keep

England out of war, to restore civil and religious order.

Something of womanly caution and timidity perhaps backed

the passionless indifference with which she set aside the 90

Ip'ger schemes of ambition which were ever opening before

her eyes. She was resolute in her refusal of the Low
Countries. She rejected with a laugh the offers of the

every sentence is introduced by an antithetic reminder of the

ling paragraph. These sentences serve to amplify the paragraph-

t; report now how this subject is applied^ 11. 77-86, and to what

ry it is steered, 1. 85.— Report further how this summary is

ed, 11 . 86-96, and how at the end a definition is given to what has
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Protestants to make her “ head of the religion ” and ** mis-

95 tress of the seas/’ But her amazing success in the end

sprang mainly from this wise limitation of her aims. She

had a finer sense than any of her counsellors of her real

resources
;
she knew instinctively how far she could go,

and what she could do. Her cold, critical intellect was

loo never swayed by enthusiasm or by panic either to exagger-

ate or to underestimate her risks or her power.

Of political wisdom indeed, in its larger and more gen-

erous sense, Elizabeth had little or none ;
but her political

tact was imerring. She seldom saw her course at a glance,

los but she played with a hundred courses, fitfully and discur-

sively, hs a musician runs his fingers over the key-board,

till she hit suddenly upon the right one. Her nature was

a sentence of amplification.— How is the last sentence, 11. 99-101, con-

nected with the general subject of the paragraph ?

Keeping in mind still the author’s great problem, of grouping so as

to bring large numbers of discordant details into unity, and recalling

how the two paragraphs just studied have dealt respectively with the

Ssurfece-elements and with the deeper elements of [Elizabeth’s character,

.and how traits illustrating these, and therefore grouped by the law of

smularity, have been adduced, we go on now to find what law of group-
h^is chosen in the succeeding. Read this paragraph (11. 102-168) and
'the next (11. 169-280) carefully through, and report with what general
^^ects <of the sul^ect they deal. The sentence 11. 102-104, compared

sentences 11. 169-174, suggests what antithesis as the basis of
e’ two paragraphs? Report how die subordinate traits detailed

1hCL24^141; 11.142-151; 151-168, are related to and

^ ^st inember of the antldiesis. —’ What assertion in, fhe
espedally in 96^-8^ which serves as suggestioit

^ ^*Vaad ii^eed is so recah^ that its infiuenoi^

'leb€^h^oCthe5^tto:e H. 102-104 to inverted^

tadt quality or a snrt
—

> oompue
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essentially practical and of the present. She distrusted a

plan in fact just in proportion to its speculative range or

its outlook into the future. Her notion of statesmanship iic

lay in watching how things turned out around her, and in

seizing the moment for making the best of them. A policy

of this limited, practical, tentative order was not only best

suited to the England of her day, to its small resources and

the transitional character of its religious and political belief, ns

but it was one eminently suited to Elizabeth's peculiar

powers. It was a policy of detail, and in details her won-

derful readiness and ingenuity found scope for their exer-

cise. “No War, my Lords,” the Queen used to cry

taperiously at the council-board, ‘^No War!” but her

hatred of war sprang less from her aversion to blood or to

.
(^ense, real as was her aversion to both, than from the

that peace left the field open to the cjiplomatic manoeu-

vres and intrigues in which she excelled. Her delight in

consciousness of her ingenuity broke out in a thousand las

i.pifeckish freaks,— freaks in which one can hardly see any

^irpose beyond the purpose of sheer mystification. She

j^^v^ed in “bye-ways” and “crooked ways.” She played

grave cabinets as a cat plays with a mouse, and with

1 of the same feline delight in the mere embarrassment 130

r victims. When she was weary of mystifying foreign

smen she turned to find fresh sport in mystifying her

iMe number than an indefinite. This is one favorite means of

f
concrete.— Report how each of the subordinate traits

it to light in this paragraph is applied (11. 112-117
;

11. 137-141
;

directly, as soon as it is detailed, to the England of Eliza-

— 126. FuokislL,— what is the origin of this word, and

it a happily chosen word here?— What figure illustrates

pf her character?

—

130. Feline,— what value has this Latin

hete, as related to the repetition of ideas? Try the effect of
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own ministers. Had Elizabeth written the story of her reign

she would have prided herself, not on the triumph of Eng-

135 land or the ruin of Spain, but on the skill with which she had

hoodwinked and outwitted every statesman in Europe during

fifty years. Nor was her trickery without political value.

Ignoble, inexpressibly wearisome as the Queen’s diplomacy

seems to us now, tracing it as we do through a thousand de-

«4o spatches, it succeeded in its main end. It gained time, and
every year that was gained doubled Elizabeth’s strength.

Nothing is more revolting in the Queen, but nothing is

more characteristic, than her shameless mendacity. It was
an age of political lying, but in the profusion and reckless-

'

ness of her lies Elizabeth stood without a peer in Christen-

dom. A falsehood was to her simply an intellectual means
of meeting a difficulty

; and the ease with which she
asserted or denied whatever suited her purpose was only
equalled by the cynical indifference vdth which she met

ISO the exposure of her lies as soon as their purpose was
answered. The same purely intellectual view of things
showed itself in the dexterous use she made of her very
fa.ults. Her levity carried her gaily over moments of de-
tection and embarrassment where better women would have

15s died of shame. She screened her tentative and hesitating
statesmanship under the natural timidity and vacillation of

using still the common term.— 136. Hoodwinked, report on ffbw

litivatioa and meaning of this word. How does it diflFer from owh*'— 138. How does this line recall the writer’s grouping of trtdfti

^irafsaph?— Report the different words used for lying, DL 1486-.'

ind' tifd source from which each is derived.— What
mentioned twice in 11. 148-153, serves to connect

st«h|« of this paragraph with the subject of the piecedhaff'
of tiie Word cyniosd,! 343? of the word

indka'tes a cjimaxi.fraoe ii—Show 1*$^
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her sex. She turned her very luxury and sports to good

account. There were moments of grave danger in her

reign when the country remained indifferent to its penis,

^s it saw the Queen give her days to hawking and hunting, i6a

and her nights to dancing and plays. Her vanity and

affectation, her womanly fickleness and caprice, all had

their part in the diplomatic comedies she played with the

successive candidates for her hand. If political necessities

made her life a lonely one, she had at any rate the satis- 165

faction of averting war and conspiracies by love sonnets

and romantic interviews, or of gaining a year of tranquillity

by the dexterous spinning out of a flirtation.

As we track Elizabeth through her tortuous mazes of

l3dng and intrigue, the sense of her greatness is almost 170

lost in a sense of contempt. But wrapped as they

^ere in a cloud of mystery, the aims of her policy were

throughout temperate and simple, and they were pursued

with a singular tenacity. The sudden acts of energy

which from time to time broke her habitual hesitation 17s

^oved that it was no hesitation of weakness. Elizabeth

could wait and finesse
;
but when the hour was come she

, dlpfely, in this paragraph, the ideas are felted together (to use Dr.

;^;^tely’s expression) in the transitions between traits, 11. 124, 142,

' In each case what suggestion of the preceding is taken up and

SeiS^kd on, as if all were moving in the same line?

^
the next paragraph, 11. 169-280, report how its subject is brought

'

tvhy antithesis, 11 206-208; how it is stated casually, 1. 219; and

Ir il is recognized in one aspect, 11* 248, 249.— Report now on the

^visions of this paragraph, as indicated 11. 171-195; 11. 195-205;

219; 11 219-280.— What touch, 11. 273-275, serves to bring

^*aph into unity with traits mentioned before ?— 177. Finesse,

used as averb, though not so used for the first time by Green,

f^ter’s Diet.— Point out how, as in previous paragraphs, the

\ preceding are referred to by antithesis. Cf. note on 11. 67-79.
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could strike, and strike hard. Her natural temper indeed

tended to a rash self-confidence rather than to self-distrust.

i8o She had, as strong natures always have, an unbounded con-

fidence in her luck. '‘Her Majesty counts much on For-

tune,^’ Walsingham wrote bitterly
;
" I wish she would trust

more in Almighty God/' The diplomatists who censured

at one moment her irresolution, her delay, her changes of

J85 front, censure at the next her "obstinacy,” her iron will,

her defiance of what seemed to them inevitable ruin.

“This woman,” Philip's envoy wrote after a wasted re-

monstrance, "this woman is possessed by a hundred
’’ thousand devils.” To her own subjects, indeed, who

190 knew nothing of her manoeuvres and retreats, of her "bye-

ways” and " crooked ways,” she seemed the embodiment

of dauntless resolution. Brave as they were, the men who

swept the Spanish Main or glided between the icebergs of

Baffin's Bay never doubted that the palm of bravery lay

*95 with their Queen. Her steadiness and courage in the pur-

suit of her aims was equalled by the wisdom with which

she chose the men to accomplish them. She had a quick

eye for merit of any sort, and a wonderful power of enlist^

ing its whole energy in her service. The sagacity which

chose Cecil and Walsingham was just as unerring in -its

choice, of the meanest of her agents. Her success indeed

in securing from the beginning of her reign to its end,

with the single exception of Leicester, precisely the right

;tneh for the work she set them to do, sprang in^reat

-
,
— _ , , ,

avtitibe^ is implied in the inversion for adjustment, 1. 189?—
^tehee-adjusts 1. 192?— Trace how the transition is mad%

fipm bravery to sagacity.

—

201- Meanest; also 22^^

of the word is this to be distinguished^'

What trait common to the two is used to maW
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measure from the noblest characteristic of her intellect. 305

If in loftiness of aim her temper fell below many of the

tempers of her time, in the breadth of its range, in the

universality of its sympathy it stood far above them all.

Elizabeth could talk poetry with Spenser and philosophy

with Bruno ; she could discuss Euphuism with Lyly, and aio

enjoy 'the chivalry of Essex; she could turn from talk of

the last fashions to pore with Cecil over despatches and

treasury books
;
she could pass from tracking traitors with

Walsingham to settle points of doctrine with Parker, or to

calculate with Frobisher the chances of a north-west pas- 315

sage to the Indies. The versatility and many-sidedness of

her mind enabled her to understand every phase of the

intellectual movement of her day, and to fix by a sort of

instinct on its higher representatives. But the greatness

of the Queen rests above all on her power over her people.

We have had grander and nobler rulers, but none so popu-

lar as Elizabeth, The passion of love, of loyalty, of ad-

miration which finds its most perfect expression in the

Faery Queen,'’ throbbed as intensely through the veins

of her meanest subjects. To England, during her reign

erf lialf a century, she was a virgin and a Protestant Queen

;

imd her immorality, her absolute want of religious enthusi-

failed utterly to blur the brightness of the national ideal.

tqmsition from sagacity to versatility?— 206. Point out suspense,

use of it, the more noticeable here because it puts off what is

‘^p^i^cted at tliis point— 210, Euplmism,— see explanation of this,

192, note,— Of what character Is the assertion, 11. 216-219, as

preceding?— The last trait of character treated in this para-

i$ introduced, 1. 219, more abruptly than usual. Between what

the adversative relation expressed by but? ^ This trait, or fact,

takes up the rest of the paragraph, shows clear indications of

* see if you can set down its three related aspects from a
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Her worst acts broke fruitlessly against the general devo-

83otion. A Puritan, whose hand she cut off in a freak of

tyrannous resentment, waved his hat with the hand that

was left, and shouted, “ God save Queen Elizabeth ! Of

her faults, indeed, England beyond the circle of her court

knew little or nothing. The shiftings of her diplomacy

835 were never seen outside the royal closet. The nation at

large could only judge her foreign policy by its main out-

lines,* by its temperance and good sense, and above all

by its success. But every Englishman was able to judge

Elizabeth in her rule at home, in her love of peace, her

>40 instinct of order, the firmness and moderation of her gov-

ernment, the judicious spirit of conciliation and com-

promise among.warring factions which gave the country an

unexampled tranquillity at a time when almost every other

country in Europe was torn with civil war. Every sign of

^ the growing prosperity, the sight of London as it became
the mart of the world, of stately mansions as they rose on
every manor, told, and justly told, in Elizabeth's favor.

Jii one act of her civil administration she showed the bold-

,

^ess and cmginality of a great ruler
; for the opening of

reign saw her face the social difficulty which had so

impeded English progress, by the issue of a commis-
inquiry which ended in the solution of the problem

‘ ^ the system of poor-laws. She lent a ready patronage
new cofiimerce

; she considered its extension and
aks apart of public policy, and her statue in the

file'll ^

4^; (2 ) 244-^71 (for the articulation of this, see

271-^80.— Is only rightly placed?—
and 276^-279 bow Rhet p. 291 , 2

l^ed—^^What influetice causes the sentence

sentenceis* B. 235^-244, balance#
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centre of the London Exchange was a tribute on the
part of the merchant class to the interest with which she
watched and shared personally in its enterprises. Her
thrift won a 'general gratitude. The memories of the
Terror and of the Martyrs threw into bright relief the a&

aversion from bloodshed which was conspicuous in her

earlier reign, and never wholly wanting through its fiercer

close. Above all there was a general confidence in her

instinctive knowledge of the national temper. Her finger

was always on the public pulse. She knew exactly when *65

she could resist the feeling of her people, and when she

must give way before the new sentiment of freedom which

her policy unconsciously fostered. But when she retreated,

her defeat had all the grace of victory
; and the frankness

and unreserve of her surrender won back at once the love *70

that her resistance had lost. Her attitude at home in fact

was that of a woman whose pride in the well-being of her

subjects, and whose longing for their favor, was the one

warm touch in the coldness of her natural temper. If

Elizabeth could be said to love anything, she loved Eng- *75

land. “Nothing,” she said to her first Parliament, in

words of unwonted fire, “ nothing, no worldly thing under

the sun, is so dear to me as the love and good-will of my
Subjects.” And the love and good-will which were so

dear to her she fully won.

— 261. Aversion from,— this preposition is quite in accord

witih the derivation of the word aversion ; but usage nowadays is more

,is favor of aversion to. Compare 11. 121 , 122 .

—

265 . 'What striking

^>iire expresses strongly her relation to public af&irs? Cf. Rhet. p.

iSy ^7.— 'What means, 11. 265-268
, of preserving unity of idea with

^ has been said previously? Cf. 11. 97-101.

j
last paragraph, 11. 281-333, begins not with the main trait that
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She clung perhaps to her popularity the more passion-

ately that it hid in some measure from her the terrible

loneliness of her life. She was the last of the Tudors, the

last of Henry’s children
;
and her nearest relatives were

»8s Mary Stuart and the House of Suffolk, one the avowed,

the other the secret claimant of her throne. Among her

mother’s kindred she found but a single cousin. Whatever

womanly tenderness she had, wrapt itself around Leicester;

but a marriage with Leicester was impossible, and every

»9o other union, could she even have bent to one, was denied

to her by the political difficulties of her position. The one

cry of bitterness which burst from Elizabeth revealed her

terrible sense of the solitude of her life. “ The Queen of

Scots,” she cried at the birth of James, " has a fair son,

»9S and I am but a barren stock.” But the loneliness of her

position only reflected the loneliness of her nature. She

stood utterly apart from the world around her, sometimes

above it, sometimes below it, but never of it. It was only

On its intellectual side that Elizabeth touched the England

Sflo of her day. All -its moral aspects were simply dead to her.

It was a time when men were being lifted into nobleness

by the new moral energy which seemed suddenly to pulse

through the whole people, when honor and enthusiasm

took colors of poetic beauty, and religion became a chivalry.

whfph leads up to the subject. How is this opening consideration con.

.nfected with the previous paragraph? How is it led onward to the

subject, IL as^-SOO?— What is the subject of this paragraph, as

light' ;in. the last-mentioned lines? How is it related witii

been recounted previously?—What aspects clo«
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But the finer sentiments of the men around her touched 30s

Elizabeth simply as the fair tints of a picture would have

touched her. She made her market with equal indifference

out of the heroism of William of Orange or the bigotry of

Philip. The noblest aims and lives were only counters on

her board. She was the one soul in her realm whom the 31a

news of St. Bartholomew stirred to no thirst for vengeance

;

and while England was thrilling with its triumph over the

Armada, its Queen was coolly grumbling over the cost,

and making her profit out of the spoiled provisions she had

ordered for the fleet that saved her. To the voice of grati- 3*5

tude, indeed, she was for the most part deaf. She accepted

services such as were never rendered to any other English

sovereign without a thought of return. Walsingham spent

his fortune in saving her life and her throne, and she left

him to die a beggar. But, as if by a strange irony, it was 320

to this very want of sympathy that she owed some of the

grander features of her character. If she was without

love, she was without hate: She cherished no petty re-

sentments ;
she never stooped to envy or suspicion of the

pElen who served her. She was indifferent to abuse. Her aas

good humor was never ruffled by the charges of wanton-

ness and cruelty with which the Jesuits filled every court

In Europe. * She was insensible to fear. Her life became

last the mark for assassin after assassin, but the thought

peril was the one hardest to bring home to her. Even 33^’

11. 282,
293

,
also 11. 25

,
40

,
95

,
143

,
180

,
precedijag.— A thing

constantly been noticed, too, and might be traced in much

detail, is the ceaseless play of antithesis, direct and hidden, so

as to be well-nigh a mannerism. But it certainly has worked,

with fiijcilfhl grouping of ideas, to produce a very unified and self-
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when the Catholic plots broke out in her very household

she would listen to no proposals for the removal of Cath-

olics from her court.

From A Short History of the English Peofle.

From the indications that have been furnished in the notes, tabulate

the points treated in the paragraphs, showing how they are related to

one another, and how their subdivisions are related to them. Endeavor

also, from the foregoing description and analysis, to express the chaiv

acter of Elizabeth, as to its most cardinal features, in one sentence.



HOTES ON DESCRIPTION IN PREVIOUS SELECTIONS,

Some of the Selections already studied for their style are works of

description, whose authors are celebrated for their masterly work in

portrayal. Let us examine the workmanship of two or three of them.

Ruakin : Pages 36-47.— Ruskin’s description of St. Mark’s, Venice,

is widely celebrated as a masterpiece in its kind. Much of this celebrity

is due, no doubt, to the gorgeousness of its language, which has already

been examined ;
but it will be profitable to investigate also whether un-

derneath this splendor of diction there is rigor and definiteness enough

of outline to ^ve solidity and practical value to the treatment.

Let us look first at the description of the exterior, 11. 138-180.

Notice first by 'vfrhat narrative touches, 11. 127-130, and 11. 138-141,

the first sight of the church is made impressive
;

explain by Rhet.

p. 345 »
I-—What point of view do these lines determine? What con-

trast, detailed previously (11 . 63-126) heightens the effect of the scene

fi-om^ this point of view, and how are the spectator’s emotions thus en-

listed? Cf. Rhet. pp. 342. 343.— For the comprehensive outlie of

this description, it is obvious that we are to investigate in two lines,—

cAAVing the outline as to form, which is here the subordinate feature,

and the outline as to color, material, decoration, which are the pre-

dominating features in the writer’s mind.— As to form, what general

is outlined, 1. 142?— Into what feature, beginning with the

ground, is this general outline first broken, 1. 144? This feature is

^ced in detail to 1. 170.— 167. The broad archivolts are the inner

contour, or vaulted ceiling, of the arches, here described as seen from

below.— The fegade of the church of St. Mark’s appears to be divided

by a kmg balcony into two divisions, the lower one of which has been

.;laSnA.^- No mention is here made of the balcony, or indeed of any

''ft^lore not distinguished by rich artistic decoration ;
but from 11. 170,

-111 what is the general make-up of the upper division? How are the

surmounted, 1. 175?—We thus see that bits of outline are inte^

mArrfv enouffh to be a bare framework for the gorgeous wealth
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of color and sculpture and design in which the writer revels. These
latter have been largely studied in the examination of Ruskin’s style;

observe, however, what a surpassingly rich effect is produced by the

narrative touches, 11. 175-178.

Let us now note a few features of the description of the interior,

Ih 217-259. What general outline is given, 11. 221-223? What con-

ditions, as to light, are given for observation?—What appropriateness

in calling the church a vast oave, 1, 221?— The description, from

I 218 to 1. 235, centres, in what feature? From 1. 235 to I 259 in

what main feature? See Rhet p. 257, examples. What characteristic,

11, 242-245, gives unity to the bewildering mass of artistic detail in this

last section?— This whole description, both exterior and interior, is

not a matter-of-fact description but idealized by imagination,— as the

note, p, 47, preceding, says : “ It is the idealized St. Mark's, as seen

through the mist of time in the clear light of its first creation— and

iuideed further back still, in the artist’s mind that conceived it— that

the writer has placed before us.”

Cailyle: Pages 56-63.—We know from Carlyle's own testimony

that he valued very highly the power of graphic description, and stu-

dents of his writings have found his own describing power especially

manifest in the portrayal of persons. See Rhet. p. 338, examples. Let

m see how he describes Coleridge’s personal appearance, in 11. 13-38
rtf this Selection.

What may be taken as the point of view, 1. 13? See Rhet. p. 329*

of thc^ details, as in 11. 25, 30, are such as would necessarily pre-

;#tmpose a somewhat elderly man; while all are fully in harmony with

initial note of bis age. —What pwsi ^neral feature of his appeiu>

tece (H 15-17) corresponding to the comprehensive outline is given,

iKid how made picturesque and impressive? How summarized, 1. 29 ?

.^Between this outline and its summary, trace now the regular order

which the details of his appearance are given. What
c^aracterisdes emerge hrom the examination, as the unifying traits

jp Af^ the summary, I 29, in what characteristic k
and with what appropriateness Is this feature

tr^tment?-- To what farther summary, at tike

is this description conducted?— What means aM
^ description are predominantly used here?



XIX.

THOMAS HUGHES.

ST. AMBROSE CREW WIN THEIR FIRST RACE.

Hark!— the fifst gun. The report sent Tom’s heart

into his mouth again. Several of the boats pushed off at

once into the stream
;
and the crowds of men on the bank

began to be agitated, as it were, by the shadow of the com-

ing excitement. The St. Ambrose fingered their oars, put s

a last dash of grease on their rollocks, and settled their

feet against the stretchers.

** Shall we push her off ? ” asked bow.

This Selection and the two that follow will be studied for the man-

ner in which they exemplify principles of Narration; and presuppose

a knowledge of the Rhetoric as far as page 382. It is to he observed

that this Handbook can exhibit only such aspects of narration as can

be exemplified on a small scale, and must omit such larger features of

movement, perspective, combined narratives, and the like, as can ordi-

narily be shown only in stories of too great length to be given here.

The present Selection exemplifies the kind of narration that is nearest

like description ;
explain what this is, and its principle, by Rhet. p.

370* Accordingly, we look to find the interest of each part not subori-

ctoated to a coming dinouement, but concentrated in the individual

details as they occur; and what modification of the style will this nat-

urally produce? .

As this account is taken from the middle of a chapter, we miss

descriptive introduction that is usually appended to stories

independently. Nor is the account brought to a formal ending-

^iace in its larger story explained, Rhet p. 370* bott^?;^
^
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** No ; I can give you another minute/’ said Miller, who
was sitting, watch in hand, in the stern ; only be smart

when I give the word/’

The captain turned on his seat, and looked up the boat.

His face was quiet, but full of confidence, which seemed to

pass from him into the crew, Tom felt calmer and stronger,

as he met his eye, ^*Now mind, boys, don’t quicken,” he

said, cheerily
;

** four short strokes to get way on her, and

then steady. Here, pass up the lemon.”

The style suitable to this account may be gathered from two consid-

erations; I. It deals, in a descriptive spirit, with a scene of intense

energy in action
;

2. The author is recounting from actiml reminiscence

what deeply interests him. Later in the chapter he thus addresses his

readers; “You, I know, will pardon the enthusiasm which stirs our

pulses, now in sober middle age, ,as we call up again the memories of

this the most exciting sport of our boyhood (for we were but boys, then,

after all).” From these considerations we expect and demand that it

be spirited, that is, enter congenially into the vigor and action it is

employed to portray.

Ijlnes 1-S. Wh^Lt emotional indication, at the outset, of the intense

feeling connected with the scene? — By what condensing metaphor

indicated in the case of the hero, Tom Brown?— How is the coming

excitement suggested in the case of the other boats ?— 6. RoUooks,—
the same as rtmhloch^ which word is in this country colloquially pro-

nemneed riil-uks.— As to the boating-terms and tropes used throughout

ftiis account the author says later, appealing to his ** readers of the

gentler sex”; “You will pardon, though I fear hopelessly unable to

Understand the above sketch; your sons and brothers will tell you k
ooold not have been made less technical.”

^
* 3^ :Be smart, from what American provincialism is this to be

j^thiguished,----^^ how?

;
What contrast to the prevailing excitement here suggested, ^

ted of what use la the suggestion toward the condng victory?

—

tf. How do these words illustrate Rhet. p. 77, 3, and by contrast,

p, 80, 2? Charge iuto written style, supplying all ellipses.—The cajp*

tsk^s qitet confiteoe and his cheeiy words correspond with Ite
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And he took a sliced lemon out of his pocket, put a small

piece in his own mouth, and then handed it to Blake, who
followed his example, and passed it on. Each man took a 2a

piece; and just as bow had secured the end, Miller called

out,

—

“ Now, jackets off, and get her head out steadily.”

The jackets were thrown on shore, and gathered up by the

boatman in attendance. The crew poised their oars. No. 25

2 pushing out her head, and the captain doing the same

for the stern. Miller took the starting-rope in his hand.

How the wind catches her stern,” he said
;
“ here, pay

out the rope one of you. No, not you— some fellow with

a strong hand. Yes, you’ll do,” he went on, as Hardy 30

stepped down the bank and took hold of the rope
;
“let me

description of him given earlier in the book: “Altogether a noble

specimen of a very noble type of our countrymen. Tall and strong of

body
;
courageous and even-tempered ; tolerant of all men

;
sparing of

speech, but ready in action
;
a thoroughly well-balanced, modest, quiet

Englishman.” He is the Jervis, mentioned 11. i8 i, 199 .

5l. Miller, the coxswain, with his abrupt and peremptory manner

(cf. 1. 164), has also been described before: “A slight, resolute, fiery

little man, with curly black hair. He was peculiarly qualified by nature

for the task which he had set himself; and it takes no mean qualities

to keep a boat’s crew well together and in order. Perhaps he erred a

little on the side of over-strictness and severity
;
and he certainly would

have been more popular had his manner been a thought more courteous:

but the men who rebelled most against his tyranny grumblingly con-

fessed that he was a fiirstrate coxswain.”

30, Hardy, a man little known to the other college men, being a

servitcfr, but a firiend of Tom Brown’s, and, as it transpires afterward,

cwie of the best rowers in the college.

What influence have these details of getting the boat ready before

S«tax^ng, as given 11, 24-48, upon our confidence and sympathy, as

the success of the race? That is, how do they prepare for the

,
yet to come?
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have it foot by foot as I want it. Not too quick; make
the most of it— thatll do. Two and three, just dip your

oars in to give her way.*'

35 The rope paid out steadily, and the boat settled to her

place. But now the wind rose again, and the stern drifted

in toward the bank.

You must back her a bit. Miller, and keep her a little

further out or our oars on stroke side will catch the bank.**

40 So I see ; curse the wind. Back her, one stroke all.

Back her, I say !

*’ shouted Miller.

It is no easy matter to get a crew to back her an inch

just now, particularly as there are in her two men who have

never rowed a race before, except in the torpids, and one

4$ who has never rowed a race in his life.

' However, back she comes ;
the starting-rope slackens in

Miller's left hand, and the stroke, unshipping his oar,

pushes the stem gently out again.

There goes the second gun ! one short minute more, and

50 we are off. Short minute, indeed
!
you wouldn't say so if

you were in the boat, with your heart in your mouth and

trembling all over like a man with the palsy. Those sixty

seconds before the starting-gun in your first race— why,

they are a little lifetime.

,
' '' By Jove, we are drifting in again,” said Miller, in hor-

' m, ,
Tl^e captain looked grim but said nothing

;
it was too

late liow for him to be unshipping again. “ Here, catch

hold of the long boat-hook, and fend her off.”

' —' '
' —^

"
: What irregidarities of expression, «— condensation, exdama-

' indicating a heightened style, and due to what? The

^
easily roused by the successive gun.s, is described again

; #e‘ pent^i:^ life and energy is represented as “ held in

Wit
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Hardy, to whom this was addressed, seized the boat-hook,

and, standing with one foot in the water, pressed the end 6a

of the boat-hook against the gunwale, at the full stretch of

his arm, and so, by main force, kept the stem out. There

was just room for stroke oars to dip, and that was all. The

starting-rope was as taut as a harp-string
;
will Miller’s left

hand hold out ? 65

It is an awful moment. But the coxswain, though al-

most dragged backwards off his seat, is equal to the occa-

sion. He holds his watch in his right hand with the tiller

rope.

" Eight seconds more only. Look out for the flash. 70

Remember, all eyes in the boat.”

There it comes, at last— the flash of the starting-gun.

Long before the sound of the report can roll up the river,

the whole pent-up life and energy which has been held in

leash, as it were, for the last six minutes, is loose, and 75

breaks away with a -bound and a dash which he who has
,

felt it will remember for his life, but the like of which, will

he ever feel again? The starting-ropes drop from the

64. What indication of the writer’s throwing himself into the s^ne?

66 . Is the word awful correctly used? Does the kind of diction

in which the whole is written permit liberties? See Rhet. p, 77,
4*

' ,, %

72-81. As the most intense part of the account, note in these li^->

ljie irregularities of expression due to the emotional and, d^qiptE^'j

fbding. What influence causes the pleonasm, 1. 72? What influfu^^

-attracts the time-clause, 1. 73, to the beginjdng of its sentence?^

,7#. Pent-up,—how does this epithet illustrate Rhtt. p. 158,.

S
’

s, 2 ? Has been held,— is this in concord with its subje^?

;e’t. p. no, 2.- 75 . Is loose,— the verb and its gonstrucfl

as may be, for the sake of rapid cqndqnation,— 76- P'

W'Rhet. p. 169 , 87 is illustrated in this line- How does

I to the description?— 77. What influence .
causes tbe,H^

the next line?— 78-81. Point out the wor^
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coxswain's hands, the oars flash into the water, and gleam

8o on the feather, the spray flies from them, and the boats

leap forward.

The crowds on the bank scatter, and rush along, each

keeping as near as may be to its own boat. Some of the

men on the towing-path, some on the very edge of, often

8s in, the water
;
some slightly in advance, as if they could

help to drag their boat forward
;
some behind, where they

can see the pulling better
;
but all at full speed, in wild

excitement, and shouting at the top of their voices to those

on whom the honor of the college is laid.

90 Well i)ulled, all
! " “ Pick her up there, five I " You’re

gaining every stroke
! ” ‘'Time in the bows !

”
“ Bravo,

St. Ambrose !

”

On they rush by the side of the boats, jostling one

another, stumbling, struggling, and panting along.

9$ For a quarter of a mile along the bank the glorious,

maddening hurly-burly extends, and rolls up the side of the

stream.

.
^ For the first ten strokes, Tom was in too great fear of

making a mistake to feel or hear or see. His whole soul

contain the life and spirit of the passage.— Of this whole paragraph,

p. 72-81^ what is the fitting movement? See Rhet. p. 365, 2. Which
the predominating means of gaining rapidity here, the omission of

details or the manner in which they are given?
, "82-97. The first two lines of this passage cover about all that is actu-

ally narrative in it the rest being descriptive. How b this descriptive

:^eiing indicatedIn the structure of the sentence, 11. 83-.8d?-^S4. On
edge of, often in,— explain the construction by Rhet. p. 159,

What is left to be underwood In It 90-92?— In It 93-
' 9p, point out the descriptive .words, and the w^rds in which sound c<Mf^

^ S^ec'-^What distinction in position of the adverb, I 93?
What% *§ ^ Wbrd'lmr|y4mr|yv t 96 ?
98i.^33.^ p^agraph 1$ distihO^ 1^ n^ld than the
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was glued to the back of the man before him, his one loo

thought to keep time and get his strength into the stroke.

But as the crew settled down into the well-known long sweep,

what we may call consciousness returned
;
and, while every

muscle in his body was straining, and his chest heaved,

and his heart leapt, every nerve seemed to be gathering 105

new life, and his senses to wake into unwonted acuteness.

He caught the scent of wild thyme in the air, and found

room in his brain to wonder how it could have got there,

as he had never seen the plant near the river, or smelt it

before. Though his eye never wandered from the back of no

Diogenes, he seemed to see all things at once. The boat

behind, which seemed to be gaining
;
— it was all he could

do to prevent himself from quickening on the stroke as he

fancied that
;
— the eager face of Miller, with his com-

pressed lips, and eyes fixed so earnestly ahead that Tom ns

could almost feel the glance passing over his right shoulder

;

style of the paragraphs preceding it, being a kind of interlude of quieter

description by way of taking breath. This is manifest in the diction

by/ the fewer irregularities, the fuller constructions, and the less intense

suggestiveness of individual words.— 100. What striking trope in this

line, and what is the use of it?— 103. What we may call conacioua-

fteae,—why the amplitude, instead of merely the last quoted word?—
Wliat implied antithesis in 11. 103-106?— How does this description

of a mental state, 11. 107-125, exemplify Rhet. p. 348, 3, and what

accessories does it employ? What name would you give to the mental

state described? — 111. Biogenes, — thus described earlier in the

bcK)k: He was a heavy, burly man, naturally awkward in his move-

ment, but gifted with a sort of steady, dogged enthusiasm, and by dint

cfhard and constant training had made himself into a most useful oar,

ftt for any place in the middle of the boat. ... He was the most good-

tjaptired man in . the world, very badly dressed, very short-sighted, and

. everybody ‘ old fellow.’ His name was simple Smith, generally

ss Diogenes Smith, from an eccentric habit which he had of
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the flying banks and the shouting crow<I ; see them with

his bodily eyes he could not, but he knew, nevertheless

that Grey had been upset and nearly roller! tlnwn the hank
laointo the water in the first humlred yards, that Jack was

bounding and scrambling and harking along by the very

edge of the stream
; above all, he was just as well aware

as if he had been looking at it, of a slalw.ul form in cap
and gown, bounding along, brandishing the long Isint-hook,

tag and always keeping just opposite the boat ; anrl amid all

the Babel of voices, and the dash anil pulse of the stroke
and the laboring of his own breathing, he heard Hardy's
voice coining to him again and again, ant! clear as if there
had been no other sound in the air, ** Steady, two! ateadyl

Tjo well pulled ! steady, steady.” The voice seemed to give
him strength and keep him to his work. And what work
it was ! he had had many a hard pull in the last six weeks,
but never aught like this.

But it can’t last forever
; men's muscles arc not steel, or

«35 their lungs bulls’ hide, and hearts can’t go on pumping a

making an easy chair of hia hip bath.”— 119. Ghny.— thus described
earlier,' in a conversation between Tom- and Hardy t • You must have
seen him here sometimes in the eveninge.' • Yes. I remember

t the
fellow with a stiff neck, who won’t look you in the fiice.’ • Ay • bet
he is a sterling man at the bottom, I can tell you-'”— UNX
white bulWog, ... a gem in hia wayt for hia brow waa broad and
massivef, and wrinkled sfoout the eyes} hia aldn waa aa line aa a lady'awd his tail taiwr and Hearty aa thin ae a day pipe ; but he had a way^gomg snuzaling about the calves of etranfen which waa not pleaaaot

nfrvoua people.”—133. A, atalewh fom, — the name la ddayed
’ by 127 5 see Rhet. p. 14^, eaaiaplee, a.—Ut,—M ^^(Jeased-foTO to be exphOned by Rbet p. yi. cf. eof

_
-* how is the dfoetivuMm of the detwriptloa aided b»Ae Or, see aleo I..^ A

I "SWT is At coreaet pavtide. An iaHai>
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hundred miles an hour long, without bursting. The St.

.Ambrose boat is well away from the boat behind, there

is a great gap between the accompanying crowds
;
and

now, as they near the Gut, she hangs for a moment or

two in hand, though the roar from the bank grows louder 140

and louder, and Tom is already aware that the St. Am-
brose crowd is melting into the one ahead of them.

“ We must be close to Exeter !
” The thought flashes

into him, and, it would seem, into the rest of the crew at

the same moment
;
for, all at once, the strain seems taken 14s

off their arms again
;
there is no more drag

;
she springs

to the stroke as she did at the start
;
and Miller’s face,

which had darkened for a few seconds, lightens up again.

Miller’s face and attitude are a study. Coiled up into

the smallest possible space, his chin almost resting on his 150

knees, his hands close to his sides, firmly but lightly feel-

ing the rudder, as a good horseman handles the mouth of a

free-going hunter
;

if a coxswain could make a bump by his

own exertions, surely he will do it. No sudden jerks of the

Sti Ambrose rudder will you see, watch as you will from 15s

the bank ;
the boat never hangs through fault of his, but

easily and gracefully rounds every point. ‘'You’re gain-
'-——

mcy that is often carelessly indulged in nowadays.— 135. What strik-

trope gives vigor to the description? Would it be so elfective if

poetic?— 136. aq. It will be noted that the progress of the boat since

the start has not been narrated, but presupposed while the attention of

the reader has been directed to something else
;
and now it is resumed

^scribsd zt a single point. This illustrates how the descriptive ele-

predominates here over the narrative.

•
,

?

‘ ^31^^-148. What descriptive words import vividness and vigor into

* passage, according* to the spirited points of the action? — 145. All

etc.,— observe that a moment of accomplished act is de-

not the act narrated in progress.

What effectiveness and significance are gjdned by inserting
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ing! you're gaining!" he now and then mutters to the

captain, who responds with a wink, keeping his breath for*

i6o other matters. Isn't he grand, the captain, as he comes

forward like lightning, stroke after stroke, his back flat,

his teeth set, his whole frame working from the hips with

the regularity of a machine ? As the space still narrows,

the eyes of the fiery little coxswain flash with excitement,

but he is far too good a judge to hurry the final effort be-

fore the victory is safe in his grasp.

The two crowds are mingled now, and no mistake ;
and

the ishouts come all in a heap over the water : Now, St.

Ambrose, six strokes more." ^‘Now, Exeter, you’re gain-

Vsi^ing; pick her up." ‘‘Mind the Gut, Exeter." “Bravo,

Si. Ambrose!" The water rushes by, still eddying from

the strokes of the boat ahead. Tom fancies now he can

their oars and the workings of their rudder, and the

fiNice of their coxswain. In another moment both boats

^j^e in the Gut, and a perfect storm of shouts reaches them

the crowd, as it rushes madly off to the left to the

&i!^i-bridge, amidst which “ Oh, well steered, well steered,

Ambrose !
” i$ the prevailing cry* Then Miller, mo-

ifeless as a statue till now, lifts his right hand and

the tassel toimd his head. “ Give it her now, boys

;

of just at this place ?— 159 . The captain*s silen<»

.

»Wcoii^ n^c^ssary here; but in general, also, the description of him

ife strok'^ was in general a man of marvellous few words, having

Uses*"imn to’put his breath to — 160-1.63. How
lenthusiasfio description of the captain, so entirely from a stu*

in the auction and its result?— 161. XiHc^

t^e ^j^pdve feeling, in accord-

aq.-^What ^ds ^ condensed and strong
.ej^ression ‘^»et. — 179. Motion^

what succeeds?
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six strokes and we're into them." Old Jervis lays down
that great broad back, and lashes his oar through the water
with the might of a giant, the crew catch him up in another
stroke, the tight new boat answers to the spurt, and Tom
feels a little shock behind him, and then a grating sound, iss

as Miller shouts, '' Unship oars, bow and three
!
" and the

i^ose of the St. Ambrose boat glides quietly up the side of

the Exeter, till it touches their stroke oar.

Take care where you’re coming to." It is the cox-

swain of the bumped boat who speaks. X90

T6m finds himself within a foot or two of him when he

looks round
;
and, being utterly unable to contain his joy,

and yet unwilling to exhibit it before the eyes of a gallant

rival, turns away towards the shore, and begins telegraph-

ing to Hardy.

Now, then, what are you at there in the bows? Cast

her off, quick. Come, look alive ! Push across at once mt
of the way of the other boats."

“I congratulate you, Jervis," says the Exeter stroke,.^

the St. Ambrose boat shoots past him. Do it again

race and I shan’t care."

From Tom Brown at OxforDv

— 182 . Point out the epithets and the trope that are here employed to

heighten the description.— 181-188. What caB for accelerated move-’

ment here? See Rhet. p. 366. Obseh^e that the movement is accei-

* erated here at the end by the omission of interpiediate details j
in 1. 1S4,

for instance, the bumping of the^
,
other boat a)pies immediately after

the beginning of the spurt.

Why is it better, here at the en4 to re^e into a quiet and nnde-

scriptive style, in spite of action? See Rl^l

p. 36B, 4-
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JOSEPH HP:NRY SHORTIIOUSK.

A MYSTERIOUS INCIDENT.

It was two nights after the execution of Lord Strafford.

The guard was set at Whitehall and the “all night ’* served

up. The word for the night was given, and the whole

palace was considered as under the sole command of

fIs^esant, as the esquire in waiting. He had been round

'

’116 the several gates and seen that the courts and ante-

' As the narrative given in the foregoing Selection was dlecuraive, that

centred mostly in description, with die moving and spirited po^

trayal of Its details, so that of the present Selection centres in an action,

hJ* which we look for the balanced and skilful arrangement of its auc-

'^eSaive stages. As therefore the action Itself— what in larger stories

(t^ld be esHeid the supplies the Interwt, what characterialk

p. 370 Md us to for In the style?

;|4?,’ThOU|ii ocowhtf' witida a of a larger work, thia account.

aQ Ite afprwiip, ia complete in itself. The writer’s reascm *ar

;
it, as siw '&e genewd' ttervota tmquiet manifest throughout the

nt, may bi gm&red ipa fl» foSowlag word* In the pangr^th

tog: 't lThaisifcdi a aau^by &» clunor of popular ondaion,

i^v# bdett'ittiustedj triwi, and nancBted In a few daya, wl& no*

t’Mthe lihbht i^rail^ani made on hit behalf bp fab

a^‘ p«Ddt oerMy have produced a terrar and

.MMorp. ’nint thw King

woidd have diou«tit faa

riii Iliad' 3^ the

i;iidl'wdad<WfW have thoeiglit It
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rooms were quiet and clear of idlers, and then came up
into the anteroom outside the privy chamber, and sat down
alone before the fire. In the room beyond him were two

gentlemen of the privy chamber, who slept in small beds lo

drawn across the door opening into the royal bedchamber

beyond. The King was in his room, in bed, but not asleep

;

Lord Abergavenny, the gentleman of the bedchamber in

waiting, was reading Shakespeare to him before he slept.

Inglesant took out a little volume of the classics, of the 15

series printed in Holland, which it was the custom of the

gentlemen of the Court, and those attached to great nobles,

to carry with them to read in antechambers while in wait-

ing. The night was perfectly still, and the whole palace

wrapped in a profound quiet that was almost oppressive to a©,

one who happened to be awake. Inglesant could not read

;

the event that had just occurred, the popular tumults, the

shock of feeling which the royal party had sustained, the

fear and uncertainty of the future, filled his though^'

The responsibility of his post sat on him to-night like^ a
^|

nightmare, and with very unusual force : a sense ot

proaching terror in the midst of the intense silencei^^')

nated him and became almost insupportable. His

filled his mind with images of some possible oversight

of some unseen danger which might be lurking even

in the precincts of the vast rambling palace,

XAnes 1-31. Explain the office of this, first by

369, I . Does this introductory description adnfit detajfe-;;^^

necessary, or at least helpful, to the proper of ihe

How does it answer to the proper styles of an introduction? us

Rl^et. p. 272?— How does the detail, 11. ^7? the

Jhfltiepce has the detail, 11; 19-21, as prepar&ig^ the xnyfiyi^%!^|

do 11. 21-31 illustrate Rhet-v Pr

palace,— give the full foroe of this

Spiet. p. ksS, examples, 3.
,
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Gradually, however, all these images became confused

and the sense of terror dulled, and he was on the point of

falling asleep, when he was startled by the ringing sound

M of arms and the challenge of the yeoman of the guard, on

the landing outside the door. The next instant, a voice,

calm and haughty, which sent a tremor through every

nerve, gave back the word, “Christ." Inglesant started

up and grasped the back of his chair in terror.

4* Gracious Heaven I who was this that knew the word?

In another moment the hangings across the door were

drawn sharply back, and with a quick step, as one who
went stxalgk to where he was expected and had a right to

be^ the intruder entered the antechamber. It wore the

4ilRnn and appearance of Strafford— it waa Strafford— in

dhess, and mien, and step. Taking no heed of Inglesant,

ofOQched back in terror against the carved chimney-piece,^ apparition crossed the room with a quick step, drew
hangings that scremied the door of the privy chamber.

I
Hew do ]]. aa,W IBattrste lUiet. p. 367, The Uoss. MUn,

|||iSnjWis% at they do the csatml tetnre of dw inddent. need to be
^'Idlywdttsa. HowdotheyUhiBtmtsRliet.p.|&|. i?— DoeiLSO

eiqplsla tsmrF—tT. What other cause of hli terror

iro iaftr ftom SOBS a tnom titeouth wreesr awrveP
I, Asoaowluaeto- Thbpwtlealar,«tdlltiooattasttotb•ts^M sad iawotttoe trf’dM osquirs, lAose dsQrh was to gM^

j^|7wdyteti»hi9nseh«8MSB(tfth^ (hwbmaliidsdofs
|l^loCelM!idfib*AaGl«bMsri8er"t “Thejouraqdag Bsooa,aiidths
lli|»ihaas<ffl ei|s«i%yatslfflaMe«eBirsidi aad evetyivbsrs dw Uw
.MpIlMlsiltwh aad'ls theb sppoiatidnst, sad Shsir nstlw «n».

hooMS, bMI mkr «
mrn.wmm «a. mat b ths usa of the

It wmf-How do disdlM#tlvt dMdta, B.

.

l>phiaabohy]liwl.^.-m Wm
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and disappeared. Inglesant recovered in a moment, sprang so

across the room, and followed the figure through the door.

He saw nothing
; but the two gentlemen raised themselves

from their couches, startled by his sudden appearance and

white, scared look, and said, ‘‘What is it, Mr. Esquire?”

Before Inglesant, who stood with eyes and mouth open, ss

the picture of terror, could recover himself, the curtain of

the bedchamber was drawn hastily back, and the Lord

Abergavenny suddenly appeared, saying in a hurried,

startled voice :
—

first occurrence, 1. 42.— 50. And disappeared,— observe that this

is the last that is given in direct narration of the movements of the

apparition ;
the rest is brought out by the words of those present, as

they recount their connection with the scene.

A problem of unity arises
;

for the event in its successive stages

occurred in four different places : the landing outside the door, the

anteroom, the privy chamber, and the royal bedchamber. To have fol-

lowed the apparition from point to point in direct narration would have

shifted and dissipated the scene quite inconsistently with unity of effect

;

yet what occurred in each of these places must in some way be brought

to light. The unity that cannot be preserved by place may, however,

be preserved by the actors and by the manner of recoimting. Which

one of the actors was present in every stage of the event that is directly

narraled? In all these he was the determining agent, or at least the

principal one. In the only parts where he was not, 11. 73-76, 80-88,

what is there in the manner of recounting to subordinate its effect?

liberties have accordingly to be taken with the order of time? See

Itl ra-76, and 78 ;
and compare Rhet. p. 361, 2.

' Another thing also may be noted; the way in which the various

Igelors are subordinated to the event, and to the two principal observers.

actually saw the apparition? How was Lord Abergavenny

filsiled to the occurrence? See 11. 80 sq. How the two gentlemen?

How the guard? 11. 71-76. This subordination makes

stand out with special prominence : Inglesant, as the one

whohi the various incidents came to be known, and the King^

whom the event most concerned.
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6o “ Send for Mayern ; send for Dr. Mayern, the King is

taken very ill 1

”

Inglesant, who by this time was recovered sufficiently to

act, seized the opportunity to escape, and, hurrying through

the antechamber and down the staircase to the guard-room,

«$he found one of the pages, and despatched him for the

Court physician. He then returned to the guard at the

top of the staircase.

“ Has anyone passed ?
” he asked.

“ No,” the man said
; “he had seen no one.”

r> “ Did you challenge no one a moment ago ?
”

The man looked scared, but finally acknowledged what
he feared at first to confess, lest it should be thought he

had been Sleeping at his post,— that he had become sud-

denly conscious of, as it seemed to him, some presence in

« ttie room, and found himself the next moment, to his con-

fusion, challenging the empty space.

Failing to make anything of the man, Inglesant returned

to the privy chamber, where Lord Abergavenny was relat-

what had occurred,

“I was reading to the King,” he repeated, “and His

f^ajesty was very still, and I began to think he was falling

Ipeep, when he suddenly started upright in bed, grasped

book on my knee with one hand, and with ‘the other

i..^bted acrosa the chamber to some object upon which his

, iMift seen no one,"— what modification In the report of

Ithet. p, 1*7, *4),— corresponding to the eratif

^^^p-.lit«atttre?— 73-76, Comparing these lines with’

gather that the man saw heard, as compared

,

become enddenl^ oonsoioas,— is the wwd
Compare l>e Qtdnoey (p. 14), 1. 98 and note,

tbe man,>~l)ow explained by KJhtK-

of Lerd Abergavenny's relatlsl^.-
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gaae was fixed with a wild and horror-stricken look, while 85

he faintly tried to cry out. In a second the terror of the

sight, whatever it was, overcame him, and he fell back on

the bed with a sharp cry.'”

“ Mr. Inglesant saw something,” said both the gentle-

men'at once; “he came in here as you gave the alarm.” 90

“I saw nothing,” said Inglesant; “ whatever frightened

me I must tell the King.”

Dr. Mayern, who lodged in the palace, soon arrived
;
and

as the King was sensible when he came, he merely pre-

stribed some soothing drink, and soon left. The moment 95

he was gone, the King called Abergavenny into the room

alone to him, and questioned him as to what had occurred.

Abergavenny told him all he knew, adding that the esquire

in waiting, Mr. Inglesant, was believed to have seen some-
,

thing by the gentlemen of the privy chamber, whom he^
had aroused. Inglesant was sent for, and found the King •

and Abergavenny alone. He declined to speak before th^‘
j

latter, until the King positively commanded him to do s<^§

Deadly pale, with his eyes on the ground, and speaMi^
with the greatest difficulty, he then told his story ;• ctf

Iligiesant is present, being, so to say, the unifying^elemeftt ia

the story.
‘ ^

On the description of the King, 11, 82*88,- compare note to

“Wliatever it was,— from this it is evident ’thsMi

Mi liothing; see also 1. 122.
. ,

.
-

$9U The postponing of Inglesant’s revelation he

to the King gives opportunity to

'^Ip^^intense and exciting part of the eveiit, in

time it confines the event to the

with it.

- - ' '

^

'"
fWffiT

^ How does the doctor’s vMt,

p. 365, 2? Compare the .brief
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deep silence, his restlessness, the sentry's challenge, and

the apparition that appeared. Here he stopped.

“And this figure," said Abergavenny in a startled

whisper, “did you know who it was }
"

ixo “Yes, I knew him," said the young man; “would to

God I had not."

“ Who was it ?

"

Paler, if possible, than before, and with a violent effort,

Inglesant forced himself to look at the King.

115 A contortion of pain, short but terrible to see, passed

over the King’s face, but he rose from the. chair in which

he sat (for he had risen from the bed and even dressed

himself), and, with that commanding dignity which none

ever assumed better than he, he said,—
*80 **Who was it, Mr. Esquire ?

"

“My Lord Strafford."

Abergavenny stepped back several paces, and covered

his face with his hands. No one spoke. Inglesant dared

not stir, but remained opposite to the King, trembling in

!!^eyery limh, and his eyes upon the ground like a culprit.

' King continued to stand with his commanding air, but

and rigid as a statue; it seemed as though he had

^^l^imgth to command his outward demeanor, but no power

Ifeicies.

iBnstrartes * the skill of modem narration, as compm*ed with

^teE^ent; compare, for instance, th6 narrative repetitions, given in iden-

iu Job i, 6-8, h. 1-3; also i. 13-19.

is made, according to Rhet. p. 367, 2, in 11 . 102.^.

^ How is it shown in the agitation of all thre^l^:

impressive by Abergavenny’s questioning?}

In^esant’s refusal to answer, 11. 91, 102, 114, up<^'
' the end, and'acccordjng to what principle ? -tsii

ie given in the fewest words possibh^'^^
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The silence grew terrible. At last the King was able to 130

rnake^a slight motion with his hand. Inglesant seized the

opportunity, and, bowing to the ground, retired backward to

the door. As he closed the door the King turned towards

Abergavenny, but the room was empty. The King was

left alone. 13s

From John Inglesant.

the reader being already in possession of the story, and this one detail

b^ng all that is necessary to supply the key, so to say, of the whole.

Does the scene that follows this revelation, 11. 122^135, need for its

tecounting any descriptive or heightened language? Why not?
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SIR WALTER SCOTT,

AN HISTORICAL INCIDENT RETOLD,

The following, from Fuller’s “Worthies of England,” is the source from

which we get the well-known incident of Walter Raleigh and the cloak :
—

“ This Captain Raleigh coming out of Ireland to the English C(jurt in good

habit (his clothes being then a considerable part of his estate) found the

Queen walking, till, meeting with a plashy place, she seemed to scruple going

thereon. Presently Raleigh cast and spread his new plush cloak on the

ground; whereon the Queen trod gently, rewarding him afterwards wdth many

suits, for his so free and seasonable tender of so fair a foot cloth. Thus an

advantageous admission into the first notice of a prince is more than half a

degree to preferment.”

[Raleigh, Blount, and Tracy, who are in the service of the Earl of Sussex,

are sent to propitiate Queen Elizabeth, whose displeasure the Earl has through

Raleigh’s agency incurred.]

^‘CoME with me, Tracy, and come you too, Master Walter

Wittypate, that art the cause of our having all this ado.

Let us see if thy neat brain, that frames so many flashy

fireworks, can help out a plain fellow at need with some of

5 thy shrewd devices.’*

The present Selection, besides being a well-constructed story in

itself, exemplifies two important elements in the art of narration.

First, in exhibiting the use made, by an acknowledged master in liis

art, of a pre-existing material already known to us, it exhibits also what

additions, accessories, and colorings are regarded as necessary to give

artistic life to an original narrative-germ, whatever it is.

Secondly, it illustrates the important office that conversation holds

in the structure of a narrative. It was a rule of a recent leading story-
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‘'Never fear, never fear,” exclaimed the youth, “it is I

will help you through— let me but fetch my cloak.”

“Why, thou hast it on thy shoulders,” said Blount—
“ the lad is mazed.”

“No, this is Tracy’s old mantle,” answered Walter; “I lo

go not with thee to court unless as a gentleman should.”

“Why,” said Blount, “ thy braveries are like to dazzle

the eyes of none but some poor groom or porter.”

writer that “ no single word of conversation should ever be introduced

which did not plainly either (i) develop the character speaking, or (2)

forward the plot.” These are at least the two main ends of conversa-

tion
;
and the present Selection will help us to see how they are sub-

served.

In the appended extract from Fuller, Raleigh is represented as “ com-

ing out of Ireland to the English court ”
;
but in order to introduce him

more naturally to Queen Elizabeth, and at the same time make him

fill an important part in his story, Scott has represented him as tempo-

rarily in the service of the Earl of Sussex, one of the leading characters

in the novel of Kenilworth.

A little before the beginning of this Selection Blount and Raleigh

are thus described: “ There was a remarkable contrast in their dress,

appearance, and manners. The attire of the elderly gentleman, a person

as it seemed of quality, and in the prime of life, was very plain and

soldier-like, his stature low, his limbs stout, his bearing ungraceful, and

his features of that kind which express sound common sense, without a

grain of vivacity or imagination. The younger, who seemed about

twenty, or upwards, was clad in the gayest habit used by persons of

quality at the period, wearing a crimson velvet cloak richly ornamented

with lace and embroidery, with a bonnet of the same, encircled with a

gold chain turned three times round it, and secured by a medal. His

hair was adjusted very nearly like that of some fine gentlemen of our

own time, that is, it was combed upwards and made to stand as it were

on end
;
and in his ears he wore a pair of silver ear-rings, having each

a pearl of considerable size. The countenance of this youth, besides

being regularly handsome and accompanied by a fine person, was ani-

mated and striking in a degree that seemed to speak at once the firmness
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“ I know that/* said the youth ; but I am resolved I

cs will have my own cloak, ay, and brush my doublet to boot,

ere I stir forth with you.**

Well, well,’* said Blount, “here is a coil about a doublet

and a cloak— get thyself ready, a God’s name !

”

They were soon launched on the princely bosom of the

so broad Thames, upon which the sun now shone forth in all

its splendor.

“There are two things scarce matched in the universe,”

said Walter to Blount— “the sun in heaven, and the

Thames on the earth.”

*s “The one will light us to Greenwich well enough,” said

Blount, “and the other would take us there a little faster,

if it were ebb tide.”

“ And this is all thou think*st — all thou carest— all thou

deem’st the use of the King of IClcmcnts, and the King of

30 Rivers, to guide three such poor caitiffs, as thyself, and

me, and Tracy, upon an idle journey of courtly ceremony
!”

“It is no errand of my seeking, faith,” replied Blount,

of a decided and the fire of an enterprising character, the power of

reflection, and the promptitude of determination.”

Lines 1-82. In this preliminary conversation, which, witli interspersetl

description serves to introduce the principal scene, we look to see sug-

gested all the elements necessary to the understanding of tiu* story.

What is naturally the first topic of conversation, 11. 1-18, ami what the

good of introducing it? How does it illustrate Rhet. p. 357 ? In the

discussion of it how do Raleigh’s and Blount’s contrasletl characters

reveal themselves?— Bythe short narrative lines, 19-21, anew topit:

of conversation is introduced
; how is it steered to tlic introcluctiot* of

the principal scene, 11. 35-39? What further traits of Raleigh anti

Blount are revealed in the discussion of this topic? Note especially

the contrast, 11 . 22-31.— How does the descriptive paragraph, II. 40-
50, exemplify Rhet. p. 369 , 2 ?— This picture of the Queen’s barge
(see also 11 . 169-171 ) is conformed, so far as it goes, to what trail of
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“and I could excuse both the sun and the Thames the

trouble of carrying me where I have no great mind to go,

and where I expect but dog’s wages for my trouble— and as

by my honor,” he added, looking out from the head of the

boat, “ it seems to me as if our message were a sort of

labor in vain
;
for see, the Queen’s barge lies at the stairs,

as if her Majesty were about to take water.”

It was even so. The royal barge, manned with the 40

queen’s watermen, richly attired in the regal liveries, and

having the banner of England displayed, did indeed lie at

the great stairs which ascended from the river, and along

with it two or three other boats for transporting such part

of her retinue as were not in immediate attendance on the 4s

royal person. The yeomen of the guard, the tallest and

most handsome men whom England could produce, guarded

with their halberds the passage from the palace gate to the

river side, and all seemed in readiness for the Queen’s com-

ing forth, although the day was yet so early. 50

^'By my faith, this bodes us no good,” said Blount
;
“it

must be some perilous cause puts her Grace in motion thus

imtinicously. By my counsel, we were best put back again,

and tell the Earl what we have seen.”

Elizabeth’s character, as revealed in Green (see ante, No. XVIIL), 11 .

34-37? How do 11 . 46-50 conform to Green’s description, 11 . 55-58?

51-54. It will be noticed that in the conversations Scott conforms

his diction with care throughout to the characteristics, real or supposed,

'

of Elizabethan idiom; cf. Rhet. p. 82. This is done partly by catch-

words, as in 11 . 18, 32, 36, 51, 76, where Elizabethan oaths and exple-

tives are used, and partly by old words and idioms. Point out and

explain the archaisms in this paragraph. What supposable old idiom

in 1 . 53?— Notice that the expletives are all attributed to Blount, prob-

ably as an old soldier, while Raleigh’s speech is not only free from them

but of a higher and more refined order than Blount’s.
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55 Tell the Earl what we have seen ! said Walter
;
“why,

what have we seen but a boat, and men with scarlet jerkins,

and halberds in their hands ? Let us do his errand, and tell

him what the Queen says in reply.”

So saying, he caused the boat to be pulled towards a

6o landing-place at some distance from the principal one,

which it would not, at that moment, have been thought

respectful to approach, and jumped on shore, followed,

though with reluctance, by his cautious and timid com-

panions. As they approached the gate of the palace, one

6s of the sergeant porters told them they could not at present

enter, as her Majesty was in the act of coming forth. The

gentlemen used the name of the Earl of Sussex
;
but it

proved no charm to subdue the officer, who alleged in

reply, that it was as much as his post was worth, to dis-

70 obey in the least tittle the commands which he had re-

ceived.

“Nay, I told you as much before,” said Blount
;
“do, I

pray you, my dear Walter, let us take boat and return.”

“Not till I see the Queen come forth,” returned the

75 youth, composedly.

“Thou art mad, stark mad, by the mass!” answered

Blount.

51<-82. In the conversation and narration covered by these lines a

new contrast between Blount and Raleigh comes to light,— what is it?

How is it suggested and set off by antithesis, 11. 78-82? Blount has

•already, in the paragraph preceding tliis Selection, expressed in char-

acteristic words the cause of his fears :
“

‘A plague on it,’ said Blount,

as he descended the stairs, ‘ had he sent me with a cartel to Leicester, 1

think I should have done his errand indifferently well. But to go to

our gracious Sovereign, before whom all words must be lackered over
either with gilding or with sugar, is such a confectionery matter as clean

baffles my poor old English brain.’” But here is a juncture where
Blount’s weakness is Raleigh’s strength; what contrasted mood is
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^'And thou/' said Walter, “art turned coward of the

sudden. I have seen thee face half a score of shag-headed

Irish kernes to thy own share of them, and now thou so

wouldst blink and go back to shun the frown of a fair

lady
!

"

At this moment the gates opened, and ushers began to

issue forth in array, preceded and flanked by the band of

Gentlemen Pensioners. After this, amid a crowd of lords ss

and ladies, yet so disposed around her that she could see

and be seen on all sides, came Elizabeth herself, then in

the prime of womanhood, and in the full glow of what in a

Sovereign was called beauty, and who would in the lowest

rank of life have been truly judged a noble figure, joined to 90

a stinking and commanding physiognomy. She leant on

the arm of Lord Hunsdon, whose relation to her by her

mother’s side often procured him such distinguished marks

of Elizabeth's intimacy.

The young cavalier we have so often mentioned had 95

probably never yet approached so near the person of his

Sovereign, and he pressed forward as far as the line of

warders permitted, in order to avail himself of the present

opportunity. His companion, on the contrary, cursing his

imprudence, kept pulling him backwards, till Walter shoo ' 100

him off impatiently, and letting his rich cloak drop care-

revealed in 11 . 72-75 ? Observe that Blount for once forgets his swag-

having SSt
How do the «lta rf Ma chuaao « *?" " ” Mta.
a« off •'

’'rtorLT

»

ready to enter upon the Incident and ila tesnlta.
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lessly from one shoulder
; a natural action, which served,

however, to display to the best advantage his well-propor-

tioned person. Unhonneting at the same lime, he fixed

105 his eager gaze on the Oueen’s approach, with a mixture of

respectful curiosity, and mtulesi yet ardent admiratiiuu

which suited so well with his fine features, that the

warders, struck with his rich attire and noble counte-

nance, sufferetl him to approach the ground over which the

tto (juoen was to pass, somewhat closer than was permitted to

ortlinary spectators. Thus the adventurous youth sUtod

full in hduabeth's eye,— an eye never indifferent to the

admiration which she deservedly excited among her sub-

jects, or to the fair proportions of external burn which

xts chanced to distinguish any of her courtiers. Accordingly,

she fixed her keen glance on the youth, as she approached

the place where he stood, with a look in which surprise at

his boldness seemed to be unmingled with resentment,

while a trifling accident happened which attracted he!'

xao attention towards him yet more strongly. The night had

been rainy, and just where the young gentleman sUuni. a

small quantity of mud interrupted the
(
Jueenks passage

As she hesitated to pass on, the gallant, throwing his

cloak from his shoulders, laid it on the miry spot, so as to

*95 ensure her stepping over it dryshod. lili/.ahcth looked at

the young man, who accompanied this act of tlevotcil cour«

tesy with a profound reverence, and a blush that overspreuii

The paragraph 11 . 83-94 may be taken as occasion for noting, wh.u

has perhaps already been observed, that Sir Walter Scott's enuiuuu as

a writer lies in his wonderful invention rather than in his style, in ihv

latter, indeed, he is so hasty and careless, sometimes .so lumljcring. ;o

to be, grammatically at least, far from a model. Note, for insUnu

.

86. yet ao disposed,— what is the actual subject of this partit iide.

and what its apparent grammatical subject? Cf. Rhet. p. 1 15, 10. Ihiw
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his whole countenance. The Queen was confused, and
blushed in her turn, nodded her head, hastily passed on,

and embarked in her barge without saying a word. 130

'"Come along, Sir Coxcomb,"' said Blount; "your gay
cloak will need the brush to-day, I wot. Nay, if you had
meant to make a foot-cloth of your mantle, better have
kept Tracy’s old drap-de-bure, which despises all colors.”

“ This cloak,” said the youth, taking it up and folding it, 135

" shall never be brushed while in my possession.”

"And that will not be long, if you learn not a little more
economy— wc shall have you in cuerpo soon, as the Span-

iard says.”

Their discourse was here interrupted by one of the Band 140

of Pensioners.

" I was sent,” said he, after looking at them attentively,

"to a gentleman-who hath no cloak, or a muddy one.

—

You, sir, I think,” addressing the younger cavalier, "are

the man
;
you will please to follow me.” hs

" He is in attendance on me,” said Blount, "on me, the

noble Earl of Sussex’s master of horse.”

" I have nothing to say to that,” answered the messen-

ger
;
" my orders are directly from her Majesty, and con-

cern this gentleman only.” ^so

can the sentence be corrected?— 89. And who, etc.,— see preceding,

p. 73 , note on Huxley, 1. 109 ;
also note p. 87 on Thackeray, 1. 104.

How correct this sentence?— This whole sentence, 11. 85-91 ,
is careless

;

observe, for instance, the crude inaccuracy of “ would have been

truly judged a noble figure^ joined to a striking and commanding physi-^

og?iomy,‘'''— 95. The young cavalier we have sc eften mentioned,

— does this repetition for Raleigh comport with the acquaintance we

may be supposed by this time to have with him? Observe that in 1. 78

he is called Walter. .

In the next paragraph, 11. 95-130, which contains the significant
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Sm ht* walkinl away* fnlluwi‘<l by WaUttT» knivinn

tlu! utiuah In’liiitd, Htuunt*s i*)rH aliiiMst stalling from his

h<'ad with thv i'x< t’ss of his aNUtnishuiont. Al lcnj;th he

vent it iu ati ow tain, il ion “ Who tho j;ooii jure

is^wonhi have llnni^^hl this!*' Ami NJtakin^ his head with a

mysluiious aii\ he walked to liis »iwn boat, urnbaikuth umi

ruturnui! to DupUoid.

The yonn^ eavalier wan* in the nuMinvhile, ),;uidtHi to the

water sitlu by tlu* iVnsiomo, wlm showed him eonsitleruhle

ir<*resiHTt ; a eireuinslame whkh, to }»eisiais in his .situation,

may be eoushlered as an au);nry of no small i'onsequence,

He ushered him into one o( the whei ties whu h lay ready

to attem! the (Jneen’s har^e, which was already |uoeeer!in|.(

up the river, with the aclvanlaf{e of that Hood ! hie, of which,

in the ctnirse of Ihetr dcHeent, Itlount bail complained to

his ussociatcH.

The two rowers used their oars with such ex|Hnlition at

the si)^na1 of the (lenlleman IVnsioncr, that they very soon

brought their little skiff under iht* stern of the yucen's

ip» boat, where she sate beneath an awning, attended by two

or three ladies, and the nohJes of her hinisehold, She

looked more than once at the wherry in which the y«nmg

adventurer was seated, siKike to theme arotiml her, and

stage of the whole account, observe first how approach U nwde to the

central inculcnt, What incident is iiitrcHlured to insure the <jucen*s

attention, 11 . lOO-XCH ?— Compare also Ih n i - 1
1
5 , I low b tlits ctm*

formed to KIii!abi‘th’« character?— sec (Irecn, I. 55, How In even thin

trifilng incident accounted for and made natural?— Itui inlrmluring it

incurred a slight Improliahility, or at least may not have seemed suffi-

cient in itself to insure the Queen’s attention ; how U the prolmhihty

increased, 11 * X07-4.X1?— How b the way to the main incident further

smoothed, h XJK>?— The detail IL i04<»fo6 is tntrodiioed to comport with

Raleigh’s known character
5
compare also U. 354-360. In an appended
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seemed to laugh. At length one of the attendants, by the

Queen’s order apparently, made a sign for the wherry to 175

come alongside, and the young man was desired to step

from his own skiff into the Queen’s barge, which he per-

formed with graceful agility at the fore part of the boat,

and was brought aft to the Queen’s presence, the wherry

at the same time dropping into the rear. The youth under- iSo

went the gaze of Majesty, not the less gracefully, that his

self-possession was mingled with embarrassment. The

muddied cloak still hung upon his arm, and formed the

natural topic with which the Queen introduced the con-

versation.

You have this day spoiled a gay mantle in our service,

young man. We thank you for your service, though the

manner of offering it was unusual, and something bold,

a sovereign’s need,” answered the youth, “it is each

liege man’s duty to be bold.”
^

God’s pity! that was well said, my lord,” said the

Queen, turning to a grave person who sate by her, and

answered with a grave inclination of the head, and some-

thing of a mumbled assent.

“Well, young man, your gallantry shall not go unre- ^95

warded. Go to the wardrobe keeper, and he shall have

note Scott says ; » None of Elizabeth’s conrUers

to make his court to her personal vanity,

the quantity of flattery which she could S
confined in the Tower for some offence and

was about to pass to Greenwich in her b^ge,
Queen of

ing the window, that he might see at L-
his Affections, the most beautiful object w ic

friend) threw

face. The Lieutenant of the Tower (his own p Walter, appar-

himself between his prisoner and the wndo, ^
ently influenced by a fit of unrestrainable passion.
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ortlcrs to supply thv suit which you have cast away in tuir

stjrvicc. Tlu»u shall have a suit, aiul that iil' the newest

cut, I promise thee, on liic w<ml of a princess,”

lou
** May it please your jj^race,” saul WalUa*, hcsitalinj;, “

it

is not for so hunihle a servant ymir Maje.sty to measure

out your bounties; hut if it became im* ttj chui>se
”

**Thou wcaildst have ],^ohl, I warrant me,” said the Onecu,

interrupting him; *Mu‘, younj;' man ! i lake shame to say,

otsthat, in our capital, such ami so various aia* llu^ tneans

thriftless folly, that to ;;’ive ^oU! to ytmih is .i;ivin^ fuel to

fire, anti furnishinj^' them with the means ol selftlestrm-

turn. If I live uml rei|^n, these means t»f unehiistian

excess shall be abrulf^ed. Yet lht>ti inaysl he ptmr/' she

•*o added, *‘or thy parents may he • - It shall l)e j^ohl, if thou

wilt, but thou shalt answer to me for the use on’t,”

Walter waited patiently until the (Jiu'en luul dtme, anti

then modestly assured her, that was still less in his

wish than the raiment her Majesty hat! before offcretl.

•»5 ** How, boy!** said the (Jueen, ** neither ^tihl nor gar-

ment? What is it thou wouldst have t*f me then ?**

*<Only permission, madam ^— if it is not asking tot> high

an honor— permission to wear the cloak which tlid y<»u

this trifling serviced*

be debarred from Heeing hia light, his life, his grxUlcaa! A mitllc

ensued,^/ up for cflect'a sake, In which the !aeuten*uu amt lii» captive

grappled and struggled with fury, — tore each other’n tiair, --ami at

length drew daggers, and were only neparated hy force. The Queen
being. Informed of this scene exhibited by her frantic adorer, it wrought,

as was to be expected, much in favor of the captive I’ahulin* There U
Uttle doubt that his quarrel with the Lieutenant was entirely contrived

for the.purpw which It produced.”— How docs the amplitude of this

whole paragraph lUustmte Rhet, p. 364, i ? - U9. WbUa a triHing

itaoldanti eto.,— Is it feiidtous to subordinate the inirtKluctlon of the
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Permission to wear thine own cloak, thou silly boy! 220

said the Queen.

‘‘It is no longer mine,” said Walter; “when your Maj-

esty's foot touched it, it became a fit mantle for a prince,

but far too rich a one for its former owner.”

The Queen again blushed
;
and endeavored to cover, by *as

laughing, a slight degree of not unpleasing surprise and

confusion.

“ Heard you ever the like, my lords .J* The youth's head

is turned with reading romances— I must know something

of him, that I may send him safe to his friends.—What 230

art thou ?
”

“A gentleman of the household of the Earl of Sussex,

so please your Grace, sent hither with his Master of Horse,

upon a message to your Majesty.”

In a moment the gracious expression which Elizabeth’s 23s

face had hitherto maintained, gave way to an expression of

haughtiness and severity.

“My Lord of Sussex,” she said, “has taught us how to

regard his messages, by the value he places upon ours. We
sent but this morning the physician in ordinary of our 240

chamber, and that at no usual time, understanding his

lordship's illness to be more dangerous than we had be-

main incident, which ha.s been so prepared for, by putting it in a while-

clause? How amend the expres.sioii .so as to bring it out better?—
Compare the actual telling of the incident, for amplitude, with the ex-

tract from Fuller quoted at the beginning.— Observe the number and

variety of the designations of Raleigh, and estimate how they corre.spond

with the circumstances of their introduction
;
see 11. 95, 100, 111, 116,

121, 123, 126. Are they always felicitously chosen, and is it elegant

to vary so constantly?

Scott’s great skill as a story-teller is nowhere more felicitously shown

than in the manner in which he makes one part of the story prepare,
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fore apprehended. There is at no court in Europe a man
more skilled in this holy and most useful science than Dr.

24s Masters, and he came from Us to our subject. Neverthe-

less, he found the gate of Say's Court defended by men
with culverins, as if it had been on the Borders of Scot-

land, not in the vicinity of our court
;
and when he de-

manded admittance in our name, it was stubbornly refused.

230 For this slight of a kindness, which had but too much of

condescension in it, we will receive, at present at least, no

excuse
; and some such we suppose to have been the pur-

port of my Lord of Sussex's message."

This was uttered in a tone, and with a gesture, which

255 made Lord Sussex's friends who were within hearing

tremble. He to whom the speech was addressed, how-

ever, trembled not
;
but with great deference and humility,

as soon as the Queen's passion gave him an opportunity.

whether by direct suggestion or by antithesis, for the other. The

intercalary conversation, 11. 131-139, is steered to what suggestion,

and how does it prepare for the messenger from the Queen? See

Rhet. p. 366 , I. -How does it also illustrate Rhet. p. 367 , 3 ?— The

words exchanged between the messenger and Blount, together with

Blount’s astonishment, 11. 142-157, have what suggestiveness as regards

the importance of what is yet to come? See Rhet. p. 367 , 2 . How is

this suggestiveness further increased, and the nature and result of the

coming interview foreshadowed, in the paragraph, 11. 158-166?

167-185. This paragraph, which seems merely to fill up an inter-

stice in the account, really makes also the last notes of preparation for

the interview. How does it indicate the Queen’s mood? How does it

indicate, in Raleigh’s actions, a predetermination toward the Queen’s

favor, as corresponding with her character?— 183. Observe how the

mention of the cloak— what the Germans would perhaps call the cloak-

motif— serves- at each prominent point as the suggestive unifier and

connecting-link of the story
5
see 11 . 7 , loi, 123 , 183 , 346 .

In the conversation that ensues, which extends to the end of the
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he replied;— ‘‘So please your most gracious Majesty, I

was charged with no apology from the Earl of Sussex/' a6o

“ With what were you then charged, sir ?
” said the

Queen, with the impetuosity which, amid nobler qualities,

strongly marked her character
;

“ was it with a justifica-

tion ?— or, God’s death, with a defiance ?
”

“ Madam," said the young man, “ my Lord of Sussex 26s

knew the offence approached towards treason, and could

think of nothing save of securing the ojBfender, and plac-

ing him in your Majesty’s hands, and at your mercy. The
noble Earl was fast asleep when your most gracious mes-

sage reached him, a potion having been administered to

that purpose by his physician
;
and his Lordship knew

not of the ungracious repulse your Majesty’s royal and

most comfortable message had received, until after he

awoke this morning."

Selection, we look for three main features : i . That on Elizabeth’s side

it comport with the dignity of a queen, and with the historical character

of this queen in particular
;

2. That on Raleigh’s side it comport with

tlie position of a subject, and with the known character of this subject

in particular; 3. That it be conducted, without superfluities, to the

goal, also historically known, of Elizabeth’s complacency and favor.

Of course that it should be worded in the Elizabethan diction goes

without saying
;
also that the words of each interlocutor take their cue

always from what the previous speaker has said.

The introductory topic, as mentioned in 1 . 184
,
suggests itself : the

cloak which has served the queen’s need. How is the naturalness of its

mention still further increased?

191 , How does the Queen’s remark on Raleigh’s answer illustrate

Green, 1 . 38, and what aid is thus given toward the object of the con-

versation?

200-202. The extreme delicacy of Raleigh’s answer recognizes that

it is an indecorum in a subject to demur to the sovereign’s will
;
just as

1, 212 recognizes the indecorum of interrupting her, though she inter-
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ays ‘*And which of his domestics, then, in the name of

Hcuvcn, presumed to reject my message, without even

admitting my own idiysiciun to the presence of him whom
I sent him to attend ?

” said the Queen, much surprised.

“I'he offender, madam, is before you,*' replied Walter,

«8o bowing very low
;

“ the full and sole blame is mine
; and

my, lord has most justly sent me to abye the consequences

of a fault, of which he is as innocent us a sleeping man’s

dreams can be of a waking man’s actions,”

^*What! was it thou?— thou thyself, that repelled my
a85 messenger and my physician from Say’s Court ? ” said the

Queen. “ What could occasion such boldness in one who
seems devoted— that is, whose exterior bearing shows

devotion— to his Sovereign ?
”

** Madam,” said the youth, — who, notwithstanding an

»9o assumed appearance of severity, thought that he saw

rupts him and others freely (IL 203, 322). It will be noted also how

Rdcigh conforms to what Ue Quincoy mentions afterward in the ac-

count of his own interview with royalty :
“ I w:is well aware, before I

saw him [George III.], that in the royal presence, ... I must have

no voice except for ar/swers ; I was to originate nothing myself.’^ The

questions are all asked by the Queen. How are these touches in

Raleigh’s demeanor explained in 11. 350-352?

The Queen’s freedom and impetuosity, as illustrated 11. 203, 215,

22s, 261, 284, and often, compares how with Green’s portrayal of her

character, Green, 11. 23-26, 50-52?— Line 220 may be compared with

Green, 1. 38. — 222-224, This remark again finds the Queen at a pe-

culiarly susceptible point of her character
;
compare Green, 11. 40-43

;

and thus 1^, by a limited display of his own character he has evidently

reached a high position in her esteem. Raleigh has already been repre-

sented, in what precedes our Selection, as desiring court favor: in this

skilfully managed conversation, and in his refusal of all substantial

reward, does Scott regard him as playing a party and shrewdly adapt-

ing himself to what he knows of the Queen’s peculiarities, or is he also
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something in the Queen’s face that resembled not im-

placability,— “ we say in our country, that the physician

is for the time the liege sovereign of his patient. Now, my
noble master was then under dominion of a leach, by whose
advice he hath greatly profited, who had issued his com- 295

mands that his patient should not that night be disturbed,

on the veiy peril of his life.”

'' Thy master hath trusted some false varlet of an em-

piric,” said the Queen.

I know not, madam, but by the fact, that he is now 300

— this very morning— awakened much refreshed and

strengthened, from the only sleep he hath had for many
hours.”

The nobles looked at each other, but more with the pur-

pose to see what each thought of this news, than to ex- 305

change any remarks on what had happened. The Queen

sincere ? Compare the poetic trait in his character, as revealed in 11. 22-

31, and the following, from the preceding chapter: “The look of the

younger gallant had in it something imaginative
;
he was sunk in reverie,

and it seemed as if the empty space of air betwixt him and the wall

were the stage of a theatre on which his fancy was mustering his own
dramatis personce^ and treated him with sights far different from those

which his awakened and earthly vision could have offered.”

But there remains an important part of the story unsatisfied (com-

pare note at beginning)
;
nor has Raleigh yet displayed the more manly

and brave side of his character. How is this effected in the section of

conversation, 11. 230-288? On what suggestion is the current of con-

versation turned into the new channel?— The Queen’s words and

demeanor, 11, 250-256, seem suddenly to cut; off all conciliation
;

fur-

nishing therefore what test for Raleigh’s character and what task for

his tact to meet?— Illustrate 11. 254-256 by Green, 11. 25-31.— What
antithesis is thus prepared, to set off the succeeding?— What traits of

character are revealed in Raleigh’.s words, 11. 259-260
;
265-274; 279-

283? What evidence, in U. 289-292 that this conduct was not without
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answered hastily, and without affecting to disguise her sat.

isfaction, " Ky my wonl, I am glad he is better. Hut thou

wert over bold to <leny the access of my Doctor Masters.

3,0 Know’st thou not that Holy Writ saith, ‘ in the multitude

of counsel there is safety ’ ?”

“ Ay, madam," said Walter, “ but I have heard learned

men say, that the .safety s})oken of is for the physicians,

not for the patient."

3,s
" By my faith, child, thou hast pushed me home," said

the (Jiieen, laughing ;
“ for my I lehrew learning does not

come quite at a call. — Htiw say you, my Lor<i of Lincoln ?

Hath the lad given a just interpretation of the text

“ The word sa/rfy, my most gracious jmwlam," said the

3M Bishop of Lincoln, “ for so hath been translated, it may be

somewhat hastily, the Hebrew word, being— "

" My Lord," said the Queen, interrupting him, "we said

we had forgotten our Hebrew.— But for thee, young man,

what is thy name and birth ?

"

315 " Raleigh is my name, most gracious Queen, the young-

est son of a large but honorable family of Devonshire."

“Raleigh?" said lilizabeth, after a moment’s recollec-

tion, “have we not heard of your service in Ireland?"

a calculated wisdom, frankly appealing to the stronger and nobler side

of the Queen's character? With this latter, compare Green, 11. 74-76,

«9S-«99-

The section of conversation, 11. 289-333, reveals Raleigh's rntdlness

In resource and his wit In retort ;
— how are these qu^itics Illustrated,

for instance, in It. 300-303 and 312-3014? Both of these would appeal

strongly to Elizabeth.— How are his own lightness and wU set off by

contrast la the answer of the Bishop of Uncoln. U. 319-821? Whjrt

assumed character comes to light in these last few words?— The whde

passage about Hebrew Illustrates, by allusion, what accompUalunent at

Ellza^th? Sea Green, 11 . 7- 13 .
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have been so fortunate as to do some service there,

madam,” replied Raleigh, ‘‘scarce, however, of consequence 330

sufficient to reach your Grace’s ears.”

“They hear farther than you think of,” said the Queen,

graciously, “and have heard of a youth who defended a

ford in Shannon against a whole band of wild Irish rebels,

until the stream ran purple with their blood and his own.” 335

y “Some blood I may have lost,” said the youth looking

down, but it was where my best is due
;
and that is in

your Majesty’s service.”

The Queen paused and then said hastily, “You are very

young to have fought so well, and to speak so well. But 340

you must not escape your penance for turning back Mas-

ters— the poor man hath caught cold on the river; for

our order reached him when he was just returned from

certain visits in London, and he held it matter of loyalty

and conscience instantly to set forth again. So hark ye, 345

Master Raleigh, see thou fail not to wear thy muddy cloak,,

in token of penitence, till our pleasure be farther known.

And here,” she added, giving him a jewel of gold, in the

form of a chess-man, “ I give thee this to wear at the collar.”

Raleigh, to whom nature had taught intuitively, as it 350

were, those courtly arts which many scarce acquire from

long experience, knelt, and, as he took from her hand the

In the concluding section of the conversation, II. 323-349, the story

is conducted to its termination and result. How is this section con-

nected with the preceding? What does it reveal of Raleigh’s character

and what of Elizabeth’s?— 326. Large but honorable, — is this a

n?itol adversative relation? See Rhet. p. 142 , 45 340. What indi-

cation In this line of what Scott evidently intended in the character of

BhHgh’s conversation ? — Does the penance inflicted by the Queen

346) indicate to some degree that she was sensible to his delicate

galfanijy? Compare 1 . 220.
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jewel, kissed the fingers which gave it. He knew, per-

haps, better than almost any of the courtiers who sur-

iss rounded her, how to mix the devotion claimed by the

Queen, with the gallantry due to her personal beauty—
and in this, his first attempt to unite them, he succeeded

so well, as at once to gratify Elizabeth’s personal vanity,

and her love of power.
From Kenilworth.

What indication, in 11. 354-360, of Scott’s design in retelling this

incident of Raleigh and the cloak? How does the story illustrate each

of the two elements here represented as successfully united? What

evidence of skilful design displayed in the beginning,— skilful as adapted

to illustrate the character of both Raleigh and the Queen,— in making

him one of the household of the Earl of Sussex at this juncture?
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JOHN STUART MILL.

THK MEANING OF THE TERM NATURE.

Nature, natural, and the group of words derived from

them, or allied to them in etymology, have at all times

filled a great place in the thoughts and taken a strong hold

on the feelings of mankind. That they should have done

so is not surprising, when we consider what the words, in s

their primitive and most obvious signification, represent

;

but it is unfortunate that a set of terms which play so

great a part in moral and metaphysical speculation, should

have acquired many meanings different from the primary-

one, yet sufficiently allied to it to admit of confusion, m

The words have thus become entangled in so many foreign

This Selection and the one following are studied as exemplifying

the principles of Exposition; and presuppose a knowledge of the

Rhetoric as far as page 406.

The present Selection illustrates Exposition as applied to the exact

definition of an idea; a definition that is to be constructed with special

care, on account of the importance of the idea, the commonness of the

term used to express it, and the ambiguities inhering in its popular and

ordinary use. We may accordingly call this Philosophical Exposition.

The warrant that the exposition will be conducted careMly, and

the spirit of caution and calm judgment which shodd guide every

one’s work in exposition, are alike found in the habitual method of

Mr. Mill. “ At tfie same time that he was peculiarly deliberate and

slow in forming opinions,” says' his editor, “ he had a special dislike
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associations, mostly of a very powerful and tenacious char-

acter, that they have come to excite, and to be the symbols

of, feelings which their original meaning will by no means

IS justify ; and which have made them one of the most copious

sources of false taste, false philosophy, false morality, and

even bad law.

The most important application of the Socratic Elen-

chus, as exhibited and improved by Plato, consists in dis-

» secting large abstractions of this description ;
fixing down

to a precise definition the meaning which as jwpularly

used they merely shadow forth, and questioning and test-

ing the common ma.xims and opinions in which they bear

a part. It is to be regretted that among the instructive

•5 specimens of this kind of investigation which Plato has

left, and to which subsequent times have been so much

indebted for whatever intellectual clearness they haw
attained, he has not enriched posterity with a dialogue

irepl <j>vaea<!. If the idea denoted by the word had beei^

10 subjected to his searching analysis, and the popular com-

monplaces in which it figures had been submitted to the

to the utterance of half-formed opinions. He declined altogether to be

hurried into premature decision on any point to which he did not thlidc

he had given sufficient time and labor to have exhausted it to the utmost

limit of his own thinking powers. And, in the same way, even after be

had arrived at definite conclusions, he refused to allow the curiosiiy cl

others to force him to the expression of them before he had bestowed

all the elaboration in his power upon their adequate expression, sad

before, therefore, he had subjected to the test of time, not only the co®-

dusious themselves, but also the form in which he had thrown them*’*

The last sentence of this Selection, 11. X46-148, indicates what

jectand what limitation, in making this exposition? What reason is

tqjpareot in the first paragraph, II. 1-17, for making it, and how art Us

impOTtawe and its difficulty indicated? Bein^ the starting-point add

basis ^a long, essay,, cotnprbing 65 pages in the book from which ft |s
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ordeal of his powerful dialectics, his successors probably

would not have rushed, as they speedily did, into modes of

thinking and reasoning of which the fallacious use of that

word formed the corner stone ; a kind of fallacy from 35

which he was himself singularly free.

According to the Platonic method which is stiU. the best

type of such investigations, the first thing to be done with

so vague a term is to ascertain precisely what it means.

It is also a rule of the same method, that the meaning of 40

an abstraction is best sought for in the concrete— of an

universal in the particular. Adopting this course with the

word Nature, the first question must be, what is meant by

the ^‘nature” of a particular object? as of fire, of water,

or of some individual plant or animal ? Evidently the 45

ensemble or aggregate of its powers or properties : the

modes in which it acts on other things (counting among

those things the senses of the observer) and the modes in

which other things act upon it
;
to which, in the case of a

sentient being, must be added, its own capacities of feel- so

ing, or being conscious. The Nature of the thing means

taken, this exposition evidently ought to be the subject of much dis^

crimination and care. .

.

18-436. This paragraph is, merely preliminary to the exposition, xm

contains some things important to be noted.
^

The Sooratic

Blenclins, a kind of argument conducted mainly by searching

sition, and applied most generally to refutation of

notion. Its principal office is very well

abstractions of this description,- what do^
,

as regards their inaccuracy, and what as regards

exactly defining them? -28. A dialogne^
ceming Nature. Plhto’s philosophical

,32. Dialectioa,— derivation and definition.

how important exposition is, as related to a^umentatm; ooB^aie^
. -U. 15-17 for its importance as related to action.
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all this
;
means its entire capacity of exhibiting phenomena.

And since the phenomena which a thing exhibits, however

much they vary in different circumstances, are always the

ss same in the same circumstances, they admit of being

described in general forms of words, which are called the

laws of the thing’s nature. Thus it is a law of the nature

of water that under the mean pressure of the atmosphere

at the level of the sea, it boils at 212® Fahrenheit.

60 As the nature of any given thing is the aggregate of its

powers and properties, so Nature in the abstract is the

aggregate of the powers and properties of all things.

Nature means the sum of all phenomena, together with

the causes which produce them
;

including not only all

6s that happens, but all that is capable of happening
;
the

unused capabilities of causes being as much a part of the

idea of Nature as those which take effect. Since all phe-

nomena which have been sufficiently examined are found

to take place with regularity, each having certain fixed

70 conditions, positive and negative, on the occurrence of

which it invariably happens
;
mankind have been able to

The order pursued in this exposition is the order of investigation, or

inductive; according to Rhet. p. 276, 2, i, what kind of beginning do
we expect? How is this inductive order inculcated in the Platonic

method ?— Point out now, from 11. 42-52, how the word is first partic-

ularized or made concrete. What is the first definition constructed of

it? Can you trace in it the genus and differentia of a logical definition?

See Rhet pp. 387, 388.— How do 11. 4S-51 amplify the definition?

See Rhet p. 390, 2.—How is this amplification then summarized into

anew and perhaps exacter, though less easy definition?— 52, Phe-
nomena,— what is the derivation and definition of this word? How
does this derivation accord with the verb exhibits ?— Evidently this

second and harder definition is introduced as the basis for defining the
related term laws of a thing’s nature

;
construct a definition of this

related term from the data given here.— How do 11. 57-59 exemplify
Rhet. p. 394?
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ascertain, either by direct observation or by reasoning

processes grounded on it, the conditions of the occurrence

of many phenomena
;
and the progress of science mainly

consists in ascertaining those conditions. When discov-7s

ered they can be expressed in general propositions, which

are called laws of the particular phenomenon, and also,

more generally, Laws of Nature. Thus, the truth that all

material objects tend towards one another with a force

directly as their masses and inversely as the square ofso

their distance, is a law of Nature. The proposition that

air and food are necessary to animal life, if it be as we

have good reason to believe, true without exception, is also

a law of nature, though the phenomenon of which it is the

law is special, and not, like gravitation, universal. ss

Nature, then, in this its simplest acceptation, is a col-

lective name for all facts, actual and possible ;
or (to speak

more accurately) a name for the mode, partly known to us

and partly unknown, in which all things take place. For

the word suggests, not so much the multitudinous detail of 90

the phenomena, as the conception which might be formed

From the paragraph, IL 60-85, point out how the foregoing first

definition is repeated and broadened.— How is the second, more^ diffi-

cult, definition repeated and broadened ?— The nature of a particu^

thing is defined as “its entire capacity of exhibiting phenomena ;

beginning the definition of Nature, in general, with “the sum of all

phenomena,” how much more must we add to make it as comprehensive

as the other definition suggests?— Lines 67-78 repeats in more general

terms what definition of the preceding paragraph?— How is edition

by exemplification employed in this paragraph?

that this paragraph corresponds very closely, as to its ide^ and l^ir

grouping, with the previous one; but it represents what fortto stage

in the inductive order which is chosen as the plan

86-95. In this paragraph the two definitions alreadycons^ed 2^
how simplified? -^89. For the word suggests,— the wordfir mdi-
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of their manner of existence as a mental whole, by a mind

possessing a complete knowledge <»f them : to which con-

ception it is the aim of science to raise itself, by successive

95 steps of generalization from experience.

Such, then, is a correct definition <»f the word Nature.

But this definition corresponds only to one of the senses

of that ambiguous term. It is evidently inapplicable to

some of the modes in which the word is familiarly em-

«» ployed. For example, it entirely conflicts with the com-

mon form of speech by which Nature is opposed to Art,

and natural to artificial. For in the scn.se of the word

Nature which has just been defined, and which is the true

scientific sense, Art is as much Nature as anything else ;

xos and everything which is artificial is natural— Art has no

independent powers of its own : Art is but the employ-

ment of the powers of Nature for an end. Phenomena

produced by human agency, no less than those which as

far as we are concerned are spontaneous, depend on the

«xo properties of the elementary forces, or of the elementary

substances and their compounds. The united powers of

cates that a reason is given for a statement preceding ; what do the lines

succeeding, 89-9S, thus explain?— What is here represented as the

object of science?

98. That amblgtiotia tern,— what is the derivation of the wo(d

and why is the term Naiurt so called?— The definition

already given leaves no room for exposition by antithesis (see Rhet.

p. 393) ;
and yet in one of its senses dte word Nature has an antithetic

term,—Art. How, in this first and scientific definition, is Art related

to Natare (IL 102-007) ? How is this distinction amplified, II. 107-118?

*«-How do li 113-128 expound the idea? In each example, trace the

two ddes, man's and nature's. How do laws of nature emerge from

this dUtdnicdon in each case?— 188-180. To what slinide summary
sad explanadenissQ human and andsdc agency reduced here ? 131. A
gjood exaupie of how tike most learned expotitton tends to plainneas
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the whole human race could not create a new property of

matter in general, or of any one of its species. We can

only take advantage for our purposes of the properties

which we find. A ship floats by the same laws of specific ns

gravity and equilibrium, as a tre^ uprooted by the wind

and blown into the water. The corn which men raise for

food, grows and produces its grain by the same laws of

vegetation by which the wild rose and the mountain straw-

berry bring forth their flowers and fruit. A house stands 12a

and holds together by the natural properties, the weight

and cohesion of the materials which compose it : a steam

engine works by the natural expansive force of steam,

exerting a pressure upon one part of a system of arrange-

ments, which pressure, by the mechanical properties of 125

the lever, is transferred from that to another part where

it raises the weight or removes the obstacle brought into

connexion with it. In these and all other artificial opera-

tions the office of man is, as has often been remarked, a

very limited one
;

it consists in moving things into certain 130

places. We move objects, and by doing this, bring some

things into Contact which were separate, or separate others

which were in contact : and by this simple change of place, *

natural forces previously dormant are called into action.

and simpHcity. How is this idea amplified, and how does the amplifi-

cation exemplify Rhet. p. 391, 3?— The definition of Nature given ,

fiilready is thus made to absorb and include all that opposes it, namely,

the idea Art, which is antithetic to some aspects of Nature. j’;

139-148. It remains now merely to make the discrimination betw^"

Meanings, for the sake of which this exposition largely exists.

part, of the larger xdea does the smaller idea of Nature, here given,

(dhde ? Notice that for the definition of this smaller idea, 11.

previous paragraph has been accumulating material. FVpBtt

^efiifition of Nature, what definition would you give to it^
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13s and produce the desired effect. Even the volition which

designs, the intelligence which contrives, and the muscular

force which executes these movements, are themselves

powers of Nature. ,

It thus appears that we must recognize at least two

140 principal meanings in the word Nature. In one sense, it

means all the powers existing in either the outer or the

inner world and everything which takes place by means of

those powers. In another sense, it means, not everything

which happens, but only what takes place without the

*45 agency, or without the voluntary and intentional agency,

of man. This distinction is far from exhausting the am-

biguities of the word
;
but it is the key to most of those

on which important consequences depend.

From Three Essays on Religion: Essay on Nature.

The language of the foregoing exposition, while simple in construc-

tion, sometimes very plain, and never ornamental, uses learned and

philosophical terms freely, and evidently seeks exactness. The main

definition becomes clear largely by repetition (see Rhet. p, 393) ;
trace,

for instance, the different forms that it takes.
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JOHN RUSKIN.

OF THE PATHETIC FALLACY.

[Mr. Ruskin begins with a discussion, somewhat remote from the subject

and therefore omitted here, of the philosophical terms objective and subjective,

the use of which he does not like.]

Now, therefore, putting these tiresome and absurd words

quite out of our way, we may go on at our ease to examine

the point in question,— namely, the difference between

the ordinary, proper, and true appearances of things to us

;

and the extraordinary, or false appearances, when we are s

under the influence of emotion, or contemplative fancy

;

false appearances, I say, as being entirely unconnected

The foregoing Selection has given an example of Exposition put to

its more strict and severe work of defining and discriminating general

ideas, a work which, though nourishing and satisfying to deep thinkers,

is to rapid and indolent readers dry, and indeed does not make much

appeal to the literary sense, apart from the sense for definiteness and

'
accuracy. The present Selection exemplifies the use'of Exposition m
Uterary criticism, addressed to the reader of generd culture, and put in

a style adapted to pve pleasure as well as instruction to alL^

1_9. What is the exact subject of exposition laid down in

tihis paragraph? By what antithetical adjectives are the two sides of the

subject set over against each other? Does the word proper need any

antithesis? What is probably its exact meaning in the author s mmd,

as connected with its derivation? Why does the word false need spe-

cial exegesis, in 11. 7-9 ?- How is this subject explained, Rhet. p. 343.

bottom?— 6. Emotion . . . contemplative fancy,— how does the

Rhetoric (pp. 71, 73) connect these influences with prose style?
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with any real power or character in the object, and only

imputed to it by us.

M For instance—
“ The spendthrift crocus, bursting through the mould

Naked and shivering, with his cup of gold.”

This
^

is very beautiful, and yet very untrue. The crocus

is not a spendthrift, but a hardy plant
;

its yellow is not

IS gold, but saffron. How is it that we enjoy so much the

having it put into our heads that it is anything else than a

plain crocus 1

It is an important question. For, throughout our past

reasonings about art, we have always found that nothing

» could be good or useful, or ultimately pleasurable, which

was untrue. But here is something pleasurable in written

poetry which is nevertheless 2^;ztrue. And what is more.

10-17, To begin with a concrete instance, which is evidently to be

explained, thus leading the subject gradually up to the general idea

expounded, is to adopt what order of procedure? See Rhet. pp. 276-

279. How does this comport with the character of the subject?—
11. The couplet here quoted is from Oliver Wendell Holmes, given,

according to a footnote, at second hand, as “ quoted by Miss Mitford,

in her Recollections of a Literary Life.” “• The several quotations given,
‘

as fer as 1. 104, serve to introduce and illustrate, in a concrete way, the

various aspects of the subject.

And first of all, what question, 1. 15, opens the discussion? Note
how much more hearty and homely interest is given to the subject by
putting the question in plain language instead of philosophical,— ** the

having it put into our heads that,” etc., instead of, e.g. the faUadous
Subjective impression that, etc. It is very largely this employment of

everyday language that makes the present exposition so interesting.

18-25. How is the foregoing question related to the general princi-

ple of trufii ?— 20. W nich. was untrue,— if instead of this expression

we should say ** unless it Was true,” how would the relation of the sue-
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if think over our favorite poetry, we shall find it full of

tMs kind of fallacy, and that we like it all the more for

being so, »s

It will appear also, on consideration of the matter, that

this fallacy is of two principal kinds. Either, as in this

case of the crocus, it is tlie fallacy of wilful fancy, which

involves no real expectation that it will be believed ; or

else it is a fallacy caused by an excited state of the feel- 3^

ings, making us, for the time, more or less irrational. Of

the cheating of the fancy we shall have to speak presently

;

but, in this chapter, I want to examine the nature of the

other error, that which the mind admits, when affected

strongly by emotion. Thus, for instance, in Alton ^

Locke :
—

They rowed her in across the rolling foam—

The cruel, crawling foam,”

The foam is not cruel, neither does it crawl The of

mind which attributes to it these characters « 1^*
creature is one in which the reason

^
unhu^

All violent feelings have the same effert.

in us a falseness in all our impressio^ of

which I would generally characterize as the PatbrtK

Fallacy.”
*

ceeding antithesis, 1. 22, be put iu

fallacy,- here is suggested the main term of the snl^W

define a fallacy-
?r.W«ce(L is after^ id®

27^45 This fallacy, once introanceo, is

^ ° for fttaeat IH1.I1..I, 'XW.

first
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Now wc arc in the habit o£ considering this fallacy as

eminently a character of poetical description, and the

temper of mind in which wc allow it, as one eminently

poetical, because passionate. But, I believe, if wc look

50 well into the mutter, that we shall find tlic greatest poets

do not often admit this kind of falseness,— that it is only

the second order of poets who much delight in it.

Thus, when Dante describes the spirits falling from the

bank of Acheron “ as dead leaves flutter from a bough,"

» he gives the most perfect image possible of their utter

lightness, feebleness, passiveness, and scattering agony of

despair, without, however, for an instant losing his own
clear perception that ihese are souls, and i/iosi are leaves

:

he makes no confusion of one with the other. But when
So Coleridge speaks of

** The one red leaf, the last of Its clan.

That dances as often as dance It can,”

he has a morbid, that is to say, a so far false, idea about

the leaf ; he fancies a life in it, and will, which there are

at the bottom of the page?— What general projKiHltion Is deduced from

this step of exposition, and what general term? Explain the word

psthotio, I. 44, comparing its meaning here with its dcHvatlon.

46-93. Having thus deduced and defined the object expounded, the

author proceeds to give it what place and application in poetical Utent-

turef This leads. In 11. 49-93, to what classification of |x>ets? In a

footnote to this paragraph, Ri»]dn says : '* I admit two orders of poets,

but 00 third
I and by these two orders I mean the Creative (Shahapere,

Ho«n«r, Dante), and Reflective or Perceptive (Wordsworth, Keats.

Tennyson). Bnt both of these must heyfrjr-rate In thetr range, though

their range la different t and with poetry aecond.rate in quality no one

ought to be allowed to trouble mankind.”
93-89. In this paragraph three examples are adduced, as basis for

a succeeding step in die exposition.—What does the quotaUon from
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not; confuses its powerlessness vsritl:i choice, its fading 65

death w ith nierriiiient, and the wind tiat shakes it with

music. Hero, ho^wever, there is some beauty, even in the

morbid passage
;
hut take an instance in Homer and Pope.

"Without the knowledge of Ulysses, £lpenor, his youngest

follower, has fallen from an upper chamber in the Circean 7c

palace, and has Ineen left dead, iinmissed by his leader, or

coimpaaioas, in the haste of their departure. They cross

the sea to the Clmrnerian land; and Ulysses summons the

shades fromTartarus. Uhe first which appears is that of

the lost Elpenor. Ulysses, amazed, and in exactly the 7s

spiirit of hitter and terrified lightness which is seen in

Hcumlet, addresses the spirit with the simple, startl^i

woirds : —
‘ * Elpeuor ! Bow earnest thou under the Shadowy darkness ? Hast

^
tho^ come faster on foot than I in my black ship?”

WEicb Pope renders thus:—
“ O, say, what angry power Elpeaorled

To glide in shades, andwander with the

How c ould thy soul, by realms and seas
^ ^

Outfly the nimble sail, and leave the lagging

I sincerely hope the reader no pleasure ^
int th.e nimbleness of the sail, or the laziness

Owmte exemplify ? Observe ho-w, in his ^
Ua Acheron, the descriptive

5

cswlininates in the striking phrase »oa C^ihrUlee

&>x<* in*ha epitlret?- What d.^ U
lalifv ?— €3. ICorMd,—what is the

Slhlt sense is it used kere?-Jte
contrast

j lie
Ss»«sa. in Hamlet,— the r«*«aicc
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And yet how is it that these conceits are so painful now,

when they have been pleasant to us in the other instances?

go For a very simple reason. They are not a pathetic fal-

lacy at all, for they are put into the mouth of the wrong

passion— a passion which never could possibly have spoken

them— agonized curiosity. Ulysses wants to know the

facts of the matter ;
and the very last" thing his mind

95 could do at the moment would be to pause, or suggest in

any wise what was not a fact. The delay in the first three

lines, and conceit in the last, jar upon us instantly, like the

most frightful discord in music. No poet of true imagi-

native power could possibly have written the passage,

xoo Therefore, we see that the spirit of truth must guide us

in some sort, even in our enjoyment of fallacy. Coleridge’s

fallacy has no discord in it, but Pope’s has set our teeth

on edge. Without farther questioning, I will endeavor to

state the main bearings of this matter,

los The temperament which admits the pathetic fallacy, is,

as I said above, that of a mind and body in some sort too

sc. y., where Hamlet addresses the ghost of his fether, Well said, old

mole ! canst work i’ the ground so fast?’^— 88. Compare the question

here deduced with the question already asked, 1. 15. It denotes, as we

see, an antithetic phase of the subject.

90-99. Compare the answer to the question, as contained in this

paragraph, with the case of the quotation from Coleridge. Why is the

latter more natural and true?— 96. The delay in the first three

lines, -^explain how this delay is effected.— Conceit,— compare 1.

88. What is meant by a conceit

^

as the word is here used?

100-10^. The answer to the foregoing question, like the former (U.

18-22) is related to the principle of truth.— 101. In some sort,— in

what sort, then, as here revealed, must “ the spirit of truth guide us

even in our’ enjoyment of fellacy”?—At this point (1. 104), the con-

crete instances are dll in, to serve as a basis for explaining the main

bearings ” of th^'ppi^ter ;
so here begins the more abstract portion*
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weak to deal fully with what is before them or upon them

;

borne away, or over-clouded, or over-dazzled by emotion

;

and it is a more or less noble state, according to the force

of the emotion which has induced it. For it is no credit no

to a man that he is not morbid or inaccurate in his percep-

tions, when he has no strength of feeling to warp them ;

and it is in general a sign of higher capacity and stand in

the ranks of being, that the emotions should be strong

enough to vanquish, partly, the intellect, and make it ns

believe what they choose. But it is still a grander condi-

tion when the intellect also rises, till it is strong enough

to assert its rule against, or together with, the utmost

efforts of the passions
;
and the whole man stands in an

iron glow, white hot, perhaps, but still strong, and in no- im

wise evaporating; even if he melts, losing none of his

weight.

So, then, we have the three ranks : the man who per-

Lines 105-188 constitute a new section of the exposition, in which the

human mind is estimated according to its relation to the pathetic fel-

lacy, and men are classified on that basis.

105-122. This paragraph works out, in a general way, a basis, or

furnishes material, in a brief psychological study, for the classification.

In the first sentence, 11 . 105-110, to what one cause, *or principle, is- the

.pathetic fiillacy reduced?— 108. What figure of speech do you notice

here, and what does it efiect? Do you see in it a casual exposition,by

division?— 110. For it is no credit,— the word yi?/' indicates that
i

this sentence gives a reason for something ;
what is that something here

accounted for, and is it expressed or implied?—^How do the sentences,

U. 110-122, exemplify Rhet p. 105 ?— Point out, in this paragraph,

how metaphpr and trope are used to make the abstract ideas vivid ;

also personification.— 119-122. In these lines the man is associatel|

with what material, and is the metaphor consistent throughout?—.^

Iron glow,— what is the force of this epithet?
^

y"

^ 123-137. These lines contain the first, or preliminary classifigft^
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ceives rightly, because he does not feel, and to whom the

las primrose is very accurately the primrose, because he does

not love it. Then, secondly, the man who perceives

wrongly, because he feels, and to whom the primrose is

anything else than a primrose : a star, or a sun, or a fairy’s

shield, or a forsaken maiden. And then, lastly, there is

130 the man who perceives rightly in spite of his feelings, and

to whom the primrose is forever nothing else than itself—
a little flower, apprehended in the very plain and leafy fact

of it, whatever and how many soever the associations and

passions may be, that crowd around it. And, in gen-

135 eral, these three classes may be rated in comparative order,

as the men who are not poets at all, and the poets of the

secQnd order, and the poets of the first

;

only, however

great a man may be, there are always some subjects which

ought to throw him off his balance
;
some, by which his

140 poor human capacity of thought should be conquered, and

brought into the inaccurate and vague state of perception,

so that the language of the highest inspiration becomes
broken, obscure, and wild in metaphor, resembling that of

the weaker man, overborne by weaker things.

145 And thus, in full, there are four classes : the men who
fe^l nothing, and therefore see truly; the men who feel

suflScient to include the data given in the previous paragraph, but con-

fessedly incomplete. On what principle of division are men classified?

See Rhet. p. 397 .—How is each member of the division made con-

crete and plain? — Finally, how does he name the three classes ?— 137-
144. What consideration, expressed in these lines, makes it evident
that this preliminary division is not complete? How does this there-

fore, by transgression, illustrate Rhet. p. 398 , i? What 'is the use in

adopting an incomplete division thus deliberately, and completing it

before the reader’s eyes?

145-153. Draw out the division here given, and put it in tabular
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strongly, think weakly, and see untruly (second order of

poets)
;
the men who feel strongly, think strongly, and see

truly (first order of poets)
;
and the men who, strong as

human creatures can be, are yet submitted to influences 150

stronger than they, and see in a sort untruly, because what

they see is inconceivably above them. This last is the

usual condition of prophetic inspiration.

I separate these classes, in order that their character

may be clearly understood ;
but of course they are united *5s

each to the other by imperceptible transitions, and the

same mind, according to the influences to which it is sub-

jected, passes at different times into the various states..

Still, the difference between the great and less man is, on

the whole, chiefly in this point of alterability. That is to ^
say, the one knows too much, and perceives and feels too

much of the past and future, and of all things beside and

around that which immediately affects him, to be in My
wise shaken by it. His mind is made up ,

bis thoug

have an accustomed current; his ways are stcdfast; it

not this or that new sight which will at once unbaJanoe

him. He is tender to impression at the *

rock with deep moss upon it ;
but there is

of him to he moved. The smaller man, wi

form. What is them, in the range

that it is 'complete, that is, that it ^ ame widb

Rhet. p. 399. 3?-How does tjie ^
Rules of Division,

to dwMt »
15«58 What (ct Bfc**. 3^

gards the object

38s). rather

is this ^ of the stoBettat fciwwi.«iii

iuoLpresalou,
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170 degree of sensibility, is at once carried off his feet ;
he

wants to do stnnething he did not want to do before ;
he

views all the universe in a new light through his tears;

he is gay or enthusiastic, melancholy or passionate, as

things come and go to him. Therefore the high creative

T7S poet might even be thought, to a great extent, impassive

(as shallow people think Dante stern), receiving indeed all

feelings to the full, but having a great centre of reflection

and knowledge in which he stands serene, and watches the

feeling, as it "were, from far off.

.80 Dante, in his most intense moods, has entire command

of himself, and can look around calmly, at all moments,

for the image or the word that will best tell what he sees

to the upper or lower world. But Keats and Tennyson,

and the poets of the second order, are generally themselves

18s subdued by the feelings under which they write, or, at

least, write as choosing to be so, and therefore admit cer-

tain expressions and modes of thought which arc in some

sort diseased or false.

Now so long as we see that the frding is true, wc par-

Ls it to be regarded as an ornament?— 169-174. Point out the homely

and evcryd.ay language here used for exjwsitory purpo.se.s,— a good

illustration, but no better than many another in thi.s .same Selection, of

the kind of expression that should be sought for such difficult work.—
174. Therefore,— this .sentence is illative to what preceding idea?

180-188. How does this paragraph exemplify Rhet. p. 394 ?— ISS.

N(»te the .saving clause here, Indicative of earefulness of statement.

Such carefulness is evidence in itself of ])ro.ad thinking; how?

At this point the exposition proper, in its definitions and divisions,

is complete; and from 1, 189 to the end, the treatment consists of a

series of examples and explanations, designed to bring out more dearly

various aspects of the .subject. How ts this object indicated, and com-

prising what features, in 11. 423-426?

189-208, With what aspect of the ca-se does this paragraph deal?
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don, or are even pleased by, the confessed fallacy of sight loo

which it induces : we are pleased, for instance, with those
lines of Kingsley’s, above quoted, not because they falla-

ciously describe foam, but because they faithfully describe
sorrow. But the moment the mind of the speaker becomes
cold, that moment every such expression becomes untrue, 195

as being forever untrue in the external facts. And there
is no greater baseness in literature than the habit of using
these metaphorical expressions in cool blood. An inspired

writer, in full impetuosity of passion, may speak wisely

and truly of raging waves of the sea, foaming out their ooo

own shame”
; but it is only the basest writer who cannot

speak of the sea without talking of '"raging waves,” "re-

morseless floods,” "ravenous billows,” and so forth; and

it is one of the signs of the highest power in a writer to

check all such habits of thought, and to keep his eyes

fixed firmly on the pure fact^ out of which if any feeling

comes to him or his reader, he knows it must be a true

cm«.

To keep to the waves, I forget who it is who represents

a man in despair, desiring that his body may be cast into wa

the sea,

*
" Whose changing mounds andfoam that passed away^

Might mock the eye that questioned where I lay.”

Show how exposition by antithesis and exposition by exemplification

are combined.— 192-194. How does the antithetic statement here

miade illustrate Rhet. p. 349 ?— How do 11. 196-209 corroborate Rhef-

47, rule 15 ?

209. keep to the waves,—a reminiscence, probably, of the

example last recalled to mind, 1 . 191 , with perhaps an indirect allusKm

tp dxe one last quoted, 11 . 79-85 , which, however, is only remote^ as-

sociated with waves. What advantage (see other examples, 1-

8 . ^5-410) in thus preserving paraHeHsm of i^gestkm ie tfe#
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Observe, there is not a single false or even overcharged

M5 expression. " Mound ’’ of the .sea-wave is perfectly .siinj)lc

and true
;

“ changing ” is as familiar as may he ;
“ ft>am

that passed away," strictly literal
; and the whole line

descriptive of the reality with a degree of accuracy which

I know not any other ver.se, in the range of poetry, that

«» altogether equals. For mo.st people have not a distinct

idea of the clumsiness and massiveness of a large wave.

The word "wave" is u.scd too generally of ripples and

breaker!?, and bendings in light drapery or gras.s : it doe.s

not by itself convey a perfect image. Hut the word

»3 “mound" is heavy, large, dark, definite; there is no mis-

taking the kind of wave meant, nor missing the sight of

it. Then the term “ changing " has a peculiar force also.

Most people think of waves as rising and falling. Hut if

they look at the sea carefully, they will perceive that the

>30 waves do not rise and fall. They change. Change both

place and form, but they do not fall
;
one wave goes on,

and on, and still on ; now lower, now higher, now to.ssing

its mane like a horse, now building itself together like a

wall, now shaking, now steady, but still the same wave, till

«35at last it seems struck by something, and changes, one

knows not how,— becomes another wave.

The close of the line insists on this image, and paints it

still more perfectly,— “foam that passed away." Not

pies?— How does the section 11. ai4MiS7, In the kind of exposition em-

ployed, exemplify Rhet. p. 390, 3?— How do II. 247-830 answer to

Rhet. p. 391, 3? What striking metaphor, almost like a personifica-

tion, betrays the writer’s descriptive delight in [mrtm^ng the object?

How does the same figure exemplify Rhet. p. 93, 3?
240, ithe absolQta ooean faot,— how does this substantiate U.

303-208 ? Observe, in order to express himself with exactness and

vigor, both of which qnaUties are here needed, the autiior dims a noun
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merely melting, disappearing, but passing on, out of sight,

on the career of the wave. Then, having put the absolute 340

ocean fact as far as he may before our eyes, the poet leaves

us to feel about it as we may, and to trace for ourselves

the opposite fact,—the image of the green mounds that do

not change, and the white and written stones that do not

pass away
;
and thence to follow out also the associated *4s

images of the calm life with the quiet grave, and the

despairing life with the fading foam :
—

“ Let no man move his bones.”

“ As for Samaria, her king is cut off like the foam upon the water.”

But nothing of this is actually told or pointed out, and 250

the expressions, as they stand, are perfectly severe and

accurate, utterly uninfluenced by the firmly governed emo-

tion of the writer. Even the word “ mock is hardly an

exception, as it may stand merely for “ deceive ** or “ de-

feat,’’ without implying any impersonation of the waves. *55

It may be well, perhaps, to give one or two more in-

stances to show the peculiar dignity possessed by all pas-

into an adjective. It is an epithet employed not for picturesqueness,

but for condensed energy.— 242. And trace for ourselves the op-

posite fact,— what kind of exposition is here employed?— 248, 249,

The two citations here given quite break off the grammatical continuity

;

why are they introduced, and what do they exemplify?

251. Perfectly severe,— what is the exact force of this word, as

here used? How distinguished from accurate, 1. 252 ?—•258-255,

What evidence of care in the study and estimation of words ? There is

no procedure so particular as exposition in measuring and maintaining

the exact suggestion of words, and Ruskin’s exposition is fully worthy

of the requirement.

. 256-259. What is the object in giving the coming instances, and by

what one word best represented? How does this object differ from the

one last in mind (IL 189- 191)?— 256. One or two more instaiice%
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»agcH whirl) thus litnit (hrir c.\|»frssinn l»i thr jiurr fact, and

leave the hearer In gather wh.tl lie * an fnnu it Here is

•«oa notable one from the lU.ol Helen, lonkio^ (rum the

Sca?an gate of Tic»y o%Tr the CJieu.in host, anti telling

Priam the names of its t aptaios. says at last :

*•! see ah ihc other ilarkeynl lorrkfi: tun tv^n | lannui

Caator ami Polltnc, whom one iiiuihri hmr umIi uw they not

i^s foiloweii from (itir Lueihemon, nr luu t)ir^ itHlrnl «oiur in their »ea*

wanderltt); Hhijm, hut ^tU not etitn into ihr iMlilr uf fm }|, fearing

the shame amt the siorn itiat U in nir r*

Then 1 lomcr ;
—

** So she npcike. Hut tlirm, already, the hfe^givinit earth poiuiaiaecl,

§90 there In Lacedneman, In the dear (atlierUnd
'*

Note, here, the high jKictUal truth rarriisrl in the extreme.

The poet has to ajKrak of the earth in H.ulness. hut he will

not let that mulness affect nr change his ihnughls of it

No; though Castor anil Pollux In? ileail, yet Ihc earth is

•rsour mother »till, fruitful, life-giving. 'Phese are the facts

of the thing. I aec nothing else than these, Make what

you will of them, . . .

«*«»oidy otw of the Instances in ciuoted here, ilnmitti the author gives inro;

the second, though a ^ne Instance, de^arnda for its rtfm «iti ilw rrsdehi

understanding of a French poem, of which it qiioicn ihInyHils lines.

On what antithesis does the dreeilvencss of thU Instance

dqwnd? — 8*7ib t7?. Note the dfiset of the short srntonces, and com-

pare Rhct p. tSd, i« The same manner of exprni%lon in employed, it

grsatttr len^, In the commtnl on the French taicm fneniion^ above:

Yes, that Is the &ct td* It Right or wrong, the poti does not say.

What yon may think atxmt It, he doea not know. He has nothing to

do with that There tie the aahea of the dead girl in her chamher*

Thera they dancedi dll the morning, it the Amj^miiiiilorHi of Fiinm^
Make yon wJB of ti.^ Ciir&otti examples jUame, of elto ef

faastanoes ofa fectiBitf kbd on the writer^i namderofeaqpriiik^
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Now in this there is the exact type of the consummate

poetical temperament. For, be it clearly and constantly

remembered, that the greatness of a poet depends upon a8«

the two faculties, acuteness of feeling, and command of

it. A poet is great, first in proportion to the strength of

his passion, and then, that strength being granted, in pro-

portion to his government of it; there being, however,

always a point beyond which it would be inhupaan an4«8s

monstrous if he pushed this government, and, therefore,

a.point at which all feverish and wild fancy becomes just

and true. Thus the destruction of the kingdom of Assyria

cannot be contemplated firmly by a prophet of Israel The

fact is too great, too wonderful. It overthrows him, dashes^
him into a confused element of dreams. All the world is>

to his stunned thought, full of strange voices. Yea, the

fir-trees rejoice at thee, and the cedars of ^

Since thou art gone down to the giuve* no f^ler is

up against us.’’ So, still more, the tho^U
of Deity cannot be borne without this

“ The mountains and the hills shall br<6ak fafh

into singing, and all the trees^
hands.”

277. The instance
^

up about a page and a. V l
278^282. The

very serviceable, .to

before (U.

dta^tions, 11.

i;2 , evidence
‘

with the very

iMc%
Hw Scr^>t«re

IsaM lif. 8 knd Iv.

more

^ jana bodi Us Utumj
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300 But by how much this feeling is noble when it is juati.

fied by the strength of its cause, by so much it is ignoble

when there is not cause enough for it ; anti beyond

other ignobleness is the mere affectation of it, in hardness

of heart. Simply bad writing may alnntsi always, us above

305 noticed, be known by its adoption of these fanciful meta-

phorical expressions, as a sort of current ctuii
;
yet there

is even a worse, at least a more harmful, eonditiim of writ-

ing than this, in which such e.xpre.ssions arc >»ot ignorantly

and feelinglessly caught up, but, by some master, skilful in

310 handling, yet insincere, deliberately wrought out with chill

and studied fancy ; as if we should try to make an tdtl lava

stream look red-hot again, by covering it with ilcail leaves,

or white-hot, with hoar frost.

When Young is lost in veneration, as he dwells on the

3*5 chsiracter of a truly good and holy man, he j>ermit.s himself

for a moment to be overborne by the feeling so far us to

exclaim—
“Where shall I find him? angels, tell me where.
You know him

; he is near you
;
point him out.

3«> Shall I see glories beaming from his brow,
Or trace his footsteps by the rising fiowem?''

Do lines 90-104, preceding, require the further elucidation given to the
idea with which they deal, in 11. 300-461?— 30i. above
—see 11. 194-303.

—

307. A worse, at laaat a more hanafnt,— whsi
is the advanta^ of the second of these words over the first ? Cf. RHct p.
31, note. Whyusethe first at aU, if His to be so Immediately corrected?
30a Are not, eto., bnt, eto.,-note tiw different orders of the

verbs b these two clauses
j what stress is thus effected?— 310.

and stnaied fanoy,— note how much more efifectlve la this epithet
c/ij?/ than the word c<ii4sr would be. Why?— 311.413. Analyse the
figurd here by Rhet. p. 393.
314 sq. TTie quotation from Young n«y be true and right " as re-

gards emotion, but it is not vety remarkable postiy. How d"ini it jUi
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This emotion has a worthy cause, and is thus true and

right But now hear the cold-hearted Pope say to a shep-

herd girl :

—

“ Where’er you walk, cool gales shall fan the glade! 335

Trees, where you sit, shall crowd into a shade

;

Your praise the birds shall chant in every grove,

And winds shall waft it to the powers above.

But would you sing, and rival Orpheus’ strain,

The wondering forests soon should dance again
; 330

The moving mountains hear the powerful call,

And headlong streams hang, listening, in their fall.”

This is not, nor could it for a moment be mistaken for,

the language of passion. It is simple falsehood, uttered

by hypocrisy
;
definite absurdity, rooted in affectation, and 33s

coldly asserted in the teeth of nature and fact. Passion

will indeed go far in deceiving itself ;
but it must be a

strong passion, not the simple wish of a lover to tempt his

mistress to sing. Compare a very closely parallel passage

in Wordsworth, in which the lover has lost his mistress 340

“ Three years had Barbara in her grave been laid.

When thus his moan he made :
—

* Oh, move, thou cottage, from behind yon oak.

Or let the ancient tree uprooted lie,

That in some other way yon smoke 34s

May mount into the sky.

o note, as described and exemplified Rhet. p. 83?-From the forego-

ing it appears that this dtation firom Young is introduced merely to

prepare for and set off by antithesis the succeeding from Pope. —Ex-

actly what does the citation from Pope exemplify?— How do ^e lines,

and especially 11 . 331, 332, exemplify what is said of hyperMe, KJ^t.

p. 00?— What consideration, according to Ruskin, saves &e atatmn

from Wordsworth, U. 341-350, from being overstrained and ludicrous?

Point out exactly what it illustrates.
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‘ If still behind yon pine-tree’s ragged bough,

Headlong, the waterfall must come,

Oh, let it, then, be dumb—
S5Q Be anything, sweet stream, but that which thou art now.’ ”

Here is a cottage to be moved, if not a mountain, and a

waterfall to be silent, if it is not to hang listening
;
but with

what different relation to the mind that contemplates them !

Here, in the extremity of its agony, the soul cries out wildly

355 for relief, which at the same moment it partly knows to be

impossible, but partly believes possible, in a vague impres-

sion that a miracle might be wrought to give relief even to

a less sore distress,— that nature is kind, and God is kind,

and that grief is strong ;
it knows not well what is possible

360 to such grief. To silence a stream, to move a cottage

wall,— one might think it could do as much as that

!

I believe these instances are enough to illustrate the

main point I insist upon respecting the pathetic fallacy,—
that so far as it is a fallacy, it is always the sign of a mor-

3«s bid state of mind, and comparatively of a weak one. Even
in the most inspired prophet it is a sign of the incapacity

of his human sight or thought to bear what has been
revealed to it. In ordinary poetry, if it is found in the

thoughts of the poet himself, it is at once a sign of his

370 belonging to the inferior school
; if in the thoughts of the

characters imagined by him, it is right or wrong according

to the genuineness of the emotion from which it springs

;

always, however, implying necessarily some degree of weak-

ness in the character.

362.r974. In this paragraph the author begins to summarize his

thoL^ht.— 3C!4. a morbid state of mind,— In what sense are we to

take the teem here? It is evidently to be regarded as not in-

eoaskterat widi the possibility of being right as well as wrong (1 . 37

1

).—
878. Borne degree of weaJuaese,— how is this implication related
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Take two most exquisite instances from master hands. 37s

The Jessy of Shenstone, and the Ellen of Wordsworth,

have both been betrayed and deserted. Jessy, in the

course of, her most touching complaint, says :
—

“ If through the garden’s flowery tribes I stray,

Where bloom the jasmines that could once allure, 380
* Hope not to find delight in us,’ they say,

‘ For we are spotless, Jessy, we are pure.’
”

Compare with this some of the words of Ellen :
—

“ * Ah, why,’ said Ellen, sighing to herself,

‘ Why do not words, and kiss, and solemn pledge, 38s

And nature, that is kind in woman’s breast,

And reason, that in man is wise and good.

And fear of Him who is a righteoxis Judge,

—

Why do not these prevail for human life,

To keep two hearts together, that began
. 2^0

Their springtime with one love, and that have need

Of mutual pity and forgiveness, sweet

To grant, or be received
;
while that poor bird

—

,
O, come and-hear him 1 Thou who hast to me

Been faithless, hear him ;
— though a lowly creature, 3^5

One of God’s simple children, that yet know not

The Universal Parent, how he sings

!

As if he wished the firmament of heaven

Should listen, and give back to him the voice

Of his triumphant constancy and love. 40a

The proclamation that he makes, how far

His darkness doth transcend our fickle fight.’
”

to the examples further adduced?— see the explanation of them, 11.

405-421 .— 377. Have both, etc.,'— compare. note onl. 209.—405.

Insuperable,— a rather unusual sense in which to employ the word.

Can you suggest an equivalent? 405-421. Exactly what phase of the

subject do these examples round out and illustrate?
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The perfection of both these passages, as far as regards

truth and tenderness of imagination in the two poets, is

40s quite insuperable. But, of the two characters imagined,

Jessy is weaker than Ellen, exactly in so far as something

appears to her to be in nature which is not. The flowers

do not really reproach her. God meant them to comfort

her, not to taunt her
;
they would do so if she saw them

410 rightly.

Ellen, on the other hand, is quite above the slightest

erring emotion. There is not the barest film of fallacy in

all her thoughts. She reasons as calmly as if she did not

feel. And, although the singing of the bird suggests to

4x5 her the idea of its desiring to be heard in heaven, she does

not for an instant admit any veracity in the thought. As
if,*’ she says,— I know he means nothing of the kind

;

but it does verily seem as if.’* The reader will find, by

examining the rest of the poem, that Ellen’s character

400 is throughout consistent in this clear though passionate

strength.

It then being, I hope, now made clear to the reader in

all respects that the pathetic fallacy is powerful only so far

as it is pathetic, feeble so far as it is fallacious, and, there-

405 fore, that the dominion of Truth is entire, over this, as over

every other natural and just state of the human mind, we
may go on to the subject for the dealing with which this

prefatory inquiry became necessary
;
and why necessary,

we shall see forthwith.
From Modern^ Painters, VoL III.

422-426. Another summary, introduced subordinately, but adding

an important element of definition to the previous one, II. 362-374.

What does it add to that? -7-424. Feeble,— this word stands here, by

way of antithesis to powerful, in 1. 423, as the equivalent of morbid

and weak, 11. 364, 365.—And therefore, etc.,— how does this stun*

manze and complete yrhat is ssdd previously, 11. 100, 101?



NOTES ON EXPOSITION IN PREVIOUS SELECTIONS.

Several of the Selections already given, being expository, may be
profitably studied both for the individual qualities they display, as to
choice and treatment of subject, and for the models of exposition thaV
they afford, to guide and influence other writers. Let us look at a few
of the more prominent features of them.
De Quincey : Pages 8-16.— Quite in accordance with the refined

and refining quality of his mind, De Quincey has chosen a peculiarly

subtle idea to expound. What is it, as gathered from the first para-
graph, 11. 1-9 ?

The exposition groups itself around two questions : i . What object

is to be accomplished (defined in 11. 37-84) ;
and 2 . How the knocking

at the gate works in accomplishing it (set forth in 11 . 84-132 ).

1. In defining the object to be accomplished, what change is to

be wrought in our ordinary view of murder? What gives importance

to the close exposition of the idea of sympathy? Explain 11. 51-53,

together with the note thereon, by Rhet. p. 389 , i. How is this object

necessitated by the claims of poetry?— In the case before us, in order

to satisfy the claims of poetical treatment, what antithesis (notice that

De Quincey views this as an instrument of exposition, 1 . 74) must be

presented, and how does the character of Duncan affect the requirement

of it, as to energy? Exactly what office does De Quincey attribute to

the knocking at the gate (1 . 82) in promoting the object?

2 . In setting forth this office of the knocking at the gate, what means

of exposition is first used, 11. 84r-113? See Rhet. p. 395. Do the two

cases illustrate exactly the same point? Cf. 11. 86 and 99.—What call

is there to labor, as De Quincey evidently does, to make the description

of the city streets, 11. 89-95, particularly vivid, and what kind of expo-

sition does this involve? How does he explain his object, 1. IC^?—
In applying his analogies to the case in hand, on what means of exposi-

tion does he bestow especial labor, in II. 115-124, also 11. 124-132?

See Rhet. p. 593 . Does the importance of these passages in the treat-

ment require such pains ?
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Professor Minto says of De Quincey, “ The great obstacle to his

success in exposition was the want of simplicity. He was ... too

persistently scholastic for the ordinary reader, making an almost osten-

tatious use of logical forms and scientific technicalities.” Can you point

out instances of this over-learnedness, as measured by the requirements

of the subject (which in this case is especially subtle), and as related

to the capacity of the readers to whom such a subject would appeal?

Burke: Pages 18-23.— The idea of National Chivalry, here ex*

pounded, is an idea of very different kind from that treated by De Quin^

cey, and potent in a very different region, so to say, of the human mind.

It is an oi-atorical idea, and we may call this, although occurring in a

discourse published in epistolary form, a good example of oratorical

exposition. We look therefore for the expedients of spoken discourse,

and for the more large and striking expository elements.

The idea being introduced, 1, 18, what step of exposition is first

taken, 11. 18-20? By what means of exposition is this followed, 11. 20-

31? For both of these questions, see Rhet. p. 393 ;
and compare Rhet.

pp. 293, 3, and 292, I. What expository force have the lines 1-18,

which precede the introduction of the idea?

It is only indirectly that the exposition of the idea of National Chiv-

alry enters into the treatment of Burke’s present subject; but the

succeeding paragraphs, by defining its effect in civilization, and the

baneful effect of its opposite on national temper and the, commonwealth,
deepens and broadens our idea of what it is, and what is its importance.

Huxley: Pages 67-75.—What idea has the author to expound?
What means of exposition is used, 11. 9-55? Trace it. — How is expo-

sition by definition employed, 11. 122-136? Explain by Rhet, p. 391, 3»

Newmein: Pages 76^0.— Trace the analogy, 11. 1-45, and evolve

from it a definition of the author’s idea. — How is the paragraph,

II, 46-68, related to the exposition of the idea? Does it set it forth

directly?— How is the analogy modified in the paragraph, 11. 69-83,
and what different phase of the idea does it elucidate, as compared with
the first paragraph?

Addison: Pages 141-146.— How does the exposition of the ob-
verse enter into the presentation of Addison’s idea?—-What is the most
useful and striking means of exposition that he employs, in the first

paragraph? By what expository means is the i^ubject finished and
applied?
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JOHN TYNDALL.

THE METEORIC THEORY OF THE SUN’s HEAT.

If we know the velocity and weight of any projectile, we
can calculate with ease the amount of heat developed by

the destruction of its moving force. For example, know-

ing as we do the weight of the earth and the velocity with

which it moves through space, a simple calculation enables 5

us to state the exact amount of heat which would be de-

veloped, supposing the earth to strike against a target

The principles of Argumentation are so numerous and complex

that it would take much more space than this Handbook has at com-

mand to exemplify them all. Some of the more usual and important

aspects of the subject, however, will be studied in this Selection and

the one following ;
which presuppose a knowledge of the Rhetoric as

far as page 446.

The present Selection exemplifies some of the procedures of an

Inductive Argument (Rhet. pp. 416-423), as applied to scientific m-

vestigation. The argument invites our study as literature, its am
being not only scholarly but popular ; or, as the author defines the aim

of the book from which it is taken, «to combine soundness of matter

with a style which should arouse interest and sympathy, in pers-mas

cultured in science.”
'

It may thus be redded as a fair ^)ecimen of^
kind of writing which has done, so much in this century to po^ifeme

scientific culture and modes of fiiought-
.

*

-u •

For what basis do we look, according to Rhet. p.

ning of our induction? How is this in B. 2^^,

Is the argument to be ds or « po^morif See Rhet p. 417-

A hypothesis is not “made up out of whole cloth ” ^ there are always
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strong enough to stop its motimi. We rou!*l tell, forex-

amjile, the miinber »tf «legrees whieh this .-tinouiit of heat

lowouhl impart to a globe of water etpial to the earth in size.

Mayer and Helmholt/. have made lliis laliulation, and

found that the quantity »tf heat which would be generated

by this ccdossal shock wotdil be ipiite .suirieieni, not only

to fuse the entire earth, but to reduce it. in great part, to

IS vapor. Thus, by the simple stopp.tge of the eaith in its

orbit, “the dements” might be caused “to melt with for.

vent heat,” The amount of heat thus deve!u|H'tl would be

equal to tlwt tleriverl from the combustion of fourteen

globes of coal, each eipial to the earth in magnitude. And
“if, after the stoppage of its motion, the earth should fall

into the sun, as it assuredly would, the amount uf heat

generated by the blow would be et|ual to that developed

by the combustion of 5,600 worlds of solid carbon.

Knowledge luch as that which you now ]his.hcsh has

•s caused philosophers, in speculating cm the iniKie in which

the sun’s power is maintained, to supiHise the solar heat

and light to be causeti by the showering down of meteoric

matter upon the sun’s surface. The Zodiacal Light is sup*

posed to be a cloud of meteorites, and from it, it has been

some hurts, lying on the sor&ce iw it were, that go to make It to some
degree probable. How does the first tiaragraph, II. 1*33. (.cinuibute lo

such probsbiUty I Does it deal with an actual raiMc, nr with a poMiibie

one? Does it deal with a otuae which, If actual, would lie adequate to

ptwduce the known efl^? Exactly what, then, may we infer aa look-

ing toward the hypothwia here laid down?
What phenomenon Ii so accounted for here aa to give color

to the theory here propoanded? la thU In Itself a conclusive Indica-

tion? Mow would you define Its nature, from Rhet. p. 419 ? How
does the midior manheat toward this argument the caution inculcated

Rhet. p. 419 ? From U. 38-88, in what Him of questioning must the

ttreagth ofdm Isveatigatlm be spent?
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imagined, the rain of meteoric matter was derived. Now, 30

whatever be the value of this speculation, it is to be borne

in mind that the pouring down of meteors in the way indi-

cated would be competent to produce the light and Ifeat of

the sun. I shall develop the theory on a future occasion.

With regard to its probable truth or fallacy, it is not neces- 35

sary that I should offer an opinion ;
the theory deals with

a cause which, if in sufficient operation, would certainly be

competent to produce the effects ascribed' to it.

* ^ *

The total amount of solar heat received by the earth in

a year, if distributed uniformly over the earth’s surface, 40

would be sufficient to liquefy a layer of ice one hundred

feet thick, and covering the whole earth. It would also

heat an ocean of fresh water sixty-six miles deep, from

the temperature of melting ice to the temperature ''of

ebullition.

Knowing thus the annual receipt of the earth, we cm
calculate the entire quantity of heat emitted by the sun in

a year. Conceive a hollow sphere to surround the sun, its

.centre being the sun’s centre, and its surface at the dis-

tance of the earth from the sun. The section of the earth 5°

This first part of treatment, which lays down the hypothesis and

shows what makes it antecedently probable, is taken from the y part

of the treatise
;
what follows, taken from near the end of the to ume, is

the fulfilment of the promise made in line 34.

In order to reason rightly firom a known effect to its nn imwn

two things must be presented with care and dearness : i. E^ctlythe

extent of the effect to be accounted fiw; 2. The adequacy of the pos^

lated cause to account for it ^ 1 •

With which of these do II. 3»-64 deal? How does the author s

expressed at the beginning, explain the fnanijer in

estimates, in terms of combustion, liqnefection, and ebuHition, iMte^

of by some scientific unit? Why expressed in seyeral ways? Trace
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cut l)y this surfaiv is, to the whole area of the hollow

sphere, as i : 2,3(H),t3(X),txx); heiiee, the qu.imity of solar

heat interceptetl by the earth is only nnoan’oBaao of the

total radiation.

S5 The heat cmitte<l hy the sun, il used to melt .1 stratum

of ice applied to the sun’.s stirfaie, would litpiefy the icc

at the rate of 2,400 feet an hour. It would Isnl, jK’r

hour, 700,000 millions of cubic miles of ice ccild water,

Expressed in another form, the heat >;iven out by the .sun,

6a per hour, is equal to that which would be );enerateil hy the

combustion of a layer of solid coal, ten feel thick, entirely

surrounding the sun ; hence, the heat emitted in a year is

equal to that which would be prinlucctl by the comhuslion

of a layer of coal .seventeen miles in thickness.

65 Thi.s, then, is the sun’s exfK*nditiire which has l>ccn

going on for ages, without our being able, in historic limes,

to detect the loss. When the tolling of a bell is heanl at

a distance, the sonorous vibrations are quickly wasted, and

renewed strokes are nece8.sary to maintain the sound. Like

ro the bell—
“ Die Sonne tiint nach alter Wclue."

But how is its tone sustained ? How is the {Krrennial loss

made good? We are apt to overlook the wonderful in

the common. Possibly to many of us— and even to siimc

noi the most enlightened among us— the sun appears as

what part each of the three paragraphs in these lines fulfils ks working

out the general object.

Unea <^70 draw the conclusion of the fraregoing stage of the ugw
ment, and suggest byan analogy the condition of things to be npiained.

Is the analogy of use, either as exposidon or aigumeai, or otherwise

than as a means of increasing the literary Intereetf ~Tiw Uernwi
station, whieh is the first line of the ProlognB to Uoetiw% Feoet,

means “ The sm somuJa after the andent nwniiar.’*
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a fire, differing from our terrestrial fires only in the

magnitude and intensity of its combustion. But what is

the burning matter which can thus maintain itself ? All

that we know of cosmical phenomena declares our brother-

hood with the sun— affirms that the same constituents so

enter into the composition of his mass as those already

known to chemistry. But no earthly substance with which

we are acquainted— no substance which the fall of meteors

has landed on the earth— would be at all competent to

maintain the sun’s combustion. The chemical energy of 8$

such substances would be too weak, and their dissipation

too speedy. Were the sun a block of burning coal, and

were it supplied with oxygen sufficient for the observed

emission, it would be utterly consumed in five thousand

years. On the other hand, to imagine it a body originally

endowed with a store of heat— a hot globe now cooling

necessitates the ascription to it of qualities wholly different

from those possessed by terrestrial matter. If we knew

the specific heat of the sun, we could calculate its rate ol

cooling. Assuming the specific heat to be the same asss

that of water— the terrestrial substance which possess

the highest specific heat^— at its present rate of einissw0^

the entire mass of the sun would cool down 15,000
®

in five thousand years. In short,, if the sun be formed of

matter like our own, some means must exist of

to it its wasted power.
^ .

The question being propounded. 11. 72, 73, a ^
inquiry would be to ask wbeth^ there may^ sow ^aer aiBSwer

the one under consideration. \ ^
‘ AQCordxngly,whatis

how explained by Rhet. p. 43*? 1' "

, Beginning with, the saj^itten appatyt^ aadst mm
^

,
Rhet. p.44*,bottom)^oawhat
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The facts arc so extraordinary, that the siihcrcnt hy.

pothesis rc}(arding them must appear wild. The »im we

know rotates upon hi.s axis once in about twenty- five «lay.s;

**5 and the notion has been entertained that the friction of the

periphery of this wheel against something in surrounding

space produces the light and heat. But what forms the

brake, and by what agency is it held, while it mbs against

the sun ? Granting, moreover, the existence of the brake,

»» we calculate the total amount of heat which the sun could

generate by such friction. We know his mass ; we know

his time of rotation ; we know the mechanical equivalent

of heat; and, from these data, we can deduce, with cer-

tainty, that the force of rotation, if entirely converted into

«>s heat, would cover less than two centuries of emtssiui,

There is nothing hypothetical in this calculation.

I have already allutled to another theory, which, however

bold it may at first sight appear, deserves our serious atten-

tion—the Meteoric Theory of the Sun. Kepler's celebrated

w» statement, that “there are more comets In the heavens

than fish in the ocean," implies that a small portion only

of the total number of comets belonging to our system are

seen from the earth. But, besides comets, and planets,

. and moons, a numerous class of bodies belong to our sys-

ble answer suggested in II. 74-90? How does it come Into ooUisloo

with observed &cts?— What is the second supponldon, U. 90-Mi, and

what consideration rules it out?— What is the force in assuming tbesiin^

^«cliic heat to be the same aa that of water?— Observe, in U. 90, 01,

how scientific modes of expression are simplified for ordinary rendti*.

Another example is seen below, in 11. 107-409, —M. If Uw nut be
fonaed of matter like onr own,— this condltiott ia Um only bash

on wh!& the author can reason ; what cdor haa he for it, as expressed
above, U. 78, 79 ? It will be oburved, accofdhqdy* <^1 solar ptie-

Bonena throui^iout the argument we esdnated by standards afibeded
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tem, which, from their smallness, might be regarded as i^s

cosmical atoms. Like the planets and the comets, these

smaller asteroids obey the law of gravity, and revolve in

elliptic orbits round the sun. It is they which, when they
come within the earth’s atmosphere, and are fired by fric-

tion, appear to us as meteors and falling stars . 13a

On a bright night, twenty minutes rarely pass at any
part of the earth’s surface without the* appearance of at

least one meteor. Twice a year (on the 12th of August
and 14th of November) they appear in enormous numbers.

During nine hours in Boston, when they were described 13s

as falling as thick as snow-flakes, 240,000 meteors were

observed. The number falling in a year might, perhaps,

be estimated at hundreds or thousands of millions, and

even these would constitute but a small portion of the total

by phenomena of the earth
;
aside from these there is no intelligible

basis of comparison.

What is the third supposition, 11. 102-116, and how invalidated?

What does the last sentence, 1. 116, imply as to the condusiveness of

the consideration against it?

The way being thus cleared by the removal of more plausible but

untenable theories, we majy advance without obstacle to the statement,

more in full, of the hypothesis already propounded. What attitude

toward the argument does the author profess (see U. 117, 118; 201-

206), and how does it agree with Rhet. p. 417?— 117. I have already

alluded, etc.,— see above, 1. 34, and note on that part of the treat-

ment.— 119. It is quite in accord with the literary habit of our author’s

mind, as well as vdth his object, that he should begin his statement

with this striking assertion from Kepler
;
see similar instances of popu-

lar treatment, 11. 16, 71.— Also it is natural and necessary that he

should begin with an observed fact, and work as far as .possible in the

realm of observed facts. What parallel does the earth fhrnish, 11, 128-

130, to make our hypothesis more natural?— 125. Might be regarded

as cosmical atoms, — derivation and meaning of cosmical

f

How
different from ordinary atoms? To the readers of the whole v<tone
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MO crowd of asteroids that circulate round the sun. From
the phenomena »if HkIu an<l heat, and by direct tdiserva-

tions on Kneke’s comet, we learn that the universe is filled

by a rcsistinij; medium, thruuj'h the fiii tion ol which all

the masses of our system are drawn gradually towani the

Mjsun, And though the larger planets show, in historic

times, no diminution of their periods of revedution, it may
be otherwise with the smailer bodies. In the time re-

quired for the mean distance of the earth to alter a single

yard, a small asteroiil may have appnmehed thousands of

‘SO miles nearer to the sun.

Following up these reflections, wc should be led to the

conclusion that, while an immeastirahle stream of |>ondcrab]e

meteoric matter moves unceasingly toward the snn, it must
augment in density as it approaches its centre of converg-

from which thin arKument in Ukert, an tllunlnition anil rnrrniKinUion of

our theory la nupplled In an earlier neetlon, to which these wonln or
OB oltualon. •* Our theory," he *ay», •• In applicable not only to nuns

and planets, but equally so to atoms. Miwt of you know the ncientlfic

history of the diamond— thst Newton, antedadna inleUectuolly the

discoveriea of modem chemistry, pronounced It to be an unctuous or

combuatlble substance. Everybody now knosni that this brilliant gem
is composed of the isune suUtsnce ss common chsrcoal, grsphite, or

plurabs^. A diamond is pure carbon, and carbon burnn In oxygen.
Hew is a diamond, held frist In s loop of plslinum-wire j heating the

gem to wdnest In this flanw, 1 plunge It into thU jar, which coDtsins

oxygen gas. See how it brightens on entering the jar of oxygen, and
qnw It glows, like a litde star, with s pure white light. How ore we to

frptre the nction here going on? Exatnly as you would present to your
minds the Idea of meteorites showering down upon the sun. The con-

cepdota ore, In quality, the same, and to the intellect the cme la not

mow dUkult than the other. You aw to figan the atoms of oxygen
showering against this diamond on aU lidea nwy are urged toward
It by what is called diemical eflinity; but thle frwee, made dear, pre-

•eats hoelfto the mindn pure ettractidn, of the aaoM OMduusIcal qiadity.
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ence. And here the conjecture naturally rises, whether 155

that vast nebulous mass, the Zodiacal Light, which em-
braces the sun, may not be a crowd of meteors. It is at

least proved that this luminous phenomenon arises from
matter which circulates in obedience to planetary laws

;

hence the entire mass of the zodiacal light must be con- 160

stantly approaching and incessantly raining its substance

down upon the sun.

It is easy to calculate both the maximum and the mini-

mum velocity, imparted by the sun’s attraction to an aste-

roid circulating round him. The maximum is generated 165

when the body approaches the sun from an infinite dis-

tance
;
the entire pull of the sun being then exerted upon

it. The minimum is that velocity which would barely en-

if I may use the term, as gravity. Every oxygen atom as it strikes the

surface, and has its motion of translation destroyed by its collision with

the carbon, assumes the motion which we call heat
;
and this heat is so

intense, the atti*actions exerted at these molecular distances are so

mighty, that the crystal is kept white-hot, and the compound, formed by
the union of its atoms with those of the oxygen, flies away as carbonic-

acid gas.” ‘‘In short,” he concludes his chapter on the Theory of

Combustion, “s^l cases of combustion are to be ascribed to the collision

of atoms which have been urged together by their mutual attractions.”

It seems no more than fair that what the readers of the volume had in

their possession for the understanding of this argument, should also be

put in ours. What then, in our present theory, corresponds to the atoms

of the above note?

In constructing an argument a priori (and indeed any argument

dealing with cause and effect), Rhet. represents, p. 419, that three

things must be shown or made evident. How do 11. 131-150 meet the

first of these? Show how the statements are made probable from

observed phenomena, and how possible objections or difficulties are

answered.

151-162 . It is in this paragraph that conjecture begins,— what con-

j
ecture ? What proved fact gives colorand plausibility to the conj^ture ?
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able the body to revolve round the sun close to his surface.

i7«>Thc final velocity of the former^ just before striking the

sun, would be 390 miles a second, that of the latter 276

miles a second. 'Fhe asteroid, on striking the sun, with

the former velocity, would develop more than nine thou-

sand times the heat generated by the com!)Ustion of an

>75 equal asteroid of solid coal
;
while the shock, in the latter

case, would generate heat equal to that of the combustion

of upward of four thousand such asteroids. It matters

not, therefore, whether the substances falling into the sun

be combustible or not
;
their being combustible would not

*80 add sensibly to the tremendous heat protluced by their

mechanical collision.

Here, then, we have an agency competent to restore his

lost energy to the sun, and to maintain a temperature at

his surface which transcends all terrestrial combustion. In

18s the fall of asteroids we fin<l the means of producing the

solar light and heat. It may be contended that this

showering down of matter neces.sitates the growth of the

sun
;

it does so
;
but the quantity necessary to maintain

the observed calorific emission for four thousand years

(SK> would defeat the scrutiny of our best instrumentvS, If the

earth struck the sun, it would utterly vani.sh from percep-

tion
;
but the heat developed by its shock would cover the

expenditure of a century. , . .

How do 11. 163-101 meet the condition required Rhct. p. 419,

and what conclusion is accordingly drawn, 11. 18Sr 186 f Howls the

expression popularized, as to measurements and quantities of heat de-

sedbed?—What objection is met, IL 186-193? How does this answer
meet the third condition, Rhet. p. 419 ? How, in accordance with

former procedures, is it made striking and palpable to an ordinary

reader?

103. The periods here mark the omission of a page of nmtter reiat**
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Such is an outline of the Meteoric Theory of the Sun,

as extracted from Mayer’s ‘‘ Essay on Celestial Dynamics.” ^95

I have held closely to his statements, and in most cases

simply translated his words. But the sketch conveys no

adequate idea of the firmness and consistency with which

he has applied his principles. He deals with true causes
;

and the only question that can affect his theory refers to

the quantity of action ascribed by him to these causes. I

do not pledge myself to this theory, nor do I ask you to

accept it as demonstrated
;

still, it would be a great mis-

take to regard it as chimerical. It is a noble speculation
;

and,' depend upon it, the true theory, if this, or some form

of it, be not the true one, will not appear less wild or less

astounding.
From Heat considered as a Mode of Motion.

ing to broader considerations regarding the structure of the sun and

“ the permanence of our present terrestrial conditions which matter

is not at all essential, and indeed seems disturbing, to our jnesent

argument.

In conclusion, what gives weight to this theory, 11. 199-201, as an

inductive argument ? How is the thought of its boldness met, in 11- 204-

207 ? How was this thought forestalled and prepared for, 11- 102 , 103 ?
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THOMAS HAHiN(;TON. I.OK!) MACAUI.AY.

gUKKN K1.I2AUKTII A I'l'.KSKl UTUK.

It is vcheraently maintained by some writem of the

present day that Elizabeth ]>crHccutcd neithir l'a|usts nor

Puritans as such, and that the severe measures which she

occasionally adopted were dictated, nut hy reliKiuus into!-

gcrance, but by political necessity. Even the excellent

account of those times which Mr. llallam has i;ivcn has

not altogether imposed silence on the authcirs of this fal-

lacy. The title of the Queen, they say, was annulled by

The present Selection lends Itself to study in two ways. As In prt»

dple,it exemplifies the mnin procedures of Deductive muioning (Rhet.

pp. 434-4x9)1 being concerned with establishing a truth express^ vir*

tually in a syllogism. As to form it is a Rehiution (Khet. pft. 433-

439), being concerned with exposing and touing down, point by point,

a fiiliacy. This mode of putting a course of reasoning In the form ol

reftitadon is quite characteristic of Macaulay. ** Hia great powera of

debate,” says Professor MInto, ” appear chiefly In refolation. He is

critical rather than conatroedve. He takes delight In expoaing Use
analogies and folae generatldea, and in allowing that anticipations are

not warranted by preefoua experience.”

Let us first examine the rrifotation, witii Its main and minor pointa

;

and then, by way of rec^ltnlatlon, note the force of tlw whole u a
positira ajdioglstlc argument.

Idaea What ia the posltioa tiiat Macaulay aeta out to refote,

and on what does it prindpaily turaf Eiqibia how his oppousaia ar-

rive at their posititm, by Rhet. p. 438.-9. SUa fallaoy,— the wgid
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the Pope; her throne was given to another
;
her subjects

were incited to rebellion
;

her life was menaced
;

every m

Catholic was bound in conscience to be a traitor
;

it was

therefore against traitors, not against Catholics, that the

penal laws were enacted.

In order that our readers may be fully competent to

appreciate the merits of this defence, we will state, as 15

concisely as possible, the substance of some of these

laws.

As soon as Elizabeth ascended the throne, and before

the least hostility to her government had been shown by

the Catholic population, an act passed prohibiting the ao

celebration of the rites of the Romish Church, on pain of

forfeiture for the first offence, of a year's imprisonment

for the second, and of perpetual imprisonment for the

third.

A law was next made in 1 562, enacting, that all who s^s

had ever graduated at the Universities or received holy

fallacy is a general term to denote any error by which reasoning is

made inconclusive. Such error may lie either (i) iii the fact alleged;

or (2) in the use of terms
;
or (3) in the course of reasoning. It is the

business of refutation to expose whatever is feJlacious in an opponent’s

argument, according to the need of the occasion.

With which aspect of the fallacy do the four paragraphs, 11. 14-58,

deal? Does the author understate or overstate his object, 11. 14, 15?

It will be observed that not only are fiicts stated, but in each case suck

accompaniments and aspects of the fe.cts are also given as will Mnd^^

argumentativeforce to them. This of course is feir, but it is also wise.

18-24. In giving the substance of this first enactment, does the force

lie in the enactment itself, or in some accompaniment which invalidates

it as argument? How is this brought out in the structure of the^
sentence? Cf. Rliet. p. 181, 4.

25-52. The argumentative force of this statement lies in the

and direct way in which the obnoxious character of the law is made to
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orders, all lawyers, and all magistrates, should take the

oath of supremacy when tendereil to them, on pain of

forfeiture and iin|>ris(*mnent during the royal pleasure,

so After the lapse of three months, the oath mij^ht a);ain be

tendered to them; and, if it were an.iin refused, the

recusant was guilty of high treason, A pretspeetive law,

however severe, frametl to csehule t'.ithi>Iie.s from the

liberal professions, would have been merry itself compared

jswith this odious .act. It is a retnwpeelive statute; it is

a retrospective penal statute ;
it is a rcirns|KTtive {wnal

statute against a large class. We will not imsitively affirm

that a law of this description must alw.iyH, ami under all

circumstances, be unjustifiable. Hut the presumption

40 against it is most violent ; nor do we rcmemlicr any crisis,

either in our own history, or in the history of any other

country, which would have rendcreil such a provision nec-

‘ essary. In the present case, what circumstances c.alietl

for extraordinary rigor? There might Ih* disaffection

4s among the Catholics. The prohibition of their worship

would naturally produce it. Hut it is from their situation,

not from their conduct, from the wrongs which they had

suffered, not from those which they had committed, that

the existence of discontent among them must be inferred.

a« There were libels, no doubt, and prophecies, and rumors.

stand out, fb« from any diagulae of vtrbla|e. This, aiao, is the rat-

aonei^s frlr prlvthfe.-- Point out bow rbeloricai straiigth Is given to

die Ghanurterlxation of the law, in II. WShVt ; espedaily what figures of

emphasis,— In answering it, whst oonsideration would naturally come
first in ordor, aeoordiag to Rbet. p. 44a (middle), and how does this

ap«e, in U. 37*48?— Having ratabliahed an anteeedeat presumption

against it, what fiirtiier answer does be miUn, 0. 4UMII, and In what
otm^dentitm dow it centra? Doei it tweak dowa the defence, as

regards iltis maotment?
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and suspicions, strange grounds for a law inflicting capital

penalties, expostfacto^ on a large body of men.

Eight years later, the bull of Pius deposing Elizabeth

produced a third law. This law, to which alone, as we
conceive, the defence now under our consideration can ss

^PPly* pj^ovides that, if any Catholic shall convert a Prot-

estant to the Romish Church, they shall both suffer death

*as for high treason.

• We believe that we might safely content ourselves with

stating the fact, and leaving it to the judgment of every 6o

plain Englishman. Recent controversies have, however,

given so much importance to this subject, that we will

offer a few remarks on it.

In the first place, the arguments which are urged in

favor of Elizabeth apply with much greater force to the 65

case of her sister Mary. The Catholics did not, at the

tinie of Elizabeth's accession, rise in arms to seat a Pre-

tender on her throne. But before Mary had given, or

could give, provocation, the most distinguished Protestants

attempted to set aside her rights in favor of the Lady 70

Jane. That attempt, and the subsequent insurrection of

Wyatt, furnished at least as good a plea for the burning of

53-58. What gives force to the statement of this enactment, —the
law itself, or its occasion? How is this indicated in the manner of’

stating it?— 54. To which alone the defence can apply,— show on

what grounds, by comparison with 11. 8-13 above.

The fallacy in the fact alleged is clear enough, in Macaulay’s view

(11. 59-81), to invalidate the opponent’s position; but he proceeds to

make his answer doubly strong, in what he calls “a few remarks.”

How does the paragraph, 11. 64-74, exemplify Rhet. p. 438, i, top?

As to kind of argument, how explained by Rhe^t. p. 421 ,
bottom ? Trace

its character on this line.— And yet, after all is done, what estimate

does Macaulay set upon it, 1. 75? What is the use then, rhetorical

or other, in introducing this argument at all?
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Protestants, as the conspiracies ajjainst ICli^alicth furnish

for the hanging and embowelling t>f Papists.

n The fact is that both plca.s arc worthless alike. If such

arguments arc to pass current, it will he easy to prove that

there never was such a thing as religious pensecution since

the creation. P'or there never was a religious persecution

in which some odious crime was not, justly or unjustly,

to said to be obviously deducible from the doctrines of the

persecuted party. We might say that the Csesars ditl not

persecute the Christians ;
that they only punished men

who were charged, rightly or wn)ngly, with burning Rome,

and with committing the foulest abominations in secret

ss assemblies ;
and that the refusal to throw frankincense on

the altar of Jupiter was not the crime but only evidence of

the crime. We might say, that the massacre of St. Bar-

tholomew was intended to extirpate, not a rciigous sect,

but a political party. For, beyond all doubt, the procccd-

,0 Ings of the Huguenots, from the conspiracy of Amboise to

the battle of Moncontour, had given much more trouble

to the French monarchy than the Catholic.s have ever

given to the English monarchy since the Reformation

;

and that too with much less excuse.

M The true distinction is perfectly obvious. To punish a

man because he has committed a crime, or because he is

The division of the argutneat, U. 78-13J., as indicated by II.

deals with the use of what term, and accordingly takes up what aspect of

the &llacy, as tndlcated above?— Explatn ^ two arguments, U. 8X-

87 and 87-94, by which he first meets the fslbcy, by Rhet. p. 431 , 1 ;

also by Rhet. p. 438, x, What is then of aa a fortiori force In the

second of these? What exposition of terau is neoeasary to break the

force of these counte^argumenta?

tS-KXl. Explain the Usstraments of exporitioa. ben wed by Rhet.

1^. 387 and 393.— thehutnunmitoif exposition used in 11.383-
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believed, though unjustly, to have committed a crime, is

not persecution. To punish a man, because we infer from

the nature of some doctrine which he holds, or from the

conduct of other persons who hold the same doctrines with ioa

him, that he will commit a crime, is persecution, and is, in

every case, foolish and wicked.

When Elizabeth put Ballard and Babington to death,

she was not persecuting. Nor should we have accused

her government of persecution for passing any law, how- los

ever severe, against overt acts of sedition. But to argue

that, because a man is a Catholic, he must think it right

to murder a heretical sovereign, and that because he thinks

it right he will attempt to do it, and then, to found on this

conclusion a law for punishing him as if he had done it, is ii«

plain persecution.

If, indeed, all men reasoned in the same manner on. the

same data, and always did what they thought it their duty

to do, this mode of dispensing punishment might be ex

tremely judicious. But as people who agree about prem- ni

ises often disagree about conclusions, and as no man in

the world acts up to his own standard of right, there are

two enormous gaps in the logic by which alone penalties

111 by Rhet. p. 394. Observe that the second of these examples, H.

106—III, is not in the form of a specific case; it rather defines exicdy

what Elizabeth is admitted to have done, and puts it under the cate-

gory established in general terms above, the category of persecution

This in the interests of exact usage.
^

With L 112 a new section of the refutation begins, dealing, as gatb^

ered from U. 117-119, with what new aspect of the fallacy, as indi^^ed

above?— Let us trace the two enormous gaps in the logic, here

alleged. What they are appears from Macaulay’s negation of them:*;

I. From 11. 115, 116, the argument of the opponents presupposes

How is this presupposition proved fellacious, in 11. 119-138? How

this manner of refutation exemplify Rhet. p. 43^? What does
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for opinions can be tiefentiod, The iloetrinc of reproba*

IK tion, in the judgment of many very alile nu;n, follows by

syllogistic necessity from the tloetrim* of eleetion. < Mhers

conceive that the Antiiiomian heresy directly follows from

the doctrine of reprobation; and it is very generally thought

that licentbusncHH and cruelty of the worst description are

las likely to be the fruits, as they often have been the fruits,

of Antinomian opinions. This chain of reasoning, wc
think, is as perfect in all its parts as th;it whieh makes out

a Papist to be neces.sarily a traitor. Yet it would lie rather

a strong measure to hang all the <’alvini.sts, on the ground

fy> that, if they were spared, they would infaltildy commit ,111

the atrocities of Matthias and Knipi>enloling. b’or, reason

the matter as we may, experience .shows us that n man may
believe in election without believing in reprobation, that

he may believe in re|)robation without being an Antino-

»j5 mian, and that he may be an Antinomian without being a

bad citizen. Man, in short, Is so inconsistent a creature

that it is impossible to reason from his liclicf to his con-

duct, or from one part of his belief to another.

We do not believe that every Mnglishman who was
«<o reconciled to the Catholic Church would, as a necessary

consequence, have thought himself justified in deposing or

assassinating Elizabeth. It is not sufficient to say that the

convert must have acknowledged the authority of the Pope,

and that the Pope had issued a bull against the Queen, We

hycsll this argument, as to form (I. ia6), and how does li cornmpand
In thii respect with the poaition retoted? What condtwlon la drawn
from the whole?

a. From U. 1X6, 119 (cf. 1. 1 13), the argument of the opponenta, aa a
second “gap in the log^c," presupposes what? By what pnraikl trgu-

meat is this met, ll. Ufr-UO? By whst concession (cf. flhet. p. 44$, 3)
Is the argument ibilowed, and how is the conoeaalon answered? Does
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know through what strange loopholes the human mind con- 141

trives to escape, when it wishes to avoid a disagreeable

inference from an admitted proposition. We know how
long the Jansenists contrived to believe the Pope infallible

in matters of doctrine, and at the same time to believe

doctrines which he pronounced to be heretical. Let it is^*

pass, however, that every Catholic in the kingdom thought

that Elizabeth might be lawfully murdered. Still the old

maxim, that what is the business of everybody is the busi-

ness of nobody, is particularly likely to hold good in a case

in which a cruel death is the almost inevitable consequence iss

of making any attempt.

Of the ten thousand clergymen of the Church of Eng-

land, there is scarcely one who would not say that a man

who should leave his country and friends to preach the

Gospel among savages, and who should, after laboring

indefatigably without any hope of reward, terminate his

life by martyrdom, would deserve the warmest admiration.

Yet we doubt whether ten of the ten thousand ever thought

of going on such an expedition. Why should we suppose

that conscientious motives, feeble as they are constantly

found to be in a good cause, should be omnipotent for

evil ? Doubtless there was many a jolly Popish priest in

the old manor-houses of the northern counties, who would

have admitted, in theory, the deposing power of .the Pope,

but who would not have been ambitious to be stretched on 17*1

the rack, even though it were to be used, according to the

the afifTtion significance given to the answer serve adequately to make

the **old maxim” conclusive?—^The old maxim at least introduces a

suggestion which gives point to the succeeding argument; compare

11 155, 156 with 11. 170-178. ^ r

Explain how the counter argument, 11. 157-178 is a forttort, from

the suggestiveness of 11. 164—167.
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benevolent proviso of l<onl ' iUirlcigh, “a» charitably as

such a thing can be," or to be hiingetl, drawn, and quar-

tered, even though, by that rare indulgence which the

05 Queen, of her special grace, certain knowledge, and mere

motion, sometimes extended to very mitigatc<i cases, he

were allowed a fair time to ch«»kc before the hangman
began to grabble in his entrails,

But the laws jjassed against the Puritans ha«I not even

itothe wretched excuse which we have been considering. In

this case, the cruelty was equal, the rlanger inhnitely less.

In fact, the danger was crcateil s<»lely by the cruelty. But

it is superfluous to pre.ss the argument. By no artifice of

ingenuity can the .stigma of persecution, the worst blemish

«*5 of the English Church, he effaced or patched over.

From I'jisay m !1ai.i.am's t’oN.sTiTUTioNAt. Misrouv.

Thus the refutation has met in turn the three successive aHiiecu ol

the fallacy, and has exposed them all. Note also, as indicaieit in II.

179-X8S, the wisdom displayed in refutation (Khel. p. 4j8), In meeting

the stronger case first (for there were two cases, that of the Catholics

and that of the Puriuins; cf. II. 1-3), and liaving demolished that,

leaving the other to faij of itself.

At intimated at the beginning, this argument, though in form a

refutation, Is in principle a syllogism (Rhct. p. 434), with major iirvmise,

minor premise, and conclusion fully involved, though not expressed in

plain words. The syllogism may ire expressed thus

;

Minor rrbmisr : Elizabeth put Catholics to death for holding doc-

trines presumably tending to crime.

Major prkmisx; So to do is persecution.

CtmcLUStoH : Hence Elizabeth was guilty of peraecotion.

By what various means is the first premise (the minor coming here

first in order) estaUlshed? How explained by Rhet. p. 437? — From
the nsitttre of fite mi^ premise, what meane of eetabilahiiqc it do you
expect, and what tneana are used here? How does the exposure of the

«two enermoue giqw In the logic*' affect the strength of the major

premise 7— Point oat wlmrs and how the condo^ fai Mpreeeed.
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GEORGE WILLIAM CURTIS.

THE PUBLIC DUTY OF EDUCATED MEN.

An oration delivered at the commencement of Union College, June 27th,

1877, the orator being at the time honorary Chancellor of Union University.

It is with diffidence that I rise to add any words of

mine to the music of these younger voices. This day,

Gentlemen of the Graduating Class, is especially yours.

It is a day of high hope and expectation, and the counsels

that fall from older lips should be carefully weighed, lest s

they chill' the ardor of a generous enthusiasm or stay the

all-conquering faith of youth that moves the world. To
those who, constantly and actively engaged in a thousand

This final Selection wiU be studied for th^ manner in which it exem-

plifies the principles of Persuasion, as embodied in Oratory; and pirc-

supposes a knowledge of the Rhetoric as far as page 474. The present

Oration, being somewhat recent, is selected for study, not on^ as

exhibiting the essential and perennial requisites of oratorical discourse,

lout also as fairly and favorably illustrating the kind of oratory espe-

cially adapted to move the vigorous and practical mind of this day.

The Introduction, or Exordium :—A hnti inquiry will su&e,

in the case before us, to reveal the speaker’s alliance with his audieuw

(Rhet. p, 449). The speaker^ a man thoroughly femiliar with

a^irs, and eminent in activities devoted to the country’s good. The

audlende— a class of young men, just at the end of them ooB^ie

and looWmg fbrward.into'the untried life &£ sterna ^tkslto
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pursuits, arc still pcrsuatli’il lli.il filiu iiilillijfcnce

10 moulds states and leads inankind, no il.ty in the year is

more significant, nuire inspiring, than this of tin- College

Commencement. It matters iml at what mllege it m.-iy

be celebrated. It is the same at all. We si.md here

indeetl beneath these College walls, lie.iiitifiil for situation,

«s girt at this moment with the petiuined splendor of mid.

summer, anil full of tender memories and joyous associa-

tions to those who hear me. Hut on this d.iy, and on

other days, at a hundred other eulleges, this summer sun

beholds the same spectacle of eager and earnest throngs

•oThe faith that we hold, they also cherish. It is the same
God that is worshipped at the different altars. It is the

same benediction that descends U|Hin every reverent head

and believing heart. In this nninu! celebration of faith

in the power and the rc-sponsihility of educated men, all

•j the colleges in the country, in whatever stale, of whatever

age, of whatever religious sympathy or direction, form but

one great Union University.

But the interest of the clay Is not that of mere study, of

them. How does the stmaker, in 11, 4S SI, define Ids relation to hU
hearers, and how does he make cnmmim muse with them f See Khet.

p. 449, 1. To w)iat character, amumeci as existing In his sudiciKe, does
the speaker addrasa himseif, II. 1-7? What kind of adaptation to his

audience does the speaker recognixe as ineunilwnt on hinif Sec Khet.

P* 4S3t * How Is the occasion, combined with the character attributed

to the audience, utilised toward the suggestion of the theme. II. $$-SUf
Finally, report how the aubjecl Is broadened in its appllmilon, and in

what jpaceful play upon words this occasion is connected with •imilar
occasions.

3.4. Sfam* OoUt^ walls, baavttfol for iltnatlotBb— the build-
ings of Union Colle^ are on a broad plateau at the summit of a gentle
slope northnst of the dty of Schenectady, and oointnand a beautlibl
view of tlw Mohawk viUey westward. Compare U. j8, below.
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sound scludurship as an end, of good books for their own
sake, hut of ctlucutiim as a power in human affairs, of edu- 30

cated men as an influence in the commonwealth. “Tell
me," saitl an American .scholar of Goethe, the many-sided,
“ what tlul he ever do for the cau.se of man } ” The scholar,

the poet, the jddlosopher, are men among other men. From
these unavoidable social relations spring opportunities and ss

duties. How do they use them? How do they discharge

them,’ i)oes the .scholar show in his daily walk that he
ha.s studied the wi.sdom of ages in vain? Does the poet

sing «*f angelic purity and lead an unclean life ? Does the

philn.sopher |)ecr mto other worlds, and fail to help this 40

worltl tipon its way ? h'our years before our civil war, the

same scholar— it was Theodore Parker— said sadly :
“ If

our educated men had done their duty, we should not now
be in the ghastly condition we bewail” The theme of

to-day seems to me to be prescribed by the occasion. It 45

is the festival of the departure of a body of educated

young men into the world. This company of picked

recruits marches out with beating drums and flying colors

How is the theme of the oration expressed, 11. 51-54? Show how
this la a true oratorical theme, as defined Rhet. p. 447. How does the

order and manner in which it is introduced exemplify Rhet. p. 267,

note? Aji contributing thoughts toward the suggestion of it, what docs

the first paragraph, il. 1-87 supply? What does the second paragraph,

n. 88-94, add to this? In the style of this second paragraph much is

left to implicadon. Fill up the implication conveyed by the quotation,

ll. 81-88. Also the implication of U. 41-44. How do these illustrate

Rhet. p. 300?
n. fCbe Body od the Oration.— Let us first study, and write out

la tabular ftarm, the plan of the discourse ;
compare Rhet. p. 264.

Expcees in brief terms the approach made to the dfecussion, in

lU 8W>8, and indinte by subdii^ions how it is developed. Perhaps

Rhet. p. apt, a, may bo suggestive here.—-What is the oflSce of the
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to join the army. We who feel that our fate is gracious

50 which allowed a liberal training, arc here to welcome and

to advise. On your behalf, Mr. I’resHlent and (Icntlcmen,

with your authority, and with all my heart, I shall say a

word to them and to you of the [lublic duty of educated

men in America.

s$ I shall not assume, Gentlemen Graduates, for I know

that it is not so, that what Dr. Johnson say.s of the teach-

ers of Rassclas and the princes of Abyssinia can be truly

said of you in your happy valley: "The sages who in-

structed them told them of nothing but the miseries of

«o public life, and described all beyond the mountains as

regions of calamity where discord was always raging, and

where man preyed upon man." The sages who have in-

structed you are American citizens. They know that

patriotism has its glorious opportunities and its sacred

*5 duties. They have not shunned the one, and they have

well performed the other. !n the sharpest stress of out

awful conflict, a clear voice of patriotic warning was heard

from these peaceful Academic shaties, the voice of the

psngraph, ]l. 97-0L14, snd why necemuiry at the outaet? See Rhet

p. 387, and cf. p. 440, 1 .— Having anawer^ the question wiM, explais

in wiut way the orator, li. 110-3.98, anawera the queaiion kem. Sub-

divide this section.— Unea 199-860 repwaent the scholar in what

broad relation?— In what narrower relation do U. 889-009, the longHt

main division of die oration, represent the scholar?— in what deeper

relation is he raprasented, ii. OOS-MS, and how does this aspect of the

theme folktw naUiraliy upon the foregoing?— The uMwer to the dwve
questions will give a scheme for the main plan of the oration.

The sub-divlaiona wiU be better left, parhapa, to the non detaSsd

study of the oration, on which let as now eater,

09-98. It is not only gracefo! and courtooiw, but alao the most

pncdcal meana of prontodng Ida object, (br the onuor to bagla Us
treatment of hia tiwme by ifiaatratiou drawn from thn stodenta* dally
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venerated teacher whom this University still freshly de-

plores, ilniwiiij' from the vrisdom of cxiwricnce stored in 70

his ample Icarninj', a lesson of startling cogency and

,

power from the history of Greece for the welfare of

America.

Thi.s was the ilischargc of a public duty by an educated

man. It ilhistrateti an indispensable condition of a pro- 75

gres-sive republic, the active, practical interest in politics

of the most intelligent citizens. Civil and religious liberty

in this country can be preserved only through the agency

of our political institutions. But those institutions alone

will not suffice. It is not the ship so much as the skilful so

sailing that assures the prosperous voyage. American

institutions presuppose not only general honesty and intel-

ligence in the people, but their constant and direct appli-

cation to public affairs. Our system rests upon all the

people, not upon a part of them, .and the citizen whosj

evades his share of the burden betrays his fellows. Our

safety lies not in .our institutions but in ourselves. It was

under the forms of the republic that Julius Caesar made

ntrroundli^ and companionships. What use la employing the quota-

tion from JohnaoB’B Rasselaa?— «». ®h« venerated teaoher, etc,,

-!-the reference la to Dr. Taylcr Lewis, professor of the Greek and

Oriental languages and literature In Union College, who died May ii,

1877, only a month and a half before this oration was delivered. The

eiMT votoe of patzlotlo wanriBg here mendoaed refers to a work of

Ida entttfed **Stste Rights a Photograph of the Ruins of AnefetM:

puUitb^d iS64 »

How Is this ittostratlott dUreetly applied to the theme? How is its

ap^featbn and broadened? Point out the strildng figure by

Whkh the thoaght rtf B. Is enferoed. - What is the ejoct point

dw two ntustrations, B. t7-aai?—What is the fafacdcal use of tbe

penoohficadon, 11. ,

Am how do ii. »'7-Xl4 exemplify Rhet. p. 391, 3> aod
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himself emperor of Rome. It was profe.ssiii}j reverence

JO for the national trailil ions that James tlje Seeoml was tie.

stroying relighuis liberty in haiglaiul, To s.tiil the

old mtinks, is to pray. Wh.it we e.uiieslly tU-.sire we ear-

nestly toil for. That she may he pri/ed more (tidy, heaven-

eyed Justice Hies from us, like the T.tiiai maid fmm her

jjlover.s, and she yieltls her emhr.iee at I.isl only to the

swifte.st and most daring of her pin suers,

Hy the wtinls public fluty I tin not neee.s.s;irily mean
official fluty, although it may im luile th.it. I mean simply

that constant aiul active practical (larlicipation in the tie-

n» tails of [jolitics without which, upon the part of the most
intelligent citizens, the coiuinct of public affairs falls under
the control of selfi.sh and ignorant, or cr.ifty aiul venal men,
I mean that iwrsonal attention which, as it must he inces-

sant, is often wearisome and even repulsive, to the details

lojof politics, attendance at meetings, .service ujmiii commit-
tees, care and trouble and exjK-nsc of many kiiuls, [Kiticiit

endurance of rebuffs, chagrims, ridicide.s, disap|Hiintments,

defeats— in a wonl, all those duties and services which,

when selfishly and meanly jHirformed, .stigmatize a man as
iwa mere politician, but whose constant, honorable, intelligent

and vigilant performance is the gradual Indhling, stone by

s amplification how do they exemplify Rhct. p. 39a. a? ObMrve that

the exposition Is introduced not merely for its own iwke, though it docs
make a needed explanation; but it also, in the true oratorical spirit,

holds up the expounded Idea in the light of duty and motive, that U,
ghret it a practical itnu in cbnduct. See Rhot. p. 447 . Observe hi^
thor that the expoaldon la not applied to all aspects of the idea, but
coronas itself to the single discrimination needed for the enforcement
of the object. What is that?

118--vl78. The section included in these lines has been represented
above as a general answer to the question hmu to discharge public duty

;
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stone, and layer by layer, of that great temple of self-

restrained liberty which all generous souls mean, that our

governrnent shall be.

Public duty in this country is not discharged, as is so 115

often supposed, by voting. A man may vote regularly,

and still fail essentially of his political duty, as the Phar-

isee who gave tithes of all that he possessed, and fasted

three times in the week, yet lacked the very heart of relig-

ion. "When an A.nierican citizen is content vith voting i»

merely, tie consents to accept what is often a doubtful

alternative. Ilis first duty is to help shape the alternative.

This, -which was formerly less necessary, is now indispen-

sable. In a rural community such as this country -was a

hundred years ago, whoever vas nominated for ofhce was bj

knovfn to his neighbors, and the consciousness of that

knowledge -was a conservative influence in determining

nominations. But in the local Sections of the great aties

of today, elections that control taxation and expenditure,

the mass of the voters vote in absolute ignorance of the .30

candidates. The citizen who supposes that he dc^s ah his

duty when he votes, places 'a premium upon political knav-

ery. Thieves -welcome him to the polls and otter him a

choice, which he has done nothing to prevent, between

Jeremy Diddler and Dick Turpin. The party cnes for .35

but inatisweringthis question it really does much more. Show Wit

Sso a^J>Ues tl.e answer to the hearer’s will, audM M
that the datyis (tj importaat, (2) How is

he only is responsible. -How is the du^
'JSS'

it defined positively?— «,ow does the allusion,

-rti w 1a TVowBor in^aper3tsal>Iei—vyhat consid

Tturph.,- tieseatenan.es of

syi^olical.
JerewI>i<idler,inK:enr.ey’spkyJ««rr^/*^ff^«rf.>a

®
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which he iH responsible arc: “Turpin anil Honesty, ’’

“Diiltllcr and Reform." And within a few years, as a

result of this indifference to the details of jmblie duty, the

most jMjwerfid {mlitieian in the I’hiipiie .State of the Union

140 was Jonathan Wild, the (irc.tt, the eapl.un of a hand of

plunderers. I know it is .said that the knaves have taken

the honc.st men in n net, and have contrived machinery

which will inevitably “ttly Hie urisl of ra.seals. The
answer is, that when honest men liid once what they ought

MS to do always, the thieves were netted and their muchinc

was broken. To.say that in this country the rogues must

rule, is to defy history and to dcs|Kur of the republic. It

is to repeat the imbecile executive cry of sixteen years

ago, “ Oh dear 1 the states have no right to go
; .and. Oh

so dear I the nation has no right to help itselb" Ia:t the

Union, stronger than ever and unstained with national

wrong, teach us the jmwur of patriotic virtue and I.ud-

low street jail console those who supiwse that American
politics must necessarily be a game of thieves and buliica.

tit If ignorance and corruption and' intrigue eontroi the

primary meeting, and manage the convention, and dictate

the nomination, the fault is in the honest and intelligent

workshop and office, in the library and the parlor, in the

church and the school. When they arc as constant and
i«o faithful to their political rights as the slums and the gix^*

arUlai iwindlw, scknw, seedy vagidioiKt, who borrows money or obuiaa
credit by hie soagi, wittkbinu, or other expedients." Dick Turpta wse
a noted En|^h highwaymen, executed at YoHt in lyjg. Mom the

iroidcn! correapondenoe between the party ertea bare given and the

dbanetan of the men.->3.dO. JToimtliaB Wil4,^<>rMt,<--anoted
Eoglleh vUtaia, cool, dever, henrtleM, utterly wkdMd, who Uved from
idSa to iys5, aad was axecutad at Tyburn for houeebnMklqg. Both
Dofoeaad fleUSag hava made hfan the hero of romaaoee. The aame
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shops, the pool-rooms and the kennels
;
when the educated,

industrious, temperate, thrifty citizens are as zealous and

prompt and unfailing in political activity as the ignorant

and venal and mischievous, or when it is plain that they

cannot be roused to their duty, then, but not untH then— i6s

if ignorance and corruption always carry the day— there

can be no honest question that the republic has failed.

But let us not be deceived. While good men sit at home,

not knowing that there is anything to be done, nor caring

to know
;
cultivating a feeling that politics are tiresome 17c

and dirty, and politicians vulgar bullies and bravoes ;
half

persuaded that a republic is the contemptible rule of a

mob, and secretly longing for a splendid and vigorous des-

potism— then remember it is not a government mastered

by ignorance, it is a government betrayed by intelligence ; 17s

it is not the victory of the slums, it is the surrender of the

schools
;

it is not that bad men are brave, but that good

men are infidels and cowards.

But, gentlemen, when you come to address yourselves

to these primary public duties, your first surprise and dis-

may will be the discovery that, in a country where educa-

tion is declared to be the hope of its institutions, the

higher education is' often practically held to be almost a

disadvaqfage. You will go from these halls to hear a very

common sheer at college-bred men— to encount^ a jeal-

is used here to designate William M. Tweed; the l^er ofa IfOT Yoifc

poHtical ring. These synihdical ^ames give to the passa^

the’color of what fig«re?-l4!^. These

What implieit question herd

answ^ condensed? - Compai^a sim&rir o€ Pfifee 1i»e

: in 11.' r3 irri3S above.^ The^

sq^li^ticexpres^ ibihe gart of P-

Ho# does fbe paia^csephj fi. JiS5J.TO, hdng fl>e of
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ousy of education as makin;! nii’n vi.simiary ami pedantic

and impracticable— to confront a bclicl that there is

something enfeebling in the higlicr ctlncatiun, mid that

self-made men, as they are calletl. me the sure slay «if the

190 state. Kut what is really meant by a self lu.ule man It

is a man of native sagacity ami stiong character, wlu> wa.s

taught, it is proudly said, only at the phuinlr or the anvil

or the bench,
,

lie was sehoolcii I»y adversity, ami wa.s

polished by hard attrition with men, lie is Itenjamin

t95 Franklin, the printer’s boy, or Alirahmn l.incoln, the mil-

splitter, They never went to college, bnt ncverthele.ss,

like Agamemnon, they were kings of nnm, and the worltl

blesses their memory.

So it does; but the s«»phistry here is plain enough,

wo although it is not always detected. (Ireat genius amt force

of character undoubtedly make their own career. Hut

because Walter Scott was dull at schmil, is a jiarent to sec

with joy that his son is- a dunce.’ Hecause Lord (Hiatham

was of a towering conceit, must wc infer that

•04 vanity portends a comprehensive statesniaiisbip that will

‘ fill the world with the splendor of il.H triumphs.’ Hecause

Sir Robert Walpole gambled am! swore and iMKiecd at

Houghton, are we to suppose that gross sensuality and

coarse contempt of human nature arc the essential secrets

•io of a power that defended liberty against tory intrigue and

section home to the hearers? To what motive (see Khct. p. 464, 3) is

appeal here made? Is the appeal direct or implicit ? Hy what figi^
tlve means is the thought made pointed and cogent at the end?

The section, II. 179-366, which treats nf the .Scholar in I'olitics, ia in

form a refutation. What rail to put It In this negstive form is apparent

in the opening lines? To what fallaciDua definition of terms (li. 160-

193) does the refutation address itself ? What argument fo:»m example
(I^et. p, 43t, I) is referred to as supporting the foliaciotM deftniiion?
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priestly politics ? Was it because Benjamin Franklin was
not college-bred that he drew the lightning from heaven
and tore the sceptre from the tyrant? Was it because
Abraham Lincoln had little schooling that his great heart
beat true to God and man, lifting him to free a race and ax5

die for his country? Because men naturally great have
done great service in the world without advantages, does it

follow that lack of advantage is the secret of success ?

Was Pericles a less sagacious leader of the state, during
forty years of Athenian glory, because he was thoroughly aao

accomplished in every grace of learning ? Or, swiftly pass-

ing from the Athenian agora to the Boston town-meeting,

behold Samuel Adams, tribune of New England against

Old England— of America against Europe— of liberty

against despotism. Was his power enfeebled, his fervor aas

chilled, his patriotism relaxed, by his college education ?

No, no
;
they were strengthened, kindled, confirmed. Tak-

ing his Master’s Degree one hundred and thirty-four years

ago, thirty-three years before the Declaration of Indepen-

dence, Samuel Adams, then twenty-one years old, declared *30

in a Latin discourse— the first flashes of the fire that

blazed afterward in Faneuil Hall and kindled America—
that it is lawful to resist the supreme magistrate if the

commonwealth cannot otherwise be preserved. In the

A series of examples is adduced to expose the sophistry of this

view, and they answer it in various ways. The- two examples quoted
from his opponents are how answered, in 11. 21^-218? What sugges-

tion does each of the three examples, 11 . 201-211 , furnish to^vard this

answer? How do these three examples illustrate Rhet p. 438, i, top?

In what different aspect do the two examples, 11. 219-239, present die

argument? What call for presenting all these examples in interroga-

tion, and what is gained by it? What circumstoce is used to give the

la^t adduced example a special interest for the present audience?
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»3j very year that Jefferson was born, the college boy, Samuel

Adams, on a Commencement clay like this, on an academ-

ical platform like this on which we stand, struck the key-

note of American independence, which still stirs the heart

of man with its music.

*40 Or, within our own century, look at the great modern

statesmen who have shaped the politics of the world.

They were educated men
;
were they therefore visionary,

pedantic, impracticable? Cavour, whose monument is

United Italy— one from the Alps to Tarentum, from the

«45 lagunes of Venice to the gulf of Salerno ; Bismarck, who
has raised the German empire from a name to a fact:

Gladstone, to-day the incarnate heart and conscience of

England : they are the perpetual refutation of the sneer

that high education weakens men for practical affairs.

»5o Trained themselves, such men know the value of training.

All countries, all ages, all men, are their teachers. The
broader their education, the wider the horizon of their

thought and observation, the more affluent their resources,

the more humane their policy. Would Samuel Adams
have been a truer popular leader had he been less an edu-

cated man ? Would Walpole the less truly have served

his country had he been, with all his capacities, a man
whom England could have revered and loved? Could
Gladstone so sway England with his serene eloquence, as

Tbe next paragraph, H. 340-Sei, condnuts the refutation and aum-
narleei it; compare 11. a$i-366 with 199, 300. What advantagee, for

Hie pna»nt audience, in t^tooeing n^xlem exwmpiee, U. a«H-a49 ?

What force in mentioniag the work that etich haa done? How are the

repeated eacampies, E 384-361, varied, la ei^ caae, from thdr first

iwtroduoion?

Why does tie next section, E 867-607, which traais of the Sdiolar
inhl8 ]N:|)r, aeed'lohedmloogaatandmoetdaiborateef oratioa?
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the moon the tides, were he a gambling, swearing, boozing 361

squire like Walpole ? There is no sophistry more poison-

ous to the state, no folly more stupendous and demoraliz-

ing, than the notion that the purest character and the

highest' education are incompatible with the most com-

manding mastery of men and the most efficient adminis- 26s

tration of affairs.

Undoubtedly a practical and active interest in politics

will lead you to party association and co-operation. Great

public results— the repeal of the corn-laws in England,

the abolition of slavery in America— are due to that 270

organization of effort and concentration of aim which

arouse, instruct and inspire the popular heart and will.

This is the spring of party, and those who earnestly seek

practical results instinctively turn to this agency of united

action. But in this tendency, useful In the state as the 37s

fire upon the household hearth, lurks, as in that fire, the

deadliest peril. Here is our republic— it is a ship with

towering canvas spread, sweeping before the prosperous

gale over a foaming and sparkling sea : it is a lightning

train darting with awful speed along the edge of dizzy 282

abysses and across bridges that quiver over unsounded

gulfs. Because we are Americans, we have no peculiar

charm, no magic spell, to stay the eternal laws. Our safety

lies alone in cool self-possession, directing the forces of

How does the paragraph, 11 . 267-^97, first set forth the questbii and

its answer in general terms? What casual preliminary definition do

you find in 11. 270-272? Point out the strong and stradng figures by

which the importance of the subject is made palpable. Point odt

of the tropes and epithets by which the figures themselvesaw ej^e^d ;

in morewid terms. What leladon does the par^aph hear to
.

emotiions of the audience, and how does. its style iltasUalte

460, a ? In the cwator’s spa^. on Civil Service Reforsa in
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ssswind and wave and fire. If once the madness to which

the excitement tends usurps control, the catastrophe is

inevitable. And so deep is the conviction that sooner or

later this madness must seize every republic, that the most
plausible suspicion of the permanence of the American

390 government is founded in the belief that party spirit can-

not be restrained. It is indeed a master passion, but its

control is the true conservatism of the republic and of

happy human progress : and it i.s men made familiar by
education with the history of its ghastly catastrophes, men

*95 with the proud courage of independence, who arc to tem-

per by lofty action, born of that knowledge, the ferocity of

party spirit.

The first object of concerted political action is the high-

est welfare of the country. But the conditions of party
300 association are such that the means are constantly and

easily substituted for the end. The sophistry is subtle and
seductive. Holding the ascendency of his party essential

' to the national welfare, the zealous partisan merges patri-

May 29, 1888, the same thought is presented, to a different kind of

audience (the National Civil Service Reform League), in a more pre-

dominantly intellectual form : “ The well-meaning and eloquent orators

who rebuke political independence by declaring that we can achieve

great results only by party, which is a fact that nobody denies, forget

that party spirit is the one fire that needs no fanning. The first duty of
patriotism is to keep that fire low. The natural tendency of party is

to magnify and extend its sway, to identify itself with the country, and
to seek its own power and aggrandizement. Party spirit Instinctively

sophisticates the individual conscience and divides the whole country
into two hostile camps, whose soldiers hold each other to be practically

traitors to the common welfare.” Comparing this citation with the
text before us, what difference do you note in the hortotory elements,
according to Rhet. p. 457, 2, and how does the different occasion ex-

plain it?—393. And it Is men made familiar by ednoatloa, etc.,
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otism in party. He insists that not*to sustain the party is

to betray the country, and against all honest doubt and 50s

reasonable hesitation and reluctance, he vehemently urges

that quibbles of conscience must be sacrificed to the pub-

lic good
;
that wise and practical men will not be squeam-

ish
; that every soldier in the army cannot indulge his own

whims
;
and that if the majority may justly prevail in de- 310

termining the government, it must not be questioned in

the control of a party.

This spirit adds moral coercion to sophistry. It de-

nounces as a traitor him who protests against party tyr-

anny, and it makes unflinching adherence to what is called 3*5

regular party action the condition of the gratification of

honorable political ambition. Because a man who sympa-

thizes with the party aims refuses to vote for a thief, this

spirit scorns him as a rat and a renegade. Because he

holds to principle and law against party expediency and

dictation, he is proclaimed to have betrayed his 'Country,

justice and humanity. Because he tranquilly insists upon

deciding for himself when he must dissent from his party.

— what influence, practical and hortatory, brings this element of the

sentence to the beginning by prospective reference (Rhet. p. 133) ?

Having laid out in general terms the scholar’s duly to his party, the

orator, in the paragraphs ll 298-^62, portrays more particularly the

sophistry of party spirit and its consequences. How is this sophistry

defined in a word, U. 302-304, and how summarized at the end, IL

458-462? To what motive is appeal implidtly made in each case?

The four pa^gtaphs beginning with 1. 313 reduce the

aspects of party spirit to vigorous and trenchant definitions, which aaie

then applied to the will and conscience of the auditors.

313-334, Point out Ihe definitive sentence in this paragraph. How

is it amplified and explained? Point out the masterly way mithkh

party abuse is shown in the light of morals and manliness.—319. A
rat and a renegade; 324. A popto^y and a visiiniaay
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he is reviled as a popinjay and a visionary fool. Seeking
3»s with honest purpose only the welfare of hi.s country, th^

hot air around him hums with the cry of “ the grand olci

party,” "the traditions of the jiarty,” "loyalty to th^
party,” “future of the party,” “servant of the jiarty ancj

he sees and hears the gorged and portly money-changers
330 in the temple usurping the very divinity of the God.

Young hearts ! be not dismayed. If ever any one of you
shall be the man so denounced, do not forget that your own
individual convictions are the whip of small cords which
God has put into your hands to expel the blasphemers.

333 The same party spirit naturally denies the patriotism of

its opponents. Identifying itself with the country, it

regards all others as public enemies. This is substantially

revolutionary politics. It is, the condition of France, where,
in its own wcxfds, the revolution is permanent. Instead of

3*0 regarding the other party as legitimate opponents— in the

English phrase-. His Majesty’s Opposition— lawfully seek-

ing a diflferent policy under the government, it decries that

party as a conspiracy plotting the overthrow of the govern-

ment itself. History is lurid with the wasting fires of this

333 madness. We need not look to that of other lands. Oui
own is full of it. It is painful to turn to the opening years

these expressions exemplify what has been pointed out (see Bain, Com-
position Grammar, p. ao6}, that the language of abuse resorts most
naturally to the Saxon derivatives, aa stronger and nearer to the emotions.

The words rme^tdt suid if not Saxon in origin, are at least

thoroughly naturalized and old words, while the ward» rat andfool de-
rive their very energy from being homely and brief.—

a

a»-aS4 aq.
Explsdn the allusionby Jdha il. 13-17. and point out bow ingeniously the

Inddent refuted to Is turned to the duty that shouM be potent heire.

SSfl-am Point out the short sentenoe in which the thought of this

paragraph is dsfiaed. How does it exemplify Rbet. p. 433, iF—3#X.
Bps {hfiilMrtQr's Oppoitftdas^— what argument ka aatre whoUssome
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of the Unijjn, and sec how the great men whom we are

i.iu,;ht to revere, and to whose fostering care the beginning

of the republic was entrusted, fanned theij hatred and sus-

picion of each other. Do not trust the flattering voices 35*

that whisjKT of a Golden Age behind us, and bemoan our

own as a degenerate day. The castles of hope always

shine along the horizon. Our fathers saw theirs where we
are standing. We behold ours where our fathers stood.

But |)cn.sive regret for the heroic past, like eager anticxpa- 3x5

tion of the future, shows only that the vision of a loftier

life forever allure, the human soul. We think our fathers

to have been wiser than we, and their day more enviable.

But eighty years ago the Federalists abhorred their oppo-

nents as Jacobins, and thought Robespierre and Marat no 3&>

worse than Washington’s secretary of state. Their oppo-

nents retorted that the Federalists were plotting to estab-

lish a monarchy by force of arms. The New England

pulpit anathematized Tom Jefferson as an atheist and a

satyr. Jefferson denounced John Jay as a rogue, and the s«5

chief new8[»per of the opposition, on the morning that

Washington retired from the presidency, thanked God that

the country was now rid of the man who was the source of

its misfortunes. There is no mire in which party spirit

wdiesni today, with which our fathers were not befoided, m
and how Bttle sincere the vituperation .was, how shallow a

fury, apfNMra when Jefferson and Adams had retired from

public life. Then they corresponded placidly and familiarly,

poUtlci lies Implied ht tids phme ? What la the advwMiase of c&oosbif

the exunplea heM iditoid IWw ow wa P*** btetfiey ? W whe* aae-

Mapped to tlni||d(h,#Sto|iisi*BtatKiiaim does^ Obsew
Sow mt *”r*^%if**t mm to toBetowlial ndgh*

Tirln simmiinwippiiiiifr litift t irtnmni

of tMt jpletove dpest paiMy bittoraesa totoed
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each at last conscious of the other’s fervent patriotism;

»7S and when they died, they were lamented in common by

those who in their names had flown at each other’s throats,

as the patriarchal Castor and Pollux of the pure age of our

politics now fixed as a constellation of hope in our heaven.

The same brutal spirit showed itself at the time of

380 Andrew Johnson’s impeachment. Impeachment is a pro-

ceeding to be instituted only for great public reasons, which

should, presumptively, command universal support, 'i'o

V prostitute the power of impeachment to a mere party pur-

pose, would readily lead to the reversal of the result of an

385 election. But it was made a party measure. The party

was to be whipped into its support : and when certain sen-

ators broke the party yoke upon their necks, and voted

according to their convictions, as honorable men always

will, whether the party whips like it or not, one of the

390 whippers-in exclaimed of a patriotism, the struggle of obe-

dience to which cost one senator at least, his life— “ if

there is anything worse than the treachery, it is the cant

which pretends that it is the result of conscientious con-

viction
;
the pretence of a conscience is quite unbearable.”

3»5 This was the very acridity of bigotry, which in other times

and countries raised the cruel tribunal of the Inquisition,

and burned opponents for the glory of God. The party

madness that dictated these words, and the sympathy that

approved them, was treason not alone to the country but

against itself? —377. Xbe patriaxohal Castor and PoUox,— ex-

. plab the allusion.

379-415. What is the general lesson embodied in this pBtagn|»h?
How is It defined in II. 395-397, and how is the party my turaed

against Itself in 11. 411-US?— 386. Vo be wbi]re*d,—anoth«re»>
ample of energy gained by a phdn Saxon word.— Observe how unapnr*

.
ingly the orator reduces the conduct he is combattiitg to Ite fdalnest
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to wcU-onlcrnl human wicicty. Murder may destroy gnsat 400

italosmcii, but turruj»ti.»n makes great states impossible

;

and liii-t was an attempt at the most insidious corruption.

The man who attempts in terrify a senator of the United
States tn east a liiihnnesi vnte, by stigmatizing him as a
hy|w»irite .-ind ilcvi.ting him to jjarty hatred, is only a more 40$

piausilde rascal than his op|Ninent who gives Pat O’Flana-

gan a franduirnt lultiraiization jwper or buys his vote with

a ilollar or a glass of whiskey. Whatever the offences »f

the presiilriil may have been, they were as nothing when
com|)ansl with the jjarty spirit which declared that it was 4«»

lireil of the inloicnible cant of honesty. So the sneering

cavalier was tircti of the cant of the Puritan conscience,

but the conscience of which plumed Injustice and coro-

nctetl Prlvdlage were tired, has been for three centuries

the invincible tsMly-guard of civil and religious liberty. m
Oentiemen, how dire a calamity the same party spirit

was prepring for the country within a few months, we can

now |)crceivc with amazement and with hearty thanksgiv-

ing for a great deliverance. The ordeal of last winter was

the severest strain ever yet applied to republican i^stitu-

tions. It was a mortal strain along the very fibre of our

system. It was not a collision of sections, nor a conflict

of principles of clvUization. It was s supreme and tri-

mond portndtnrs (im wqw^dly D. thto is one of the strong

rasowGM of orstofy, to " esU s spsde s spwk,” and to unmask the real

dgaUkaaoe of what b Oj^lKMed. How does this exemplify Rhst, p.

SAk ylly, also p. 453. tf— flomed 2a}nstiioe m& ooroaeted

IMvflofs.— wbst Igttre b lavdlvwit How do the ^tbeis exemplify

Hkel. p. $7, jdlyf

4UMMW. Wbb b ^ ftaese of hbiodticlng tide morn encoumg^

Si die bM^ of dM of party Mdtf Exactly what

does dw pssignpk filoitiabf ***dSbl> Kko ordeal of last wbiter, —*
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umphant test of American patriotism. Greater than the

4t5 declaration of imkpcndcncc'by colonies hopcK'.ssly alienated

from the crown and already in arms
;
greater than emanci-

pation, as a military exiK'dicnt, amid the throes of civil

war, was the peaceful and reasonable consent »if two va.st

parties— in a crisis plainly foreseen and criminally neg-

43olectod— a crisis in which each party asserted its solution

to be indisputable— to devise a lawful settlement of the

tremendous contest, a settlement which, through furious

storms of disappointment and rage, has been religiously

.
respected. We arc told that our politics are mean— that

«5 already, in its hundredth year, the decadence of the Amer-
ican republic appears and the hope of the world is clouded.

But tell me, scholars, in what high hour of Greece, when,
as De Witt Clinton declared, “ the herb-woman of Athens
could criticise the phraseology of Demosthenes, and the

tba orator refers to the contested election of 1876. A quotation from
the Civil Service Reform Speech aiready mentioned will illustnite the

somewhat less im{»s8!oned, but still equally earnest, language employed
with an older and more matter-of-iact audience : " The exigencies and
tests of liberty In this countiy have been many and great, but a more
crucial hour the country never-saw than that of the oonteeted dectlon
of 1876. Constitution, law, and |»eoedent, wen all obscured. Party

was arrayed angrily agdnat party, and the peaceful condouance of the

Government itself was involved. It was a strain atoiq( the very libn
of the American people and by the grace of Cod it did not give.

Party spirit yielded to patriotic iaatlnrt, uid rim great vkteiy of popu-
lar government was won. In that supnme hour who waa Aa traitor to

Ifitwiy, to Repnblkaa'Govenunent, to America? It waa any bbhhi who
vooffirated that party dlacl^dne mint be maintained, and that ovary
man must stand by hia party, became oady by party oould tha Govara-
auat be carried on. Happily the cry waa vi^. IIm odaia waa beyond
party, ead only becaoae rim people for diat Mgh hoarme a^wler to
pariy waa the Govemmeat walntaiaed and the ooimliy aavad.”—

’

. S«t ta« i(au^«QluAais,-~how do dM emm^adfoioad 0^
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meanest artisan cmilii pronounce judgment on the works d 44«

A|h,'I1i-s an«l i'Jiiclias," or at what proud epoch of imperial

Rome ur millennial moment of the fierce Italian republics^

was ever so momentous a jjarty difference so wisely, so

IR'accfully, so humanely, composed ? Had the sophistry of

party prevailctl, had each side resolved that not to insist «
iijHin its own claim at every hazard was what the mad party

spirit of each side declared it to be, a pusillanimous sur-

render : had the spirit of Marius mastered one party and

that of Sylla the other, this waving valley of the Mohawk

would not to4ay murmur with the music of industry, and 480

these tranquil voices of scholars blending with its happy

harvest'song ;
it would have smoked and roared with fra-

ternal war, and thU shuddering river would have run red

through desolated meadows and by burning, homes.

It is because these consequences are familiar to .the4ss

knowledge of educated and thoughtful men that such men

are constantly to assuage this party fire and to take care

that party is always subordinated to patriotism. Perfect

party discipline is the most dangerous weapon of party

spirit, for it is the abdication of the individual judgment : 460

it is the application to political parties of the Jesuit prin-

ciple of implicit obedience.

It is ioe you to help bresdt this withering spell. It is

for you to assmt tbe independence and the dignity of the

Individual dtlsen, and to prove that party was made for 4«j

tbe voter, not tbe voter for party. Wbeh you are angrily

tfds siMWsl to scbdanhl|> i^Bwqpdsto?—Wtot of&et does this illustr^

don iSi to the taipitodoa of H. adi-sW above, sod how does It

corwyond to tbs ipsdw% ait me outset? See

^W til From knowledge of Wetory jwt appsskjd t», wkat

b d«wn, snd how does tWe e(8weif<»d to the |«%vei!tiig
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told that if yoti crccl y«nir iicrsonai whim aj'ainst the rc};-

iiiar party behest, y<m make teprestailalive j'liviTmitciit

imimssible by refusing t«t avTi’|»t its eiimlilitms, hold fast

470 by your own consi ience ami let the paily ^u, 'riiere is

not an American merchant who would setid a ship to sea

under the command of Captain Kidd, however skilful a

sailor he mifjht be. Why should he vole to send Captain

Kidd to the Icijislaturc or to put him in eoinniaiid of the

ship of state because his party directs ? The party which

to-day nominates Captain Kidil, will to-morn>w nominate

Judas Iscariot, and to-morrow, as tinlay, parly spirit will

spurn you as a traitor for refusinn to sell your master.

“I tell you," said an ardent ami well-meaning partisan,

4I0 speaking of a closely contested election in another st.-ttc,

“I tell you it is a nasty state, and I hope wc have <lone

nasty work enough to carry it." Ifut if your state has

been carried by nasty means this year, success will ret|tiirc

nastier next year, and the nastiest means will always carry

41$ it. The party may win, but the state will have Irecn lost,

for there are successes which are failures. When a man
is sitting ui>on the bough of n tree and <iiligcntly sawing

it off between himself and the trunk, he may succeed, but

• his success will break his neck.

4«a The remedy for the constant excess of party spirit lies,

and lies alone, in the courageous independence of the

individual citizen. The only way, for instance, to procure

the party nomination of good men, is for every sclf-rcs{)cct-

ing voter to refuse to vote for bad men. In the medieval

m theology the devils feared nothing so much as the drop of

motiv* towMch appeal is nude throughout the oration? How does
tHs puagmph MsamsrlM the previous paragraphs, and whnt hn|died

doty hi dndttoed, contrast, fio» the sumnnry?
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holy water and the sign of the cross, by which they were

exorcised, The evil spirits of party fear nothing so much
as bolting and scratching. In hoc signo vinces. If a

farmer would reap a good crop, he scratches the weeds

out of his field. If we would have good men upon the 50a

ticket, we must scratch bad men off. If the scratching

breaks down the party, let it break ; for the success of the

party by such means would break .down the country. The
evil spirits must be taught by means that they can under-

stand. *‘Them fellers,'’ said the captain of a canal-boat 505

of his men— them fellers never think you mean a thing

until you kick ’em. They feel that, and understand.”

It is especially necessary for us to perceive the vital

relation of individual courage and character to the common

welfare because ours is a government of public opinion,

and public opinion is but the aggregate of individual

thought. We have the awful responsibility as a commu-

nity of doing what we choose ;
and it is of the last

tance that we choose fo do what is wise and right. In

the early days of the anti-slavey agitation, a meeting was 51s

called at Faneuil Hall, in Boston, which a good-natured

Having thus brought to a practical condusion the thought of this

section, for what purpose does the orator append the next two parar

graphs, 11 . 463-507? See Rhet. p. 457» 2, and p. 463^
h. 466-

470, what motive is appealed to? What is the practical fcwce of Ihe

iUustrations given in 11. 470-483? What is efiected, by way of

gestion, in the copious repetition of the word nasty, U. 481-48S?

How is epigram employed to give point to the thought?

490-507. How#is “the remedy” here defined related to what has

already been implied, IL 45^62? Once defined, how is it traasiated

into practical deeds?— 49a In hoc sigao wi^t

is referred to here, and how is it emphasized by utilizing to

tiveness of a -word, as in U. 481-4^5 above; How do IL

mustrate Rhet. p. 468, top?-605. “raem felterti” is repeated after
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mob of soldiers was hired to suppress. They tiHik po.sscs-

sion of the floor and danced brcaktiowns and shtfiitetl cho-

ruses and refused to hear any of the oralons upon the

jw platform. The most eloquent picadeil with them in vain,

They were uryeil by the inenmries of the Cr,nlle of Lib-

erty, for the honor of Ma.Hsachusetts, fur their own honor

as Boston boys, to respect liberty of s|H.vch. But they

still laughed and sang and dancetl, and were proof against

sts every apfjcal. At last a man siultleiily arose from among

themselves, and began to speak. Struck by his tone and

quaint appearance, and with the thought that he might

be one of themselves, the mt>b iK'camc suddenly still.

“ Well, fellow-citizens,” he said, " 1 wouldn't be quiet if

sjo I didn’t want to.” The words were greeted with a roar

of delight from the mob, which supposed it had found its

champion, and the applause was unceasing (or five min-

utes, during which the strange orator tranquilly awaited

his chance to continue. The wish to hear more hushed

»s the tumult, and when the hall was still he resumed

;

*'No, I certainly wouldn't stop if I hadn't a mind to; but

then, if I were you, I would have a mind to I
" The oddity

of the remark and the earnestness of the tone, held the

titt inteiipolation ; see aiao a simUar iosuum, i. 481 stMva. This rtpe-

tilka is how dictated by the kind of discounw and ooawionf

The next aectioB of the oration, iL which tmts of

scholar in his relatioR to Pubttc Opiidon, may be ebortcr and Icm

ril^orated than the praviooa ones, perhaps touum of them. How do
the previous sectkms iavotvs the thouj^l of this, snd bow Is this

aoondiafly rested to dwm? How Is the sentimsnt here snferoed

Biads to grow out oi wind tiaa bsen said rqgardlqg tlm tadhridiialf

—

A ^kigle veii-toid incideat is sufhdent to sag|Mt the tbo«4(ht of this

•sttioa. Snmly what does it lUastrate as to the power of puhHe ophi*

tonf It idle iqgfsia seoaetbing as to ^ way in which pobfie

sgtoloe miy be caatsBlieil mA directsd ; how doss dw gnsiat omtoils
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crowd silent, and the speaker continued: ‘‘Not because
this is Faneuil Hall, nor for the honor of Massachusetts, S4i

nor because you are Boston boys, but because you are

men, and because honorable and generous men always love

fair play.** The mob was conquered. Free speech and
fair play were secured. Public opinion can do what it has

a mind to in this country. If it be debased and demoral- 545

ized, it is the most odious of tyrants. It is Nero and
Caligula multiplied by millions. Can there then be a more
stringent public duty for every man— and the greater the

intelligence the greater the duty— than to take care, by
all the influence he can command, that the country, the 55a

majority, public opinion, shall have a mind to do
^
only

what is just and pure, and humane ?

Gentlemen, leaving this college to take your part in the

discharge of the duties of American citizenship, every sign

encourages and inspires. The year that is now ending, 55s

the year that opens the second century of our history, has

furnished the supreme proof that in a country of rigorous

party division the purest patriotism exists. That and that

only is the pledge of a prosperous future. No mere party

fervor, or party fidelity, or party discipline, could fully 56#

success with the mob illustrate Rhet. p. 467, bottom? Disfinguish the

motives appealed to in that incident, and the motives that were acto^y

operative. '— Show how the summary of this section may stand as- Ihe

summary of all that has been inculcated; and how does it illustrate

Rhet. p. 281, 2?

m. The Coadueion, or Peroration.— What is there in the

audience and the occasion to make, a forward-looldng conoiasioin

priate, and how does this correspond with the speaker’s

at the beginning? What concrete instance does ht ^oose ^^55^
55^) as the sujggester and guarantee <)f a hopeful oudoA?

supreino proof,— s^ B. 4x6-454* abovC(,f,^pd note

therfisOBi reversion to this instance furmshes* also' to
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restore a country torn ami distracted by the fierce tlebate

of a century and the convulsions of civil war ; nothing less

than a patriotism all-embracing as the summer air could

heal a wound so wide, I know,— no man better,— how
s6s hard it is for earnest men to scjiaratc their country from

their party, or their religion from their sect. lUit never-

theless the welfare of the country is dearer than the mere

victory of party, as truth is more jirecions than the interest

of any sect. You will hear this patriotism scorned as an

570 impracticable theory, as the dream of a cloister, as the

whim of a fool. But such was the folly of the Spartan

Leonidas, staying with his three hundred the Persian

hordp and teaching Greece the self-reliance that .saved

her. Such was the folly of the Swiss Arnold von Winkel-

575 ried, gathering into his own breast the host of Austrian

spears, making his dead body the bridge of victory for his

countrymen. Such was the folly of the American Nathan
Hale, gladly risking the seeming disgrace of his name, and

grieving that he hg^d but one life to give for his country.

s8« Such are the beacon-lights of a pure patriotism that burn

forever in men’s memories and answer each other through

the illuminated ages. And of the same grandeur, in less

heroic and poetic form, was the patriotism of Sir Robert

Peel in recent history. He was the leader of a great party

s«5 arid the prime minister of England. The character and

lead th« thought to a culmination, in the sentiment that has been all

along the supreme motive of the oration
; what is that? Accordingly,

bow does the theme, in its highest outcome, correspond to the ideal
' of. an oratorical theme, as shown Rhet p. 358, top, and p. 456, top?
Put In words die imptreVivt of the oratioa.

563. A jMtriotUm aU-embnoing as the sonuaMr air,— how is

ttds implied to the recent task of government? How to the h«rd«Mp«

and soemns of ptactlcal political activity?

—

SfJL Buob wtm tilt (oUj,
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necessity nf p-irty were as plain to him as to any nnian.

lint when he mw that the national welfare demanded the

repeal of the ewn-lawa which he had always supported, he

did nut fpiail. Amply avowinj' the error of a life and the

«luty of avowing it foreseeing the probable overthrow of 594

his parly and ihe hitter execration that tnust fall upon

him, he ti aiupiilly did his duty. With the eyes of England

fixed ii|Min him in mingled amazement, admiration and

indigiiathm, he nwe in the Hou.se of Commons to perform

as great a service as any English statesman ever performed sss

lor his country, anti in closing his last speech in favor of

the rc|)cal, describing the consequences that its mere pros-

pect hatl prtMiuced, he loftily exclaimed ;
“ Where there

was di-Hsatisfaction I see contentment ;
where there was

turbulence, ! sec there is peace ; where there was disloy- 600

ally, I ICC there is loyalty. I see a disposition to confide

in you, anil not to agitate questions that are the founda-

tions of your institutions." When all was over, when he

had left office, when his party was out of power, and the

fury of party execration against him was spent, his posi- fej

tion was greater and nobler than it had ever been. Cob-

den said of him, " Sir Robert Peel has lost office, but he

has gained a country j** and I.x)rd Dalling said of him, what

may truly be said of Washington: "Above all parties.

—this msaon' of Introdticittg the ei«mplet here adduced makes them

conOnuallymalinaiawhal antitheata?— The three examples hi^

tory, U. are reprded by the speaker, according to the impU-

cation. 1. aa hatdng what character? How, therefore, suited to

thia audience?— If U» frandeur of Sir Robert Peel’s patriotism,

»

ijg^aibed, ll. »B$-S3X, Is "lere heroic and poedo” in form, what is

there In ll to nud« It after all a true climax With the preceding iHwtr^

dona? la there anythini In ita occasion and manifestation to 0ve it

more interest and cogency for jaesent affaire?— 608. What may troly
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«» himself a party, he had trained his own mind into a dis-

interested sympathy with the intelligence of his country."

A public spirit so lofty is not confined to other ages and

lands. You are conscious of its stirrings in your souls.

It calls you to courageous .service, and I am here to bid

615 you obey the call. Such patriotism may be ours. Let it

be your parting vow that it shall be yours. Bolingbrokc

described a patriot king in England
;

I can imagine a pa-

triot president in America. I can see him indeed the

choice of a party, and called to administer the government

«» when sectional jealousy is fiercest and party passion most

inflamed. I can imagine him seeing clearly what justice

and humanity, the national law and the national welfare

require him to do, and resolve to do it. I can imagine

him patiently enduring not only the mad cry of party hate,

6115 the taunt of “ recreant ” and “ traitor," of " renegade " and

“coward," but what is harder to bear, the amazement, the

doubt, the grief, the denurtciation, of those as sincerely

devoted as he to the common welfare. I can imagine him
pushing firmly on, trusting the heart, the intelligence, the

«}o conscience of his countrymen, healing angry wounds, cor-

be Mid of WMblngtoa,—tka tke historical iosta&ce drawn frwn

another nation is connected in a lofty sendment vrith the heroic liie of

our own.

In the last paragrapl^ 11. 613-837, how it the theme brought home
to the pment audience and occasion?—The portrayal kf a patriot

prMident, 11. 616-638, ftirniahet occasion tx an infiMraeal sumraaiy of

the most praetka! thinjpi that have bean huidestsdi traoe tiieia.—

What standard, highest Md meet comprabeaahe of a^ Is hroeght la

the last sentence, U. 634-637, to bar oa the seadaieat bas h>-

spired the omtion?— 686, TThe oeleatdal aewet,— wbatielteiBrae
of theqpitbetl

Kew does dw style of the peroration eotmpmi te what It aaid of

Met. p, aSa?
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recting misunderstandings, planting justice on surer founda-

tions, and, whether his party rise or fall, lifting his country

heavenward to a more perfect union, prosperity and peace.

This is the spirit of a patriotism that girds the common-
wealth with the resistless splendor of the moral law— the 63s

invulnerable panoply of states, the celestial secret of a

great nation and a happy people.
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